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The sharing economy is said to take advantage of under-utilised 
goods and services in our economy, contributing to more sustainable 
consumption. Yet, despite widespread claims in academia and the 
media, the sharing economy is not sustainable by default. Accom-
modation sharing may gentrify neighbourhoods and contribute to 
over-tourism; ridesharing can lead to congestion; and bikesharing 
and e-scooters have crowded our city streets and reduced pedestrian 
safety.

STEVEN KANE CURTIS engages in pres-
criptive and design-oriented research to 
support the design and implementation of 
sharing economy business models for sus-
tainability. His research provides detailed 
elaboration to advance knowledge of the 
sharing economy and sustainable business 
models, while supporting managers, en-
trepreneurs, policy-makers, investors, and 
users interested in the sharing economy.
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Abstract 

Despite sharing being a long-practiced form of consumption, the concept ‘sharing 
economy’ has emerged only recently. New business models have proliferated, utilising 
technology to reduce transaction costs and facilitate shared access. Societal actors have 
taken interest in the sharing economy, to reduce resource consumption, foster social 
cohesion, and support the economy. However, sharing economy business models 
facilitate a wide array of consumption practices, including sharing, renting, borrowing, 
lending, bartering, swapping, trading, exchanging, gifting, buying second-hand, and 
even buying new goods. Past academic research and media attention tend to focus on 
unicorns such as Airbnb and Uber. There is greater need to explore the diverse 
permutations of business models within the sharing economy, especially considering 
sustainability. 

However, a gap exists between the design and successful implementation of sharing 
economy business models. This research aims to advance and structure knowledge 
about the sharing economy and sustainable business models, by using business 
modelling methods to study the design and implementation of sharing economy 
business models. Inspired by design science, this research engages in prescriptive theory-
building and design-oriented research to construct and evaluate design artefacts. 
Incorporating data materials from people, documents, and literature, the research 
strategies of grounded theory and desk research are utilised to support methods for data 
collection and data analysis. 

The research proposes a prescriptive definition of the sharing economy as a socio-
economic system that leverages technology to mediate two-sided markets, which 
facilitate temporary access to goods that are under-utilised, tangible, and rivalrous. 
From this, four design principles guide the formation of the sharing economy business 
model framework, which capture three value dimensions, sixteen business model 
attributes, and eighty-nine configuration options. This research proposes a coherent 
design theory to support the conceptualisation of sharing economy business models for 
sustainability. 

Additional artefacts are developed to support the successful implementation of these 
business models. First, business model patterns provide the justificatory knowledge to 
select relevant business model attributes in specific contexts. Then, a systematic 
framework measures the social impact of sharing platforms across four aspects – trust, 
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empowerment, social justice, and inclusivity. Finally, organisational response strategies 
to COVID-19 are established in the sharing economy. 

The primary contribution of this research is conceptual, with additional modest 
methodological and empirical contributions. Furthermore, the artefacts are intended 
to be useful for research and practice, including scholars, entrepreneurs, managers, 
policymakers, investors, users, and concerned citizens. 
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Popular Science Summary 

The sharing economy is said to take advantage of under-utilised goods and services in 
our economy, contributing to more sustainable consumption. Yet, despite widespread 
claims in academia and the media, the sharing economy is not sustainable by default. 
Accommodation sharing may gentrify neighbourhoods and contribute to over-tourism; 
ridesharing can lead to congestion; and bikesharing and e-scooters have led to an 
overcapacity of underutilised assets (search “bike graveyards in China”!). We must be 
deliberate and strategic in how we design sharing economy business models to ensure 
improved sustainability performance. 

Yet, the sharing economy is defined and operationalised differently by actors across 
society, which has implications for entrepreneurs, managers, policymakers, consumers, 
and citizens. How is car rental different from carsharing via ShareNow? How is a taxi 
service different from ridehailing via Uber? How are hotels or apartment leasing 
different from short-term accommodation rental via Airbnb? All of these examples 
facilitate access over ownership, largely the unifying characteristic of the sharing 
economy, but car rental, taxi service, or hotels would not be considered part of the 
sharing economy. Why? I suggest that sharing platforms should facilitate temporary 
access to an existing stock of goods in a two-sided market. In this way, the sharing platform 
improves material efficiency and increases the intensity of use of space, mobility, and 
goods that otherwise would be idle. 

However, sharing economy business models struggle to remain financially and socially 
viable, scale operations, and/or retain prosocial and environmental motivation. In fact, 
popularised claims suggest that 70-90% of business models fail. Therefore, this research 
proposes knowledge and tools to support the design and implementation of sharing 
economy business models for sustainability.  

To support the design of sharing economy business models for sustainability, I 
developed a framework that includes eighty-nine business model choices, including 
twenty-five revenue streams, which are all described in detail with examples. The 
framework prioritises platform types that facilitate a two- or multi-sided market (e.g. 
peer-to-peer, business-to-business, crowd cooperative), excluding business-to-
consumer companies, which purchase new goods to create an artificial idling capacity. 
The framework describes several shared practices (e.g. shared space, shared mobility, 
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shared goods, shared consumables, shared resources), excluding the gig economy, time 
banking, and filesharing. 

I also sought to develop knowledge and tools to support the implementation and 
continued success of sharing platforms. This includes business model patterns, which 
provide a language and structure to design and implement sharing economy business 
models, drawing on what has worked in practice. With growing criticism of the social 
impacts of the sharing economy (e.g. gentrification, discrimination, exploitation), I 
developed a tool for understanding and measuring these social impacts, motivated by 
“if you can’t measure it, you can’t improve it”. Finally, recognising the impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic on the continued survival of sharing platforms, I contributed to 
research on organisational response strategies aimed at the organisation, its users, and 
society more generally.  

I conducted research over the course of four years as part of the Urban Sharing project, 
funded by Riksbankens Jubileumsfond and the European Research Council. I used 
multiple methods, both qualitative and quantitative in nature, including literature 
review, qualitative content analysis, morphological analysis, and quantitative cluster 
analysis. The research puts forward a strong and coherent conceptualisation of sharing 
economy business models, with balanced focus on design and implementation. The 
findings are intended for both researchers and practitioners, to advance and structure 
knowledge about the sharing economy and sustainable business models. It is my hope 
that these tools may continue to prove useful for sharing platforms, to enhance their 
service offering, to ensure economic viability, and to improve sustainability 
performance.  
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1 Introduction 

Imagine a power drill – many of us have one at home that sits unused most of the time. 
The average use time of a drill is only a few minutes throughout its lifetime (Fremstad, 
2016). This statistic is used time and again to demonstrate the potential of the sharing 
economy (Apte & Davis, 2019; Belk, 2014b; Botsman & Rogers, 2010; Gerwe et al., 
2020; Ravenelle, 2017; Ustyuzhanina et al., 2018). By facilitating shared access instead 
of ownership, it is claimed that sharing economy business models (SEBMs) can reduce 
the production of new drills, subsequently lessening the extraction of raw materials as 
well as greenhouse gas emissions resulting from its avoided production. 

Shared access to a drill is just one example of countless products that are used at a 
household level that have the potential to reduce environmental impact, for example, 
clothes, sports equipment, luggage, and other small appliances. It is estimated that 
household consumption contributes more than 60% of the total greenhouse gas 
emissions and between 60-80% of the total environmental impact globally (Ivanova et 
al., 2016). Unrestrained extraction of raw materials, production, distribution, use, and 
disposal of household goods exacerbates climate change, biodiversity loss, pollution, 
land-use change, and so on. In addition, with social pressures stemming from 
population growth and urbanisation, there is great need to transform our systems of 
production and consumption.  

In principle, sharing seems like an attractive consumption practice to reduce 
environmental and social impacts from household consumption. Business models that 
facilitate shared access have proliferated, but the design and implementation of these 
business models may not lead to improved sustainability performance (Curtis & Mont, 
2020; C. J. Martin, 2016; Plepys & Singh, 2019), nor are they necessarily financially 
or socially viable (Apte & Davis, 2019).  

Again, let’s consider the drill – the intention is that an individual will make a drill they 
already own available to rent in a marketplace. However, the business models that 
proliferate in the sharing economy often do not operate in that way, for example, 
business-to-consumer models. In an unregulated market, rent-seeking behaviour and 
competition can result in an overcapacity of underutilised assets (Pies et al., 2020). In 
other words, a company may purchase hundreds of cheap drills simply to rent on the 
market. Alternatively, an individual may purchase a new drill with the hopes of making 
additional income by providing shared access. Without careful design and 
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implementation, SEBMs may induce unwanted rebound effects, for example, excess 
capacity, unnecessary end-of-life processing, additional spending, gentrification, and 
discrimination (Edelman et al., 2017; Plepys & Singh, 2019; Schor et al., 2016). Many 
consumers report excessive transaction costs associated with locating, picking up, and 
returning a shared item (Apte & Davis, 2019). Some individuals indicate that it is 
simply easier to buy the product new (Apte & Davis, 2019). Therefore, business model 
design and implementation are essential to mitigate unwanted negative environmental 
and social impacts and to ensure long-term financial and social viability of platforms 
that facilitate sharing. 

1.1 Sharing Economy 
Despite sharing being a long-practiced form of consumption, the concept of the 
‘sharing economy’ has emerged only recently. New business models have been 
developed, utilising information and communication technologies (ICT) to reduce 
transaction costs to facilitate shared access (Curtis & Lehner, 2019). The sharing 
economy has only existed as a research phenomenon since 2012 (Henry et al., 2021), 
when scholars started to respond to popular science publications on collaborative 
consumption, two-sided business models, and online marketplaces (Henry et al., 
2021). Since then, research interest has grown; according to Scopus records, in 2020, 
617 peer-reviewed journal articles in English were published, representing a 34% 
increase compared to the previous year.  

Literature portrays the sharing economy as an umbrella term to describe disparate social 
and economic practices (Acquier et al., 2017; Dreyer et al., 2017; Frenken & Schor, 
2017; Heinrichs, 2013). However, the sharing economy is generally said to facilitate 
sharing of underutilised goods or services between people (Habibi et al., 2017; 
Harmaala, 2015), challenging our notions of access and ownership (Curtis & Lehner, 
2019; C. J. Martin, 2016).  

This understanding overlaps with related concepts of product-service systems (PSS) and 
the circular economy, which are often studied as part of the research field on sustainable 
consumption and production. Product-service systems describe business models that 
deliver “value in use” (Baines et al., 2007), recognising that the value lies in the 
product’s function rather than product ownership itself (P. Akbar & Hoffmann, 2020; 
Mont, 2002). The circular economy seeks to transform our linear economy – e.g. take, 
make, break – with strategies to reduce, reuse, repair, recover, remanufacture, and 
recycle, among others (Kirchherr et al., 2017; Nußholz, 2017). By placing a focus on 
resource flows to reduce the need for virgin material extraction and processing, circular 
business models are designed to slow, close, and narrow resource loops (Bocken et al., 
2016; Lüdeke-Freund et al., 2019; Stahel, 1994). 
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I position the sharing economy as an extension of product service systems – as sharing 
is an example of use-oriented PSS – and the circular economy – as the sharing economy 
slows resource loops (Bocken et al., 2016). Specifically, the sharing economy extends 
product lifetimes and increases the intensity of use, suggesting “reduced resource 
expenditure for a given level of consumption” (Hawlitschek et al., 2018, p. 1). 

Societal actors have taken interest in sharing to spur the economy (Cheng, 2016a; 
Sinclair, 2016), reduce resource consumption (Frenken & Schor, 2017), and foster 
social cohesion (Luckner et al., 2015; Sharp, 2018). For example, the European 
Commission initially proposed a Circular Economy Action Plan in 2015 and an updated 
plan in 2020 (European Commission, 2020). The updated Action Plan identifies the 
sharing economy specifically as “accelerating circularity”, leading to dematerialisation 
and reduced dependence on primary materials (European Commission, 2020, p. 2). 
Officials at the European Union have stated that the circular economy is “the number 
one priority” of the forthcoming EU New Green Deal, representing “half” of all efforts 
to achieve its net-zero goals (F. Simon, 2019). A little closer to home, Sweden’s 
innovation agency Vinnova has funded Sharing Cities Sweden, a national programme 
to develop nodes to test sharing solutions and promote national and international 
cooperation and exchange of ideas to advance the sharing economy (Vinnova, 2019). 

With increased interest in the sharing economy, the business models that facilitate 
sharing are increasingly studied. Yet, business models under its banner facilitate a wide 
array of consumption practices, including “…sharing, renting, borrowing, lending, 
bartering, swapping, trading, exchanging, gifting, buying second-hand, and even 
buying new goods” (Curtis & Mont, 2020, p. 1). Past academic research and media 
attention tend to focus on unicorns such as Airbnb and Uber (Muñoz & Cohen, 2018; 
Ritter & Schanz, 2019). As such, there is greater need to explore the diverse 
permutations of business models within the sharing economy (Chasin et al., 2018). 

1.2 Knowledge Gaps 
While there has been significant interest in the sharing economy to usher in new modes 
of sustainable consumption and production, it is not devoid of criticism. It has been 
called “neoliberalism on steroids”, as the sharing economy is both seen as a part of the 
capitalistic system and as an alternative to it (L. Richardson, 2015). The sharing 
economy, at the same time, promotes “more sustainable consumption and production 
practices” while reinforcing the “current unsustainable economic paradigm” (C. J. 
Martin, 2016). I understand this paradox to suggest that the sharing economy may 
encourage excess consumption via access instead of ownership, while framing 
consumption within the sharing economy as fundamentally more sustainable. If 
sustainability remains the motivation, we need to be more deliberate and strategic in 
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how we design and implement sharing economy business models to ensure improved 
sustainability performance.  

The sharing economy remains poorly defined, which hinders the ability to delineate or 
differentiate between the various business models and consumption practices. Sharing 
platforms vary greatly in their shared practices, platform types, value orientation, and 
geographical scale (Curtis & Mont, 2020). Among academics and practitioners, related 
but separate practices are conflated within the sharing economy, for example, 
collaborative consumption and production, access-based consumption, and the gig 
economy. There is no clear delineation in the design of business models attributed to 
the sharing economy, such as those of Airbnb, Uber, and ShareNow and their 
counterparts of a hotel, taxi service, or car rental company, despite all facilitating access 
over ownership. There is a clear need to articulate design principles that guide the 
design and implementation of sharing economy business models. 

Ongoing semantic confusion leads to inconsistent and incomplete sharing economy 
business model conceptualisations, which are difficult to put into practice – a so-called 
design-implementation gap. Research overemphasises design of business models (Breuer 
et al., 2018), including frameworks and tools that focus on ideation or experimentation 
(Bocken et al., 2019). Business model design focuses on the choices that an individual 
or team make about the content, structure, and governance of their firm (Zott & Amit, 
2010). Designers ask the questions what, how, and who, reflecting all possible “building 
blocks” of the business model. 

While design dictates implementation and performance, there is growing interest in 
studying the processes and outcomes of implementing new business models (Baldassarre 
et al., 2020; Breuer et al., 2018; Ritala et al., 2018; Upward & Jones, 2015), but 
business model implementation remains understudied (Amit & Zott, 2012; 
Geissdoerfer et al., 2018). In practice, new business models are rarely implemented on 
the market, and often fail once they are (Tukker, 2015). Popularised claims suggest 
between 70-90% of business models fail (Griffith, 2014; David Miller, 2001; Patel, 
2015).  

Sharing economy business models struggle to remain financially viable, scale 
operations, and retain their pro-social and environmental motivation (Acquier et al., 
2017; Laukkanen & Tura, 2020). Many sharing platforms simply fail in the first few 
years, as customers are unwilling to participate in the marketplace if the transaction 
costs are too high (Apte & Davis, 2019). Experimentation is often unsuccessful because 
businesses lack the knowledge and tools to support business model innovation (Remane 
et al., 2017; Spieth et al., 2014). The design-implementation gap can therefore be 
expressed two ways – the research gap and the practice gap – between the design and 
successful implementation of sharing economy business models. 
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Business models within the sharing economy are lauded as a pathway to improve 
resource efficiency, prevent idling of goods, and develop meaningful peer-to-peer 
interactions. However, with competing perspectives on the sharing economy, research 
is needed in order to address the design-implementation gap and provide guidance to 
entrepreneurs, policy makers, users/consumers, and academics to realise a sharing 
economy for sustainability!  

1.3 Research Objective and Research Questions 
In an attempt to overcome this purported design-implementation gap, this research 
aims to advance and structure knowledge about the sharing economy and sustainable 
business models by using business modelling methods to study the design and 
implementation of sharing economy business models. The outcome of this research 
provides prescriptive knowledge and tools to guide academics and practitioners to more 
critically reflect on the design and implementation of SEBMs that support more 
sustainable consumption and production. 

To achieve this, the dissertation explores the following research questions:  

RQ1: What design principles can guide the design and implementation of sharing 
economy business models for sustainability?   

RQ2: How may sharing economy business models be designed for sustainability?  

RQ3: What constellation of business model attributes and organisational strategies 
support implementation?  

1.4 Approach 
I engaged in prescriptive theory-building and design-oriented research to construct and 
evaluate design artefacts, e.g., morphological box, business model patterns. This 
research approach is suitable, as prescriptive research ensures “value in context and use” 
(Winter & Aier, 2016, p. 479), with the artefacts intended to have utility in academia 
and practice to address a design-implementation gap in the sharing economy. 
Throughout my research, I am inspired by, and borrow concepts and methodologies 
from, design science research, for example, artefacts, design principles, and design 
theory. With roots in engineering and other applied sciences (H. A. Simon, 1996), 
design science research seeks to change or make improvements to a given system 
(Dresch et al., 2015). The output of design science research is both material and 
abstract artefacts (e.g. constructs, models, frameworks), which structure prescriptive 
knowledge about the phenomenon in question (Vaishnavi et al., 2004). These artefacts 
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“…define the ideas, practices, technical capabilities, and products through which the 
analysis, design, implementation, management, and use … can be effectively and 
efficiently accomplished” (Hevner et al., 2004, p. 76). 

I conducted research on the design and implementation of SEBMs over the course of 
four years. I used multiple methods, both qualitative and quantitative in nature, 
including interviews, literature review, qualitative content analysis, morphological 
analysis, and quantitative cluster analysis. A multi-method approach such as this is a 
defining feature of design science research (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2003). The choice 
of methods is based on the appropriateness to answer the research questions, suggesting 
a pragmatic paradigm of inquiry (Siedhoff, 2019; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2003).  

Despite clear parallels to design science research, I refrain from positioning my research 
squarely as design science research, because the research process was a new lens with 
which to structure already completed research. Nonetheless, I think it is valuable to 
frame my approach as being inspired by design science because of the underlying 
ontology, multi-method approach, and resulting artefacts. This research took the form 
of peer-reviewed journal articles, which I summarise below:  

Article I  

Defining the Sharing Economy for Sustainability 

This first article proposes a definition of the sharing economy, including five semantic 
properties: ICT-mediated; non-pecuniary motivation for ownership; temporary access; 
rivalrous; and tangible goods. These properties were proposed as a result of a systematic 
literature review of 255 articles and subsequent qualitative content analysis of the 
various definitions of the sharing economy. The findings confirmed continued 
semantic confusion, as many authors offered conflicting definitions or chose not to 
define the sharing economy at all. While scholars promoted the sharing economy as 
contributing to sustainable consumption, there were no conceptualisations that 
supported this outcome specifically. Thus, the five semantic properties were proposed 
with sustainability in mind, and served as the initial work to develop design principles, 
responding to RQ1.  

Article II 

Sharing Economy Business Models for Sustainability 

Building on the definition presented in Article I, this second article primarily 
contributes to RQ2 by presenting a sharing economy business modelling tool. The tool 
presents three value dimensions, sixteen business model attributes, and sixty-seven 
business model choices, all of which are described conceptually. The tool is intended 
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for academics and practitioners, to support the design of SEBMs. The article also 
proposes preconditions (i.e. design principles) in the design of SEBMs to realise 
improved sustainability performance, again contributing to RQ1.  

Article III 

Business Model Patterns in the Sharing Economy 

Business model patterns bridge the design-implementation gap by examining existing 
business models to identify successful combinations of business model attributes. These 
combinations reflect the design attributes of business models, and are useful to support 
experimentation and implementation. This article examined sixty-three sharing 
platforms using an adapted framework from Article II. Using quantitative cluster 
analysis, the findings present three types of business model patterns: a sharing economy 
business model framework, prototypical patterns, and solution patterns. While the 
framework captures the design of SEBMs (contributing to RQ2), prototypical and 
solution patterns support experimentation and successful implementation of SEBMs 
(contributing to RQ3).  

Article IV 

Systematic Framework to Assess the Social Impacts of Sharing Platforms 

Literature and user experience demonstrate both positive and negative social impacts 
resulting from the actions of sharing platforms and practices of their users. This article 
proposes a systematic framework to assess the social impacts of sharing platforms across 
four social aspects: trust, empowerment, social justice, and inclusivity. By combining 
insights from a stakeholder workshop and a narrative literature review, this article 
proposes indicators and measurable variables for each social aspect, to support social 
impact assessment of sharing platforms. This article contributes to RQ3 by suggesting 
aspects of the business model that, when implemented, lead to improved social impacts. 
For example, to promote trust on the platform and among users, the sharing platform 
should implement a meaningful review system, identity verification system, and dispute 
resolution mechanisms. The choice of governance model (e.g. corporate, collaborative, 
cooperative) and value orientation (e.g. commercial, social, environmental, societal) 
also have implications on empowerment, inclusivity, and social justice.  
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Article V 

Organisational Response Strategies in the Sharing Economy to COVID-19 

The COVID-19 pandemic presents challenges for all of us, not least sharing platforms, 
which are forced to alter their business models and activities in line with public health 
guidance and changing consumer needs. This article examines the organisational 
response strategies to the pandemic among 30 sharing platforms representing shared 
mobility, shared space, and shared goods. The research conducts web analysis of 
platform websites and social media data to empirically derive a framework for 
structuring response strategies. We proposed eight strategies targeting the organisation, 
its users, and the broader society. This research represents an early attempt to describe 
responses and proposed learnings to support sharing platforms in remaining viable 
throughout and beyond the COVID-19 pandemic. This article therefore contributes 
to RQ3 and the implementation of sharing economy business models. 

Table 1. Summary of Research Articles 

Publication Empirical Data 
Methods for  
Data Analysis Relevant RQ 

Article I 

Curtis, S.K. & Lehner, M. 
(2019). Defining the 
Sharing Economy for 
Sustainability 

Literature 
Systematic Literature 
Review; Qualitative 
Content Analysis 

RQ1 

Article II 

Curtis, S.K. & Mont, O. 
(2020). Sharing Economy 
Business Models for 
Sustainability 

Literature, 
Interviews, 
Websites 

Narrative Literature 
Review, Morphological 
Analysis 

RQ1, RQ2 

Article III 

Curtis, S.K. (Under 
Review). Business Model 
Pattners in the Sharing 
Economy 

Literature, 
Interviews, 
Websites,  
Social Media 

Narrative Literature 
Review, Business Model 
Patterns, Quantitative 
Cluster Analysis 

RQ2, RQ3 

Article IV 

Curtis, S. K., Singh, J., 
Mont, O., & Kessler, A. 
(2020). Systematic 
framework to assess social 
impacts of sharing 
platforms 

Literature, 
Stakeholder 
Workshop 

Narrative Literature 
Review, Qualitative 
Content Analysis 

RQ1, RQ3 

Article V 

Mont, O., Curtis, S.K., 
Voytenko-Palgan, Y. 
(Under Review). 
Organisational Response 
Strategies to COVID–19 in 
the Sharing Economy 

Literature, 
Websites, Social 
Media 

Narrative Literature 
Review, Web Analysis RQ3 
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1.5 Scope 
The research included in this dissertation supports a larger interdisciplinary research 
programme called Urban Sharing, funded by Riksbankens Jubileumsfond (Grant No. 
RIK161055:1) and now the European Research Council (ERC) under the European 
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (Grant Agreement No. 
771872). Motivated by increasingly extreme urban challenges spurred by climate 
change, urbanisation, and population growth, the programme recognises the need to 
examine innovative approaches to promote sustainability transitions in cities. One such 
approach is examining the role of ‘sharing’ as a way to capitalise on the idling capacity 
of everyday goods to improve resource efficiency and reduce consumption. 

The team has consisted of three senior researchers, two postdoctoral researchers, and 
three PhD students with the overarching research objectives to study the design, 
practices, and processes of the sharing economy: 

• DESIGN: To present best practices in which sharing economy business
models are designed, and how they operate and vary in cities.

• PRACTICES: To study the sustainability impacts of sharing platforms and
how they vary across cities.

• PROCESSES: To advance theoretical understanding of institutionalisation
processes of sharing platforms across cities.

Figure 1. Delineating the Sharing Economy from Similar Phenomena 
Inspired by Görög (2018) 
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Corresponding to these research objectives, I focused my research on the design of 
sharing economy business models. However, I am aware of similar and overlapping 
concepts, for example, product-service systems, circular economy, and collaborative 
economy (Figure 1). There are similarities between these concepts and the sharing 
economy (Curtis & Lehner, 2019; Görög, 2018); for example, the sharing economy 
slows resource loops by extending product lifetimes, contributing to the circular 
economy, and use-oriented product-service systems facilitate sharing, renting, and 
pooling of resources. However, I chose to delimit my research to the sharing economy 
only, reflecting my prescriptive and design-oriented approach. Instead of descriptive 
research of how these overlapping phenomena occur in practice, I offer a normative 
position of how sharing economy business models may be designed to support 
sustainability.  

1.6 Contribution 
I see the primary contribution of this research as conceptual, proposing a design theory, 
which includes design principles, constructs, frameworks, and architectures, that 
describe the design of sharing economy business models. Using a multi-method 
approach, I also make a modest methodological contribution, using morphological 
analysis and quantitative cluster analysis to develop business model patterns in the 
sharing economy. These approaches are emerging as rigorous methods to design and 
describe business models. Finally, I am not aware of other efforts to empirically study 
the sharing economy using these methods, which I suggest warrants an empirical 
contribution to theory and practice.  

1.7 Audience 
The dissertation and related journal articles target primarily an academic audience, 
including the research communities working on the sharing economy and sustainable 
business models. The dissertation may be of interest to academics conducting business 
model and design science research, using recent business modelling methods including 
morphological analysis and business model patterns. Most notably, I interact with the 
literature and methods used by Professor Florian Lüdeke-Freund at ESCP Berlin, and 
Professor Nancy Bocken at the Maastricht Sustainability Institute at Maastricht 
University.  

However, because my work is inspired by design science research, I intend the findings 
presented here to be relevant for and used by practitioners, including sharing platforms, 
entrepreneurs, managers, investors, and policy-makers. For example, sharing platforms, 
entrepreneurs, and managers may be interested in the detailed design descriptions 
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presented. Investors may be interested in the social impact framework to assess the 
beneficial effect of their investments. Finally, policymakers may wish to reflect on the 
design principles in light of their motivation to promote or regulate the sharing 
economy. Additional support organisations may be interested in this research, 
including Sharing Cities Sweden, Sharing Cities Alliance, ShareNL, OuiShare, 
Shareable, among others. 

1.8 Disposition 
This dissertation comprises seven chapters and five appended peer-reviewed journal 
articles. In the remainder of this thesis, I review relevant background literature (Chapter 
2) and present my overarching methodology (Chapter 3). I then summarise my 
research findings and subsequent design artefacts to support the design and 
implementation of sharing economy business models (Chapter 4). I connect my 
research with ongoing discourses pertaining to business model innovation and 
sustainability, as well as offer some overall reflections and proposals for future research 
(Chapter 5). I reflect on my research impact, including impact pathways and types of 
impact, by discussing the reach and significance of my research (Chapter 6). Finally, I 
conclude this thesis by summarising my key findings, providing general 
recommendations, reviewing my contribution, and offering some concluding remarks 
about the sharing economy (Chapter 7). 
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 Design Science Research 
Design science should not be thought of as a science, per se, but a rigorous approach 
that involves building artefacts and evaluating those artefacts in context and use (Au, 
2001). However, a distinction must be made between research that involves design, 
and design science research. Scholars suggest this distinction lies in: 1) the underlying 
purpose for design; 2) a rigorous research process; and 3) output in the form of an 
artefact.  

Firstly, the purpose of design science research is to produce prescriptive knowledge to 
address a stated problem, intended to be useful for a given audience. Broadly, this 
knowledge is referred to as design theory, which encompasses prescriptive knowledge 
“for design and action” (Gregor & Hevner, 2013, p. 339), in contrast to descriptive, 
explanatory, or predictive knowledge (Gregor, 2006). A nascent or grand design theory 
must include a collection of artefacts that interrelate, as well as the justificatory 
knowledge to inform design and implementation, including academic, expert, and 
practitioner knowledge (Gregor & Hevner, 2013; Vaishnavi et al., 2004). 

Secondly, design science is characterised by a rigorous research process. Peffers et al. 
(2007) put forward a suggestion of the design science research process: 1) identify 
problem and motivation; 2) define objectives of the solution; 3) design and develop 
artefact(s); 4) demonstrate the use of artefact(s) in context; 5) evaluate the usefulness, 
effectiveness, and/or efficiency; and 6) communicate the artefacts as solutions to the 
identified problem. This process is increasingly used by scholars, for example, Gregor 
& Hevner (2013), Turber et al. (2014) and Baldassarre et al. (2020).  

Thirdly, the output of design science research is both material artefacts and relevant 
situated knowledge that supports the use of these artefacts (Gregor & Hevner, 2013). 
An artefact refers to the entity that has or can be transformed into a material object or 
process, for example, decision support systems, modelling tools, governance strategies, 
methods, and interventions (Gregor & Hevner, 2013). March & Smith (1995) propose 
four generic artefact types: constructs, models, methods, and instantiations. Constructs 
or concepts refers to the specialised vocabulary and conceptualisations needed to 
describe the design domain. Models express the relationship among constructs through 
a set of propositions, statements, or representations. Methods propose a set of steps to 
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perform a task, which build on the constructs and models. Their final generic type of 
artefact, instantiation, describes the implementation of any of these artefacts in their 
intended environment.  

Vaishnavi et al. (2004) propose additional artefact types to include frameworks, 
architectures, and design principles, based on the ongoing work of Purao (2013), Gregor 
& Jones (2007), and Gregor & Hevner (2013). Relevant for this research, frameworks 
describe more elaborate conceptualisations that build on constructs and models, which 
serve the purpose to guide or support design and implementation. Finally, design 
principles are the conditions or protocols in line with the stated objectives, which 
constrict or direct the design process.  

Design science research is often applied in the disciplines of information technology 
and information systems to “…address design tasks faced by practitioners” (March & 
Smith, 1995, p. 251). However, with origins in engineering (Au, 2001; March & 
Smith, 1995), the methodology has gone on to be used in other disciplines such as 
architecture, computer science, and other applied sciences (Beck et al., 2013). Design 
science research has also been used in business research, including entrepreneurship 
(Romme & Reymen, 2018) and business model research (Osterwalder, 2004; Siedhoff, 
2019). Design science has also informed research to develop knowledge and tools to 
overcome the design-implementation gap of sustainable business models (Baldassarre 
et al., 2020). A systemic design science approach is suggested when integrating 
sustainability and business model research to capture the interconnected system, 
drawing on diverse disciplinary perspectives (Upward, 2013). 

While design science research applied in the context of business models may involve 
the analysis or evaluation of existing models, a primary goal is the development of new 
business models and more successful alternatives to support implementation (Au, 2001, 
p. 3). For these reasons, I suggest design science research is a useful approach for
structuring the work of this thesis, to produce prescriptive and design-oriented
knowledge that addresses the design-implementation gap in the sharing economy.

2.2 Sustainability Science 
The need for radical and urgent transformation across every aspect of our society cannot 
be overstated! In the most recent warning, the United Nations Framework Convention 
on Climate Change (UNFCCC) (2021b) suggests we are on track to reduce global 
greenhouse gas emissions by 1% by 2030 compared to 2010 levels, based on nationally 
determined contributions as of December 2020. In contrast, the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (2018) in their Special Report on 1.5 °C suggests we 
need to see an emissions reduction of around 45% by 2030. The disparity between 
reality and necessity is wide. The incoming COP26 President Alok Sharma warns, 
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“[w]e must recognise that the window for action to safeguard our planet is closing fast” 
(UNFCC, 2021a).  

Similar warnings echo increasing strain on our environment. For example, Steffen et 
al. (2015) suggest four of the nine planetary boundaries have been breached by human 
activity, beyond natural variability. These include climate change, biosphere integrity 
(e.g. biodiversity), biogeochemical flows (e.g. nitrogen and phosphorus cycles), and 
land-system change (Steffen et al., 2015).  

Recent trends are not hopeful. As of 2017, we consume more than 100 billion tonnes of 
natural resources annually, the most ever and more than quadrupling consumption 
compared to 1970, despite the population only doubling (Carrington, 2020). Since, 
consumption has increased 8% between 2017 and 2019, while the global recycling rate 
has decreased from 9.1% to 8.6% (Carrington, 2020). The impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic is not yet known, nor whether this global event may reverse these negative 
trends and jumpstart a truly green recovery. With careful consideration – including the 
design and implementation of policies and business models – circular strategies of 
narrowing, slowing, and closing resource loops may reduce emissions by up to 39% 
(Circle Economy, 2021). Likewise, the sharing economy may reduce net production and 
improve material efficiency, while providing other social benefits (Curtis & Mont, 2020). 

If design science research starts with a problem – for example, unsustainable 
consumption and production, among others addressed in this thesis – sustainability 
science is the interdisciplinary perspective I depart from to examine the problem 
further. Sustainability is said to be many things – a motivation, a goal, an ideal, an 
umbrella, and a discipline (Stock & Burton, 2011). Sustainability science describes an 
emerging interdisciplinary discipline “…that seeks to understand the fundamental 
character of interactions between nature and society” (Kates et al., 2001).  

Sustainability science recognises sustainable development as the goal, achieved only by 
the systemic use of the scientific method (de Vries, 2012). Systemic? Yes, this inter- 
and transdisciplinary discipline seeks to “…understand and act upon causal 
mechanisms and behavioural responses across several time- and space-scales” by 
integrating qualitative and quantitative methods, natural and social sciences, and theory 
and practice (de Vries, 2012, p. 4). Research in the sustainability sciences is inherently 
problem-driven, generating normative and prescriptive knowledge to address our 
sustainability challenges (de Vries, 2012).  

For this reason, I suggest sustainability science and design science research have 
complementary goals – to develop prescriptive knowledge to solve a problem, and with 
the intention for this knowledge to be applied in context. I integrate knowledge and 
methods from literature describing sustainability, business models, and the sharing 
economy. In the remainder of the literature review, I elaborate further on my 
understanding on these areas. 
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2.3 Business Models 
Business models have garnered commercial and academic attention as an abstract 
representation of the activities and function of a firm (Massa et al., 2017; Osterwalder 
et al., 2005; Teece, 2010). The ‘business model’ concept arose during the late 1990s, 
with the growth of the internet and its impact on how organisations conducted business 
(Timmers, 1998; Weinberger et al., 2016; Zott et al., 2011). However, despite broad 
application of the concept, there are few common definitions and interpretations 
among scholars (George & Bock, 2011; Goyal et al., 2017; Massa et al., 2017; Tangour 
et al., 2019; Weinberger et al., 2016; Weking et al., 2019). The lack of any such clarity 
in research is likely a result of two corresponding factors: 1) the business model concept 
originated in practice and is widely-used in the media (George & Bock, 2011); and 2) 
business model research engages scholars from diverse disciplines, including 
information technology, strategy, business management, innovation management, 
service science, and sustainability science, with the concept being independently 
developed and applied among scholars (Zott et al., 2011). 

In their critical review of business model literature from the field of management, Massa 
et al. (2017) propose three interpretations of the business model concept: 1) as 
“attributes of real firms”; 2) as “cognitive/linguistic schemas”; and 3) as “formal 
conceptual representations”. I prefer the latter interpretation, appropriate for design 
science research, which sees the business model as a representation of specific business 
model attributes, written down and codified in the form of an artefact. When 
conceptualising the business model this way, scholars propose three business model 
dimensions: value proposition, value creation and delivery, and value capture (Bocken 
et al., 2014; Osterwalder et al., 2005; J. Richardson, 2008). Value proposition describes 
the primary product/service offering; value creation and delivery explains the structure 
and activities in the value chain, including how value is provided to customers; and 
value capture depicts the mechanisms to convert customer value to profit for the firm 
and society. 

While value plays a central role in business modelling (Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 
2002), the notion of sustainable business models articulates the need to capture value 
beyond only economic or shareholder value (Bocken et al., 2014; Boons & Lüdeke-
Freund, 2013; Schaltegger et al., 2016). Geissdoerfer et al. (2018, pp. 403–404) 
synthesise the following definition of sustainable business models: “…business models 
that incorporate pro-active multi-stakeholder management, the creation of monetary 
and non-monetary value for a broad range of stakeholders, and hold a long-term 
perspective”. Instead of shareholders, there is a stronger emphasis on stakeholders, 
including the environment and society (Bocken et al., 2014). I suggest that sustainable 
business models describe how businesses, non-traditional organisations, and grassroots 
initiatives function in order to reduce negative environmental and social impacts, while 
maintaining economic and social viability. 
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While there are many different conceptualisations of sustainable business models, 
Lüdeke-Freund et al. (2018) note the need to synthesise and consolidate the disparate 
body of knowledge on sustainable business models. The most cited contribution 
proposes eight archetypes, which target technological, social, and organisational 
innovations, depending on the nature of the business model (Bocken et al., 2014). 
Sharing economy activities relate to more than one archetype, for example, increasing 
intensity of use, access over ownership, cooperative and alternative ownership models, 
and crowdsourcing (Bocken et al., 2014). 

Two areas of research within business model literature are worth mentioning to 
contextualise the contribution of this thesis: triadic business models, and business 
model patterns.  

2.3.1 Triadic Business Models 
Literature on business models primarily describes dyadic or pipeline business models, 
applicable to firms that create value by producing and selling goods and services. These 
models are emblematic of traditional business models employing goods-dominant logic 
(Vargo & Lusch, 2004), where value is created through the production and exchange 
of goods in a single-sided market, often through retailers. Dyadic business models are 
characterised by relatively high sunken costs in tangible assets, as well as high capital 
requirement for production, distribution, and/or marketing as well as high transaction 
costs (Kumar et al., 2018).  

However, business model literature has expanded to describe new business models 
operating as two-sided markets, such as those in the sharing economy. For example, 
triadic business models create a two-sided market involved in mediating or 
matchmaking transactions between a supply- and demand-side of a market (Andreassen 
et al., 2018; Choudary et al., 2015; Massa et al., 2017). In contrast to dyadic business 
models, triadic models do not own the assets involved in the exchange. Instead, triadic 
models facilitate access to goods and services between actors in the market. Service-
dominant logic – proposed by Vargo & Lusch (2004) – stipulates that the customer is 
a co-creator of value, where value is created through actions and activities of customers 
on each side of the market.  

Triadic business models also have limited costs for tangible assets owned by the 
business, relatively high investment costs in platform IT infrastructure, and few 
frontline employees, except for those in a customer support function (Libert et al., 
2016). Furthermore, triadic business models rely on the trust between actors in the 
two-sided market and, therefore, often implement reputation and review systems to 
enhance the perception of value delivered by the platform (Andreassen et al., 2018). 
The concept of the triadic business model reflects my view of the sharing economy 
business model operating as a two-sided market, elaborated in Chapter 4. 
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2.3.2 Business Model Patterns 
Broadly speaking, patterns recognise trends among implemented solutions to solve a 
problem, which can be useful to apply in other contexts. Architectural theorist and 
designer Christopher Alexander first proposed patterns for urban planning and 
architecture, but the concept has gone on to be used by other design-oriented fields, 
including software (Gamma et al., 1994) and business models (Lüdeke-Freund et al., 
2018). The “Alexandrian form” of describing patterns includes naming the pattern and 
elaborating the context, problem, solution, and examples.  

When applied to business models, patterns describe attributes of existing business 
models that recur successfully, which are seen as potential solutions supporting business 
model innovation (Abdelkafi et al., 2013; Lüdeke-Freund et al., 2018; Remane et al., 
2017; Weking et al., 2018). Popularised claims suggest 90% of business models are a 
reconfiguration of existing patterns (Gassmann et al., 2014). As such, business model 
patterns can bridge design and implementation, by developing a language – a structure 
– to support creativity, communication, and experimentation among teams and their
stakeholders (Abdelkafi et al., 2013; Gassmann et al., 2014; Johnson & Lafley, 2010).

To make business model patterns more concrete, I appreciate the categories of patterns 
advocated by some scholars: frameworks, prototypical patterns, and solution patterns 
(Amshoff et al., 2015) (Figure 2). Frameworks provide a reference model to describe, 
plan, analyse, or document entire business models (Amshoff et al., 2015), for example, 
the business model canvas proposed by Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010). Prototypical 
patterns describe industry-specific business models, for example, manufacturer, multi-
sided markets, or sharing platforms (Amshoff et al., 2015; Remane et al., 2017). Finally, 
solution patterns describe one or several business model attributes used in combination, 
which can be replicated easily (Amshoff et al., 2015; Remane et al., 2017).  

Figure 2. Categories of Business Model Pattern (Curtis, 2021)
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2.4 Sharing Economy 
The idea of sharing increasingly permeates public discourse, but takes on a broad 
definition. Depending on its context, sharing could mean to share: as an act of division 
into equal parts; as an act of distribution; as an act of communication; as a form of 
common ownership; or as a form of individual expression online (John, 2013). In the 
last decade, there has been increasing focus on sharing as a means to address current 
unsustainable patterns of production and consumption by utilising the idling capacity 
of our material world (Frenken & Schor, 2017; Voytenko Palgan et al., 2016). 
Proponents suggest that sharing may improve resource efficiency, prevent idling of 
goods, and develop meaningful peer-to-peer interactions, enhancing trust within urban 
communities (McLaren & Agyeman, 2015; Voytenko Palgan et al., 2016). 

Although sharing has been a traditional form of exchange in human history (Belk, 
2010), its interest to researchers has recently resurfaced as new business models are 
emerging, enabled by digital technologies and social media (Schor, 2014). Born from 
this idea, the ‘sharing economy’ has emerged as the catch-all term to capture divergent 
business models that leverage ICT to connect people digitally (McLaren & Agyeman, 
2015), enabling access to underutilised goods and services, skills and spaces (Frenken 
& Schor, 2017). 

2.4.1 Contestation 
To this day, the sharing economy remains a contested concept. The sharing economy 
is often criticised for framing sharing as an economic activity instead of a social, 
cultural, or political activity. Among academics and practitioners, the term is defined 
differently, depending on their discipline or motivation for research. This is not a 
criticism, but recognition that semantic confusion permeates the discourse and risks 
loss of meaning (Belk, 2014a; John, 2013; L. Richardson, 2015). This may lead to 
undesirable outcomes for managers and practitioners working within the domain 
(Habibi et al., 2017), e.g. lack of clarity, loss of users, additional regulations, other 
rebound effects. Furthermore, the phenomenon may be co-opted or exploited (Aloni, 
2016; Barta & Neff, 2016; Belk, 2016).  

Defining the sharing economy is further complicated as it is conflated with similar 
concepts, including collaborative consumption, collaborative economy, peer economy, 
gig economy, internet-of-things, the mesh, among others. For example, numerous 
scholars lump several related terms together: “collaborative economy, also known as 
collaborative consumption, the sharing economy and peer-to-peer consumption” 
(Dredge & Gyimóthy, 2015, p. 286); “the main idea around the collaborative 
economy, or the peer-to-peer/sharing economy is the idea of access” (Begum & Anjum, 
2016, p. 141); “[s]haring economy (also called on-demand, access-based or 
collaborative economy)” (Bálint & Trócsányi, 2016, p. 392).  
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One last example of the conflation and contestation of the sharing economy in 
literature: the two most cited articles on Scopus – Belk (2014b) and Hamari et al. 
(2016) – have both terms “sharing economy” and “collaborative consumption” in their 
titles. 

There are significant overlaps between related concepts within the sustainable business 
model domain – sharing economy, circular economy, and product-service systems. For 
example, circular economy strategies to slow resource loops include business models 
belonging to product-service systems and the sharing economy (Bocken et al., 2016). I 
am making a deliberate choice to not discuss these overlaps further, instead focusing 
only on the sharing economy. However, I will take up this issue again in Section 5.2, 
and contextualise my research findings in relation to these related sustainable business 
model domains. 

2.4.2 Origins in Literature 
Felson & Spaeth (1978) are often cited as the first to coin the related term 
“collaborative consumption”; they defined collaborative consumption to describe 
“…those events in which one or more persons consume economic goods or services in 
the process of engaging in joint activities with one or more others” (Felson & Spaeth, 
1978, p. 614). Despite this early publication and frequent citing in more recent 
literature, this definition is not consistent with the remainder of the literature on the 
sharing economy. The term collaborative consumption does not appear again in 
academic literature until Belk (2010).  

Belk (2010) distinguishes between large-scale commercial carsharing organisations and 
small-scale cooperative carsharing arrangements, suggesting that only the latter is an 
example of collaborative consumption, citing the work of Felson & Spaeth. 
Nonetheless, Belk (2010) does acknowledge newer forms of collaborative consumption, 
facilitated by digital or “virtual” collaboration.  

Botsman & Rogers (2010) published the book What’s Mine Is Yours: The Rise of 
Collaborative Consumption in September 2010. This popular science book has played a 
large role in shaping early academic literature and warrants discussion. They suggest 
that collaborative consumption captures the groundswell in platforms with a 
cooperative, collective, and communal focus (Botsman & Rogers, 2010, p. 20). The 
book organises examples of collaborative consumption into three overarching systems, 
i.e. product service systems, redistribution markets, and collaborative lifestyles
(Botsman & Rogers, 2010).

A competing book was published shortly after, in November 2010, by Gansky (2010) 
called The Mesh: Why the Future of Business Is Sharing. Gansky (2010) took notice of 
similar trends including improving digital capabilities; she conceived ‘the mesh’ to 
describe network-enabled sharing that predicates itself on access over ownership, 
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increasing the opportunity to “sell” the same product multiple times. In reading this 
work, the framing of “the mesh” appears to be more commercially centred than 
collaborative consumption. 

These works describing collaborative consumption and the mesh are incorporated in 
early conceptualisations of the sharing economy, an umbrella term that captures an 
array of activities (Hamari et al., 2016; Heinrichs, 2013; May et al., 2017). The term 
sharing economy first appears in academic literature in Lamberton & Rose (2012) in 
their discussion of commercial sharing systems. In addition to citing works by Botsman 
& Rogers (2010), Gansky (2010), and Belk (2010), the publication only references 
Sacks (2011), writing for Fast Company, when using the term “sharing economy”. Fast 
Company is a “progressive business media brand”, with an editorial focus on 
technology, innovation, leadership and design (Fast Company, n.d.). The piece by 
Sacks (2011) does not define the sharing economy; instead, they use examples to 
exemplify what is meant by the sharing economy. The piece draws upon work by 
Botsman & Rogers to describe the sharing economy, even though the popular book 
never makes any mention of the sharing economy specifically.  

Another popular science publication is also referenced a number of times in academic 
literature. Writing for Forbes, Geron (2013) published a piece called Airbnb and the 
Unstoppable Rise of the Share Economy. They use terms “sharing economy”, “share 
economy” and “gig economy” interchangeably, but the share economy is a term that 
does not appear elsewhere in literature, with the exception of a separate concept 
described by Weitzman (1984). They provide an estimation of the profitability and 
growth of the sharing economy, however, without providing a definition of the market 
they are forecasting. 

The advancement of the sharing economy in society seems dominated by entrepreneurs 
and those interested in its market potential. There are unresolved tensions within the 
theory and practice, which require further conceptual work, regarding labour rights, 
health and safety standards, taxation, ethics of technology, and sustainability. Literature 
on the sharing economy so far has been highly susceptible to popular science literature 
and perpetuated claims not founded by academic research, especially regarding its 
sustainability and economic potential. These claims remain largely underdeveloped, 
although there is increasing effort to study the environmental impact of sharing 
platforms. 

2.4.3 Sharing Economy Business Models 
While research on the sharing economy continues to evolve, the predominant focus of 
literature and media remains on sharing economy unicorns Airbnb and Uber (Muñoz 
& Cohen, 2018; Ritter & Schanz, 2019). However, these unique stories do not capture 
the diversity of business model permutations in the sharing economy (Chasin et al., 
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2018). While research does elaborate business models for shared mobility (Cohen & 
Kietzmann, 2014) and shared accommodation (Voytenko Palgan et al., 2016), there 
are few comprehensive sharing economy business model conceptualisations (Curtis & 
Mont, 2020). In other words, these few contributions provide diverse and 
contradictory conceptualisations, which do not convey sufficient knowledge, 
constructs, or frameworks to support the design and implementation of sharing 
economy business models more broadly. I suggest three areas the current 
conceptualisations may be improved: 1) depart from a prescriptive and coherent 
definition of the sharing economy; 2) provide greater description of business model 
attributes and associated knowledge to support implementation; 3) incorporate 
sustainability as a design condition (Curtis & Mont, 2020). 

Depart from a prescriptive and coherent definition of the sharing economy – The reviewed 
conceptualisations continue to wrestle with semantic confusion, which leads to the 
inclusion of empirical data that influences the research output. For example, Muñoz & 
Cohen (2018, p. 115) state that the sharing economy must aim to optimise under-
utilised resources, reflecting a characteristic of the sharing economy largely established 
within literature. However, their proposed sharing business model compass includes 
optimising the use of new resources, citing Etsy and InstaCart to exemplify their tool. 
These platforms demonstrably do not facilitate access to under-utilised assets, 
facilitating instead access to and distribution of new assets.  

In contrast, Plewnia & Guenther (2018) choose not to depart from a definition in 
developing their business model typology, stating, “[i]nstead of focusing on a clear cut 
definition which classifies activities as either sharing or not sharing economy, we take a 
broader literature based approach …” (2018, p. 572). I assume that if academia or 
practitioners claim a business or practice is part of the sharing economy, then it is 
included in their study. Instead of a descriptive approach, with data sources 
indiscriminate of the practices “…uncomfortably corralled under the term ‘sharing 
economy’” (Davies et al., 2017, p. 210), I propose a prescriptive approach to design 
business model conceptualisations to improve outcomes, for example, successful 
business model implementation and improved sustainability performance. 

Provide greater description and associated knowledge – Literature may provide more 
elaborate descriptions of the concepts and constructs that make up sharing economy 
business model conceptualisations. Without a clear or consistent definition, it is 
difficult to demarcate the practices and business models included in the sharing 
economy. Therefore, the existing conceptualisations lack transparency in the choices 
made by some scholars. Some conceptualisations include business-to-consumer models 
operating as a one-sided market (Plewnia & Guenther, 2018; Ritter & Schanz, 2019; 
Täuscher & Laudien, 2018), while others restrict their focus to only two-sided markets 
(or triadic business models) (Chasin et al., 2018; Curtis & Mont, 2020). Existing 
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conceptualisations include physical goods as well as a broad range of services, including 
Uber, Netflix, Wikipedia, food subscription boxes, and the cinema.  

Regarding specific business model attributes, Muñoz & Cohen (2018) propose 
corporate, collaborative, and cooperative governance in the sharing economy, but 
provide no definitions or examples to exemplify these governance mechanisms. 
Täuscher & Laudien (2018) use morphological analysis to describe platform business 
models, inclusive of the sharing economy; however, they do not justify their inclusion 
of value proposition as part of value delivery, in contrast to the predominant value 
dimensions discussed in literature (see Section 2.3). They also do not define several 
business model attributes in their framework, for example, price discovery and pricing 
mechanisms. With many more examples, it is clear that greater elaboration of the 
relevant business model attributes and associated knowledge would support 
understanding in theory and practice.  

Incorporate sustainability as a design condition – Despite widespread claims of the sharing 
economy contributing to improved sustainability outcomes, these claims go largely 
unchallenged. Sharing economy business models are not sustainable by default, but 
require deliberate design choices not yet captured among the existing business model 
conceptualisations (Curtis & Mont, 2020). Muñoz & Cohen (2018) incorporate 
sustainability as part of the business approach, and Plewnia and Guenther (2018) frame 
their business model typology as guiding sustainability research in the sharing economy. 
However, neither provide guidance on how to design sharing economy business models 
that may lead to improved sustainability performance.  
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3 Methodology 

How you study the world informs what you learn about the world (Patton, 2014). 
Therefore, I believe there is ample reason to intimately understand and appreciate your 
methodology as a researcher. Methodology describes a systematic framework of 
strategies and methods used to conduct research, based on the inquirer’s paradigmatic 
assumptions and corresponding research arena (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). While 
methodology is inclusive of methods, it also describes the research project in the broader 
scientific context. This chapter presents the scientific positioning of this research 
(Section 3.1), the overarching research logic and design (Section 3.2), methods for data 
collection and data analysis (Section 3.3), reliability and validity (Section 3.4), 
potential ethical considerations (Section 3.5), and wider methodological reflections 
(Section 3.6). 

3.1 Scientific Positioning 
The literature and theory that this research rests upon – sustainability science, business 
models, and the sharing economy – is inherently inter- and trans-disciplinary. 
Researchers draw on a toolbox of qualitative and quantitative methods to study the 
phenomenon from numerous fields of study: environmental science, management, law, 
economics, and various social science disciplines. However, integrating ontological and 
epistemological assumptions, as well as knowledge, methods, and tools, across these 
disciplines presents challenges and opportunities to generate meaningful knowledge. 

3.1.1 Philosophy of Science 
As an entry point to the philosophies of science, I found Guba and Lincoln (1994) to 
be very accessible. They describe what they call “an inquiry paradigm”, which 
designates a metaphysics that delimits the perspective of a researcher while conducting 
research. They discuss the belief system of four inquiry paradigms: positivism, post-
positivism, critical theory et al., and constructivism (Table 1). To understand a 
particular “inquiry paradigm”, they pose three interconnected questions (1994, p. 108): 

1. The ontological question – What is the form and nature of reality and,
therefore, what is there that can be known about it?
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2. The epistemological question – What is the nature of the relationship between
the knower and what can be known?

3. The methodological question – How can the would-be knower go about
finding out whatever they believe can be known?

Positivism suggests that the production of scientific knowledge should be derived from 
fact through direct observation (Chalmers, 2013). Ontologically, positivism postulates 
an apprehensible reality in which research can converge, regardless of the inquirer 
involved in the observation (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Positivism takes a dualistic 
perspective, in that the subject and object are independent of each other. In other 
words, observation occurs through a “one-way mirror” in which the inquirer is not 
impacted or does not impact the characteristics of the object being observed. Chalmers 
(2013) suggests this is the primary shortcoming of positivism – the inability to separate 
the knowledge inquiry from the theoretical perspective of the observer. 

Post-positivism describes an ontology of critical realism – a philosophy that there is an 
independent reality that science can study, but recognises the limitations of one’s ability 
to generate knowledge about it with any certainty.  

Critical Theory et. al. encompasses the philosophies of post-structuralism and 
postmodernism, and their intermingling (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Ontologically, this 
paradigm of inquiry accepts a historical realist point of view, in that reality is fashioned 
over time by societal factors (e.g. social, political, cultural, ethnic, gender), but only 
describes a static, virtual reality without recognising the ongoing processual changes in 
that reality (Annells, 1996). Knowledge is generated subjectively through dialectical 
processes (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). For my own thinking, I see this as a transition away 
from a realist perspective towards a more relativist view. 

Constructivism assumes a relativist ontological point of view, in that realities are 
subjectively constructed according to differences in perception and interpretation. 
Constructivism “…asks one to suspend belief that commonly accepted categories or 
understandings receive their warrant through observation” (Gergen, 1985). Knowledge 
is created based on local and specific relations the inquirer has with the object under 
investigation, creating multiple mental constructions of reality that exist collectively 
(Annells, 1996). This relationship between the researcher and the object of 
investigation suggests they are ‘interactively linked’ (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). A 
constructed, relativist reality blurs the distinction between ontology and epistemology 
in what can be known about reality, based on the inextricably linked relationship of the 
researcher and the object under study.  
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Table 2. Alternative Paradigms of Inquiry (adapted from Guba & Lincoln, 1994) 

Positivist Post-Positivist Critical Theory et. 
al. Constructivist 

Ontological Naïve realism:
“real” reality but 
apprehensible 

Critical realism: 
“real” reality but only 
imperfectly and 
probabilistically 
apprehensible 

Historical realism: 
Virtual reality shaped 
by social, political, 
cultural, economic, 
ethnic, and gender 
values; crystallised 
over time 

Relativism: 
Local and specific 
constructed realities 

Epistemological Dualistic/objectivist; 
findings views as 
truth 

Modified 
dualist/objectivist; 
critical 
tradition/community; 
findings probably true 

Transactional / 
subjectivist; value-
mediated findings 

Transactional / 
subjectivist; created 
findings 

Methodological Experimental / 
manipulative; 
verification of 
hypothesis; chiefly 
quantitative methods 

Modified 
experimental / 
manipulative; critical 
miltiplism; falsification 
of hypothesis; may 
include qualitative 
methods 

Dialogic / dialectical Hermeneutical / 
dialectical 

3.1.2 Interdisciplinarity 
I position my research within the field of sustainability science, an inherently 
interdisciplinary research field. Several practical and ontological questions arise when 
conducting such research. For example, I engaged in lively discussions about how to 
integrate knowledge and methods from different disciplines, with different 
philosophies, for different motivations (e.g. economic, environmental, social). The 
research aim, academic and practical contribution, and audience also impact the 
ontological and epistemological view of the researcher in sustainability science. 
Therefore, I think it is important to reflect on one’s philosophical position, especially 
when conducting interdisciplinary research. 

Unfortunately, there seems to be little acknowledgement of the potential differences in 
application of qualitative methods in interdisciplinary research. For example, in my 
PhD courses Philosophy of Science and Qualitative Methods, the word “interdisciplinary” 
is found less than ten times throughout all of the course literature (more than 1,500 
pages). When it is mentioned, the context is largely unhelpful for interdisciplinary 
researchers. For example, Barbour (2013) suggests that it is “possible to present findings 
in a variety of formats for different audiences … enhanced by the broader scope 
afforded by interdisciplinary research teams”. Esin et al. (2013) provide a rather narrow 
view of the “interdisciplinary space” as researchers from sociology, psychology, history 
and anthropology. 

Some of the qualitative methods, as developed and used in disciplines within the social 
sciences, are applied differently in interdisciplinary research. One possible reason for 
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this is the ontological and epistemological positions of the researcher from these 
disciplines. These positions have some bearing on the methodological choices and vice 
versa. For example, constructivism is widely adopted by narrative researchers (Esin, 
Fathi, & Squire, 2013: 203); discourse analysis reflects the constructivist ontology in 
interpreting, negotiating and constituting reality (Potter, 1996: 98; Talja, 1999: 461); 
and constructivist grounded theory “encourages you to theorize in the interpretive 
tradition … delv[ing] into implicit meanings and processes” (Charmaz, 2006). Fields 
like sociology, psychology and anthropology have seen an “ontological turn” in recent 
decades towards that of constructionism/constructivism (Gergen, 1985; Holbraad et 
al., 2014). I have worked hard to understand the nuanced differences between 
constructionism and constructivism. It seems to me that much literature uses these 
terms interchangeably. However, I have understood constructivism to describe a reality 
that is constructed individually through cognitive processes. Similarly, (social) 
constructionism is a social process in which reality is constructed through discourse and 
conversation via language. 

According to Guba & Lincoln (1994), constructivism adopts a relativist ontology in that 
local and constructed realities exist, drawing from subjective and created knowledge. 
Constructivists, in addition to studying a phenomenon, also tend to be interested in how 
and why questions that seek to understand the way in which participants understand, 
construct, and interpret the phenomenon (Charmaz, 2006; Potter, 1996).  

Jonathan Potter, in Representing Reality, raises the metaphor of the mirror and the 
construction yard to illuminate this. The mirror reflects a reality that is “reliable, factual 
or literal”, with a focus on the description of a phenomenon (Potter, 1996). In contrast, 
the metaphor of the construction yard recognises that descriptions construct versions 
of reality and that these descriptions themselves are constructed (Potter, 1996). While 
I recognise the merit in approaching the research arena as a construction yard, the 
processes that lead to the construction of reality seem less relevant for the audience of 
my research; instead, I seek to develop theory-building and prescriptive knowledge of 
real-world phenomenon with less emphasis on power and the dialectical processes of 
construction. In collaborating with diverse societal stakeholders, as is common in inter- 
and trans-disciplinary research, I think that a “probabilistically apprehensible” reality is 
more palatable than a relativist ontology. 

Research in sustainability sciences is often characterised by addressing “specific real 
world problems”, usually with the intention of providing decision-making support to 
key stakeholders (i.e. policy-makers, industry, citizens) (Stock & Burton, 2011). Is the 
very motivation for sustainability research antithetical to a constructivist ontology? It 
may be that a relativist outlook contradicts the impetus for sustainability research, 
especially when research outcomes are used as decision support. For example, 
policymakers may require or expect more objectivist knowledge than a subjectivist 
constructivist research approach. This is not to suggest that sustainability researchers 
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should avoid reflectivity and discount the limitations of their methodologies. Instead, 
researchers must acknowledge and be forthcoming that the knowledge generated is 
probably true to the best of their ability (Guba & Lincoln, 1994).  

Therefore, I suggest that the research objective and audience dictate the formulation of 
research questions and the execution of chosen methods in sustainability science, which 
reflects a more pragmatic ontological and epistemological position as researchers in 
interdisciplinary sciences.  

3.1.3 Pragmatic Constructivism 
In answering the ontological question posed by Guba & Lincoln (1994), I first and 
foremost primarily believe in a subjective, relativist reality. However, in sustainability 
science – where the knowledge generated is often used as decision-support – I do think 
there is meaning in reflecting on the realism/relativism divide. As Schwandt (1994, p. 
237) stated, “[o]ne can reasonably hold that concepts and ideas are invented (rather
than discovered) yet maintain that these inventions correspond to something in the real
world.” Therefore, while reality may be subjective, I suggest the design and
implementation of knowledge corresponds to an observable reality where individuals
make decisions and take action. This must be the case if we are to address our
sustainability challenges, which threaten human and non-human life on Earth. To have
hope, we must believe that our decisions and actions have meaning in the “real world”.

The philosophical worldviews I considered in the context of this research were critical 
realism and pragmatic constructivism, each barely straddling the realism/relativism 
boundary. Ultimately, I suggest pragmatic constructivism to be the philosophical 
worldview guiding me during this research. Firstly, a research objective that seeks to 
design business model artefacts to improve the status quo suggests an underlying 
ontological standpoint of constructivism (Romme & Reymen, 2018; Siedhoff, 2019; 
Winter & Aier, 2016). While the ontological position of researchers utilising a design 
science approach varies, Lincoln & Guba (2000) propose a relativist ontology to reflect 
the assumptions made during design science research and to respond to changing 
conditions affecting artefact design. Secondly, design science research is largely seen as 
pragmatic in nature (Hevner et al., 2004; Siedhoff, 2019). A pragmatic paradigm 
supports a multi-method approach to produce theory-building and design-oriented 
research aimed at changing and improving a “real-world” phenomena (Siedhoff, 2019; 
Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2003).  

Pragmatic constructivism is derived from constructivism and the pragmatic tradition 
of research (Haas & Haas, 2002), most associated with the writings of John Dewey 
(Cherryholmes, 1992; Schwartz, 2016) and George Kelly (Adams-Webber, 1989; Paris 
& Epting, 2015). Such a paradigm places the focus on the research problem, and allows 
for flexibility in choosing the relevant methods, tools, and techniques to meet the 
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research objective (Creswell, 2014). While pragmatists acknowledge an “external 
independent world” as well as a world “lodged in the mind” (Creswell, 2014, p. 11), 
their concern is with what works to solve problems (Patton, 2014). Finally, they are 
more interested in what and how questions, considering the larger system and the 
impacts or consequences of their research (Creswell, 2014). 

My research is less interested in questions of place, self, identity, sociality, etc. Instead, 
my research focuses on the design of business models for the sharing economy, their 
indicative impact on sustainability, and strategies to implement sharing as a mode of 
consumption. Nonetheless, I recognise that my experiences, education, gender, race, 
age, sexual orientation, and socio-economic status influence my perceptions and 
observations. Therefore, I see the added value of integrating multiple methods to 
achieve my research objective. 

3.2 Research Design 
I draw inspiration from the book Designing a Research Project by Piet Verschuren and 
Hans Doorewaard (2010), which served as a useful resource throughout my PhD. They 
suggest that designing research involves two distinct aspects: conceptual design and 
technical design. Conceptual design encompasses demarcating the content and purpose 
of the research, including the research objective, research framework, and research 
questions. Technical design describes the means to realise the stated objective, for 
example, the research strategy and materials. In this section, I elaborate on both aspects 
of research design.  

3.2.1 Conceptual Design 
The sharing economy is a contested phenomenon in theory and practice, drawing 
intellectual and emotional reactions. For example, some authors suggest that the 
sharing economy is not sharing at all, but a repackaging of neoliberal ideals (C. J. 
Martin, 2016; Piracha et al., 2019). Likewise, urban residents dislike the impacts of 
Airbnb on the local housing market (Boutsioukis et al., 2019; Muñoz & Cohen, 2018), 
Uber on congestion (Plante, 2019), or e-scooters on pedestrian safety (Paton, 2020).  

However, I understand the need for more sustainable modes of consumption and 
production to alleviate our sustainability challenges. My research takes on a normative 
and prescriptive tone, inspired by design science research. I am motivated to explore the 
possible ways to conceptualise, design, and implement sharing economy business models 
to realise improved sustainability performance. Verschuren & Doorewaard (2010) 
suggest that motivation provides an important steering effect to establish a research 
objective and influence the technical design and practical implementation of the research. 
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3.2.1.1 Research Objective 
The objective of this research is to advance and structure knowledge about the sharing 
economy and sustainable business models by using business modelling methods to 
study the design and implementation of sharing economy business models. The 
outcome of this research provides sophisticated knowledge and tools to support 
academics and practitioners to more critically reflect on the design and implementation 
of SEBMs that support more responsible consumption and production.  

3.2.1.2 Research Design Framework 
To accomplish the stated research objective, my dissertation engages in both theory- 
and practice-oriented research. Specifically, my research perspective seeks to advance 
theoretical knowledge – by offering conceptualisations and propositions – and design 
frameworks and tools to support implementation of SEBMs for sustainability. Design-
oriented research is particularly suited for prescriptive research (Verschuren & 
Doorewaard, 2010, p. 108), and justifies a design-science approach (Vaishnavi et al., 
2004). 

 

 
Figure 3. Research Design Framework 
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Again, with guidance from Verschuren & Doorewaard (2010), I propose the following 
research framework (Figure 3), which visualises the research objective and the 
interrelated steps to achieve it. The framework describes (a) the materials that are 
collected to study the unit of analysis, (b) the methods for data analysis, and (c) their 
intended output (d), which achieve the research objective and describe the holistic 
contribution of the research project (e). Each aspect of the framework is described in 
greater detail in the remainder of this chapter.  

3.2.1.3 Research Questions 
The formulation of research questions is one of the most important and most 
challenging aspects of research design (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2010, p. 108). The 
primary function of research questions is to have a steering effect on the subsequent 
technical design, which efficiently addresses the research objective. Engaging in 
prescriptive theory-building and design-oriented research, the following questions seek 
to address the design-implementation gap of sharing economy business models. 

RQ1: What design principles can guide the design and implementation of sharing 
economy business models for sustainability?   

RQ2: How may sharing economy business models be designed for sustainability?  

RQ3: What constellation of business model attributes and organisational strategies 
support implementation? 

3.2.2 Technical Design 
The technical design of a research project describes the choices undertaken to carry out 
the research objective (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2010, p. 108). These choices 
include breadth or depth, qualitative or quantitative methods, and empirical or 
conceptual orientation of the researcher. 

Reflecting my ontological position and research perspective, I choose a broad theory-
building orientation using primarily qualitative approaches to research. While I draw 
on empirical materials, my primary contribution is conceptual in nature, reflecting the 
design-orientation of this research. These choices are reflected in the research strategy 
and research materials, which constitute the technical design of this research project. 

3.2.2.1 Research Strategy 
The research strategy describes “… the coherent body of decisions concerning the way 
in which the researcher is going to carry out the research” (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 
2010, p. 155). The selected strategy dictates the methods for data collection and 
analysis relevant to answer the research questions. Verschuren & Doorewaard (2010) 
outline five overarching research strategies: survey, experiment, case study, grounded 
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theory approach, and desk research. For the purposes of my research, I adopt the 
research strategies of grounded theory approach and desk research.  

Where design science research focuses on problem-solving, Beck et al. (2013) posits a 
theory-generating design science research approach by integrating grounded theory 
methodology. By combining methodologies from design science and social science, such 
an approach ensures contributions to both solving real-world problems and advancing 
scientific knowledge (Beck et al., 2013).  

While much has been written about grounded theory, I see it as an inherently inductive 
and inquisitive research strategy with careful and consistent procedures to gain 
empirical insights. In contrast to deductive research and a priori assumptions, grounded 
theory sees its methodology as a way to theorise for the intended purposes of its study 
(Annells, 1996). Grounded theory is a method in qualitative research that constructs 
concepts or theories through ‘grounding’ analysis directly from and within the data. 
Data is most frequently collected via interviews and observations, but may include any 
type of written, observed, or recorded materials, including videos, journals, blogs, 
drawings, memos, historical records, and internet content (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). 

Grounded theory utilises analytical strategies such as questioning, making comparisons, 
considering various meanings, flip-flopping contexts, examining language and emotions, 
among others (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). However, in grounded theory, these dialectical 
processes are equally important. Researchers preserve their thinking and work with the 
data using notes, annotations, and memos. This process becomes useful in advancing 
understanding, but also in further sorting and coding of concepts, which allows 
researchers to get closer to presenting an integrated theory (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). 

The importance of grounded theory is not the construction of the concept or object 
itself, but the meaning given to it and the action-interaction that ensues (Corbin & 
Strauss, 2015). In particular, this is salient as the meaning of the sharing economy is 
imbued onto the concept from actors with competing motivations (e.g. economic 
growth, sustainable consumption). Ultimately, the goal of grounded theory, and of this 
research, is “to distil a consensus construction that is more informed and sophisticated 
than any of the predecessor constructions” (Guba & Lincoln, 1994), in this instance, 
the design of sharing economy business models. 

A grounded theory approach offers versatility on the basis of the ontological and 
epistemological perspective of the researcher. For a more thorough discussion on the 
different approaches to grounded theory, I recommend Contrasting Classic, Straussian, 
and Constructivist Grounded Theory: Methodological and Philosophical Conflicts by 
Kenny & Fourie (2015). I tend to adopt Straussian Grounded Theory, which diverges 
from the Classical Grounded Theory approach developed by Glasser & Strauss (1967) 
in that Straussian seeks to create concepts rather than discover them from the data. In 
so many ways, this embraces the post-positivist ontology that reality is constructed. 
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However, I refrain from wholly embracing Constructivist Grounded Theory because 
of, what I perceive to be, the more elaborate, meticulous, and iterative processes of 
Straussian Grounded Theory (Kenny & Fourie, 2015). In particular, Corbin & Strauss 
(2015) describe coding in Straussian Grounded Theory as processes of open coding, 
axial coding, and selective coding. 

I suggest grounded theory for numerous reasons: its adaptive and flexible qualitative 
methodologies, which include gathering data (e.g. literature, interview, observation), 
categorising, and coding of concepts; its ability to examine concepts and behaviours 
from different angles; and its ability to construct culturally sensitive, contextualised 
theories or more pragmatic, generalisable theories (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007; Corbin 
& Strauss, 2015). This research approach is relevant for the field research conducted as 
part of the dissertation, such as the mobile research lab (Section 3.3.1.1). 

Desk research serves as an important research strategy throughout my dissertation in 
that every study collected literature for analysis as part of the research design. Desk 
research is characterised by using existing material without direct contact with the 
research object, and is removed from its time of production (Verschuren & 
Doorewaard, 2010). Three categories of existing material are often used in desk 
research: literature, secondary data, and official statistical data (Verschuren & 
Doorewaard, 2010), but here I focus my research on literature and secondary data.  

Regardless of the source of material, desk research is able to collect and analyse large 
amounts of data quickly (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2010). However, there are some 
drawbacks to this type of research: 1) the material constituting the data for desk research 
was prepared by others for purposes beyond the research objective; and 2) desk research 
assumes that the researcher has access to all relevant materials to fulfil the research 
objective. To address this, I sought to engage in systematic and narrative literature 
reviews (Section 3.3.2.2) as well as combine multiple methods to interpret analysis and 
arrive at design artefacts. 

3.2.2.2 Research Materials 
Based on the above research strategies, I incorporate various sources of data throughout 
my research. Verschuren & Doorewaard (2010) identify five types of sources including 
people, the media, observation, documents, and literature. Each of these sources can be 
categories as either knowledge sources or data sources based on their answering the 
research question (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2010). For example, literature may serve 
as a data source when comparing definitions of the sharing economy among scholars, 
and as a knowledge source when synthesising barriers to the implementation of SEBMs. 

Specifically, I incorporate data materials from people (e.g. interviews, stakeholder 
workshop), documents (e.g. webpages), and literature (e.g. academic literature on the 
sharing economy or business models). For greater elaboration of the sources of data, see 
Section 3.3.1. 
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3.3 Methods 
The methods throughout this dissertation are varied, reflecting the pragmatic and 
prescriptive orientation of research inspired by design science. However, I think it is 
important to distinguish between methods for data collection and methods for data 
analysis. Both of these often constitute discrete and structured approaches to gather 
research materials, and inductively or deductively analyse the data to arrive at an output. 
In the following section, I review the methods for data collection and methods for data 
analysis performed throughout this dissertation. In addition, I summarise the methods 
that contributed to each article included in this dissertation (Table 3). 

Table 3. Overview of Methods for Data Collection and Data Analysis 

Article Method for Data Collection Method for Data Analysis 

Article I Database Search Systematic Literature Review; Qualitative 
Content Analysis 

Article II Mobile Research Lab, Database Search Narrative Literature Review, Morphological 
Analysis 

Article III Mobile Research Lab, Database Search, 
Internet Research 

Narrative Literature Review, Business Model 
Patterns, Quantitative Cluster Analysis 

Article IV Database Search, Stakeholder Workshop, 
Interviews 

Narrative Literature Review, Qualitative 
Content Analysis 

Article V Database Search, Internet Research Narrative Literature Review, Web Analysis 

 

3.3.1 Methods for Data Collection 

3.3.1.1 Mobile Research Lab 
As the primary data collection method for the research project Urban Sharing, the 
mobile research lab seeks to provide structure and support to researchers in order to 
conduct intensive data collection in a short period of time. The intention of the mobile 
research lab is to observe, interact, and interview stakeholders in the sharing economy 
by embedding, albeit temporarily, in the city context. I participated in five mobile 
research labs; three of these took place in person in Berlin, Amsterdam, and Toronto – 
which lasted five to seven days. These intense days were dedicated to in situ focused 
ethnographic practices such as observation, participation, and interviews. The other 
two mobile research labs were conducted remotely due to the COVID-19 pandemic, 
utilising video conferencing applications to interview participants. The data collected 
during these labs allow the team to theorise about the sharing economy, including the 
design of sharing economy business models. 
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This approach builds on the Infra-Lab approach, originally conceptualised by Harriet 
Bulkeley, Simon Marvin, and Johannes Stripple. An Infra-Lab brings together an 
interdisciplinary group of researchers to explore the development, outcome, and 
contestation of various infrastructure sites in an urban environment in order to study a 
certain phenomenon in a city. This usually involves a day-long study visit, which 
includes observations, interviews, and reflections among the group of researchers. 

However, instead of examining infrastructure, the mobile research lab executed here 
explores a complex societal phenomenon and the activities of a variety of organisations 
and societal actors. The MRL is described as a collaborative process of conducting in-
situ data collection with an “ethnographic touch”. In contrast to traditional at-a-
distance interviews, the mobile research lab connected the researcher and research 
context, illuminating “the subject’s stream of experience and practice in relation to a 
given setting” (Jørgensen, 2016, p. 39), in this instance, the sharing economy in the 
particular geographical context.  

For each city, researchers spent approximately six months collecting primary and 
secondary data about sharing platforms and local contexts. Research into each city 
concluded in a mobile research lab, a week-long focused ethnography involving intense 
data collection by a team of interdisciplinary researchers (Knoblauch, 2005; Mont, 
2018). This research culminated in a catalogue of sharing platforms for each city, 
supplemented by primary data (e.g. interviews with platforms, users) and secondary 
data (e.g. website, blogpost, news, social media, industry reports, academic literature) 
about the design of sharing platforms. 

The methodological justification is built on ethnography, participation, and observation 
as well as interviews. In doing so, my team and I interacted with actors directly and 
indirectly involved in the sharing economy in cities (i.e. entrepreneurs, users, city 
governments, incumbent companies, civil society organisations, NGOs). 

Ethnography, Participation, and Observation 
Ethnography can be described more as an approach or philosophy on how to conduct 
rather than a set of prescribed methods to be carried out in sequence (O’Reilly, 2012, 
p. 10). Instead, it harvests methods such as observation, participation, fieldwork,
interviews, and conversations (O’Reilly, 2012, p. 10). Prominent features of
ethnography include: immersion in context with direct and sustained contact with
human participants; recognition and respect of the complexity of the social world;
evolution of research design as the study progresses; and knowledge production
pertaining to the wider context that is rich and convincing (O’Reilly, 2012, p. 11).

In situating the MRL as the methodological approach for data collection, I describe the 
approach as “focused ethnography”. Knoblauch (2005) describes focused ethnography 
as short-term field visits characterised by intense data collection, supported by digital 
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technologies. For example, due to the intensity and short duration, this includes 
pictures and videos to complement observation and recording audio of observations or 
team conversations, instead of writing more elaborate fieldnotes. 

I see the value in fieldnotes (as opposed to only audio-recorded spoken observations). 
In considering the practice of taking fieldnotes, I am inspired by the contrasting 
discussion between the tourist gaze and that of the ethnographer. Urry & Larsen (2011) 
describe looking as a “learned ability”. They describe different objects the ethnographer 
can gaze upon differently than the tourist: 1) seeing a unique object; 2) seeing known 
signs and symbols; 3) seeing unfamiliar aspects; 4) seeing ordinary aspects in unusual 
contexts; and 5) seeing extraordinary aspects, which appear not to seem so (Urry & 
Larsen, 2011). 

There are elements of ethnographic research that I think are particularly useful in 
conducting interdisciplinary research, for example, the use of observation in studying a 
community of research interest. There are times when observational data is more 
reliable than interview data, particularly when the object of the study is seeking 
information themselves (Talja, 1999, p. 471). For example, we experienced this when 
interacting with entrepreneurs and government officials interested in each other’s 
activities, and wary of providing information about their own activities. 

Traditional aspects of ethnography were included as well, including observing and 
participating in the sharing economy. However, due to the intensity and the short 
duration of our embedded mobile research labs, many of the activities and observations 
were provoked by our presence, and were not an organic or authentic experience. 

Interviews 
Interviews formed an important basis to collect data during the mobile research labs. 
Interviews provide already interpreted, secondary data about the research phenomenon 
(Talja, 1999: 471-472). Generally, I see interview data as largely accurate portrayals of 
a “probabilistically apprehensible” reality as understood by the respondents (Guba & 
Lincoln, 1994). However, interviews as a solely information-gathering exercise has its 
limitations; it relies on the respondents’ ability to accurately remember past situations 
and events and may be influenced by the research context, surroundings, and the 
interviewer (Talja, 1999: 471-472).  

Interviews are commonly seen as unstructured, semi-structured, and structured. 
Unstructured interviews give the interviewee most leeway in determining the structure 
and content of the interview, often performed as a conversation around broad themes 
where the interviewer is exploring a topic of which the interviewee possesses more 
knowledge or regarding sensitive subject areas (Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2013). As a 
conversation, the interviewer and interviewee are mutually co-constructing meaning 
(Jacobsson & Åkerström, 2013). Semi-structured interviews, the favourite within my 
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department, sees the interviewer working from a guide, which outlines the themes and 
potential questions, but is open to deviation when interesting lines of questioning arise 
(Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2013). The semi-structured interview suggests interviewers 
use neutral, non-leading questions and warns against imposing the researcher’s way of 
thinking on the interviewee (Jacobsson & Åkerström, 2013). Structured interviews 
follow a strict interview guide dictating the questions and order of the questions asked, 
typically consisting of closed-ended questions (Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2013). 

As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, personal accounts of events are being 
increasingly collected via primarily structured interviews conducted on the internet. 
Computer-mediated communication (CMC), via email, message boards, and video-
messaging platforms, offers a new range of opportunities to social researchers to 
interview individuals previously inaccessible (Bryman, 2012; Roulston, 2013). 
However, there are research implications that must be considered when choosing to 
move the interview online, as outlined by Bryman (2012, p. 667). 

I find that the way the interview is conducted is dependent on the research objective, 
the ontological position of the researcher, and, quite possibly, the personality of the 
interviewer. I prefer the blending of unstructured and semi-structured interviews, 
which works from a guide but engages in an open conversation, often called the active 
interview (Holstein & Gubrium, 1995; Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2013). While this 
approach possibly builds camaraderie and elicits greater insights, the interviewer’s 
participation and potential influence must be factored in during data analysis 
(Jacobsson & Åkerström, 2013). 

3.3.1.2 Database Search 
While the mobile research labs collect primary empirical data, I also incorporate 
literature as a data source in much of my research. Literature may also serve as data 
when the researcher sees literature as an objective description of reality, through another 
author’s eyes (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2010). Due to the ambiguity of the concepts 
under investigation – e.g. sharing economy, business model, sustainability – literature 
is fundamental to operationalising key concepts (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2010).  

I primarily used Scopus (except in Article I, where I also include Web of Science); this 
database has been demonstrated to catalogue more social science research compared to 
Web of Science, with fewer publications in the social sciences being catalogued only by 
Web of Science compared to other disciplines (Mongeon & Paul-Hus, 2015). 

3.3.1.3 Internet Research 
As internet continues to mediate our lives, interesting digital technologies and 
platforms continue to emerge. Similarly, researchers are finding increasingly novel 
approaches to study our social interactions and lived experiences on- and off-line (Hine, 
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2015, p. 15), an emerging research approach called digital ethnography, which merges 
internet research and ethnography.  

Internet research describes a wide-ranging number of practices by researchers: collecting 
data or information via online interviews, surveys, and data scraping; observing or 
participating in online communities; engaging in online data processing, analysis, or 
storage; studying online development of software, codes, and technologies; examining 
the structures of online systems, interfaces, and features; employing digital, visual, or 
textual content analysis; and understanding creation, production, consumption, use, 
and regulation of digital spaces (Markham & Buchanan, 2012, pp. 3–4). I engaged in 
internet research, by collecting webpages (as documents) and social media data of 
sharing platforms (Article III). This type of internet research may be categorised as data 
scraping and observing online communities. 

Much of our internet usage has “become mundane and unremarkable… becoming 
simply an infrastructure that offers a means to do other things” (Hine, 2015, p. 46). In 
order to study these structures and processes, online and offline field sites are created. 
Researchers interested in local changes and culture relating to increasingly 
interdisciplinary fields of study now require multi-sited research (Marcus, 1995, pp. 
100, 102).  

boyd (2015) suggests that a limitation exists in conducting digital content analysis 
when one does not understand the context that it is produced. As such, I think it is 
important to understand the motivation of the platform to frame its activities in any 
one way. Hine (2015, pp. 50–51) highlights the need of the ethnographer to 
“triangulate their own perceptions with those of other participants”. Lastly, ethical 
considerations are necessary when researching online social media or community 
platforms as well as interacting with research participants. Markham & Buchanan 
(2012) elaborate on numerous ethical tensions to be considered in this study, namely, 
the interaction with a human subject and the expectation among users that 
communication is private. 

3.3.2 Methods for Data Analysis 

3.3.2.1 Qualitative Content Analysis 
Qualitative content analysis (QCA) is a method to systematically analyse the meaning 
of qualitative data. The method is best applied to written, spoken, or visual data, and 
offers flexibility in line with your motivation and research materials (Schreier, 2012). 
A main feature of QCA is a coding framework, a list of categories that help to focus 
analysis on relevant information based on the research objective (Miles et al., 2013). 
The framework may either be deductive or inductive, or both. A deductive coding 
framework develops a list of categories prior to analysis, often informed by theory, 
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whereas an inductive coding framework would develop a list of categories iteratively 
through coding of the data. The process of coding assigns labels to “chunks” of 
qualitative data to provide symbolic meaning (Miles et al., 2013). There are numerous 
ways to execute coding of qualitative data, depending on the focus of your research, for 
example, emotions, cause-effect, magnitude of impact, or evaluation. For the most part, 
I engaged in inductive coding using the in vivo, processual, and holistic coding 
techniques. This approach mirrors that of grounded theory presented in Section 
3.2.2.1.  

To support QCA, I used the computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software 
(CAQDAS) NVivo for Mac, developed by QSR International. Particularly useful for 
working with large amounts of textual data, NVivo helps to store and structure 
qualitative data as well as engage in coding (Bazeley & Jackson, 2013; Schreier, 2012). 
I used NVivo in every article comprising this dissertation, and will continue to do so as 
a fantastic tool to manage and analyse literature and empirical data. 

3.3.2.2 Literature Review 
Literature provides important data material throughout this dissertation, with various 
methods to analyse academic literature. For example, contrasting the annotated 
bibliography and a literature review, the former provides a summary of individual 
sources whereas the later analyses, synthesises, and evaluates the content to advance a 
collective understanding (Efron & Ravid, 2019). A literature review helps to clarify and 
define terms (Article I); to develop research design and critique methodologies (Article 
III); and to demonstrate how the research extends current understanding of the topic 
(Article V) (Efron & Ravid, 2019). This method may be used both as a stand-alone 
method (Article I) or an embedded method (Articles II, III, IV, V). I most often used 
literature review as an embedded method, reflecting the pragmatic use of multiple 
methods to achieve the research objective. 

Differing approaches to literature review are presented by methodological scholars. For 
example, Sovacool et al. (2018) present the systematic literature review, the narrative 
literature review, and the meta-analysis; similarly, Efron & Ravid (2019) describe the 
systematic literature review, the traditional-narrative literature review, and the 
hermeneutic-phenomenological review. Where the two overlap, I will describe the use 
of the systematic literature review and the narrative literature review as a method 
throughout this dissertation.  

Systematic Literature Review 
This approach is characterised by a rigorous, highly-structured, and time-intensive 
review of the literature (Efron & Ravid, 2019). It requires a well-focused research 
objective and clear research questions to adequately scope the literature included in the 
review (Sovacool et al., 2018). This type of review sets clear protocols for inclusion and 
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exclusion of literature in the review, seeking to minimise bias and errors (Efron & 
Ravid, 2019; Sovacool et al., 2018). 

I conducted a systematic literature review of academic literature of sharing economy 
literature with the objective to analyse and synthesise the diverse definitions of the 
sharing economy (Article I). I relied on methodological literature and similar studies 
(Efron & Ravid, 2019; Keathley-Herring et al., 2016; Petticrew & Roberts, 2008; 
Randhawa et al., 2016; Sovacool et al., 2018) to develop a rigorous approach to conduct 
the systematic literature review, which executed the following phases:  

1) Clarify research question/objective(s) 

2) Perform an initial scoping study 

3) Identify keywords from scoping study for systematic database search 

4) Develop inclusion/exclusion criteria, informed from scoping study, that reflect 
the research objective 

5) Execute database search 

6) Remove duplicates between the databases and review articles in relation to 
inclusion criteria 

7) Data extraction – coding relevant data in NVivo 

8) Data synthesis – developing descriptive categories 

9) Report results 

The descriptive categories resulting from this analysis represented the broad and 
conflicting dimensions of the sharing economy. These categories were evaluated, and 
logical inconsistencies were addressed (e.g. leveraging idling capacity vs. business-to-
consumer models). The systematic literature review resulted in a synthesised definition 
of the sharing economy, including five semantic properties, which served to guide the 
rest of the research. 

Narrative Literature Review 
In the remainder of the articles making up the dissertation research, I conducted a narrative 
literature review. This type of review is exploratory and less rigorous than a systematic 
literature review. However, proponents of this review approach suggest it allows for more 
in-depth qualitative insights (Sovacool et al., 2018) by combining theoretical and 
empirical insights from various disciplines to create a “… fuller understanding of the 
current state of knowledge on the topic” (Efron & Ravid, 2019, p. 21).  

In every case, I executed a database search using keywords, but a narrative literature 
review makes no attempt to collect all of the relevant literature for analysis (Efron & 
Ravid, 2019). Instead, this type of review is appropriate when researchers have pre-
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existing knowledge in the subject area or literature is insufficient (Sovacool et al., 2018). 
The limitation of this approach is the impact of researcher bias and a less-rigorous 
document selection process, which may mean some literature unjustly weighs more 
heavily in the analysis (Sovacool et al., 2018). 

To overcome these limitations, the literature sample was always imported into NVivo 
and coded qualitatively to improve synthesis of data and description of key categories. 
Furthermore, in each article, a narrative literature review only complemented other 
empirical data to support data analysis. 

3.3.2.3 Morphological Analysis 
Morphological analysis is a customary qualitative modelling method to structure and 
analyse multidimensional objects (Eriksson & Ritchey, 2002; Zwicky, 1969). This 
method is increasingly used to research business models, including product-service 
systems (Kwon et al., 2019), the circular economy (Lüdeke-Freund et al., 2019), and 
marketplaces (Täuscher & Laudien, 2018). When used to study business models, there 
are usually three iterative steps: 1) identify and structure the business model attributes 
and dimensions; 2) conceptualise all possible configuration options for each attribute; 
and 3) consolidate these elements into a morphological box or schema (Im & Cho, 
2013). The output of morphological analysis is the morphological box, or artefact, 
which serves as a visual representation and classification system (Im & Cho, 2013). 
This artefact is intended to be directly useful to researchers and practitioners to guide 
the design of new business models (Kwon et al., 2019). 

In Article II, I used morphological analysis to develop a sharing economy business 
modelling tool. The approach combined literature and empirical observations from the 
mobile research labs in Berlin and Amsterdam to establish an initial artefact. This 
artefact was tested and evaluated through three rounds of expert feedback to arrive at 
the final sharing economy business modelling tool.  

3.3.2.4 Business Model Patterns (Using Quantitative Cluster Analysis) 
Business model patterns are generally understood as attributes of existing business models 
that recur successfully, which may serve as solutions to a problem in another context 
(Amshoff et al., 2015; Remane et al., 2017). Scholars typically employ two 
methodological approaches: a review-based approach, examining existing collections of 
business model patterns to establish conceptual business model patterns generally 
(Lüdeke-Freund et al., 2018; Remane et al., 2017), and an empirical-based approach, 
examining interview and web data to identify novel business model patterns in specific 
contexts (Abdelkafi et al., 2013; Floerecke & Lehner, 2019; Frankenberger et al., 2014).  

In Article III, I selected the latter approach to identify novel patterns in the sharing 
economy. I collected empirical data – including websites, social media, and relevant 
news articles – representing sixty-three sharing platforms. The qualitative data was 
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coded in NVivo abductively. The morphological box produced in Article II served as 
the initial deductive coding framework, but I included new configuration options as 
they emerged from the data. The coded data from NVivo was translated from 
qualitative data to quantitative data to be useful for quantitative cluster analysis. 

I used quantitative cluster analysis in R Studio to group recurring business model 
attributes into patterns, similar to Amshoff et al. (2015) and Hunke et al. (2017). The 
k-medoids algorithm was selected to establish clusters, as this algorithm is a partitioning
method that seeks to create mutually exclusive clusters rather than hierarchical
agglomerative clustering (Kassambara, 2017). This is preferred over the k-means
algorithm, as the k-medoids algorithm sets the centre of the cluster as an existing
observation and not an average (Kassambara, 2017). This supports characterisation of
each cluster when working with nominal data, for example, configuration options.

3.4 Reliability and Validity 
Researchers generally want to ensure that their research findings are reliable and valid. 
Reliability describes the procedures to ensure the methods for data collection and data 
analysis remain consistent and stable over time (Creswell, 2014; Miles et al., 2013), for 
example, between articles. Reliability also concerns issues of quality, transparency, and 
integrity. As far as possible, I was clear and complete in my elaboration of sharing 
economy business models for sustainability (for example, see the Glossary). This 
ensured I was consistent within my analysis, but also that the methods and findings are 
comprehensible for the audience. When possible, reliability measures were taken, for 
example, inter-coder reliability in NVivo when coding in a team (Article I). 
Methodological rigour is important to me. My methods are described in detail, and 
protocols, data, and codes are often made available as supplementary materials. Such 
research practices also support transparency and replicability.  

Validity relates to the accuracy of the research findings from the standpoint of the 
researcher, participant, or audience (Creswell, 2014), often divided into internal and 
external validity. Internal validity takes the vantage point of the researcher to ensure the 
accuracy of the findings, including the appropriateness of method and the “goodness” 
of the findings (Creswell, 2014). Several strategies were employed to ensure internal 
validity. I mainly triangulated different data materials (e.g. people, documents, 
literature) and used multiple methods to build coherent and complete 
conceptualisations. Following a grounded theory approach, I sought theoretical 
saturation in coding empirical data in NVivo to develop “thick” descriptions of all 
concepts and categories. When possible, I engaged in member checking, including 
three rounds of feedback among experts in Article II and a stakeholder workshop in 
Article IV. Rival explanations are considered, especially considering existing 
conceptualisations of sharing economy business models as well as various sustainability 
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claims. I feel I have been transparent about the academic discipline guiding my research, 
and any personal bias to advance sustainability. Finally, the research has been reviewed 
by my peers and accepted for publication by various journals. 

External validity considers the generalisability and transferability of the research to other 
contexts from the vantage point of a participant or audience (Creswell, 2014; Miles et 
al., 2013). However, Creswell (2014, pp. 203–204) and others suggests the value of 
qualitative research “… lies in the particular description and themes developed in 
context of a specific site”. Nonetheless, generalisability is considered possible in 
grounded theory (Corbin & Strauss, 2015) and case study research (Yin, 2014). 
However, Corbin & Strauss (2015) make the distinction between generalisable and 
representative, in that the findings are representative but may not be generalisable to all 
cases. Because this research is prescriptive and design-oriented, there is something to be 
learned but, clearly, the findings will not be descriptive of all sharing economy business 
models. To address external validity, the sampling is theoretically and empirically 
diverse. However, I should add that only English language literature was reviewed, and 
sharing platforms investigated were primarily operating in the North American and 
European contexts. Nonetheless, I provide sufficient elaboration for others to develop, 
test, or implement the findings further.  

3.5 Ethical Considerations 
As a politically-active researcher, I see my research responding to the challenges of our 
time. Prescriptive research inspired by design science guides my research on the sharing 
economy to promote more sustainable modes of consumption and production. As 
specifically as possible, I want to review the ethical considerations needed of my research 
and of academia at large.  

3.5.1 Ethical Considerations in My Research Project 
In reflecting on the potential ethical quandaries in my research, I arrive at two specific 
areas for further review: the collection and analysis of sensitive personal data as well as 
the apparent risk of harming a research participant and the need for ethical review. 

During the mobile research labs, there was the chance of collecting sensitive personal 
information, defined by law to be any potentially identifiable information. According 
to Section 3 of the Swedish Ethical Review Act (and subsequent definition of sensitive 
personal data in Section 21 of the Personal Data Act), personal data may be sensitive 
in nature if the data reveals ethnic group affiliation, religious beliefs, political beliefs, 
philosophical beliefs, membership of a trade union, sex life, and data regarding health 
(Swedish Ethical Review Act, 2003). Although not expressly asked, there was a risk 
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research participants shared sensitive personal data when sharing opinions about the 
sharing economy. 

I conducted interviews with representatives of organisations. Some of our findings may 
have negative financial implications on these organisations, although not necessarily for 
the representatives themselves. The Swedish Ethical Review Act is not clear on when 
financial harm comes to research subjects, stating only that ethical review is needed 
when an apparent risk of physical or mental injury may be incurred by the research 
subject (Swedish Ethical Review Act, 2003). 

Our data collection via mobile research labs takes place outside Sweden; the Swedish 
Ethical Review Act states that the statute is only applicable to research that is conducted 
in Sweden (Swedish Ethical Review Act, 2003). However, the exact understanding of 
‘conducted’ remains contested. The data was stored and analysed in Sweden, which 
may warrant ethical review.  

As a result of these ethical considerations, the Urban Sharing research programme applied 
for ethical approval from the Swedish Ethical Review Board. Their decision was returned 
on 9 January 2019, stating there was no need for ethical approval. The Review Board 
determined the project did not process personal sensitive data or cause harm to research 
participants. Therefore, to minimise any further ethical concerns, I took necessary steps 
to anonymise the data and store data according to GDPR compliance. 

3.5.2 Ethical Considerations of My Research Field 
In conducting interdisciplinary research in sustainability, researchers (at least myself) 
have a particular motivation to study those interventions that promote a more just, 
ethical, equal, and sustainable world. A researcher may state that they have no agenda 
and will remain objective and neutral. However, I caution that this is overstating the 
ability of the researcher. Similar to disclosing a conflict of interest, I think it is 
important to be forthcoming about any normative motivation or agenda one has as a 
researcher. This allows the researcher to ensure proper reflectivity in research design, 
methods, analysis, and communication of results to eliminate or control for bias or, at 
the very least, allow an audience to reflect on research findings and put them into 
context. This is something I am aware of and already see myself controlling for in my 
own research, but I encourage others in the field to reflect in a similar manner. 

3.5.3 Ethical Considerations in Academia 
Researchers are increasingly juggling mounting roles and responsibilities, with increasing 
expectations and demands on our time. I vehemently support any effort to consider 
ethical and methodological reflectivity in our research but, in the light of time constraints, 
I believe more support must be provided by academic institutions and administration. 
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I see a continued risk of negative results not being reported due to the perverse 
incentives currently within academia to publish and receive citations. In my limited 
experience, funding is provided to those that chase the “hot” topics and overpromise 
research results or publications. Ultimately, I feel to my core that we have a moral 
responsibility to challenge existing norms in academia. I do not want to become 
complacent of and in a system plagued with systemic issues that threaten the foundation 
of academia and truth in society. As such, I see my role as an interdisciplinary researcher 
to be critical of existing societal institutions and, when appropriate/asked, propose 
normative solutions to real-world problems for real-world actors. 

3.6 Methodological Reflection 
As with any methodology, there is a need to be reflective in understanding the 
limitations and underlying assumptions of the methods and techniques used to fulfil 
the research objective. I am particularly vulnerable to the challenges of ethnography as 
described as the kindly ethnographer, the friendly ethnographer, and the honest 
ethnographer (Fine, 1993). What may be a result of my North American upbringing, 
I find that I am often too agreeable and potentially disingenuous towards research 
participants, which may misrepresent my intentions in conducting research. At least, 
by acknowledging this, I can be aware of its potential implications and, better yet, take 
steps to prevent it from happening. 

In particular, Fine (1993) warns of becoming a “participant observer”, taking charge 
and influencing events in a desirable direction, suggesting a transition away from an 
observer towards that of a manager. Personally, I am more comfortable behind the 
computer than in front of it, and I do believe that research can explore meaning-making 
by observing, participating, and interacting with research materials at a distance. 
Nonetheless, I am moved by the arguments of Miller & Slater (2000), boyd (2015, pp. 
83–84), and Hine (2015, p. 6), in particular, that face-to-face interaction helps to 
establish context, to better understand participants’ mediated practices.  

During the mobile research labs, one challenge I had is the need to begin to analyse 
what I am seeing as I am seeing it. This seems like a natural process of meaning-making. 
Within the literature, I think Katz (2018) provides the most guidance, although 
limited, on the practice of fieldnote-taking, suggesting that researchers must decide for 
themselves what type of researcher they wish to be, stating that “the hallmark of 
ethnographic fieldwork … is to commit to writing comprehensive fieldnotes quickly 
after leaving each trip to the field” (Katz, 2018, p. 11). However, the nature of the 
mobile research lab as focused ethnography leaves little space and time to observe, write, 
and think, instead relying on the pictures, video, and audio recorded during the trip. I 
suggest more thought is needed to process the audio-visual data captured onsite and 
incorporate this in future research.  
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One challenge I see to leveraging theory, conceptualisations, or analytical frameworks 
stems from the contrasting or competing definitions of the sharing economy within the 
literature stream. My thinking on what constitutes the sharing economy is vastly 
different from other academics in other disciplines. Therefore, in actuality, I am 
challenging much of the published literature about the sharing economy. This is largely 
because I see it as the role of academia, especially in relation to sustainability science, 
to be normative and critical of existing structures and institutions (Sovacool & Hess, 
2017). To address this tension, I position my research as prescriptive and design-
oriented, thereby contributing to conceptualisations and frameworks. I hope that my 
research is useful in supporting platforms, entrepreneurs, and policymakers to 
conceptualise, design, implement, and assess sharing platforms. 

In what may be seen as my half-defiance of the philosophy of sciences, I take issue on 
how the field idolises the individual and their thinking. This was most apparent in the 
opening line of Understanding Poststructuralism: “Poststructuralism is the name for a 
movement in philosophy that began in the 1960s. … The movement is best summed 
up by its component thinkers: Derrida, Deleuze, Lyotard, Foucault and Kristeva” 
(Williams, 2005). Where I was hoping to get a better insight about poststructuralism, 
instead I was presented with the names of the component thinkers on the philosophy, 
as if to infer meaning. Maybe this says more about me but, in philosophy, I do not 
understand the importance placed on the person instead of the knowledge or idea. I 
feel uncomfortable about the idolisation of these philosophers, and I think it limits a 
holistic conceptualisation of the philosophies and their application in research.  

Butler suggests some greater value in questioning philosophy, and a resistance to its 
institutionalisation (Butler, 2004). This confrontation in itself has philosophical virtue. 
It is this half-acceptance/half-defiance that I take with me in my research and in my 
writing, to acknowledge, to appreciate, to be critical, and to re-evaluate those past 
scholars who have come before me. While I conduct research, I recognise my individual 
journey in knowledge discovery, and continually seek to learn, grow, and make a 
meaningful real-world impact. 
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4 Findings 

Existing conceptualisations of sharing economy business models presented in research 
do not sufficiently consider sustainability in the design of constructs, frameworks, and 
other artefacts (Curtis & Mont, 2020). This presents a problem, as academics, 
practitioners, and policymakers continue to promote the sharing economy as 
contributing to more sustainable consumption (Gupta & Chauhan, 2021). The 
findings of my research seek to present a prescriptive definition of the sharing economy 
for sustainability, sophisticated descriptions of business model attributes, and 
elaborated artefacts to support implementation.  

Inspired by design science research, this chapter presents an overarching design theory 
to describe sharing economy business models for sustainability, including defining 
concepts, constructs, design principles, frameworks, and patterns. Each section of this 
chapter directly responds to the overarching research questions of this research. 

In order for a selection of design artefacts to constitute a design theory, several 
conditions must be met: utility, novelty, and effectiveness (Hevner et al., 2004; March 
& Smith, 1995). It is these criteria that I will seek to demonstrate in the remainder of 
this thesis when justifying my design theory relevant for sharing economy business 
models.  

4.1 Design Principles for Sustainable Consumption and 
Production 

Further elaboration of core concepts and guiding propositions is needed in order to 
clarify sharing economy business models for sustainability. Design principles are an 
example of a design science artefact that helps to control the design of additional 
artefacts (e.g. models, frameworks, theories) (Vaishnavi et al., 2004). Therefore, RQ1 
asks how may design principles guide the design and implementation of sharing economy 
business models for sustainability? To address this question, I present a coherent 
definition of the sharing economy, related concepts, and design principles, all of which 
guide subsequent artefact design. 
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4.1.1 Definition 
Conducting research often requires defining key concepts under investigation 
(Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2010). The definition(s) must scope the nature of the 
study and support operationalising the research approach to include or exclude 
concepts, participants, or data. The definition must be clear enough to the researcher 
and others in order to communicate the findings clearly, enabling others to replicate 
the research. Here is a problem. What is the sharing economy? Attempts have been 
made to define the sharing economy, but with little agreement and limited success in 
operationalising a definition within academia or practice. While any definition of the 
sharing economy remains contested, reflecting our socially-constructed reality, I suggest 
there is need for a more workable definition for prescriptive research involving design 
motivated by sustainability. 

I define the sharing economy for sustainability as “... a socio-economic system that 
leverages technology to mediate two-sided markets, which facilitate temporary access 
to goods that are under-utilised, tangible, and rivalrous” (Curtis & Mont, 2020, p. 4). 
This definition restates the five semantic properties – the characteristics of a term that 
contribute meaning – resulting from a systematic literature of sharing economy 
literature. These semantic properties of the sharing economy include ICT-mediated, 
non-pecuniary motivation for ownership, temporary access, rivalrous, and tangible 
goods (Curtis & Lehner, 2019).  

ICT-mediated – Compared to traditional forms of sharing, the sharing economy 
leverages technology to mediate exchanges among strangers (C. J. Martin, 2016; Schor 
et al., 2016). Technology is important for reducing transaction costs associated with 
sharing (Henten & Windekilde, 2016; Weber, 2014), improving access to information 
(Pisano et al., 2015), facilitating payments (Cartwright, 2016; Cheng, 2016b), 
implementing review systems (Chen et al., 2020; Kim & Yoon, 2016; Liang et al., 
2020), and increasing access to the market (Begum & Anjum, 2016; Butenko, 2016; 
Šiuškaitė et al., 2019). This also implies the sharing economy creates a two- or multi-
sided market (Kung & Zhong, 2017).  

Non-pecuniary Motivation for Ownership – A dominant feature of the sharing 
economy is that it leverages idling, excess, surplus, or underutilised capacity (Curtis & 
Lehner, 2019; Harmaala, 2015; Heinrichs, 2013; Philip et al., 2015). A logical 
deduction is that the sharing economy facilitates sharing among an existing stock of 
goods, instead of creating artificial idling capacity through the purchase of new goods. 
While compensation is possible in the sharing economy, users must not purchase new 
goods to make money through sharing.  

Temporary Access – The sharing economy is said to facilitate “access over ownership” 
(Harmaala, 2015; Light & Miskelly, 2015; C. J. Martin, 2016; Milanova & Maas, 
2017). I suggest that the sharing economy facilitates consumption practices that do not 
lead to the transfer of ownership, e.g. share, rent, borrow (Curtis & Lehner, 2019). I 
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also distinguish the sharing economy from other long-term rental markets – for 
example, a car lease or apartment rental – by facilitating temporary access.  

Rivalrous – This property dictates that sharing in the sharing economy prevents the 
simultaneous use by another. Therefore, this excludes public transit, parks, and roads, 
as well as filesharing and video streaming, as these exchanges facilitate practically 
unlimited access and low idling capacity, in conflict with other properties (Curtis & 
Lehner, 2019). 

Tangible Goods – The sharing economy facilitates shared space, shared mobility, 
shared goods, shared consumables, and shared resources (Curtis & Lehner, 2019; 
Curtis & Mont, 2020). This semantic property aligns with the others, as tangible goods 
possess idling capacity, clear mechanisms for access and ownership, and are rivalrous 
(Curtis & Lehner, 2019). However, this excludes other practices often conflated with 
the sharing economy, including time banking and the gig economy.  

4.1.2 Concepts 
The definition and related semantic properties necessitate further elaboration of 
concepts to make sense of sharing economy business models. These constructs are the 
conceptual vocabulary necessary to understand the design research domain (Vaishnavi 
et al., 2004).  

First, I propose a hierarchy of terms that capture the breadth of the sharing economy and 
involved stakeholders. I describe the sharing economy as a “socio-economic system” to 
capture the ecosystem of actors involved in the phenomenon, including the platform, its 
users, governments, and other societal actors (Curtis & Mont, 2020). Next, like others 
(Y. H. Akbar & Tracogna, 2018; Ciulli & Kolk, 2019; Hou, 2018; Kumar et al., 2018; 
Piscicelli et al., 2018), I use the term sharing platform to designate the entity facilitating 
the sharing practice (Curtis & Mont, 2020). A platform describes the infrastructure a 
business provides to enable two distinct groups of people to come together, creating value 
by reducing transaction costs associated with matchmaking or mediation (Evans, 2009). 
The term sharing platform may include any business, not-for-profit, non-traditional 
organisation, or grassroots initiative, so long as they operate as a two-sided market (Curtis 
& Mont, 2020). Then, the term sharing economy business model is used to describe the 
business model of the sharing platform (Curtis & Mont, 2020). Finally, I use the term 
shared practice to describe the consumption practice mediated by the business model, for 
example, sharing, renting, borrowing (Curtis & Mont, 2020).  

Thus far, I have used the term user to capture both the supply-side and demand-side of 
the two-sided market. To distinguish this term further, I describe a resource owner and a 
resource user: the resource owner on the supply-side grants temporary access to their 
resources; and the resource user on the demand-side gains temporary access to others’ 
resources. This depart from other scholars, which prefer the terms ‘service provider’ and 
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‘consumer’ (Andreassen et al., 2018; Benoit et al., 2017). However, I suggest that the 
terms resource owner and resource user are more precise when speaking to the level of the 
sharing economy business model and shared practice. For example, from the perspective 
of the resource user, the ‘service provider’ may be the platform or the resource owner, 
where the asset may be given to the resource user by either, depending on the business 
model (Curtis & Mont, 2020). The term ‘consumer’ may be more suitable to describe 
business-to-consumer models. I feel the term is passive, and does not account for the role 
of the resource user in value co-creation with the resource owner. 

I use the term platform type to describe the constellation of actors involved in the two-
sided market (Curtis & Lehner, 2019; Curtis & Mont, 2020). This includes peer-to-
peer (P2P), business-to-peer (B2P), business-to-business (B2B), and crowd cooperatives. 
P2P platforms mediate exchanges between peers, having equal standing in terms of, for 
example, rank, class, or age (Curtis & Mont, 2020). Similarly, B2B platforms also 
mediate exchanges between peers, but among other businesses or organisational entities 
(Curtis & Mont, 2020). Goods exchanged by B2B platforms tend to be niche and 
specific to their business sector (e.g. construction or medical equipment). In instances 
when businesses have useful assets to share with an individual, I refer to this as a B2P 
platform. Finally, a crowd cooperative platform describes “… mediation from one to 
many, from many to one, or from many to many… e.g. car cooperatives, renewable 
energy cooperatives, or crowdsourcing of classroom art supplies or borrowed costumes 
for a theatre production” (Curtis & Mont, 2020, p. 7).  

My final contribution to clarifying concepts is describing the ‘sectors’ of the sharing 
economy. Many scholars use this terminology to refer to the “accommodation sector” 
(Alrawadieh & Alrawadieh, 2018; Zhang et al., 2019), “mobility sector” (Guyader & 
Piscicelli, 2019; Ma et al., 2018), and “goods sector” (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 
2013) to categorise the areas in which sharing platforms contribute to the economy. 
Taking a traditional economic perspective, I suggest that the business models and 
associated practices in the sharing economy span across sectors. 

Economic historians have long used the term ‘sector’ to describe groups of industries that 
exhibit distinguishing characteristics, including dominant production methods, 
productivity rates, consumer demand, etc. (Clark, 1940; Wolfe, 1955). Building on 
previous work on sectoral-structure of economies, business sectors are most often 
categorised as primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary (Kenessey, 1987). The 
primary sector includes agriculture, mining, forestry; the secondary sector captures 
construction and manufacturing; the tertiary sector includes transportation, resource 
distribution (e.g. water, gas), wholesale trade, and retail; and the quaternary sector 
includes finance, insurance, real estate, and services (Kenessey, 1987). The description of 
sectors remains somewhat fluid, with an additional quinary sector being extended to 
medical care, research, education, and culture (Foote & Hatt, 1953); to government 
administration and other decision-making bodies (Abler & Adams, 1977); and to 
artificial intelligence, blockchain, and other digital technologies disrupting the economy. 
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In contrast to sector, I use the terminology shared practice to describe the different 
practices facilitated by sharing platforms. For example, the community organisation 
Not Far from the Tree – based in Toronto, Canada – takes advantage of “idling” fruit 
on trees. They map available stock, coordinate picking, share the harvest, and donate 
to local food pantries. This spans agriculture, distribution, and public-service, examples 
of primary, tertiary, and quaternary sectors. Instead, I suggest this business model 
facilitates the practice of shared consumables. Instead of sectors, what these business 
models have in common is the idling resource. Therefore, I describe the shared practices 
of shared space, shared mobility, shared goods, shared consumables, and shared resources. 

4.1.3 Design Principles 
The definition, semantic properties, and connected concepts help lead to the following 
guiding propositions that dictate the subsequent design artefacts relevant for sharing 
economy business models. These principles are derived conceptually to delineate those 
sharing economy business models with the potential to contribute to improved 
sustainability performance. Specifically, I intend these design principles to prioritise 
“…the reduction of net resource extraction, reduced greenhouse gas emissions, and 
enhanced social interaction as a result of sharing” (Curtis & Mont, 2020, p. 4). 

4.1.3.1 Operate as a Platform 
Sharing economy business models must utilise technology to operate as a two- or multi-
sided platform. The key activity of a sharing platform is mediating exchanges and 
facilitating economic transactions between the resource owner and resource user, 
allowing for access to underutilised goods (Curtis & Mont, 2020). Typically, platforms 
do not own the physical goods involved in sharing (Fraga-Lamas & Fernández-
Caramés, 2019; Vătămănescu & Pînzaru, 2017). I make an important distinction 
compared to the traditional understanding of business value creation – value is not 
created by the platform, but facilitated by the platform through market mediation, 
review systems, etc. Instead, the platform facilitates value co-creation, which is only 
possible when its users enter the marketplace (see Section 4.2.1). 

4.1.3.2 Leverage Idling Capacity of an Existing Stock of Goods 
It is generally acknowledged that the sharing economy must leverage idling capacity of 
under-utilised goods. However, I clarify this further to delimit sharing to an existing 
stock of goods. I propose this principle to avoid inducing unnecessary production. For 
example, in a market economy, businesses in the sharing economy compete on the basis 
of availability and convenience. There is economic incentive to purchase new goods to 
provide greater access to users, which in turn leads to overcapacity of under-utilised 
assets. 
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4.1.3.3 Possess Non-Pecuniary Motivation for Ownership 
While I see compensation or profit-motivation as acceptable, I suggest it should not be 
the primary motivation for ownership in the sharing economy (Curtis & Mont, 2020). 
Building on the previous principle, resource owners must not purchase new goods for 
the express purpose of making money by providing shared access. This principle 
prevents inducing an artificial idling capacity. For example, I suggest short-term 
accommodation hosts must not purchase multiple apartments in the city centre for the 
sole purpose of renting on Airbnb, vehicle owners must not purchase new cars to 
provide access via Turo, or resource owners must not purchase a new drill for the 
purpose of sharing on Peerby. 

4.1.3.4 Facilitate Temporary Access Over Ownership 
Sharing economy business models facilitate exchanges that do not lead to a transfer of 
ownership, instead enabling shared access via consumption practices such as sharing, 
renting, and borrowing. By providing shared access, I suggest increasing the number of 
people that are involved in using the good, thereby increasing the intensity of use and 
material efficiency (Curtis & Mont, 2020).  

However, I suggest that shared consumables – those goods characterised by one-time 
use – are included in the sharing economy. These goods include food, personal care 
products, art supplies, and motor oil, all of which require transfer of ownership to use. 
Instead of these products going to waste, they may be shared because their one-time 
use dictates transfer of ownership. 

4.1.4 Scoping the Sharing Economy  
I am very aware of more inclusive definitions of the sharing economy. I do not intend 
my approach to be a critique of others’ work, as they are motivated differently in 
different disciplines. I am also aware of similar phenomena conflated with the sharing 
economy, for example, platform economy, gig economy, collaborative consumption, 
access-based consumption, etc. Yet, I contend that if the sharing economy is to deliver 
improved sustainability outcomes, we must be deliberate and strategic in how we design 
these business models. I briefly want to reflect on the impact of my definition in scoping 
business models in the sharing economy.  

Business-to-consumer rental companies are excluded from my analysis, as they do not 
operate as a platform / two-sided market. They generally purchase new goods for the 
purpose of providing access. I suggest business-to-consumer rental companies are more 
akin to use-oriented product-service systems. If the goods are donated from an existing 
stock, to be managed by the platform, I include these as crowd cooperatives.  

Just as various platform types are excluded as a result of the above design principles, 
several other consumption practices that lead to transfer of ownership are also excluded. 
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For example, consumption practices including exchanging, trading, bartering, gifting, 
swapping, or buying second-hand are, in most cases, excluded from my 
conceptualisation. Although facilitating access, I also generally exclude leasing, as it 
describes more long-term exchanges compared to renting.  

4.2 Design of Sharing Economy Business Models 
In Section 2.4.3, I suggested several ways in which the existing sharing economy 
business model conceptualisations could be improved: 1) depart from a prescriptive 
definition of the sharing economy; 2) provide greater elaboration of business model 
attributes; and 3) incorporate sustainability as a design condition. The Sharing 
Economy Business Model Framework (Figure 4) developed as part of this dissertation 
delivers on all three. Firstly, the framework is consistent with the definition presented 
in Section 4.1.1, which is used throughout the thesis. Secondly, the framework includes 
more than one hundred definitions, including examples, all of which are summarised 
in the Glossary and subsequent articles. Finally, the framework includes the design 
principles presented in Section 4.1.3 as design conditions guiding the design and 
implementation of sharing economy business models.  

Figure 4. The Sharing Economy Business Model Framework (Curtis & Mont, 2020; Curtis, 2021) 
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I submit the Sharing Economy Business Model Framework as a response to RQ2 – how 
may sharing economy business models be designed for sustainability? The framework 
consists of three value dimensions, sixteen business model attributes, and eighty-nine 
configuration options. In the remainder of this section, I will elaborate on these three 
levels of the framework. I also contribute to the greater design theory described in this 
thesis by elaborating on the key activities of the sharing platform, the resource owner, 
and the resource user, all of which co-create value on the platform.  

4.2.1 Value Co-Creation 
Value co-creation describes the practices and processes that the firm and its customers 
engage in collaboratively to create value as part of the firm’s offering (Prahalad & 
Ramaswamy, 2004). Restated in the context of the sharing economy, sharing platforms 
engage in activities collaboratively with their users to co-create value captured by each 
other and society (de Oliveira & Cortimiglia, 2017). For example, I suggest the key 
activity of the sharing platform is platform mediation allowing access to underutilised 
assets. While sharing platforms engage in other important activities, I suggest this key 
activity is essential for value to be created on the platform. However, the sharing 
platform cannot create value alone. Operating as a two- or multi-sided market, its users 
must also engage in key activities (Figure 5).  

Figure 5. Key Activities in the Sharing Economy (Curtis & Mont, 2020)
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I suggest that the resource owner and resource user must also engage in key activities if 
they are to benefit from using the sharing platform. For example, the resource owner 
makes an asset available via a sharing platform and the resource user accesses an asset via 
a sharing platform and returns the asset to the resource owner. This has implications for 
the design of sharing economy business models.  

Firstly, in contrast to the traditional understanding of value creation (see Section 2.3), 
I propose the business model dimension of value facilitation to describe the practices by 
which the business mediates the exchange in a two-sided market, including the extent 
of customer input in shaping the product or service offering. In this way, value is not 
created by the business but rather facilitated and co-created in collaboration with the 
actors in the two-sided market.  

Furthermore, I conceptualise the value proposition embedded within value delivery. 
This is something that Täuscher & Laudien (2018) initially did in their work on 
platform business models and marketplaces, but without providing justification. My 
choice is motivated by the argument that a triadic business model does not in itself 
fulfil the customer need; this is only done through co-creation between the users in the 
two-sided market. I suggest that the value proposition for a triadic model should 
describe the value delivered by the business to its customers. I propose the value 
proposition of sharing economy business models is often a reduction of transaction costs 
associated with mediating and/or matchmaking. For users looking to provide or access a 
shared asset, the sharing platform removes barriers to access the market, improves 
communication, and facilitates payment, along with other activities to reduce 
transaction costs. 

Finally, sharing platforms recognise the contribution of their users’ key activities to 
generate platform revenue. Ensuring positive user experience is important on both sides 
of the market. Therefore, platforms adopt business model attributes and activities that 
foster and support value co-creation, for example, review systems, identify verification, 
dispute resolution, insurance, etc (see Section 4.2.4). This is in addition to specialised 
services offered to their users based on the business context.  

4.2.2 Value Dimensions 
I include three value dimensions that comprise the breadth of business model attributes 
in the sharing economy: value facilitation, value delivery, and value capture. Value 
facilitation describes the practices by which the sharing platform mediates the exchange 
in a two-sided market. Since value is co-created on the platform, value facilitation 
describes the extent of user input in shaping the shared practice. Value delivery depicts 
the way in which the platform delivers value and acts out its contribution of the value 
proposition. Value capture describes the mechanism for capturing economic value for 
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itself and its shareholders/stakeholders. However, I expand this dimension to include 
additional value orientations including environmental, social, and societal/public value. 

4.2.3 Business Model Attributes and Configuration Options 
Business model attributes are the ‘building blocks’ of the business model, describing 
the material or immaterial functions, features, or actions of the firm (Osterwalder, 
2004, p. 30). The various known alternatives for each attribute are often called 
configuration options (Amshoff et al., 2015; Echterfeld et al., 2015). For instance, a 
sharing platform may implement any configuration option, for example, choosing to 
operate within an existing community, or at a local, regional, national, or international 
scale, characterised by the business model attribute geographical scale. Again, the 
framework proposes sixteen business model attributes and eight-nine configuration 
options. These are elaborated in detail in Article II as well as the Glossary. While all 
are important, I elaborate on the following because of their relevance to sustainability: 
value orientation, governance, and intellectual property.  

Motivation among sharing platforms varies greatly, insinuating various value 
orientations. The prescriptive definition used in this thesis includes for-profit and not-
for-profit sharing platforms operating as companies, non-traditional organisations, or 
grassroots initiatives, as long as technology is used to mediate sharing between two 
actors. Value orientation describes the underlying motivation of the sharing platform, 
and preferred type of value created, including commercial, social, environmental, and 
societal / public value. Commercial value sees economic value capture as the primary 
motivation for existence, whereas the other forms of value creation reflect other types 
of value consistent with sustainable business models, social innovation, or mission-
driven organisations. Platforms motivated by social value seek to foster cohesion, 
inclusivity, community development, and resilience. Environmental value prioritises 
environmental sustainability and sustainable consumption practices. Finally, societal or 
public value capture normative or philosophical motivation of how things ought to be, 
returning to simpler and more communal forms of consumption.  

The business model attribute governance is defined as “…the approach adopted by the 
platform with respect to decision making and value exchange” (Muñoz & Cohen, 
2018, p. 132). The associated configuration options include corporate, collaborative, 
and cooperative governance. Corporate governance sees decision-making rest with the 
platform, with limited input from users, mirroring traditional management practices. 
This governance model is associated with commercial value orientation as well as more 
sophisticated technology for mediation and proprietary intellectual property. Perhaps 
the strongest expression of value co-creation, cooperative governance sees users steering 
and even leading essential business functions and decision-making processes, including 
setting strategy, managing finances, and organising the workforce / volunteers. This 
governance model is most relevant for the crowd cooperative platform type. Bridging both 
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governance models, collaborative governance sees increased opportunity for user 
involvement, at the same time often exhibiting some form of commercial value 
orientation.  

The choice of governance model influences the potential social impact of the platform 
and dictates the extent of risk and reward sharing. A more collaborative or cooperative 
governance model empowers users to influence platform activities, while allowing and 
including diverse voices in the decision-making process, and addressing social equity 
issues. The greater the involvement of users, the more equitable distribution of 
economic and non-economic benefits. However, this may also expose users to greater 
economic and social risk depending on the user’s positionality in society. I suggest any 
trade-offs must be considered against the value orientation of the sharing platform 
when designing the business model. 

Because sharing platforms operate a two- or multi-sided market, they do not own 
physical resources involved in the shared practice; instead, the key resources of the 
platform lie in its digital infrastructure, including matching algorithm, booking 
management, or review system. Sharing platforms must choose how they wish to share 
or protect this intellectual property. Intellectual property itself describes ideas and other 
creations of the mind, including innovations, literature, artwork, designs, symbols, 
photographs, as well as company names and logos (Tietze & Vimalnath, 2020). It is 
up to the platform to decide how it wishes to manage and/or protect their key resources. 
The framework proposes three configuration options relevant for the attribute 
intellectual property: open source, communal, and proprietary. Open source sees 
platforms sharing their intellectual property widely, often with anyone able to 
download or request access to key resources. Similarly, communal intellectual property 
allows access to key resources, but is restricted to known actors within the community, 
for example, users and other stakeholders. Finally, proprietary intellectual property 
describes actions taken by the platform to protect its key resources, often formally 
through registration with the relevant organisation, for example, a patent office.  

Again, the motivation and value orientation of the sharing platform often dictates the 
choice of intellectual property rights. Commercial sharing platforms like Airbnb 
exercise strict intellectual property rights articulated in their terms and conditions, 
whereas niche peer-to-peer sharing platforms have more open or communal forms of 
intellectual property. They may be motivated to create and capture social or 
environmental value; for example, platforms like BikeSurf and Karma share their 
knowledge and resources with others interested in starting a node in their local 
community. Franchising may be another way that platforms manage their intellectual 
property, influencing other attributes including geographical scale and revenue streams.  
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4.2.4 Additional Business Model Considerations 
The framework captures the building blocks for designing sharing economy business 
models, but sharing platforms may reflect on other considerations to enhance their 
service offering or improve their sustainability potential. For example, several additional 
actions by the sharing platform emerged when researching their social impact. Sharing 
platforms may offer insurance, introduce identity verification systems, facilitate dispute 
resolution, and ensure ethical data management. Communication of these actions is 
important, to ensure transparency and trust, contribute to the user experience, and 
protect the platform’s interests.  

Sharing platforms may provide insurance against risk for the assets involved in the 
exchange, in the event of damage caused by the actions of resource users. Platform-
provided insurance may be necessary to incentivise resource owners to share their assets, 
especially high-value items such as cars and homes. The insurance industry is only just 
beginning to develop products that extend to sharing platforms. As such, there are few 
known examples in literature and practice. Luo et al. (2020) describe platform-level 
buyer protection insurance that provides a blanket safeguard programme to protect 
assets caused by the resource user. However, who bears the cost and how the cost is 
passed along to either the resource owner or resource user requires further consideration 
by the platform in line with their value orientation.  

More established platforms have implemented identity verification systems to facilitate 
trust and ensure safety on their platforms. Sharing platforms may consider the need or 
utility of such systems based on their context and associated risk. Platforms may 
consider one or a combination of mechanisms to authenticate user identity, including 
something as simple as uploading a photo. Additional mechanisms include verifying 
contact information via email or text, uploading official identification documents (e.g. 
driver’s licence, passport), or relying on an existing user to confirm the identity of a 
new user. While largely seen as a way to improve trust and safety, sharing platforms 
must also consider how to manage personal data used in the verification process. 
Furthermore, platforms may need to take extra steps to prevent discrimination based 
on any revealed information at any point prior to, during, or after the exchange – for 
example, gender, sexual, ethnic, or racial identity. For instance, there is evidence that 
race or sexual orientation impacts booking and reviews on Airbnb (Ahuja & Lyons, 
2019; Edelman et al., 2017). 

Data management and privacy are increasingly becoming important considerations of 
the business model (Lutz et al., 2018). Where personal identifiable information is used 
to improve trust and ensure safety, there is also a need to protect and manage personal 
data in accordance with legal and ethical standards expected by users and the broader 
society. However, sharing platforms are increasingly monetising personal data as a 
potential revenue source (Murillo et al., 2017; Srnicek, 2017). Of the more established 
commercial sharing platforms, privacy policies are routinely provided upon sign-up and 
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available on their websites. A general privacy policy includes information about 
managing personal data, including the information that is collected automatically, how 
personal data is used and stored, including sharing with third parties, and how personal 
data is used to improve advertising and analytics by the platform and other parties. 

Finally, sharing platforms may wish to implement procedures for conflict or dispute 
resolution, especially to improve trust and reduce the appearance of bias or 
discrimination (McGinnis, 2018; Piracha et al., 2019). These mechanisms may deal 
with non-compliance, complaints, or user dissatisfaction. While sharing platforms 
often rely on within-platform mechanisms, they are often not explicit or transparent, 
leading to uneven treatment. Therefore, I suggest sharing platforms should consider 
making their dispute resolution mechanisms apparent for users, which may include 
third-party mediation or arbitration in severe cases.  

4.3 Implementation of Sharing Economy Business 
Models 

This Section answers RQ3 – What constellation of business model attributes and 
organisational strategies support implementation? With the objective to address the 
design-implementation gap, this research elaborates knowledge, frameworks, and 
activities to support the implementation of sharing economy business models. The 
artefacts presented here are intended to be used – by sharing platforms, entrepreneurs, 
managers, policy-makers, investors, and other relevant actors – with the purpose of 
remaining financially and socially viable. Therefore, the focus is more on the outcome 
rather than the process of implementing the business model. 

4.3.1 Sharing Economy Business Model Patterns 
Broadly speaking, patterns recognise trends among implemented solutions to solve a 
problem, which can be useful to apply in other contexts. In relation to business models, 
patterns describe attributes of existing business models that recur successfully. Since 
innovation largely imitates existing attributes observed elsewhere, business model 
patterns are useful for structuring experimentation, supporting creativity, and fostering 
collaboration. Business model patterns may act as a bridge to support the design and 
implementation of SEBMs.  

The sharing economy or sharing are scarcely mentioned in academic literature on 
business model patterns. The sharing economy is linked to reuse and redistribution 
(Lüdeke-Freund et al., 2019), a generic sharing businesses pattern is proposed without 
further elaboration (Lüdeke-Freund et al., 2018), and carsharing is mentioned as an 
example of the peer-to-peer pattern (Abdelkafi et al., 2013; Remane et al., 2017). 
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Therefore, there is a clear knowledge gap regarding sharing economy business model 
patterns to support successful design and implementation of SEBMs.  

There are three categories of patterns offered in this dissertation: framework patterns, 
prototypical patterns, and solution patterns (see Section 2.3.2). The Sharing Economy 
Business Model Framework presented in Section 4.2 is an example of a framework 
pattern, as it provides a reference model to describe, plan, analyse, or document entire 
business models. I have also established eight prototypical patterns and nineteen 
solution patterns in the sharing economy.  

Prototypical patterns describe industry-specific business models, for example, 
manufacturer or multi-sided market. They are more specific than frameworks, but not 
as precise as solution patterns. Relevant examples from literature include intermediation 
(Remane et al., 2017; Weking et al., 2018), multi-sided platforms (Osterwalder & 
Pigneur, 2010; Yablonsky, 2017), and online brokers (Remane et al., 2017). While 
relevant, these are not specific and sufficiently elaborated to support the design and 
implementation of SEBMs. I propose eight prototypical patterns in the sharing 
economy (Table 4). 

These eight prototypical patterns were developed by studying sixty-three SEBMs using 
the Sharing Economy Business Model Framework. The k-medoids clustering approach 
in R Studio, a quantitative method used by Hunke et al. (2017) to establish business 
model patterns, enabled me to generate a list of business model attributes that occur 
together successfully in practice. Each prototypical pattern is described in detail, with 
examples, in Article III. However, I thought it relevant to elaborate on some interesting 
observations, for example, differences in revenue streams and governance based on shared 
practice.  

I observed that peer-to-peer space sharing platforms most often implemented a 
commission-based revenue model. In contrast, peer-to-peer mobility sharing platforms 
implemented transaction fees, fines or other fees, usage rates, as well as commission. The 
shared mobility platforms had more revenue streams than the observed space sharing 
platforms. In contrast, niche peer-to-peer platforms were much more reliant on 
donations to remain financially viable, but often operated a cooperative governance 
model, reflecting this community orientation. One last example – there is a lot of 
discussion of review systems in the sharing economy, but it was only those commercially 
oriented, corporate, and international platforms that seemed to use review or rating 
systems. The niche and community platforms I studied did not rely on these systems 
in the same way as the sharing economy giants, which I think suggests a lack of need 
given their operation in a hyper-local context and less use of formalised technology. 
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Table 4. Prototypical Patterns in the Sharing Economy (Curtis, 2021) 

Collaborative Community 
Platforms 

Niche Peer-to-Peer 
Platforms 

Niche Corporate  
Platforms 

Commercial Peer-to-Peer 
Platforms 

(e.g. Toronto Tool Library) (e.g. BKSY, WarmShowers) (e.g. FreshRents, 
Seats2Meet) 

(e.g. Poparide, Swimply) 

4B Collaborative 1A Peer-to-Peer 3C Proprietary 1A Peer-to-Peer 
5H Set by Platform 3C Proprietary 4C Corporate 3C Proprietary 
7B Website 4A Cooperative 5H Set by Platform 4C Corporate 
8A Offline 4C Corporate 7B Website 5G Set by Resource 

Owner 
9D None 5A Free 9D None 7A Smartphone App 

10B Local 5C Negotiation / 
Bargaining 

11D Commercial 7B Website 

11A Societal / Public 7B Website 12B Transaction Fee 8B Hybrid 
11C Environmental 8B Hybrid 12L Fines or Other Fees 9A Resource Owner 

Reviews 
12E Membership 9D None 12N Usage Rates 9B Resource User 

Reviews 
12I Donations 10F Nodes 13D Differential Pricing 10D National 
12J Public Project Funding 11A Societal / Public 15E Resource User 11D Commercial
12K Private Project 

Funding 
12I Donations 

  
12C Commission 

15B Volunteer 13A None 12L Fines or Other Fees 
15E Resource Use 14A None 13A None   

15B Volunteer 14A None   
15D Resource Owner 
15E Resource User 

Peer-to-Peer Space 
Sharing Platforms 

Peer-to-Peer Mobility 
Sharing Platforms 

Business-to-Consumer 
Sharing Platforms 

Coworking Space 
Platforms 

(e.g. Airbnb, RoverPark) (e.g. Turo, BlaBlaCar) (e.g. ZipCar, 
DonkeyRepublic) 

(e.g. WeWork, ImpactHub) 

1A Peer-to-Peer 3C Proprietary 3C Proprietary 3C Proprietary
1C Business-to-Peer 4C Corporate 4C Corporate 4C Corporate 
3C Proprietary 5G Set by Resource 

Owner 
5H Set by Platform 5H Set by Platform 

4C Corporate 5H Set by Platform 7A Smartphone App 7A Smartphone App 
5G Set by Resource 

Owner 
7A Smartphone App 7B Website 7B Website 

5H Set by Platform 7B Website 8D None 8D None 
7A Smartphone App 8B Hybrid 9D None 9D None 
7B Website 9A Resource Owner 

Reviews 
10E International 10E International 

8C Online 9B Resource User 
Reviews 

11C Environmental 11A Environmental 

9A Resource Owner 
Reviews 

10E International 11D Commercial 11D Commercial 

9B Resource User 
Reviews 

11D Commercial 12B Transaction Fee 12E Transaction Fee 

10E International 12B Transaction Fee 12D Subscription Fee 12M Subscription Fee 
11D Commercial 12C Commission 12L Fines or Other Fees 12S Fines or Other Fees 
12C Commission 12L Fines or Other Fees 12N Usage Rates 12V Usage Rates 
14A None 12N Usage Rates 13D Differential Pricing 13D Differential Pricing 
15D Resource Owner 13C Dynamic Pricing 14C Location-Based 14B Feature-Based 
15E Resource User 13D Differential Pricing 14F Access-Based 14C Location-Based   

14B Feature-Based 15E Resource User 14F Access-Based
14C Location-Based 

  
15E Resource User 

15D Resource Owner 
  

15E Resource User 
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Table 5. Solution Patterns in the Sharing Economy (Curtis, 2021) 

Solution Pattern Description Examples 
Servitisation  
(Product-to-service) 

Offers renting options to access products instead of 
purchasing new products  
(e.g. B2C platforms) 

ZipCar, ShareNow, 
Mobike 

Rent instead of buy Temporarily lends a product for a fee, instead of 
transfer of ownership 
(e.g. goods sharing platforms) 

LENA Library, Toronto 
Tool Library 

Unbundling Focus on customer relationship management, 
facilitating access to shared assets (e.g. carsharing)  

MyWheels, Dropbike, 
WeWork 

Peer-to-peer Platform mediation between users having equal 
standing based on rank, class, age, etc. 

Swimply, SnappCar, 
JustPark, Peerby 

Fractional ownership 
(cooperative ownership) 

Shared ownership of an asset among a group of 
consumers (e.g. crowd cooperative) 

Connectcar, de 
Windcentrale 

Open source Offers to make available platform’s intellectual 
property (e.g. matching algorithm, booking 
management, review system) 

BikeSurf 

Community governance* Sees users involved to a greater degree in the daily 
operations and strategic decisions of the platform 

Karma, ImpactHub, 
Toronto Seed Library 

Pay what you want  
Invites users to set the fee to access the platform 
(e.g. transaction fee, commission, donation) 

BikeSurf, SwapSity, 
WarmShowers 

Barter Allows users to exchange non-monetary 
compensation for a product or service  

Bunz, SwapSity 

Free Allows users free access to the platform and its 
primary offering, using additional sources to generate 
revenue (e.g. donation, crowdsourcing, advertising) 

BKSY 

Price set by users* In a multi-sided market, either the resource owner or 
resource user sets the price of the exchange 

FlipKey, Spacefy, Turo 

Review system* Provides feedback about the service quality or social 
interaction 

Airbnb, BlaBlaCar, 
GoBoat 

Existing community* Introduces platform among a group of people 
possessing something in common (e.g. 
neighbourhood, school)  

Poparide, Zimride 

Nodes* The fragmented diffusion of sharing platforms 
geographically, driven by interested actors wanting to 
start operations in their own contexts 

BikeSurf, ImpactHub 

Subscription Recurring cost to users for access to goods or 
services 

Communauto, 
GreenWheels, ShareNow 

Membership Recurring cost to users for access to the platform LoveHomeSwap, Peerby, 
WeWork 

Pay per use 
(Transaction fee) 

One-time charge to users each time the good or 
service is accessed 

Bike Share Toronto, 
FaceDrive, VRBO 

Franchising Allows franchisees to licence the business concept – 
including training, branding, technical infrastructure – 
for a recurring fee and/or revenue sharing 

Spaces, SailTime 

Crowdfunding Financing the platform by soliciting contributions from 
the larger community, often offering a non-monetary 
reward 

Toronto Tool Library 

Add-on 
(Additional services) 

Platform offers extra or additional services beyond 
their primary offering, typically for a higher margin 

BlaBlaCar, SnappCar, 
WeWork 

Differential pricing Offers the same product to users at different prices, 
based on the market and user characteristics or 
behaviour 

Djeepo, Spaces, ZipCar 

Mixed revenue source* Revenue in a multi-sided market may come from a 
multitude of sources 

Airbnb, Peerby, SnappCar 
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Furthermore, I identified nineteen solution patterns, which describe one or several 
business model attributes used in combination and easily replicated (Table 5). Some of 
these are already described in literature for other contexts in relation to the business 
model’s key activity and value proposition (e.g. servitisation, rent instead of buy, 
unbundling); value networks (e.g. peer-to-peer, fractional ownership); price discovery 
(e.g. free, barter, pay what you can); revenue streams (e.g. subscription, membership, pay 
per use, crowdfunding), and price discrimination (e.g. differential pricing). However, a 
further six solution patterns had not yet been described in the wider body of literature: 
community governance, price set by users, review system, existing community, nodes, and 
mixed revenue source.  

4.3.2 Social Impact Framework 
While popular claims suggest the sharing economy democratises consumption, 
empowers people, and promotes social cohesion (McLaren & Agyeman, 2015; Schor 
et al., 2016), growing empirical evidence and user experience suggest negative social 
impacts as a result of the activities of sharing platforms. Evidence from Airbnb 
(Caldicott et al., 2020; Edelman & Luca, 2014), Uber (Rosenblat et al., 2017) and 
various mobility sharing platforms (Geissinger et al., 2020) suggest sharing platforms 
may simply be exploiting time and resources of their users to their detriment 
(Sundararajan, 2017). Consequently, there is a need to understand the social impacts 
of sharing platforms. 

I conducted research developing a systematic framework to assess social impacts of 
sharing platforms (Figure 6), detailed in Article IV. The framework measures four 
social aspects – trust, empowerment, social justice, and inclusivity – across eighteen 
indicators. Along with the framework, we define each indicator, and elaborate 
measurable variables for each. The measurable variables target the actions and 
experiences of the platform, resource owner, resource user, and society. This reflects 
our conceptualisation of the SEBM operating as a two- or multi-sided market as well 
as seeking to understand the broader societal impacts (e.g. gentrification, 
discrimination, noise, safety, congestion).  
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Figure 6. Systematic Framework to Assess Social Impact of Sharing Platforms (Curtis et al., 2020)

The development of the framework, aspects, indicators, and measurable variables was 
informed by a systematic literature review and stakeholder workshop. These artefacts 
were evaluated among researchers and practitioners, and developed into a practice-
oriented tool for use by a sharing platform based in the Netherlands. Building on this 
experience, we developed concrete suggestions to support actors in implementing the 
tool in their context: 

1. Define your purpose for assessing social impact

2. Determine your ambition, time, and other resources for data collection

3. Prioritise aspects, indicators, variables, or actors based on your purpose and
ambition

4. Develop an inclusive data collection protocol and take steps to safeguard and
manage data ethically

5. Analyse data to determine issues or hotspots

6. Triangulate data across relevant indicators, seeking to identify any cause-effect
relationships
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7. Communicate the results of your analysis

8. Develop an action-plan to address any issues

9. Reassess as necessary

Again, the artefact and resulting knowledge have deep implications for the design and 
implementation of SEBMs. Firstly, the design choices, including business model 
attributes and configuration options, reflect the value orientation of the sharing 
platform, with specific attributes better suited to deliver improved social sustainability 
performance. Some business model design considerations that affect the potential social 
impact are already mentioned in Section 4.2.4, for example, identity verification 
systems and data management protocols, with several more considerations mentioned 
in Article IV.  

Secondly, the implementation of these attributes also impacts the experience of users 
and society. Whether choosing to govern cooperatively or to have a review system, these 
choices must also be operationalised in such a way that prevents discrimination and 
ensures inclusion of all stakeholders. For example, a review system is said to foster trust 
on the platform by reducing the perceived risk of participating in sharing. However, 
reviews are largely positive and often do not provide sufficient feedback to distinguish 
between service quality and social interaction (Bridges & Vásquez, 2018). Review 
systems have also been said to fuel discrimination and racial tension (Edelman et al., 
2017). Therefore, the implementation of SEBMs must also consider the impact on 
social sustainability outcomes. 

4.3.3 Organisational Response Strategies to COVID-19 
The final artefact to support the continued success of sharing economy business models 
articulates response strategies to the COVID-19 pandemic in the sharing economy 
(Article V). The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted our lives, impacting businesses, 
and shifting production and consumption practices. The pandemic represents a victim 
crisis – in contrast to an accidental or preventable crisis – with organisations forced to 
respond and alter their operations through no fault of their own (Coombs & Holladay, 
2002). With sharing platforms already struggling to remain financially and socially 
viable, I see this work as contributing to improved learning and resilience among 
sharing platforms.  

The contribution draws on crisis management literature to establish empirically 
observed response strategies. Mithani & Kocoglu (2020) offer a recent 
conceptualisation to categorise organisational response strategies that mirror individual 
responses: hypervigilance, exiting, growth, and dormancy (paralleling freeze, flight, fight, 
or fright). However, few studies have explored organisational response strategies to 
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victim crises, especially specific responses in a particular business domain. As such, we 
chose to inductively code organisational responses based on website and social media 
data of thirty sharing platforms facilitating shared space, mobility, and goods in diverse 
geographical contexts.  

Once again, the research considers the platform, its users, and the broader society. 
Doing so reflects the two-sided nature of sharing platforms and the users’ contribution 
to value co-creation. For example, platform responses targeting their users – for 
example, a sanitary mask mandate – ensures user safety, reduces exposure to liability, 
and protects the value co-creation experience for continued value capture. Specifically, 
the empirical framework articulates platform-oriented responses, user-oriented 
responses, and society-oriented responses. Each of the response strategies presented in 
Figure 7 are described in detail, with examples, in Article V.  

Figure 7. Organisational Response Strategies in the Sharing Economy to COVID-19  
(Mont, Curtis, Voytenko-Palgan, 2021)

Interestingly, the observed response strategies varied according to the design of SEBMs 
investigated. For example, the shared practice dictated responses. Peer-to-peer 
carsharing increased for platforms like Turo (2020), as people avoided collective traffic, 
which prompted the introduction of new measures to quarantine cars between use and 
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advanced cleaning guides. Peer-to-peer accommodation sharing saw a dramatic 
reduction in bookings, upwards of 90% (Chadwick, 2020), which necessitated flexible 
cancellation policies, support for hosts, and strategic work. Responses in those goods 
sharing platforms investigated appeared to be more improvised, including less 
formalised communication via blog posts, social media, or newsletters. In contrast, 
commercially-oriented shared space and shared mobility platforms had more 
professional communication materials and advanced information on websites. This also 
demonstrates differences based on value orientation and geographical scale, among 
other examples found in the study. 

Comparing our empirical response strategies to the categories proposed by Mithani & 
Kocoglu (2020), the majority corresponded to hypervigilance and growth. There were 
very few examples of sharing platforms closing or reallocating resources elsewhere, 
(exiting) or pausing their operations (dormancy). However, the framework represents 
a snapshot of response strategies as of November 2020, which are evolving as our society 
overcomes the pandemic and adjusts to our new reality. Individual responses during 
the pandemic such as teleworking and more localised travel is likely to continue, with 
additional ramifications for commercialised and international sharing platforms like 
Airbnb. Changing mobility patterns may also lead to more bikesharing and continued 
advancement of autonomous electric vehicles may upend carsharing business models. 
And, a looming financial crisis may drive people towards sharing more goods within 
their communities, while increasing wealth disparity may force greater social and 
economic change. The sharing economy, along with society itself, is likely to continue 
to evolve. This attempt to explore organisational response strategies within the sharing 
economy provides a point of departure for learning and inspires organisational 
resilience to the next unknown crisis.  
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5 Discussion 

I have framed my research contribution as addressing the design-implementation gap 
in the sharing economy, providing an overarching design theory and related artefacts 
guiding the design and supporting the implementation of sharing economy business 
models. However, I did not study the process of implementing business models choices, 
but rather provided knowledge and tools that support the successful outcome of 
implementation. In this section, I briefly discuss the process of implementation by 
connecting the discourse to business model innovation. I reflect on the design principles 
proposed in Section 4.1.3 as a means to enhance environmental and social 
sustainability. Finally, I provide some humble reflections and propose important future 
research. 

5.1 Addressing the Design-Implementation Gap 
Design is inextricably linked with the processes of implementation (Leih et al., 2015). 
Increasing empirical evidence suggests those managers who make coherent design 
choices experience better performance (Amit & Zott, 2012; Baden-Fuller & Haefliger, 
2013). The corollary suggests that “…innovation without clarity in the business model 
leads to modest or negligible performance outcomes” (Gronum et al., 2016, p. 601). 
While business model design is seen as a key managerial or entrepreneurial task, it does 
not often receive the attention or resources it deserves in practice (Zott & Amit, 2010). 
Business models often fail due to a lack of requisite knowledge or understanding to 
enable successful experimentation (Johnson et al., 2008; Weking et al., 2019). 
Therefore, to improve the utility of my artefacts, I elaborate briefly on business model 
innovation to address the processes of design and implementation. 

Business model innovation describes the dynamic process of experimentation for 
creating and capturing new value (Chesbrough, 2010; Gassmann et al., 2014; Richter, 
2013; Wirtz et al., 2016), typically by adopting, copying, or imitating aspects of other 
business models that have proven successful previously (Amit & Zott, 2015; Doganova 
& Eyquem-Renault, 2009; Teece, 2010). An innovation occurs when an organisation 
“… modifies or improves one or several elements of its business model” (Remane et al., 
2017, p. 25) as well as “…the architecture linking these elements” (Foss & Saebi, 2017, 
p. 201). As such, business model innovation recognises that “… business models are
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not first designed and then implemented” (Mason & Spring, 2011, p. 1033) – business 
models are dynamic, emergent, and evolving. 

First, let us consider both perspectives – design and implementation – separately in 
relation to business model innovation. In their review of business model innovation 
literature, Foss & Saebi (2017) suggest design is necessary to enact business model 
innovation. For example, selecting the appropriate design choices requires specific actions 
by the firm, often involving experimentation. To help structure the process of business 
model design, Amit & Zott (2015; 2010) describe design antecedents, design elements, 
and design themes. Design antecedents speak to the necessary input, knowledge, and 
conditions that affect business model design. They suggest the following antecedents: 1) 
goals to create and capture value; 2) templates and examples to recycle or borrow from; 
3) collaborations that support the content and process of business model design; and 4) 
internal and external design constraints (Amit & Zott, 2015). 

Design elements constitute the content, structure, and governance of a firm (Zott & 
Amit, 2010). In relation to this work, Peters et al. (2015) suggest that design elements 
reflect the configuration options contained within a morphological box, for example, 
the Sharing Economy Business Model Framework (Figure 4). However, Zott & Amit 
(2010) suggest design should also consider how these elements will be linked and who 
has the responsibility to implement such elements. As such, design themes are 
configurations of design elements, describing the degree to which these elements are 
structured or connected (Zott & Amit, 2010). In the context of the sharing economy, 
design themes may include shared practice, platform type, and price discovery, among 
others (Sanasi et al., 2020). 

The process of implementing business models is less articulated in literature. It seems 
to be something that you just do. Osterwalder (2004) suggests implementation is a 
strategic process associated with execution of the business model. Mason & Spring 
(2011) suggest  that business models are more usefully thought of as “strategy-as-
practice”, supporting this notion that implementation is taken for granted. Strategy 
and decision-making are influenced by rationality and intuition (Calabretta et al., 
2017). In my work too, I see the process of implementation as intuitive, and instead 
focus my research on developing the requisite knowledge and design artefacts that 
support the outcome of successful implementation. 

By combining these perspectives on business model design and implementation with 
the systematic approach of design science research (see Section 2.1), I suggest several 
actions sharing platforms can take to address the design-implementation gap. I suggest 
the process of business model innovation is continuous, and one can start or end at any 
of these actions, depending on the context and motivation. 

Gather Information – One of the largest barriers to business model innovation is a lack 
of knowledge and understanding about the business model and the market. Sharing 
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platforms may collect information about their potential or existing users, including 
their motivations, needs, and willingness to engage in co-creation activities. A market 
study may capture the potential of any new business model innovation as well as 
identify competitors and collect examples to borrow from. Awareness of current 
technological solutions and forthcoming trends may be helpful, for example, backend 
developers like Jungleworks or ShareTribe. A review of existing academic and practice-
oriented literature may also contribute information and support learning.  

Form Collaborations – Meaningful collaboration and cooperation has been shown to 
be an important process to advance the content of business models (Amit & Zott, 2015). 
I suggest collaborations should focus on the team, stakeholders, and contractors. A team 
should be able to work well together, complementing each other’s expertise and skills. 
The team should be able to identify and foster relationships with the important 
stakeholders, for example, apartment associations, community groups, local regulatory 
agencies, and other relevant boards. Stakeholders may also be volunteers or other 
organisations that can provide key knowledge or services to support the implementation 
of the business model. Platforms should also identify paid contractors for needs beyond 
the expertise of the team and networks. 

Decide on Key Strategy – At the same time, sharing platforms should discuss with the 
team and its stakeholders to determine the key strategy to guide their activities. This 
includes identifying the value orientation of the platform and other questions about 
motivation, impact, or contribution from its activities. This should also include 
identifying the market, its users, and necessary resources that may guide or restrict 
decisions on the design elements of the business model.  

Decide on Design Elements – Sharing platforms should take into account any internal 
or external design constraints – identified when gathering information or forming 
collaborations – that may influence the decision-making process on design elements – 
the content, structure, and governance of a business model. First, the content refers to 
the business model attributes and the necessary activities to implement them. Next, the 
structure captures interlinkages, sequencing, and priority of the activities, which guides 
how the business model should be implemented. Finally, the governance model dictates 
roles and responsibilities to oversee and implement the other elements. 

Measure What is Important – Regardless of whether the objective is social 
sustainability or growth projections, sharing platforms should collect data to evaluate 
the usefulness, effectiveness, and/or efficiency of their operations. The data collected 
should reflect the value orientation or motivation of the sharing platform, for example, 
use data should be collected to determine any positive environmental impact. 
Measuring what is important is a necessary first step, but sharing platforms may also 
need to process the data either using open-source tools (e.g. the Systematic Framework 
to Assess Social Impact of Sharing Platforms) or by contracting/collaborating with such 
services. 
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Communicate Data and Direction – Sharing platforms may consider communicating 
data to substantiate any marketing claims made about their sustainability impacts. They 
may wish to communicate their strategic direction to their users and the market more 
generally. This improves trust in their activities, and protects themselves from 
reputational risks associated with bad-faith actors using the sharing economy to exploit 
labour or resources unsustainably. Finally, leading by example helps to steer the 
industry and shows a willingness to collaborate with regulators. 

5.2 Environmental and Social Sustainability 
Influenced by the work of Professor Florian Lüdeke-Freund and Professor Nancy 
Bocken, they suggest research on sustainable business models provides a direction to 
develop business models and steer policy, without needing to meet a precise 
sustainability target. As such, I suggest that, using empirical qualitative data, research 
may conceptually demarcate business model practices that are more likely to lead to 
improved sustainability performance. My research proposes four design principles (see 
Section 4.1.3) that seek to prioritise “…the reduction of net resource extraction, 
reduced greenhouse gas emissions, and enhanced social interaction as a result of 
sharing” (Curtis & Mont, 2020, p. 4). However, do these design principles actually 
lead to improved sustainability performance? In the absence of statistical certainty, I 
review existing literature to examine this further.  

Much of the relevant scientific research assessing environmental and social sustainability 
focuses on business-to-consumer short-term rental companies, more akin to use-oriented 
PSS. Nonetheless, I suggest we can draw important insights from these findings. For 
example, Tukker (2004) suggests that PSS models that facilitate renting, sharing, or 
pooling resources may have major environmental benefits when the greatest 
environmental impact occurs during the production phase; however, if the use phase 
dominates, there is little positive outcome since these models increase intensity of use. 
Therefore, while increasing material efficiency and intensity of use may “reduced resource 
expenditure for a given level of consumption” (Hawlitschek et al., 2018, p. 1), it cannot 
be the only criterion for improved sustainability performance in the sharing economy.  

For example, I look to mobility-as-a-service (MaaS) companies operating business-to-
consumer short-term rental commonly associated with carsharing, bikesharing, and 
electric scooters. While short-term rental of electric scooters may reduce urban 
congestion and address the last-mile problem, life cycle assessment shows a net increase 
in global warming impact compared to other modes of transportation (Hollingsworth 
et al., 2019). Shared dockless bikes perform even worse, contributing an estimated 190 
grams carbon dioxide per mile (g CO2 / mi) (H. Luo et al., 2019) compared to 160 g 
CO2 / mi for electric scooters (Hollingsworth et al., 2019). Electric scooters are only 
on par with personal (non-electric) bicycles or public transit if their lifetimes are 
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extended beyond two years. However, empirical evidence suggests scooters are not 
particularly durable, operating less than 30 days and 100 trips (Griswold, 2019).  

While companies may choose to select more or less durable products, user behaviour is 
a contributing factor to the decreased lifetime of shared assets. Tunn & Ackermann 
(2020) found that, in the case of access-based product-service systems, consumers lack 
feelings of ownership or attachment, resulting in reduced product care. In addition, 
carsharing users have reported abusing vehicles, as they feel no responsibility for 
potential long-term damage (Bardhi & Eckhardt, 2012). These findings suggest 
business models that facilitate access may induce greater production and consumption, 
due to increased intensity of use, poor product care, and increased frequency of 
replacement. This led Zink & Geyer (2017) to propose the “circular economy 
rebound”, when a circular business model leads to increased production and use of 
products, outweighing any sustainability benefit.  

A rebound effect refers to “… a behavioural or other systemic response to a measure 
taken to reduce environmental impacts that offsets the effect of the measure” 
(Hertwich, 2005, p. 86). These effects may reduce the anticipated sustainability impact 
or backfire, producing a net negative effect (Hertwich, 2005). In their review, Plepys & 
Singh (2019) identify several potential rebound effects in the sharing economy. For 
example, the sharing economy may induce consumption as a result of substitution or 
significant changes in disposable income (Plepys & Singh, 2019). The substitution 
effect sees increase in demand as products become cheaper to access, while the income 
effect sees users purchasing more products due to more disposable income (Hertwich, 
2005). However, these are examples of direct effects, while indirect effects concern 
macro-level effects on the market, technology, and other institutions, which are harder 
to isolate (Hertwich, 2005). 

As a result of this research, I suggest design principles to reduce rebound effects in the 
sharing economy. These design principles dictate sharing of an existing stock of goods 
between two actors without a profit motivation for ownership. SEBMs can increase 
intensity of use without inducing the consumption and production of new goods, while 
seeking to foster improved social cohesion. However, additional work to adapt the 
business model may be necessary based on the context in which they operate. 

To help assess the sustainability potential of any business model, one question I always 
ask myself is what practice does the sharing platform replace? If users replace individual 
ownership with accessing a shared asset (from an existing stock), then the business 
model may be more likely to lead to net sustainability improvement. However, if users 
substitute an existing practice with a more polluting or harmful shared practice, well, 
this should be avoided. We often see harmful substitution effects with business-to-
consumer and mobility-as-a-service companies. These companies purchase new goods, 
and compete with public transit, biking, and even walking, arguably more sustainable 
modes of transportation. 
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However, to support further evaluation of sustainability claims in the sharing economy 
and beyond, we must see continued development of quantitative modelling methods 
that capture the complexity of our globalised production and consumption systems 
now operating across sectors and geographies. Robust methodologies are sufficient for 
capturing first-order or direct impacts, but they cannot determine the net socio-
economic impact, including potential rebound effects (M. Martin et al., 2019). As 
such, business and government need to collect data, which is made publicly available. 
With limited resources and few incentives, such a change would likely need policy 
intervention to mandate corporate sustainability reporting and additional resources to 
collect, store, and process data. However, continued evaluation of the sustainability 
claims made by platforms and academics is necessary, to shed light on greenwashing 
and other unfounded claims, while offering an opportunity to learn from best practices 
to inform future design and implementation. 

5.3 Reflection 
I want to pause here, and take a moment to reflect on both the content of the 
dissertation and the process I employed to study this phenomenon. Researchers from 
the natural sciences are clearly telling us there are serious problems, for example, 
human-caused “biological annihilation” resulting in a sixth mass extinction event 
(Ceballos et al., 2017) or air pollution from the burning of fossil fuels responsible for 
approximately 8.7 million deaths annually (Vohra et al., 2021). However, in academia, 
there seems to be a reluctance to engage with these dire realities to avoid appearing 
biased or challenging other engrained academic traditions. I have positioned my 
research within the discipline of sustainability science, an inherently normative and 
problem-driven field of research. I see the role of academia to be critical of existing 
societal institutions and, when appropriate, propose normative solutions to real-world 
problems for real-world actors. 

Relying on other empirical studies, my research is highly conceptual in terms of design 
principles and definitions. As definitions became an important feature of the content 
in my dissertation, the reader will see that I quote major definitions of concepts (e.g. 
business model, sustainable business model, business model innovation) instead of 
paraphrasing in my own words. If a definition is well-justified and well-articulated, I 
chose to support strong existing definitions to avoid further muddying the water. 
However, where definitions or clarity were lacking in the source material, I often felt a 
need to provide further elaboration, for example, by defining a governance model or 
social cohesion. At times, when trying to contribute or advance definitional clarity, I 
had the strong feeling of imposter syndrome. 

The reader will recognise that my research process included a thorough literature 
review, using NVivo in every article contained within this dissertation. I also employed 
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novel research methods (e.g. morphological analysis, business model patterns) to study 
sharing economy business models. I sought to be transparent in my motivation, 
research methods, and findings. For example, I provide the document list, full data, 
and underlying code as part of Article III. However, looking back on my research 
process, I see a greater opportunity to have involved more people in the production and 
evaluation of the artefacts contained within this dissertation. I hope to take what I have 
learned to engage more in transdisciplinary action research. 

I deliberately chose to use the term business model, as opposed to platform model, to 
describe platforms within the sharing economy. Whereas ‘business model’ typically has 
an implicit meaning relating to profit-seeking firms or companies, my use of the term 
is intended to open up the definition of business model to be more inclusive of diverse 
organisational types, including non-traditional organisations and grassroot initiatives 
that seek to create value beyond solely economic value. By challenging the notion of 
what constitutes a business, I encourage relevant disciplines to take up this discussion, 
or to at least be critical of the existing paradigm, especially in the face of global and 
grand sustainability challenges. As a society, we may very well need to legitimise other 
forms of value creation, delivery, and capture beyond economic and shareholder value. 

Finally, this dissertation reflects my research principles and the way that I see the world. 
I recognise that others may see the world differently and may disagree with the content 
of my research or my process in studying the sharing economy. Critique is an important 
aspect of the research process. Nonetheless, I hope to have demonstrated critical 
thinking as well as a critical review of sharing economy literature. Still, with more than 
3,000 documents about the sharing economy catalogued in Scopus, my contribution 
feels modest and incremental. Companies like Airbnb and Uber, supported by 
institutional investors, dominate the sharing economy landscape, making it feel 
impossible to make any great impact on the development of the sharing economy for 
sustainability. Even so, I think this emphasises the need for greater communication and 
dissemination for research impact (see Chapter 6). 

5.4 Future Research 
If presented the opportunity to continue academic research, I suggest that there are 
three specific areas that warrant further research: 1) to study value co-creation processes 
in the sharing economy and/or triadic business models; 2) to investigate the process of 
business model innovation and implementation, using action research; 3) and, to 
explore sustainable business models further considering the product life cycle and 
consumption practice during the use phase. 

Firstly, I suggest there is greater need to understand the processes of value co-creation 
in the sharing economy. Sharing platforms facilitate value co-creation by mediating 
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interactions between a resource owner and a resource user. Service-dominant logic, 
proposed by Vargo & Lusch (2004), stipulates that the customer is a co-creator of value. 
Value in sharing economy business models is created not only by the key activities of 
the sharing platform but also by multiple actors engaging in additional key activities 
(de Oliveira & Cortimiglia, 2017). Future research may explore specific actions of users 
that are necessary to co-create value, and what sharing platforms may do to direct or 
support these processes. 

Secondly, research is needed to improve understanding of the process of business model 
innovation and implementation, which are currently taken for granted in research. 
Whether through continued development of these artefacts, or other knowledge and 
tools, future research may explore specifically how organisations incorporate and make 
use of these resources during the design and implementation of their business models. 
To do so, I propose a transdisciplinary approach in the form of action research, which 
sees deep collaboration and integration within an organisational context. Ideally, this 
experiential study may support learning among the respective organisation as well as 
among sustainable business models broadly. 

Finally, Lüdeke-Fruend et al. (2018) suggest further research is needed to synthesise 
and consolidate knowledge about sustainable business models. One specific approach 
would be to integrate the disparate empirical studies across the sustainable business 
model domain, synthesising prescriptive learnings to realise improved sustainability 
performance. For example, one approach could be to conduct a systematic literature 
review to explore the product life cycle and consumption practice from the perspective 
of the business model. This contribution may help sustainable business model literature 
move beyond simply providing direction for improved sustainability performance. 
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6 Research Impact 

Communication is a key activity in the process of design science research (Peffers et al., 
2007), and I place extreme importance on science communication as a pathway to achieve 
research impact. Although unorthodox in a dissertation, I want to briefly discuss my 
efforts to communicate and disseminate my research findings to relevant actors, as part 
of the design science research process and contributing to research impact.  

During my PhD, I attended a training by Mark S. Reed, international expert and 
scholar on research impact. This training and his related work have greatly influenced 
my understanding of and approach to research impact. He defines research impact as 
“the good researchers can do in the world”, though cautioning that this understanding 
has an implicit value judgement that research always provides benefits (Reed, 2018, p. 
15). However, if one believes that research has power, as I do1, I suggest we must think 
through the potential good AND bad that may come from our research. Reed (2018, 
p. 15) suggests it is the responsibility of researchers “… to anticipate and assess the
potential consequences of research and work with stakeholders to design responsible,
sustainable and inclusive research”. For example, I consider the potential negative
impact on innovation by restricting the design of sharing economy business models for
sustainability, or the possible negative impact on company performance or reputation
by calling out ‘sharewashing’ and other dubious sustainability claims.

If research impact is the good that researchers want to contribute, knowledge 
mobilisation describes the process of how researchers transfer or exchange knowledge 
from researchers to research users (Bannister & Hardill, 2013). The modes of 
knowledge mobilisation are generally called impact pathways, which describe the “… 
explicit theory or model of how the project sees itself achieving impact” (Douthwaite 
et al., 2003, p. 243). However, there exists great diversity and scale of impact pathways 

1 Reading Michael Creighton’s Jurassic Park, I was struck by a particular quote: “Science has attained so 
much power that its practical limits begin to be apparent. Largely through science, billions of us live 
in one small world, densely packed and intercommunicating. But science cannot help us decide what 
to do with that world, or how to live. Science can make a nuclear reactor, but it cannot tell us not to 
build it. Science can make pesticide, but cannot tell us not to use it. And our world starts to seem 
polluted in fundamental ways---air, and water, and land---because of ungovernable science.” I read 
this quote and see that, just because science makes something possible, this does not mean that we as 
researchers or a society should partake in it. As a researcher, I am motivated by and feel a 
responsibility to understand my research impact. 
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available by which academic knowledge reaches relevant societal actors. For example, 
Grant (2015) identifies more than 3,700 unique impact pathways, depending on 
content, discipline, technology, and actors involved, among other factors.  

There has been an increasing demand by governments and funding agencies for 
academic institutions to realise and evaluate research impact (Rau et al., 2018). The 
United Kingdom, largely seen as a forerunner in this area, was the first country to 
include research impact as part of its national assessment of research through what is 
called the Research Excellence Framework (REF). Swedish funding agencies (e.g. 
Formas, Vinnova) are also asking for greater elaboration on societal impact.  

However, measurement and evaluation of research impact remains difficult (Morgan 
Jones et al., 2017). Two measures typically evaluated are reach and significance (Reed, 
2018). Reach considers the engagement or audience of the research, but also the types 
of individuals, organisations, or communities engaged. Significance measures how 
research enriches, influences, or informs research users and subsequent stakeholders. 
Significance is much more difficult to assess beyond anecdotes without greater resources 
to interact, interview, or survey research users. However, it is often more illuminating 
compared with impressions or engagement statistics from social media where, for 
example, LinkedIn defines an impression as “the total number of times at least 50% of 
your update was visible for more than 300 milliseconds” (Sehl & Baird, 2020).  

Reed (2018) proposes ten types of impact, although other scholars have different 
categorisations. Drawing on these ten, I suggest my individual research impact provides 
improved understanding and awareness, greater support for decision-making, changes in 
attitudes, improved outcomes for the environment and social well-being, and greater 
capacity or preparedness.  

In the remainder of this chapter, I will briefly elaborate on the various impact pathways 
I have engaged in throughout my doctoral education.  

6.1 Project Communication 
As part of the Urban Sharing research programme, I led the effort to develop a 
communication plan for the project. The communication plan articulated our purpose 
for communicating, the messages of our communication, the available communication 
channels and corresponding target audiences as well as other relevant stakeholders to 
achieve our communication goals. For example, our overarching purpose of 
communication was to contribute specific knowledge to and within the research 
community about the operationalisation and institutionalisation of the sharing 
economy in cities. A secondary purpose was to advance knowledge relevant to the 
sustainability of the sharing economy for a broad set of societal actors including sharing 
platforms, city representatives, users of sharing platforms, and an interested general 
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audience. Messages, channels, target audiences, and communication goals can be seen 
to follow from a clearly articulated purpose. 

One important communication channel was the project website 
(https://www.urbansharing.org/), which I developed early on in the project using 
Squarespace, and later supported our project administrator in content curation, 
upkeep, and revival. As of 18 March 2021, the project website has received 11,000 
visitors and more than 26,000 page views. Among the more popular pages (+688 
pageviews) was a blogpost I contributed to called Rebuilding Urban Sharing in Light of 
the COVID-19 Pandemic. Additionally, we experienced an increase in web traffic prior 
to and during our mobile research labs in the countries of our visits. For example, in 
the months leading up to and proceeding our visit to Toronto, Canada, web traffic 
from the Ontario province increased compared to background levels. This suggests the 
project website acted as an important source of information to our interviewees and 
other stakeholders, hopefully supporting the reputation of the research programme.  

The plan also put forward suggested routines and responsibilities. However, I think we 
all soon realised that extra time and resources would be required to execute an ambitious 
communication plan. Nonetheless, several practices remain entrenched, such as posting 
news items and blogposts, creating and disseminating city snapshots, and creating a 
communication plan for each newly-published academic article. I have learned to plan 
and execute research communication, as well as some of the associated challenges. 

6.2 Popular Science Publications 
In an attempt to translate peer-reviewed journal articles into a medium more widely 
accessible to broader audiences beyond academia, I designed and authored a popular 
science publication called the Sharing Platform Workbook, largely reflecting content 
from Article II. The workbook is intended to support entrepreneurs, managers, and 
existing sharing platforms interested in creating or improving their value offering. It 
includes guiding questions and detailed descriptions of relevant business model 
attributes, available in both digital and print format. As of 18 March 2021, the 
workbook has been downloaded 293 times. I also printed 200 copies of the workbook 
for distribution to relevant actors. To produce the workbook, I collaborated with the 
design agency Kolossal, based in Lund. The publication is styled in line with the graphic 
profile of Lund University.  
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6.3 Presenting 
I feel one important aspect of science communication is presenting research at academic 
conferences and other events, to an audience interested in your findings. Wanting to 
create significance for the audience, I spend considerable time reflecting on the main 
message the audience needs to hear. From this, I carefully structure the presentation 
and often use more visually-appealing formats, depending on the context. For example, 
I have created a PowerPoint template in line with the graphic profile of the University 
and the Institute with a dark background. A dark background is generally more 
inclusive for individuals with dyslexia. At times, I use Canva – an online design and 
publishing tool – to create visually-stunning presentations. My philosophy is that the 
visual should support the presenter, so I tend to have limited text aside from keywords 
and images to cement the main ideas. Most importantly, I practice each presentation 
at least three times, remembering transitions between ideas and important concepts, 
but never memorising content. 

I have presented at approximately twelve academic or professional conferences, such as 
the Swedish National Laboratory on Sustainable Lifestyles. I have been asked to 
moderate sessions at Lund University’s Sustainability Week, the International 
Workshop on the Sharing Economy, and the Sharing Cities Summit. In total, I 
estimate I have presented at or moderated events with a total audience of over 1,000 
people.  

I was awarded the Best Presentation at the New Business Models Conference in 2020, 
a virtual conference as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. While it was not possible 
to interact with the audience, I asked rhetorical questions to prompt the listener to 
consider the content of the presentation and ensured a stable internet connection with 
a pleasant background. Another successful practice I have used at academic conferences 
was to pass around a half-sheet of paper to prompt the audience to respond to questions 
and provide feedback on the content of my presentation. I asked those interested to 
provide their email addresses in order to receive the slides and a summary of the 
responses from others. In total, nearly thirty people showed interest across two 
conferences, which I was able to follow-up afterwards and continue a dialogue. 

6.4 Podcasting 
I co-host the podcast Advancing Sustainable Solutions, a monthly podcast produced by 
the IIIEE at Lund University. The mission is to make sustainability research more 
accessible and engaging for society by connecting the podcast to research, events, and 
people relevant to the activities of the IIIEE. The podcast began in September 2018, 
making it among the early pioneers within academia to translate research for a wider 
audience using this medium. The podcast is an initiative of PhD students, including 
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Sofie Sandin, Katherine Shabb, Frans Libertson, Karolina Södergren, and myself. The 
episodes cover content related to the four research themes of the IIIEE – sustainability 
in business, policy, consumption, and cities. The episodes are highly produced, with 
content scripted in addition to interviews with guests relevant to each episode. 

As of 31 March 2021, the IIIEE Podcast has been downloaded 26,000+ times across 
23 episodes, averaging more than 1,130 listens per episode. With listeners from around 
the world, the podcast is in the top 10% of all podcasts globally. The podcast has 
attracted international staff and students, nurtured new and existing partnerships, been 
integrated into course curriculum, and institutionalised in funding applications within 
the department. 

6.5 Social Media 
I use both Twitter and LinkedIn as a means to communicate my research and 
podcasting activities professionally. While I am reluctant to devote too much time to 
social media, I also recognise the value in reaching a greater number of people, especially 
beyond academia. For example, my monthly Twitter impressions regularly top 10,000. 
Through posts on social media, I have interacted with municipalities, sharing 
platforms, and other researchers. I have created an online support community and 
curated relevant posts for my professional development. The use of social media can 
open opportunities for broader recognition. Recently, I was recognised on the 
University of Bath’s #ThinklistNext, a list of doctoral researchers making an impact on 
Twitter in the field of responsible business. I also appeared in a story by the Network 
for Business Sustainability about translating research for practitioners.  

One way to reduce time on social media is to use a social media scheduler such as 
CoSchedule. Doing so has saved me time and effort, by scheduling posts in one sitting 
to run throughout a week or in relation to a new publication. My guiding philosophy 
when generating research impact on social media is to focus on meaningful content and 
avoid contributing more noise. 

6.6 Teaching 
With the majority of my educational and professional experience in environmental 
science and sustainability, I recognise I am educating a generation faced with profound 
economic, ecological, and political uncertainty. I see teaching as an important pathway 
for creating impact within academia. I have embraced my role as educator and taken 
every opportunity to contribute to the design and execution of teaching at the IIIEE. I 
have participated in teaching four courses, and served as course coordinator and lead 
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educator in two courses. Over four years, I have engaged in approx. 600 teaching hours. 
I have supervised two master’s students writing their theses, and taken several 
pedagogical courses totalling 18.5 ECTS. I have conducted primary pedagogical 
research and contributed to two articles submitted to teaching conferences at Lund 
University. 

To demonstrate my impact in teaching, I have selected a handful of feedback I received 
as course coordinator and educator in the course Environmental Science and the 
Anthropocene: 

• “The teachers did an outstanding job at explaining what they expected from
us and created a vibrant and supporting learning environment! I have not
experienced such a well-structured seminar in any other learning
environment.”

• “The teacher's passion really made a difference in the whole course approach.
They really wanted us to learn in a meaningful way and it really worked. So
many different things were learned without it being too much. The balance
between different learning activities was great. I really appreciated this course
and I hope it doesn't put the bar too high for other teachers and classes!”

• “It was abundantly clear that this course was created with great care. It's a
model for how every class should be run. It made great use of a variety of
mediums to best support students' learning (recorded lectures, zoom, podcasts,
videos, etc.). … The class provided the tools necessary to gain confidence in
academic skills (referencing, presentation skills, etc.) and gave a safe space to
practice them.”

• “Even though I didn't have a background in environmental sciences, I found
the course and the teaching to be extremely understandable. I would especially
like to thank the teachers for their ability to give constant feedback and to help
us learn in different ways (presenting, writing, listening, conversations). All in
all, the course was one of the best courses I have participated in and the teachers
the most passionate I have seen. I really feel I learned more than any other
previous courses.”
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7 Conclusion 

There is a design-implementation gap between the design of sharing economy business 
models and their successful implementation, especially realising any sustainability 
impact. This means there is a need for normative and critical research to advance 
knowledge about the sharing economy for sustainability. Inspired by design science 
research, I depart from sustainability science to study the design and implementation 
of sharing economy business models, contributing to sharing economy and business 
model literature. I sought to address the design-implementation gap by conducting 
prescriptive and design-oriented research. To conclude my dissertation, I summarise 
my main findings, provide recommendations to relevant stakeholders, reflect on my 
contribution to research and practice, highlight potential limitations, and conclude 
with some final remarks. 

7.1 Summary of Main Findings 
The dissertation provides an elaborate conceptualisation of sharing economy business 
models, prioritising improved environmental and social sustainability performance. 
The artefacts and justificatory knowledge presented within this dissertation amounts to 
a grand design theory. This research asked three research questions, with the main 
findings summarised below: 

RQ1: What design principles can guide the design and implementation of sharing 
economy business models for sustainability?   

• Four design principles delineate and guide the design and implementation of
SEBMs: 1) operate as a platform; 2) leverage idling capacity of an existing stock
of goods; 3) possess non-pecuniary motivation for ownership; and 4) facilitate
temporary access over ownership.

• These design principles reflect the broader design theory, including an
intentional definition with semantic properties and other concepts (e.g.
resource owner, resource user, platform type, shared practice).
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RQ2: How may sharing economy business models be designed for sustainability?  

• This research proposes an artefact called the Sharing Economy Business Model
Framework (Figure 4), which captures three value dimensions, sixteen business
model attributes, and eighty-nine configuration options.

• The framework improves on existing conceptualisations by departing from a
coherent and prescriptive definition of the sharing economy, providing greater
elaboration of business model attributes (summarised in Article II, III, and the
Glossary), and incorporating sustainability as a design condition.

• Other business model considerations may prove important during the design
of SEBMs, for example, insurance, identity verification systems, dispute
resolution, and ethical data management protocols help to foster trust and
transparency among users and society.

RQ3: What constellation of business model attributes and organisational strategies 
support implementation?  

• Using quantitative cluster analysis, I propose eight prototypical patterns and
nineteen solution patterns to support the implementation of sharing economy
business models.

• The prototypical patterns describe industry-specific business models, such as
collaborative community platforms, P2P space sharing platforms, P2P
mobility sharing platforms, and coworking space platforms. Each of the eight
patterns includes a list of business model attributes and configuration options
to support implementation of the corresponding sharing platform, described
in Table 4.

• The solution patterns combine thirteen patterns already described in literature,
but now elaborated specifically for the sharing economy, and six new patterns
not yet described in literature. These new solution patterns for the sharing
economy include community governance, price set by users, review system,
existing community, nodes, and mixed revenue source, with all solution
patterns described in Table 5.

• I conducted research to develop a systematic framework to assess the social
impact of sharing platforms. The framework measures eighteen indicators
across four social aspects – trust, empowerment, social justice, and inclusivity.
In addition, the framework proposes measurable variables for each indicator
targeting the platform, resource owner, resource user, and society.

• Finally, with the COVID-19 pandemic ongoing and continued economic and
social uncertainty, I contributed to research on organisational response
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strategies in the sharing economy. We inductively coded website and social 
media data of thirty sharing platforms to develop an empirical framework, 
including eight strategies and associated actions. The strategies target the 
organisation, its users, and the broader society. This research seeks to 
contribute to crisis management literature and support sharing platforms 
continued existence in challenging and uncertain times. 

7.2 Recommendations 
As my research is inherently normative and seeks to have utility, it feels natural to 
conclude with relevant recommendations for affected stakeholders, for example, 
sharing platforms, their users, and policymakers. 

7.2.1 Sharing Platforms 
I recommend the team behind every sharing platform discusses their motivation and 
purpose for existing. When made explicit, this helps teams develop strategy to design and 
implement aspects of their business model. Too often, I see sharing platforms 
communicating an environmental or social value orientation not reflected in their 
business model choices. Intentional or not, this may be a result of only partial 
knowledge of potential business model attributes or limited analysis of their impacts. I 
recommend that sharing platforms gather information and form collaborations to support 
the design and implementation of their business models (see Section 5.1). Additionally, 
sharing platforms may wish to measure what is important in line with their motivation. 
Finally, I understand there are always demands on time and resources, which produce 
feelings of urgency. In my own practice, as well as through observation, determining 
what is important from what is urgent helps to clarify necessary actions. And, I have often 
found that slow, deliberate, and limited interventions may lead to greater reward than 
ill-informed and reactionary innovations to the business model. I hope the use of 
knowledge and artefacts contained within this dissertation can support more 
methodological and strategic design and implementation of sharing economy business 
models for sustainability. 

7.2.2 Users 
In a two-sided market, users are extremely important, even necessary, to create and 
capture value. I suggest users recognise their inherent value in the sharing economy. This 
means using their voice to influence platform governance and push back when their time 
or resources are being exploited. Because users are integral to value co-creation, there is 
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opportunity to engage the community as much or as little as desired. Finally, I suggest 
users read the user agreements and privacy statements of each sharing platform.  

7.2.3 Policymakers 
I recognise that policymakers at all levels are motivated by different factors, for example, 
reduced greenhouse gas emissions, social integration, or employment. Again, by 
making these motivations explicit, policymakers can target their response to the sharing 
economy. I highlight the work by colleagues Yuliya Voytenko Palgan and Oksana Mont 
(2021) exploring the governance roles of municipalities, which may provide a 
hindering, enabling, or neutral effect on sharing platforms.  

My most tangible recommendation is for municipal governments to implement a tender 
process for most business-to-consumer sharing companies allowed to operate in their 
city. This shifts competition from customer convenience to quality of service, reducing 
artificial idling capacity of scooter-, bike-, and carsharing companies that clutter 
sidewalks and street parking. For example, instead of having two hundred cars from 
four different companies, imagine six hundred cars from one company. This improves 
the service offering as more cars are available on one platform, improves resource 
efficiency by reducing transaction costs, and avoids unnecessary production of 
otherwise idling assets. 

Policymakers can also support peer-to-peer sharing. Ultimately, sharing platforms with 
an environmental or social value orientation operating locally struggle to remain 
socially and financially viable. Policymakers could consider offering tangible support in 
the form of money, space, reputation, visibility, or other provisions. 

7.3 Contribution to Research and Practice 
I suggest my primary contribution is conceptual, with additional modest methodological 
and empirical contributions. Firstly, instead of developing descriptive knowledge, based 
solely on empirical observations, I advance knowledge by proposing prescriptive and 
design-oriented knowledge. This contributes rich and coherent conceptualisations that 
advance sharing economy research for sustainability. The Sharing Economy Business 
Model Framework and associated business model patterns guide research on the design 
of sharing economy business models, as well as support implementation among sharing 
platforms in practice.  

Secondly, I employed methods such as morphological analysis and quantitative cluster 
analysis to study the sharing economy. The methods are well-described and 
documented to provide transparency and demonstrate reliability. Additionally, the use 
of these methods further establishes their relevance and rigour in studies of the design 
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of business models. Finally, I incorporated empirical data from people (e.g. interviews, 
stakeholder workshop), documents (e.g. webpages, social media), and literature (e.g. 
academic literature on the sharing economy or business models patterns), some of 
which is publicly available (Articles III & IV).  

By embarking on design science research, the artefacts contained within this 
dissertation are intended to be useful for practitioners. I believe my research has clear 
value to practitioners, including sharing platforms, entrepreneurs, managers, 
policymakers, investors, and concerned citizens. Specifically, I point to Chapter 6, 
which provides an overview of the types of impact, for example, understanding and 
awareness, decision-making, changes in attitudes, and greater capacity or preparedness. 
I have made efforts to disseminate the research results via the Sharing Platform 
Workbook or the IIIEE Podcast Advancing Sustainable Solutions. Ultimately, I hope my 
work supports critical reflection in research and practice about the design and 
implementation of sharing economy business models to realise improved sustainability 
performance. 

7.4 Limitations 
While this research provides an elaborate and coherent conceptualisation of sharing 
economy business models unseen previously in research, I have realised some 
limitations with conducting prescriptive and design-oriented research. Firstly, 
prescriptive research makes normative claims about how things should be done in order 
to solve a problem, in contrast to descriptive research. However, who am I to say how 
the sharing economy should be designed and implemented? I always feel like I will 
offend someone who sees the sharing economy differently, motivated not by 
sustainability, but by innovation, economic growth, employment, etc. To address this, 
I always triangulated literature and empirical data (e.g. interviews, observations, 
stakeholder workshops, as well as website and social media data) to capture as much 
knowledge and as many perspectives as possible, while remaining critical and thinking 
conceptually about sustainability claims. However, despite my best efforts, I know that 
the literature, interviewees, and business models analysed in this thesis only reflect those 
accessible to me, excluding legitimate knowledge in other languages or geographies to 
my own. 

There are other challenges that impose limitations on the utility and longevity of this 
research. Firstly, the sharing economy – and sustainable business models in general – is 
a fast-paced and changing phenomena in research and practice. Many related 
phenomena remain contested in theory and practice. Since the beginning of this 
research, the platform economy has grown in popularity, with competing perspectives 
and similarly dubious sustainability claims. Additional concepts used in this research 
also are contested, including business models and sustainability. I have sought to be 
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clear and specific about how I define terms to avoid confusion and allow others to make 
choices about how to use this research.  

The business model perspective offers a static view of the building blocks and key 
activities of a firm. Instead, business model design and implementation are iterative and 
infinite processes, influenced by changing technology and societal factors, which are 
difficult to capture in a static artefact. I have sought to address this by connecting design 
and implementation to the concept of business model innovation (Section Fel! Hittar 
inte referenskälla.). Other limitations present opportunities for future research, for 
example, continued testing of the design principles and artefacts developed as part of 
this dissertation. 

Finally, conducting doctoral research and writing a dissertation during a global 
pandemic also presents some challenges, impacting this research. I experienced some 
setbacks in my research design and execution. Notably, in Article IV, a planned 
collaboration with a sharing platform to evaluate the usability of our social impact 
framework was no longer possible. I gave up the idea of evaluating some of the design 
artefacts produced throughout this research (e.g. business model patterns). I felt 
uncomfortable approaching sharing platforms to request their time, while many 
expressed the need to devote resources to more pressing matters stemming from the 
pandemic. With the support of my supervisors, we conceptualised Article V to examine 
the organisational response strategies of sharing platforms to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
I am proud to have contributed to this timely research, which I believe speaks to 
implementation strategies among sharing platforms faced with challenges beyond their 
doing as a result of the pandemic.  

7.5 Concluding Remarks 
In closing, I want to reiterate the argument made by Hammersley & Atkinson (2007): 
research has power. They argue that research should be emancipatory and always has 
political consequences, as “[t]o be of value, …research should be concerned not simply 
with understanding the world but applying its findings to bring about change” (2007, 
p. 14). As someone researching sustainability, I must believe this, in order to cope with
the dire predictions made by climate scientists, oceanographers, geographers, and
anthropologists.

I believe that the sharing economy does have the potential to contribute to sustainable 
consumption. However, with strong economic logic and what I perceive to be relatively 
weak government and academic institutions, I fear the sharing economy will continue 
to be exploited by market forces to the detriment of the environment and societies. 

Nonetheless, the drivers that led to the birth of the sharing economy persist, and I 
believe the sharing economy will continue in some form or another. Given the global 
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sustainability challenges that we face, I just hope that the sharing economy is part of 
the solution and not part of the problem. If anything, I hope that sharing challenges us 
to consider our own consumption, leading us towards a more sufficiency-based lifestyle. 
If we all think more critically, creatively, and collaboratively in how we consume, I am 
hopeful that the sharing economy can deliver on its purported sustainability potential. 
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Glossary 

3rd-Party Revenue Source The platform receives revenue from actors outside of the exchange, 
for example, advertisers, buyers of data, sponsors, or funding 
bodies.  

Access-Based 
Discrimination 

Changes in the price of the product or service based on the 
duration of use, for example, a carsharing platform offering a 
variable price per hour, not exceeding a flat price per day. 

Additional Services A revenue stream that sees platforms offer extra or additional 
services beyond their primary offering, typically for a higher 
margin, for example, user alerts when resource becomes available, 
consulting with business or government, among others. 

Advertisements A revenue stream with platforms hosting advertisements on their 
website or targeting users with paid advertisements (e.g. google 
ads). 

Artefact An artefact refers to the entity that has or can be transformed into 
a material object or process, for example, constructs, models, 
methods, frameworks, architectures, design principles, and 
instantiations. 

Auction Price discovery mechanisms that sees resource users bid to access a 
shared asset, with the highest bid winning. 

Bartering Price discovery mechanism that allow users to exchange non-
monetary compensation for a product or service. 

Business Model While many definitions exist, a business model is generally 
understood as an abstract representation of the activities and 
function of a firm.  

Business Model 
Attributes 

The ‘building blocks’ of the business model, describing the 
material or immaterial functions, features, or actions of the firm. 

Business Model Design The process of an individual or team deciding on the choices 
reflecting the content, structure, and governance of their firm, 
often addressing the questions what, how, and who, reflecting all 
possible “building blocks” of the business model. 
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Business Model 
Implementation 

Describes either the process or outcome of executing business 
model design choices to realise the stated goals or motivation of 
the firm. 

Business Model Patterns Patterns recognise trends among implemented solutions to solve a 
problem, which can be useful to apply in other contexts. 
Categories of patterns include framework patterns, prototypical 
patterns, and solution patterns.  

Business-to-Business Platform mediation taking place between business or 
organisational entities beyond individuals, often sharing idling 
resources particular to their business sector (e.g. construction or 
medical equipment)  

Business-to-Consumer Company offering access to goods, which they own. Does not 
operate as a two-sided market. 

Business-to-Peer Platform mediation between a business with idling resources that 
may be used by individuals 

Buy-Out Revenue generated from the sale of shared resources (e.g. a dress 
that a user purchases after renting the dress and liking it) 

Collaborative Governance 
Model 

Increased involvement of users in the decision-making process. 
While commercial orientation is likely, other value orientations 
may prevail. This governance model may also impact other 
business model choices, for example, transparency of intellectual 
property and pricing mechanisms.  

Commercial Value Sees platforms prioritise economic value as the primary motivation 
for existence. 

Commission A percentage fee charged to either side of the market, similar to a 
service fee (e.g. 15% of the price). 

Communal Open intellectual property, but limited to those using the 
platform. 

Configuration Options The various known alternatives for each business model attribute. 

Convenience Fee A percentage fee to cover operating costs associated with managing 
the platform (e.g. 1.5% of the price). 

Cooperative Governance 
Model 

User involvement drives all governance, as they are involved in, or 
even leading, the decision-making process. This governance model 
describes what are often called platform cooperatives. 
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Corporate Governance 
Mode 

Mirrors existing management practices primarily driven by profit-
seeking behaviour. Decision-making rests with the platform, 
responding to market pressures, with limited input from users. 
This governance model is more likely to be associated with more 
formal technology, proprietary in nature, and more commercial 
value orientation. 

Credits, Tokens, or 
Digital Currency 

Revenue generated from users purchasing credits, tokens, or some 
other digital currency, which can only be used on their platform to 
access shared resources. 

Crowd / Cooperative Platform mediation from one to many, from many to one, or from 
many to many. This model is inclusive of cooperatives or 
crowdsourcing models (e.g. car cooperatives, renewable energy 
cooperatives, or crowdsourcing of classroom art supplies or 
borrowed costumes for a theatre production). 

Data Mining A revenue stream that uses or sells user data to target additional 
advertisements/sales. 

Design Science Research A rigorous approach that involves building artefacts and evaluating 
those artefacts in context and use, typically involving the following 
steps: 1) identify problem and motivation; 2) define objectives of 
the solution; 3) design and develop artefact(s); 4) demonstrate the 
use of artefact(s) in context; 5) evaluate the usefulness, 
effectiveness, and/or efficiency; and 6) communicate the artefacts 
as solutions to the identified problem. 

Differential Pricing Describes offering the same product to users at different prices, 
based on the market and user characteristics or behaviour. 

Donations External individuals or businesses providing financial resources for 
nothing in exchange (maybe with the exception of a pen, t-shirt, 
mention in newsletter, etc.). 

Dynamic Pricing Describes real-time data on supply and demand to adjust the price 
(e.g. surge pricing).  

Empowerment Describes the users’ perceived power to influence the service 
offering and/or decision-making and governance of the platform. 

Environmental Value Sees platforms prioritise environmental sustainability and 
sustainable consumption practices. 

Existing Community Platform operates among a group of people possessing something 
in common (e.g. neighbourhood, school) 
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Feature-Based 
Discrimination 

Describes price differences due to features of the platform or 
features of the product. Some users may pay to access certain 
aspects of the platform (e.g. user forum or training), and some 
users may pay to access products with better features (e.g. 
professional version).  

Fines or Fees For example, fines for damage or late fees. 

Franchise Allow franchisees to licence the business concept – including 
training, branding, technical infrastructure – for a recurring fee 
and/or revenue sharing. 

Free Price discovery mechanism that allow users free access to the 
platform and its primary offering, using additional sources to 
generate revenue (e.g. donation, crowdsourcing, advertising). 

Geographical Scale The proximity between the resource owner and resource user, 
and/or the reach of the sharing platform’s operations, depending 
on shared practice. 

Governance Model The approach of the platform in decision-making as well as risk 
and reward sharing, inclusive of three broad approaches in 
governing sharing platforms: corporate, collaborative and 
cooperative. 

Hybrid The users interact both online and offline, typically making 
connection via a digital platform and meeting in person during the 
exchange. 

Inclusivity The process that provides equal access to rights and resources as 
well as the elimination of barriers to participation. 

Intellectual Property The ideas and other creations of the mind, including innovations, 
literature, artwork, designs, symbols, photographs, as well as 
company names and logos. Protecting intellectual property is a 
business model choice, including proprietary, communal, and 
open source. 

International Platform operates internationally, in multiple locations. 

Key Activity Platform mediation allowing for access to under-utilised goods. 

Lead Generation Users are steered towards other services, which provide additional 
revenue. This may include services offered by the platform (e.g. 
buying a product, with mark-up), or additional services offered by 
another entity, which pays the sharing platform a small fee for 
leads generated 

Local Platform operates within a city or district. 
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Location-Based 
Discrimination 

Describes price differences due to the location of the product or 
market. The product may be geographically distant, which may 
increase the price. Moreover, features of the market location (e.g. 
San Francisco) may demand higher prices. 

Market Share-Based 
Discrimination 

Describes variable pricing based on the number of customers the 
platform services. 

Mediating Interface The user-facing technological platform that users engage with to 
facilitate matchmaking, including smartphone app, website, or 
third-party applications. 

Membership Recurring cost to users for access to the platform. 

Morphological Analysis A customary qualitative modelling method to structure and analyse 
multidimensional objects, typically with three iterative steps: 1) 
identify and structure the business model attributes and 
dimensions; 2) conceptualise all possible configuration options for 
each attribute; and 3) consolidate these elements into a 
morphological box or schema. 

National Platform operates within a country. 

Negotiation / Bargaining Price discovery mechanism that sees the price negotiated and 
agreed upon between the resource owner and resource user, which 
may or may not involve the platform. 

Nodes Platform operates with fragmented diffusion geographically, driven 
by interested actors wanting to start operations in their own 
contexts 

Offline The users interact offline, having learned about the market via 
social media, website, etc. 

Online The users interact online, making connection via a digital platform 
and discussing the exchange online, without needing to meet in 
person (e.g. keypad, keyless entry, shipping). 

Open Source Open intellectual property, available without limitations. 

Ownership Share Users pay a fee, in return gaining access to a share of a collective 
good (e.g. renewable energy infrastructure). 

Pay What You Can Price discovery mechanism where the resource user offers to pay to 
access an asset provided by the resource owner. 

Peer-to-Peer Platform mediation between users having equal standing based on 
rank, class, age, etc. 
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Platform Reviews The platform provides a mechanism to provide feedback on their 
activities, which is made publicly available. 

Platform Type Describes the users involved in sharing on the platform. These 
platform types engage users along these constellations: peer-to-peer 
(P2P), business-to- peer (B2P), business-to-business (B2B), and 
crowd cooperative models. 

Price Discovery The mechanism by which the prices for goods and services are 
determined in a market, for example, set by the platform, set by 
resource owner, set by resource user, negotiation, auction, pay 
what you can, or free. 

Price Discrimination The changes in the price based on characteristics of the product, 
user, or market.  

Pricing Mechanism The influence of the market, and elasticity of demand, on the price 
of shared assets, for example, static pricing, dynamic pricing, and 
differential pricing. 

Private Project Funding Venture capital, private investment, equity, etc. 

Promotions A service or shared resource beyond the traditional offering, which 
is available for a limited time, designed to grow the number of 
users on the platform   

Proprietary Protected intellectual property, as stated in terms and conditions. 

Public Project Funding Grant money received as a result of a successful funding proposal. 

Public-to-Citizen Government- maintained or supported sharing platforms 
facilitating access. 

Quantity-Based 
Discrimination 

Describe pricing differences based on the number of goods a 
resource owner has available on a platform or the number of items 
a resource user is accessing at any given time.  

Regional Platform operates within a provincial or regional area within a 
nation. 

Registration Fee A fee charged to users only once, to register on the platform and 
gain access to its offerings. 

Resource Owner The user on the supply-side of the market granting temporary 
access to their resources. 

Resource Owner Reviews The platform allows for reviews of the resource owner, which are 
displayed to the resource user. 

Resource User The user on the demand-side of the market gaining temporary 
access to others’ resources. 
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Resource User Reviews The platform allows for reviews of the resource user, which are 
displayed to the resource owner. 

Revenue Sharing When operating as nodes or franchisees, revenue is shared with the 
central organisation and/or each other to support operating costs. 

Revenue Source The source (e.g. resource owner, resource user, volunteer) of the 
financial flow to the platform. Specifically, this places emphasis on 
the financial relationship between users and the platform, instead 
of the financial flow between users. 

Revenue Streams The financial flow that allows the platform to capture economic 
value as a result of delivering its value proposition. 

Review System A system to capture feedback about the service quality or social 
interaction, thereby increasing trust among resource owners and 
resource users by seeking to reduce information imbalances. A 
review system can be designed to facilitate reviews for the resource 
owner, the resource user and/or the platform. 

Service Retainer Users or organisational partners pay a fee to provide a service, 
often to an existing community (e.g. university or corporate 
partners pay to make available a carsharing service to their 
community). 

Set by Platform Price discovery mechanism where the price is set by the platform. 

Set by Resource Owner Price discovery mechanism where, in a multi-sided market, the 
resource owner set the price of the exchange. 

Set by Resource User Price discovery mechanism where, in a multi-sided market, the 
resource user set the price of the exchange. 

Shared Consumables Providing access to goods characterised through one-time use, for 
example, food or personal care products (e.g. perfume, haircare 
products, fingernail polish) that cannot be shared again after use. 

Shared Goods Providing access to both durable goods and non- durable goods, 
for example, clothes, furniture, sporting goods, home 
improvement products, luggage, consumer electronics and other 
homeware. 

Shared Mobility Providing access to assets facilitating mobility, for example, 
carsharing, bikesharing, ridesharing, boatsharing, and e-scooters. 

Shared Practice Moving beyond a sectoral perspective, the shared practice describe 
the different consumption practices facilitated by sharing 
platforms, including shared space, shared mobility, shared goods, 
shared consumables, and shared resources.  
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Shared Resources Providing access to cooperative energy, excess heat, and other 
municipal or industrial effluent. 

Shared Space Providing access to idling space, for example, rooms, apartments, 
attic storage space, and parking spots.  

Sharing Economy A socio-economic system that leverages technology to mediate 
two-sided markets, which facilitate temporary access to goods that 
are under-utilised, tangible, and rivalrous. 

Sharing Economy 
Business Model 

The term used to describe the business model of the sharing 
platform. 

Sharing Platform The term used to designate the entity facilitating the sharing 
practice, for example, any business, not-for-profit, non-traditional 
organisation, or grassroots initiative, so long as they operate as a 
two-sided market. 

Smartphone App Users access the platform via a smartphone app. 

Social Value Sees social enterprises largely motivated by the social cohesion and 
social bonding that may take place between those that share (more 
granular – on an individual level – compared to societal value). 

Social Justice Social justice seeks to ensure the morally proper distribution of 
social benefits and burdens among society’s members, 
representative of distributive, cultural, and associational justice. 

Societal / Public Value Sees platforms motivated by more normative beliefs of how things 
should be, potentially returning to simpler and more meaningful 
exchanges.  

Sponsorship External individuals or businesses providing financial resources in 
exchange for advertisements or naming rights. 

Static Pricing The process of a platform setting a fixed price based on market 
conditions, which change infrequently and in a stepwise manner. 

Subscription Fee Recurring cost to users for access to goods or services. 

Third-Party App or 
Integration 

Users access the marketplace via a third-party application (e.g. 
Facebook) or integration into the platform website. 

Transaction Fee One-time charge to users each time the good or service is accessed. 

Trust The belief in something or someone based on its characteristics 
(e.g. personability, ability, performance, integrity, transparency, 
achievements, or history). 
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Usage Rates Variable fee per transaction, based on duration and frequency of 
access to the shared resource (e.g. €5 / day or €7 / 2 days, access to 
shared resource 4 times in a month). 

User-Based 
Discrimination 

Describes price differences based on characteristics of the user 
using the product that influences its cost (e.g. age). 

Value Capture Describes the mechanisms for capturing value for a business and its 
stakeholders, including economic, environmental, social, and 
societal value. 

Value Delivery Describes the way in which the platform delivers value or acts out 
its contribution of the value proposition for the resource owner 
and resource user. 

Value Facilitation Describes the practices by which the sharing platform mediates the 
exchange in a two-sided market, including the extent of customer 
input in shaping the product or service offering. For example, this 
may be done by providing resources, information, or assistance. 

Value Orientation The underlying motivation of the platform to create and capture 
various types of value for itself, its stakeholders, and society, for 
example, economic, social, environmental, or societal/public value. 

Value Proposition Reduction of transaction costs in sharing. 

Venue for Interaction Describes how users communicate and where they meet, if at all, 
including online, offline, or a hybrid of the two. 

Verification Charge a fee to verify a user’s identity, thus increasing trust on the 
platform. 

Volunteer The platform relies on the time of volunteers to support their 
operations. 

Website Users access the platform via a website. 
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a b s t r a c t

Background: The predominant focus of academic research on the sharing economy has been on Airbnb
and Uber; to this extent, the diversity of business models ascribed to the sharing economy has not yet
been sufficiently explored. Greater conceptual and empirical research is needed to increase under-
standing of business models in the sharing economy, particularly attributes that deliver on its purported
sustainability potential.
Objective: We aimed to elaborate an improved sharing economy business modelling tool intended to
support the design and implementation of sharing economy business models (SEBMs) with improved
sustainability performance.
Methods: We used a structured approach to business modelling, morphological analysis, to articulate
relevant business model attributes. Our analysis was informed by a narrative literature review of busi-
ness and platform models in the sharing economy. We also iteratively tested, refined, and evaluated our
analysis through three structured opportunities for feedback.
Results: The output of the morphological analysis was a sharing economy business modelling tool for
sustainability, with stipulated preconditions and descriptions of all business model attributes.
Conclusion: The sharing economy is not sustainable by default, so we must be strategic and deliberate in
how we design and implement SEBMs. The sharing economy business modelling tool should be of in-
terest not only to researchers and practitioners, but also to advocacy organisations and policymakers
who are concerned about the sustainability performance of sharing platforms.
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

The sharing economy is a phenomenon where new business
models are emerging, framed as technology-mediated (Hamari
et al., 2016), facilitating access to under-utilised goods or services
(Habibi et al., 2017; Harmaala, 2015), and potentially reducing net
consumption (Frenken and Schor, 2017). While sharing has been a
longstanding practice in society, the sharing economy is used as an
umbrella term for a broad range of disparate consumption practices
and organisational models (Dreyer et al., 2017; Guyader and
Piscicelli, 2019; Habibi et al., 2017) that include sharing, renting,
borrowing, lending, bartering, swapping, trading, exchanging,
gifting, buying second-hand, and even buying new goods. Such a
sweeping understanding of the term “…can result in detrimental
outcomes for managers and practitioners…” (Habibi et al., 2017, p.
115). This semantic confusion (Belk, 2014b; Habibi et al., 2017; L.

Richardson, 2015) makes it difficult to design or implement sharing
economy business models (SEBMs). In addition, it is difficult to
claim that the sharing economy e with all its divergent practices e
reduces net consumption.

Despite this, academics, media, practitioners, and policymakers
often promote the sharing economy as contributing to more sus-
tainable consumption (Hassanli et al., 2019; Heinrichs, 2013; Martin,
2016). By facilitatingaccess to goods insteadofownership, it is argued
thatnet consumption is reduced (Belk,2014a; Seegebarthet al., 2016),
reducing net production and improvingmaterial efficiency, aswell as
providing other economic and social benefits (Acquier et al., 2017;
Hamari et al., 2016; Laukkanen and Tura, 2020). This may reduce
resource use and greenhouse gas emissions (Cherry and Pidgeon,
2018; Schor, 2016). Conversely, the sharing economy may
contribute negatively to sustainability outcomes due to negative
rebound effects (Kathan et al., 2016; Schor, 2016)e net consumption
may increase (Denegri-Knott, 2011; Parguel et al., 2017; Plepys and
Singh, 2019) and current sharing practices may lead to adverse so-
cial and environmental impacts (Ma et al., 2018; Retamal, 2017). For
example, Airbnb is blamed for increased housing prices, depleting
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localhousingstock, andgentrification,aswell asdisplacementof local
communities (Mu~noz and Cohen, 2018). Uber and Lyft are said to
increase congestion (Plante, 2019) and contribute to greater air
pollution (Keating, 2019). The sharing economy is not sustainable by
default, sowemust be deliberate and strategic in howwe design and
implement SEBMs for sustainability.

Tools and methods for business modelling are scarce and rarely
elevate sustainability as a driver (Geissdoerfer et al., 2018). In
response, recent academic work has focused on tool development
to support business model innovation at the organisational level
(Bocken et al., 2013; Breuer et al., 2018; Geissdoerfer et al., 2016;
Joyce and Paquin, 2016; Yang et al., 2017). While research has
focused on design of sustainable business models to some extent
(Breuer et al., 2018), there are few examples of successful imple-
mentation of sustainable business models (Ritala et al., 2018).
Literature identifies a design-implementation gap (Baldassarre
et al., 2020; Geissdoerfer et al., 2018), which must be bridged in
order to realise any sustainability impact.

No tool currently exists to support sustainable business model
innovation at the organisational level within the sharing economy.
Therefore, our aim is to elaborate an improved sharing economy
business modelling tool intended to support the design and
implementation of SEBMs for improved sustainability perfor-
mance. In doing so, we hope to make two contributions: 1) to
advance research in sustainable business model innovation and
sustainable consumption in the context of the sharing economy,
and 2) to support practitioners, advocacy organisations, and poli-
cymakers motivated by sustainability to design, implement,
communicate, support, or regulate the sharing economy. Our
approach is prescriptive and conceptual from the field of interdis-
ciplinary sustainability science. We define a sharing economy for
sustainability as a socio-economic system that leverages technol-
ogy to mediate two-sided markets, which facilitate temporary ac-
cess to goods that are under-utilised, tangible, and rivalrous (Curtis
and Lehner, 2019). We develop a sharing economy business
modelling tool using morphological analysis (Kwon et al., 2019).
The resulting analysis produces amorphological box, presented as a
“customary tool to describe business model possibilities holisti-
cally” (Müller and Welpe, 2018, p. 499).

In the remainder of this article, we review existing literature on
business models (Section 2.1) and benchmark other SEBM con-
ceptualisations, particularly their treatment of sustainability (Sec-
tion 2.2). We share our conceptualisation of SEBMs for
sustainability (Section 2.3). We describe our methodology (Section
3) and present preconditions that scope those business and con-
sumption practices (Section 4.1) relevant for our sharing economy
business modelling tool for sustainability (Section 4.2). Finally, we
review our process for testing and evaluating the tool (Section 5)
and discuss its implications for sustainable business model and
sustainable consumption literature (Section 6).

2. Background literature

2.1. Business models

In its simplest understanding, a business model is an abstract
representation of the activities and function of a business
(Osterwalder et al., 2005; Teece, 2010; Wirtz et al., 2016), but def-
initions of the business model concept vary across literature
(Geissdoerfer et al., 2018; Massa et al., 2017; Zott et al., 2011). We
see the business model as a depiction e or representation e of
specific business model attributes and the choices made by orga-
nisations in how they do business (Massa et al., 2017).

Those authors that describe business models in this way often
propose dimensions of a business model as value proposition, value

creation and delivery, and value capture (Bocken et al., 2014;
Osterwalder et al., 2005; J. Richardson, 2008; Short et al., 2014).
Broadly speaking, value proposition describes the product/service
offering, the customer segments, and their relationship with the
business (Osterwalder et al., 2005; Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010).
Value creation and delivery describe the channels for how value is
provided to customers, including the structure and activities in the
value chain (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010). Value capture de-
scribes the various revenue streams available to capture economic
value through the provision of goods, services, or information
(Teece, 2010). Thus, value plays a central role in business modelling,
which in turn depicts the structure and activities in the value chain
(Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002).

A growing body of literature on sustainable business models
also emphasises the need to explore value capture of other forms of
value, e.g. social and environmental (Bocken et al., 2013; Boons and
Lüdeke-Freund, 2013; Schaltegger et al., 2016). A sustainable
business model is a “holistic value logic” (Evans et al., 2014), which
aligns the interest of all stakeholders e including the environment
and society (Bocken et al., 2014) e to create, deliver, and capture
economic, environmental, and social value (Geissdoerfer et al.,
2016). In this way, we suggest sustainable business models
describe how businesses, non-traditional organisations and grass-
roots initiatives function in order to reduce negative environmental
and social impacts, while maintaining economic viability. Bocken
et al. (2014) suggests sustainable business models may facilitate
access to under-utilised assets or deliver function rather than
ownership e both exemplified by SEBMs. However, since SEBMs do
not reduce negative environmental and social impacts by default, it
is important to devise business modelling tools that can assist in
the task of designing and implementing SEBMs for improved sus-
tainability performance.

2.2. Benchmarking SEBM conceptualisations

There are few comprehensive SEBM conceptualisations that can
be operationalised to support the design and implementation of
sharing platforms, particularly considering sustainability. Early ef-
forts to conceptualise businessmodels in the sharing economy have
resulted in diverse and often conflicting typologies, classifications,
taxonomies, frameworks and tools (Chasin et al., 2018; Lobbers
et al., 2017; Mu~noz and Cohen, 2018; Plewnia and Guenther,
2018; Ritter and Schanz, 2019; T€auscher and Laudien, 2018). This
is likely the result of continued semantic confusion and data
sources indiscriminate of “all activities currently uncomfortably
corralled under the term ‘sharing economy’” (Davies et al., 2017, p.
210). Our review of several of the most cited articles that concep-
tualise SEBMs (Table 1) enabled us to identify several areas for
improvement to support the design and implementation of SEBMs.

2.2.1. The need for a prescriptive and coherent definition of the
sharing economy

The lack of definitional clarity of the sharing economy leads to
conflicting research contributions and disparate conceptualisations
of SEBMs. Some authors choose not to define the sharing economy
at all (Plewnia and Guenther, 2018), while others depart from a
definition but fail to apply it consistently throughout their work.
For example, Muneoz and Cohen (2018, p. 115) state that the sharing
economy must aim to optimise under-utilised resources, but their
proposed tool includes optimising the use of new resourcese using
Etsy and InstaCart as examples to exemplify their tool e which
contradicts their stated definition. Etsy is an e-commerce website
that facilitates distribution of artisanal products for sale, and
InstaCart is an online grocery delivery platform facilitating home
deliveries between local grocery stores and shoppers. These
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Table 1
Overview of conceptualisations of sharing economy business models.

Article Aim/Purpose Data Sustainability
Incorporated into
Conceptualisation

Contribution

Ritter and Schanz (2019) “This study aims to review and categorize the
field of sharing economy business model
research…”

131 academic articles No Conceptual framework of
the sharing economy,
which classifies four ideal-
type market segments of
the sharing economy:
singular transaction
models, subscription-based
models, commission-based
platforms and unlimited
platforms.

Chasin et al. (2018) “[O]ur research aims to develop and evaluate a
taxonomy for [peer-to-peer] [sharing and
collaborative consumption] platforms.”

Extracted 22,770 examples over
a 35-month period from
relevant databases. Of these,
522 were classified as pertinent
to the study.

Yes Develops a taxonomy of
peer-to-peer sharing and
collaborative consumption
platforms with ten core
dimensions and subsequent
characteristics for each
dimension. Intended to be
used by practitioners and
researchers to study the
peer-to-peer sharing and
collaborative consumption
market and its participants.

Mu~noz and Cohen (2018) Aims “to develop a sharing business model
artefact” intended to “provid[e] orientation and
support the profiling of sharing businesses”.

Used over 350 data sources and
36 case studies

Yes Develops a business
modelling tool for the
sharing economy
constituted as a sharing
business model compass.
The compass proposes six
dimensions, each with
three additional aspects.
The dimensions include
technology, transaction,
business approach, shared
resources, governance
model, and platform type>

Plewnia and Guenther (2018) “[T]o develop a comprehensive framework that
captures the wide range of activities and
business models that are considered to be part
of the sharing economy.”

Reviewed 101 sources, which
yielded 43 descriptive
schematics. Of those, 24
academic articles and 15
documents from grey literature
were used in the analysis.

Yes Proposes a typology of
sharing economy activities,
which includes four
dimensions and subsequent
categories: 1) shared good
or service; 2) market
structure; 3) market
orientation; 4) industry
sector

T€auscher and Laudien (2018) “[A]im at exploring the distinctive types of
marketplace business models through a
systematic study of their elements”

Evaluate 100 randomly selected
marketplaces.

No Use morphological analysis
to develop a
framework > that describes
key business model
attributes of marketplaces,
which they include the
sharing economy, among
others.

L€obbers et al. (2017) Conduct analysis in the business model domain
to allow exploratory research “...that derives a
consolidated and synthesized framework for
business model generation purposes in the
Sharing Economy”.

Examined “extant literature” No The subsequent analysis
arrives at what the
researchers call the Sharing
Economy Business
Development Framework,
which takes a canvas
approach to explore value
creation, delivery, and
capture. Furthermore, the
framework seeks to
consider the embedded
business environment, to
consider the purpose for
sharing and the relevant
components for the peer
provider, peer consumer
and the platform.
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examples do not facilitate access to under-utilised resources,
instead facilitating transfer of ownership. Therefore, there is a need
to use a coherent definition throughout SEBM conceptualisations as
well as to greater demarcate those practices included or excluded in
the authors’ definition of the sharing economy.

2.2.2. The need for greater elaboration of the business model
attributes of SEBMs

We have identified several discrepancies across the reviewed
conceptualisations. For example, half of the reviewed con-
ceptualisations include business-to-consumer models operating as
a one-sided market (Plewnia and Guenther, 2018; Ritter and
Schanz, 2019; T€auscher and Laudien, 2018) while the others focus
on two-sided markets only. The types of shared resources range
from physical goods (Chasin et al., 2018; Mu~noz and Cohen, 2018)
to a broad range of services, such as Uber, Netflix, Wikipedia, food
subscription boxes, and the cinema (Ritter and Schanz, 2019). Some
conceptualisations include business models that facilitate access to
goods, while others include transfer of ownership (e.g. second-
hand shops, eBay, Etsy). At times, it is difficult to see the similar-
ities between these disparate business models. Without presenting
a coherent definition of the sharing economy, reconciling these
discrepancies is further complicated because articles do not
adequately describe business model attributes to support the
design or implementation by sharing platforms, leaving room for
interpretation.

2.2.3. The need to operationalise SEBMs to support sharing
platforms, particularly considering sustainability

Finally, only one of the conceptualisations reviewed is intended
as a tool, which seeks to incorporate sustainability to an extent
(Mu~noz and Cohen, 2018). However, this tool does not depart from
a coherent definition of the sharing economy, and lacks adequate
elaboration to support implementation by sharing platforms (e.g.
governance model). While the tool does seek to incorporate sus-
tainability as part of the category to describe business approach, this
attribute describes the profit and impact objectives of the sharing
platform and not the sustainability performance as such (Mu~noz
and Cohen, 2018). None of the studies we reviewed offer support
to design SEBMs for improved sustainability performance.

2.3. Conceptualising sharing economy business models for
sustainability

We depart from a normative and consistent definition of a
sharing economy for sustainability to address the first area of
improvement mentioned above. In previous research, we proposed
defining properties of a sharing economy that are most likely to
lead to improved sustainability performance (Curtis and Lehner,
2019). We define a sharing economy for sustainability as a socio-
economic system that leverages technology to mediate two-sided
markets, which facilitate temporary access to goods that are
under-utilised, tangible, and rivalrous (Curtis and Lehner, 2019).We
use the term ‘socio-economic system’ to describe the sharing
economy phenomenon and broader ecosystem of actors, which
include the platform, the users, governments, and other relevant
actors. In this way, we align with other authors who also use such
terminology to describe the sharing economy (Kennedy, 2016; Lee,
2015; Mu~noz and Cohen, 2018; Tussyadiah and Zach, 2017; Wang
and Nicolau, 2017). Our definition prioritises the reduction of net
resource extraction, reduced greenhouse gas emissions, and
enhanced social interaction as a result of sharing.

In line with our stated definition (Curtis and Lehner, 2019), we
join others that use the terminology ‘sharing platform’ to describe
the entity facilitating the sharing practice (Akbar and Tracogna,

2018; Ciulli and Kolk, 2019; Hou, 2018; Kumar et al., 2018;
Piscicelli et al., 2018). This may be any platform (e.g. a business,
non-traditional organisation or grassroots initiative) that operates a
two-sided business model e also called a triadic business model e
that facilitates rather than creates value, as a result of interaction
between the supply- and demand-side of the platform (Andreassen
et al., 2018; Choudary et al., 2015; Massa et al., 2017). The key ac-
tivity of a platform is mediating or matchmaking social interactions
and economic transactions between two actors (Massa et al., 2017).
Platforms do not usually own physical assets involved in the ex-
change (Fraga-Lamas and Fern�andez-Caram�es, 2019; V�at�am�anescu
and Pînzaru, 2017); instead, they enable or facilitate access to goods
and services between actors in the market (Cennamo and Santalo,
2013; Massa et al., 2017; V�at�am�anescu and Pînzaru, 2017). In gen-
eral, platforms have limited costs for tangible assets and relatively
high investment costs in platform IT infrastructure (Libert et al.,
2016). Platforms rely on trust between actors in the two-sided
market and, therefore, often implement reputation and review
systems to enhance the perception of value delivered by the plat-
form (Andreassen et al., 2018).

Following this reasoning, we define SEBMs as the business
model of a sharing platform, which mediates an exchange between
a resource owner and a resource user1 to facilitate temporary access
to under-utilised goods (key activity), resulting in a reduction of
transaction costs associated with sharing (value proposition).
While platform or triadic business models may facilitate access and
transfer of ownership, we suggest that SEBMs only facilitate access
and not transfer of ownership. SEBMs facilitate value creation by
mediating an exchange between a resource owner and resource
user, each of which interact with one another and carry out key
activities to co-create value on the platform (Fig. 1).

While sustainable business models and SEBMs e the focus of
our research e consider the organisational perspective, it is the
practice of ‘sharing’ between the resource owner and resource user
that affects the sustainability performance. Hence, the mediated

Fig. 1. Actors and their key activities in the sharing economy.

1 We use the terms ‘resource owner’ e the person who grants temporary access
to their resources e and ‘resource user’ e the person who gains temporary access to
others’ resources e to describe the actors involved in the two-sided market facil-
itated by the sharing platform. When referring to both actors, we use the term
‘user’. Some literature would call the resource owner a ‘service provider’ and the
resource user a ‘consumer’ (Andreassen et al., 2018; Benoit et al., 2017). From the
perspective of the platform, service provider and consumer are clear as to what
roles are being fulfilled. However, from the perspective of the resource user, the
provider of the shared resource to the user may be the platform or the resource
owner, depending on the particular business model.
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sharing practice must be considered when assessing the sustain-
ability performance of SEBMs. Any tool must also consider the
practice facilitated by the sharing platform, not only the offer of the
platform. For example, the practice ‘access over ownership’ is
provided as the key condition to realise improved sustainability
performance (Light and Miskelly, 2015; Martin, 2016; Mu~noz and
Cohen, 2018; Ritter and Schanz, 2019). However, access alone is
not sufficient to ensure more sustainable consumption practices,
especially in a market economy with hyper-competition. Consider
the bikesharing boom and bust in China. Beginning in 2016, bike-
sharing platforms saturated the market, competing on convenience
and availability in accessing shared bikes. This hyper-competition
created an artificial overcapacity of under-utilised assets. Conse-
quently, many platforms liquidated and their bikes were discarded
in bike graveyards (Taylor, 2018). E-scooter companies are currently
exhibiting a similar trajectory of development, which may have
grave consequences for the environment. Scooters are not partic-
ularly durable; initial reporting suggests the average lifespan of e-
scooters to be less than 30 days and 100 trips (Griswold, 2019).
While accessing shared resources like bikes and scooters may seem
more sustainable, business models that facilitate access may induce
unnecessary production and create inefficient overcapacity of
shared goods that offset their sustainability potential. Thus, con-
ditions need to be established that focus on the business and
consumption practices facilitated by SEBMs to enhance their sus-
tainability performance.

3. Methods

Our work departs from a normative definition of the sharing
economy (Curtis and Lehner, 2019). Like the previous con-
ceptualisations, we depart from business model literature
describing value creation, value delivery, and value capture
(Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010). We are inspired by the previous
work of Plewnia and Guenther (2018), T€auscher and Laudien
(2018), and Lüdeke-Freund et al. (2019), using morphological
analysis to model sharing economy business models, platform
business models, and circular economy business models, respec-
tively. Morphological analysis is a qualitative modelling method to
structure and analyse multidimensional objects such as business
models (Eriksson and Ritchey, 2002; Lüdeke-Freund et al., 2019;
Plewnia and Guenther, 2018). As a method, it is a structured and
comprehensive procedure to develop and describe all relevant
businessmodel attributes in a given context (Kwon et al., 2019). The
analysis results in an artefact, or tool, that is directly useful for
practitioners in reflecting on their sharing economy business model
choices for sustainability.

Morphological analysis usually undertakes several iterative
steps: 1) the identification of dimensions and/or attributes; 2) the
identification of alternate conditions to describe all possibilities
relevant for each attribute; and 3) the consolidation of these ele-
ments into a morphological box or schema, a visual representation
and classification system relevant to the analysis (Im and Cho,
2013).

In the first step, we structured our analysis around the di-
mensions value creation, value delivery, and value capture
(T€auscher and Laudien, 2018). We sought to identify relevant
business model attributes in relation to these dimensions, so we
reviewed academic articles that present a framework or con-
ceptualisation for business models in the sharing economy, plat-
form economy, or circular economy. The output of this step was a
list of business model attributes and an initial morphological box to
aid in our conceptualisation of each attribute (Appendix A).

In the second step, we expanded our literature sample to better
identify and describe the full set of alternate conditions for each

dimension previously identified. We conducted a narrative litera-
ture review, which is exploratory and allows more in-depth qual-
itative insights (Sovacool et al., 2018). We chose this approach to
retain flexibility and researcher discretion, as the disparate busi-
ness models attributed to the sharing economy were in conflict
with our conceptualisation of a sharing economy for sustainability.

The literature review was executed on 25 April 2019 using the
search query “sharing economy” AND [“business model” OR “plat-
formmodel”]. The results included 104 academic articles in English.
We reviewed the titles, keywords, and abstracts to assess the
relevance of each article. From this, we selected 71 articles that
promised to discuss business or platform models in the sharing
economy, and we obtained full access to 68 of these articles. We
used NVivo to abductively code our sample based on the attributes
identified in Step One, but we were open to new attributes and
alternate conditions as they emerged in our analysis. The output
from this step was a further elaborated and advanced morpholog-
ical box (Appendix B).

In the third step, we sought to test, revise and evaluate the at-
tributes and alternate conditions to arrive at a final morphological
box (Section 4). We received feedback on the morphological box
from 35 people in three feedback sessions. In addition to the tool,
we also presented and shared text describing each business model
choice. The feedback sessions took place more or less concurrently,
with limited time to revise the schema in between sessions. The
first session involved feedback from seven academics researching
the sharing economy and/or business models. The feedback from
researchers was based on their empirical observations of sharing
platforms in Berlin, London, San Francisco, Amsterdam, and Tor-
onto. While their research interests in the sharing economy are
diverse (e.g. design of business models, sustainability impacts, and
institutionalisation pathways), their feedback drew from experi-
ence of interviewing more than 100 sharing platforms in these
cities over the last three years.

The second session involved feedback from ten PhD students
from our interdisciplinary sustainability department at Lund Uni-
versity. These PhD students were from the research themes busi-
ness management and practice, sustainable consumption governance,
urban transformations, and policy interventions. While diverse in
their research areas, the different perspectives helped elaborate
some choices while reducing conflicting terminology with other
areas of research. In the third session, the morphological analysis
was presented and received both oral and written feedback from
participants of the 4th International Conference on New Business
Models in Berlin, Germany in July 2019. Participants responded to
prompts and were asked to write down their ideas and feedback.
Written feedback was collected from 18 individuals, which was
summarised at the end of the interactive presentation and incor-
porated into the final morphological box.

4. Sharing economy business modelling tool

To address the areas for improvement in existing SEBM con-
ceptualisations, we propose a tool that builds upon previous liter-
ature by adding granularity and nuance to advance our
understanding of sustainable business models and sustainable
consumption in the sharing economy. We developed our tool using
morphological analysis to ascertain and describe relevant sharing
economy business model attributes that are consistent with our
stated definition of a sharing economy for sustainability. The result
is the development of a morphological box, which is a visual rep-
resentation and classification schema, or tool. Our sharing economy
business modelling tool describes analysis across three di-
mensions: value facilitation, value delivery, and value capture.
Relevant business model attributes are illustrated for each
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dimension, where all alternate conditions are described for each
attribute (Fig. 2). For example, we suggest the attribute ‘review
system’ belongs to the dimension value delivery, which can be
implemented by facilitating resource owner reviews, resource user
reviews, platform reviews, or no review system at all.

In our tool, we retained the value proposition and value creation
elements expressed in business model literature, but updated these
for SEBMs. In contrast to value creation, we propose the dimension
value facilitation, which is more instructive for platform business
models and describes the practices by which the platform mediates
the exchange in a two-sided market. Furthermore, we conceptualise
the value proposition embedded in value delivery, following the
approach of T€auscher and Laudien (2018) in their work on platform
businessmodels.We suggest that the value proposition is a platform-
level attribute, which describes the proposed value delivered by the
sharing platform to its users as a result of its key activity.

4.1. Conditions for improved sustainability performance

While our sharing economy business modelling tool may be
relevant to describe platform and marketplace business models
broadly, we apply the following preconditions to accompany the
tool to support improved sustainability performance. We arrived at
these preconditions based on our definition of the sharing economy
presented in Section 2.3, which prioritises reduced resource
extraction and greenhouse gas emissions as well as enhanced social
interaction. With interest growing among businesses to capitalise
on ‘sustainability’, these preconditions help platforms reflect on the

contexts and conditions that may improve the sustainability of
their offerings. Our intention is that these preconditions scope
business and consumption practices that at least have the potential
to deliver on the sustainability promised by business, media, and
academia.

Operates as a platform. We suggest SEBMs for sustainability
operate as a platform that leverages technology to facilitate a two-
sidedmarket between a resource owner and resource user. As such,
this condition excludes business-to-consumer models that do not
operate a two-sided market. However, peer-to-peer (e.g. Peerby e a
goods marketplace in the Netherlands), business-to-peer (e.g.
Spacious e a co-working platform in New York City) and crowd/
cooperative (e.g. Modo e a carsharing cooperative based in British
Columbia, Canada) platforms are included as they operate as a two-
sided market (see Section 4.2.2). This condition is proposed to
promote social cohesion and a sense of community as well as to
encourage sharing platforms to leverage an existing stock of goods.
While this condition alone is not sufficient to realise improved
sustainability outcomes (e.g. the proposition that Airbnb causes
gentrification), we suggest two-sided platforms are more likely to
enhance social interaction than business-to-consumer models, in
addition to the other preconditions.

Leverages idling capacity of an existing stock of goods.
Literature suggests that the sharing economy leverages idling ca-
pacity of under-utilised assets (Harmaala, 2015; Heinrichs, 2013).
We clarify this condition to delimit sharing to an existing stock of
goods. This increases the intensity of use and extends lifetimes of
products that have already been produced, but otherwise would

Fig. 2. Sharing economy business modelling tool for sustainability.
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not be used, presumably reducing net consumption and preventing
unnecessary production of new goods.

Possesses non-pecuniary motivation for ownership. While
sharing platforms or resource owners may have a commercial
orientation (Section 4.4.1), we suggested that they must not pur-
chase new goods for the purpose of facilitating sharing. This creates
an artificial idling capacity of under-utilised assets and reduces
material efficiency, which can have profound adverse sustainability
impacts (e.g. bikesharing graveyards in China). Again, this condition
excludes business-to-consumer models, where businesses pur-
chase or produce new goods, which they own, in order to facilitate
access. This practice is more akin to use-oriented product-service
systems (Mont, 2004).

Facilitates temporary access over ownership. Access is widely
stated as a key condition of SEBMs, thereby excluding business
models that facilitate transfer of ownership by bartering, swapping,
gifting, buying second-hand or through redistribution markets (e.g.
Amazon, eBay, Etsy). While transfer of ownership may extend
product lifetimes, e.g. buying second-hand, we suggest that facili-
tating temporary access is a more efficient allocation of resources
by increasing the number of people that have access to one shared
resource. We suggest this increases the intensity of use and most
likely reduces net consumption. However, we propose a caveat to
the condition of temporary access. We recommend goods charac-
terised by one-time use e consumables such as food, personal care
products, some art supplies or motor oil, for example e can still be
considered part of a sharing economy, as their one-time use re-
quires transfer of ownership to use (see Curtis and Lehner (2019)
for greater elaboration).

4.2. Value facilitation

Value facilitation describes the practices by which the sharing
platform mediates the exchange in a two-sided market, including
the extent of user input in shaping the product or service offering.
For example, this may be done by providing resources, information
or assistance. The relevant attributes identified in our analysis
include key activity, platform type, practice, intellectual property,
governance model, and price discovery. Below, we articulate the
alternate conditions for each of these attributes.

4.2.1. Key activity
The key activity describes the primary action taken by the

platform (in contrast to the actions taken by the resource owner
and resource user) that contributes to value co-creation. Sharing
platforms are described as ‘digital matching’ markets (Codagnone
et al., 2016; Ferrell et al., 2017; Gonzalez-Padron, 2017; Hou,
2018) that leverage idle resources to facilitate value creation by
matching a resource owner and resource user (Aboulamer, 2018).
This description is at the heart of what constitutes the key activity
of a sharing platform: platform mediation allowing access to under-
utilised goods.

We are not suggesting that sharing platforms do not engage in a
wide variety of specialised activities that create value for their
users. However, we articulate the key activity coherent with our
proposed definition of a sharing economy for sustainability and
common across all platforms.

4.2.2. Platform type
The platform type describes the constellation of actors in the

two-sided market of the sharing platform. We conceptualise plat-
form types that operate as a two-sided market consistent with our
definition. These platform types engage actors along these con-
stellations: peer-to-peer (P2P), business-to-peer (B2P), business-to-
business (B2B), and crowd/cooperative.

In all cases, the platformmediates sharing between two or more
actors, generally a resource owner and a resource user. In the P2P
model, this mediation takes place between peers, often having
equal standing based on, for example, rank, class, or age. Similarly,
the B2B model sees mediation taking place between business or
organisational entities beyond individuals, often sharing idling
resources particular to their business sector (e.g. construction or
medical equipment). However, sometimes there are idling re-
sources owned by a business that may be used by individuals. We
suggest this is an example of B2P platform types (e.g. Spacious).
Finally, the crowd model describes mediation from one to many,
frommany to one, or frommany to many. This model is inclusive of
cooperatives or crowdsourcing models (e.g. car cooperatives,
renewable energy cooperatives, or crowdsourcing of classroom art
supplies or borrowed costumes for a theatre production). We
propose cooperatives operate as a two-sided market, with users
fulfilling both the role of resource owner and resource user.

4.2.3. Practice
We suggest this attribute to describe sharing as a practice, which

we define as the sharing exchange between a resource owner and a
resource user as mediated by the platform. Our postulation suggests
that research of SEBMs must also consider this mediated practice
when studying the sustainability implications of a sharing platform.
This is particularly important in order to distinguish between the
disparate practices broadly ascribed to the sharing economy (Davies
et al., 2017). Thus, in contrast to discussing the sharing economy
from a sectorial perspective, we describe the shared practice to place
the emphasis on the practice mediated by the platform. We propose
to describe sharing as a practice, i.e. shared space, shared mobility,
shared goods, shared consumables, and shared resources.

Shared space describes, for example, idling rooms, apartments,
attic storage space, and parking spots. Shared mobility includes
carsharing, bikesharing, ridesharing, boatsharing and e-scooters, in
so far as these practices are mediated between two actors across
the platform. Shared goods are both durable goods and non-
durable goods, such as clothes, furniture, sporting goods, home
improvement products, luggage, consumer electronics and other
homeware (Curtis and Lehner, 2019). In contrast, shared consum-
ables are goods characterised through one-time use, such as food or
personal care products (e.g. perfume, haircare products, fingernail
polish) that cannot be shared again after use (Curtis and Lehner,
2019). Finally, there is a growing body of literature describing the
sharing of energy (Kalathil et al., 2019; Müller and Welpe, 2018;
Plewnia, 2019) and resources more generally, such as excess heat,
water and other effluent from urban and industrial processes
(Plewnia and Guenther, 2018).

4.2.4. Intellectual property
In accordance with our definition of a sharing economy for

sustainability, platforms do not own any of the idling assets being
shared on the platform. Instead, the key resources of the platform
rest in intellectual property e such as the digital platform,
matching algorithm, booking management or review system
(Guyader and Piscicelli, 2019) e and other data generated on the
platform. Platforms in the sharing economy have vastly different
views as to the extent to which intellectual property and other data
should be protected or shared. Many of the larger companies,
commercially oriented and facing competition, may protect pro-
prietary technology and content (e.g. Airbnb). There is also
communal intellectual property protection, in which intellectual
property is only available to those using the platform. Finally, there
are platforms that make any intellectual property open source to
support and encourage others to operate similar platforms (e.g.
BikeSurf).
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The commercial orientation of the platform may indicate the
extent to which intellectual property is protected (Netter et al.,
2019). While there may be a commercial interest in protecting in-
tellectual property from competition, transparency and communal
forms of consumption tend to facilitate “trust, solidarity and social
bonding” (Ciulli and Kolk, 2019).

4.2.5. Governance model
Mu~noz and Cohen (2018) seek to capture the diversity of

governance models that could be used to describe sharing plat-
forms. They define governance model as “…the approach adopted
by the platform with respect to decision making and value ex-
change” (Mu~noz and Cohen, 2018, p. 132). In their empirical study,
they postulate three types of governance models: corporate,
collaborative and cooperative. While they provide no specific guid-
ance to describe these governance models, we draw from their
findings and other articles in our sample to do so.

Corporate governance mirrors existing management practices
primarily driven by profit-seeking behaviour. Decision-making
rests with the platform, responding to market pressures, with
limited input from users. This governance model is more likely to
be associated with more formal technology, proprietary in nature,
and more commercial value orientation (see Netter et al. (2019) for
discussion of commercial sharing platforms). Collaborative gover-
nance sees more involvement of users in the decision-making
process. While commercial orientation is likely, other value orien-
tations may prevail. This governance model may also impact other
business model choices, for example, transparency of intellectual
property and pricing mechanisms. Finally, cooperative governance
sees users involved in, or even leading, the decision-making pro-
cess. This governance model describes what are often called plat-
form cooperatives, which are democratic, tech- and mission-driven
platforms facilitating sharing and other collaborative forms of
consumption (Mu~noz and Cohen, 2018).

4.2.6. Price discovery
Price discovery describes the mechanism by which the prices of

goods and services are determined in a market through interaction
between a buyer and seller (Bakos, 1998). In a platform business
model, the platform, the resource owner, and the resource user
agree to a price bounded to the mediated sharing practice. While it
is often the platform that determines the appropriate mechanism
for pricing, the pricemay be ultimately set by the resource owner or
resource user. We identify the following price discovery mecha-
nisms: set by platform, set by resource owner, set by resource user,
negotiation, auction, pay what you can, or free.

The platform may set the price for goods shared on its platform
(e.g. an electric mixer will always cost V4/hr, with the resource
owner receiving 75% of the transaction fee paid by the resource
user). The resource owner may set the price, of which the platform
may take a percentage or charge/embed a transaction fee in the
price to the resource user. The resource user may set the price, for
example, by placing an advertisement saying they arewilling to pay
a certain amount for shared access to a good. The price may also be
set through negotiation between the resource owner and resource
user, a negotiation that may or may not include the platform. While
less likely, an auction system could be imagined to set the price for
goods in high demand. Other mechanisms for price discovery may
include ‘pay what you can’ or the item may be completely free of
charge. In these instances, there are probably other revenue
streams that are unbounded from the transaction utility (Ritter and
Schanz, 2019) (see Section 4.4.2).

4.3. Value delivery

Value delivery describes the way in which the platform delivers
value or acts out its contribution of the value proposition for the
resource owner and resource user. The relevant dimensions
elevated in our morphological analysis include value proposition,
mediating interface, venue for interaction, review system and
geographical scale.

4.3.1. Value proposition
It is widely stated that the key activity of the sharing platform is

matchmaking (Apte and Davis, 2019; Benoit et al., 2017; Guyader
and Piscicelli, 2019; Lobbers et al., 2017; T€auscher and Kietzmann,
2017). Therefore, we suggest that the key value proposition of the
platform is to reduce transaction costs associated with sharing.

Again, in stating the key value proposition in this way, we
suggest that this is the primary value delivered as a result of the
sharing platform’s key activity. This is not to say that the sharing
platform does not engage in other crucial activities that enrich
value delivery to users, but this is simply the most rudimentary
value delivered by the platform to users by providing information
and access to a market.

4.3.2. Mediating interface
In contrast to simply sharing, the sharing economy leverages ICT

to reduce the transaction costs associated with sharing (Curtis and
Lehner, 2019). Academic literature largely describes a suite of
technologies used by platforms to facilitate sharing. Some of these
technologies are user-facing (e.g. mobile apps, review systems)
(Gonzalez-Padron, 2017) whereas others are unseen by users (e.g.
matching algorithms, dynamic pricing mechanisms) (Codagnone
et al., 2016; T€auscher and Kietzmann, 2017). These unseen tech-
nologies facilitate the key activities of the platforms and constitute
the intellectual property that platforms harness to facilitate
sharing. Instead, with this attribute, we focus on the user-facing
technologies that create the marketplace in which a resource
owner is matched with a resource user.

We suggest this technology falls into three broad categories:
smartphone app, website, and/or third-party applications. More
formal, often commercially oriented, sharing platforms may
leverage a smartphone app and/or website with technology that is
developed ‘in-house’ or purchased/contracted from another vendor
and integrated into their branded app or website. Less formal
sharing platforms, which include non-traditional organisations and
grassroots initiatives, may rely on existing third-party applications
to mediate sharing, e.g. Facebook groups, WhatsApp or Slack.

4.3.3. Venue for interaction
Initially, this business model attribute was called transaction

type, inspired by analysis from T€auscher and Laudien (2018) about
platformmodels, to describe the location of a transaction. However,
we adapted this attribute to describe the venue for interaction e

online, offline, or a hybrid of the two e between the resource owner
and resource user. For example, the sharing platform Cycle.land e a
peer-to-peer bikesharing platform in Oxford, UK e mediates bike-
sharing among a community of sharers and riders. Many sharers
use combination locks, allowing riders to access the bike without
ever meeting in person (Anzilotti, 2016). This is an example of
online interaction. However, other sharers meet riders in person
after communicating online to exchange tips on biking in and
around Oxford (Anzilotti, 2016); this may be described as a hybrid
interaction, where the sharing platform mediates interaction on-
line and the resource owner and resource user interact in person
during the exchange of the shared asset. In contrast, an example of
offline interaction may be a MeetUp for a neighbourhood sharing
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event, where a grassroots initiative leverages social media to create
an offline venue to mediate sharing and where interaction takes
place offline.

4.3.4. Review system
A review system or rating system is said to increase trust among

resource owners and resource users by seeking to reduce infor-
mation imbalances (Andreassen et al., 2018; J. Wu et al., 2017; X.
Wu and Shen, 2018; Yu and Singh, 2002). A review system can be
designed to facilitate reviews for the resource owner, the resource
user and/or the platform. It is said that underperforming users can
be flagged by others and weeded out over time as well as singled
out by the platform and dealt with according to the platform’s code
of conduct. The same can be said about reviews left for platforms,
which users may use to determine whether to use the platform in
the first place. While an important trust-building feature, there is
increasing criticism about the homogeneity of positive reviews left
among users (Bridges and V�asquez, 2018; X. Wu and Shen, 2018).
More needs to be done by platforms to ensure that the reviews left
are meaningful in that they reflect the quality of the goods and
experience. This is especially true when reviews can be used by
platforms in differential pricing (see Section 4.4.3).

4.3.5. Geographical scale
The geographical scale describes the proximity between the

resource owner and resource user as facilitated by the platform.
There is limited discussion in our literature sample concerning
geographical scale of the platform. We suggest that this scale has
direct implications on the value delivery to the resource owners
and resource users in a platform business model, as the availability
of goods and facilitation of sharing will differ depending on this
scale. However, we also suggest that this attribute is different from
the scale of operation of the platform; platforms may facilitate
sharing between a resource owner and resource user in close
proximity, while the platform may operate internationally.

We describe the geographical scale as operating within an
existing community or neighbourhood or operating at a local,
regional, national, or international scale. Sharing platforms may be
leveraged by or introduced to existing communities. For example, a
neighbourhood may begin using a sharing platform to access goods
among their neighbours (e.g. Nebenan). Alternatively, a local sports
club may use a Facebook group to share sports equipment between
members. Beyond this, resource owners and resource users may be
dispersed throughout a city, region, nation, or beyond. UberPool
facilitates ridesharing within a city, and BlaBlaCar similarly facili-
tates ridesharing across regions, a nation, or internationally. Lastly,
Airbnb facilitates sharing around theworld, where resource owners
and resource users are dispersed internationally.

4.4. Value capture

Value capture typically describes the mechanisms for capturing
economic value for the firm. However, in describing sharing plat-
forms, we also seek to elaborate on other types of value orientation,
in addition to traditional dimensions such as revenue streams,
pricing mechanisms, pricing discrimination and revenue sources.

4.4.1. Value orientation
The literature in our sample discusses for-profit and not-for-

profit ventures in the sharing economy, both of which are consis-
tent with our definition. However, value orientation seeks to
further elaborate the underlying motivation of the platform. We
propose the following value orientations: commercial, social, envi-
ronmental, and societal.

Commercial orientation sees economic value captured by the

platform as the primary motivation for existence. In contrast, the
other orientations are more mission-driven and consistent with
sustainable business model literature. Social orientation describes
those social enterprises as being largely motivated by the social
cohesion and social bonding that may take place between those
that share. Environmental orientation prioritises environmental
sustainability and sustainable consumption practices. Finally, so-
cietal orientation describes those platforms motivated by more
normative beliefs of how things should be, potentially returning to
simpler and more meaningful exchanges. This orientation is often
stated implicitly or explicitly on thewebsite of any sharing platform
or can be interpreted according to other attributes (e.g. intellectual
property, governance model).

4.4.2. Revenue streams
We build on work by Ritter and Schanz (2019) in describing the

revenue streams among platforms in the sharing economy. Here,
revenue streams describe economic value captured by the plat-
form. Ritter and Schanz (2019) suggest that literature about reve-
nue streams in particular, and value capture in general, is disparate
and limited when describing the sharing economy, with the focus
on the financial relationship between actors involved in the
mediated exchange.

Revenue streams are described as bounded or unbounded to the
utility of the transaction. Streams of revenue that are bounded to
utility include one-time transaction fees or commission-based fees
associated with the economic utility of the sharing exchange. A
transaction fee is a set amount (e.g. V0.50 per transaction) and a
commission-based fee is a predetermined percentage (e.g. 20%
additional fee per transaction) that is included in the price to the
resource user, which the sharing platform captures during the ex-
change. These tend to be the most common revenue streams in
commercial sharing platforms (Bradley, 2017). Streams of revenue
that are unbounded to utility include subscription, membership,
advertisements, data mining, sponsorship, donations and public and
private funding. We distinguish a subscription - which provides
access to a resource e from a membership e which provides access
to a platform and its functions e both of which are recurring fees.
For example, a subscription service may provide access to a power
tool four times a month or access to ten, twenty, or thirty garments
per month, based on an increasingly more expensive subscription
model. In contrast, a membership may grant access to additional
platform features e e.g. user reviews, forums, trainings e or addi-
tional benefitse e.g. discounts, newsletter, involvement in platform
governance. Sharing platforms may also generate ad revenue, sell
user data created on the platform, or receive funds in the form of
sponsorships, donations, or grants. In addition, some sharing
platforms may have no revenue streams and are operated on a
grassroots or volunteer basis only.

4.4.3. Pricing mechanisms
Pricingmechanismsdescribe the influence of elasticity of demand

on a shared good and a change in its price. Again, we take inspiration
fromT€auscher and Laudien (2018) in conceptualising this dimension;
however, they do not describe their proposed attributes and leave
their implementation open to interpretation. To respond to this, we
elaborate on the alternate conditions relevant for sharing platforms.
Whereas T€auscher and Laudien (2018) posit fixed pricing andmarket
pricing asmutually exclusivemechanisms,we argue that all pricing is
influenced by the market. The distinction stems from whether the
market price is static or real-time. Static pricing describes the process
of a platform setting a fixed price based onmarket conditions, which
change infrequently and in a stepwise manner. Dynamic pricing
considers real-time data on supply and demand to adjust the price
(e.g. surge pricing). Finally, differential pricingdescribes the process of
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offering the same product to customers for different prices
(Mohammed,2017). Inapplying this thinking to the sharingeconomy,
platforms may determine pricing based on user characteristics (e.g.
age, income, location), actions (e.g.membership, friend referral, share
on social media), or behaviour (e.g. number of shared goods on the
platform, positive ratings or reviews).

4.4.4. Price discrimination
The differential pricing discussed above describes a pricing

mechanism that changes prices based on the attributes of the user,
whereas price discrimination describes differences in prices based
on the product and market. Once again, we depart from T€auscher
and Laudien (2018) to describe price discrimination in the
sharing economy based on features, location, and quantity. Feature-
based discrimination describes price differences due to features of
the platform or features of the product. Some users may pay to
access certain aspects of the platform (e.g. user forum or training),
and some users may pay to access products with better features
(e.g. professional version). Location-based discrimination describes
price differences due to the location of the product or market. The
product may be geographically distant, which may increase the
price. Moreover, features of the market location (e.g. San Francisco)
may demand higher prices. Finally, quantity-based discrimination
may describe pricing differences based on the number of goods a
resource owner has available on a platform or the number of items
a resource user is accessing at any given time.

4.4.5. Revenue source
The revenue stream in itself does not describe the source of the

revenue, but simply the mechanism through which monetary
revenue is captured by the platform. Therefore, we also seek to
elaborate on the underlying source of the revenue. The attribute
describes the actor from which the financial flow originates:
resource owner, resource user, third-party, or volunteer, none, or other.
A revenue stream may stem from either the resource owner or
resource user, or third-parties such as advertisers, buyers of data,
sponsors, or funding bodies. Finally, we see volunteers giving their
time and effort as a source of non-monetary revenue.

4.5. Process of evaluating and testing SEBM tool

Throughout our work, we sought to evaluate and test our tool
based on literature, feedback, and empirical observations. Using
NVivo, we began by abductively coding academic literature (see
Section 3 and Appendix B), which greatly informed our analysis. For
example, the initial attribute of technology was changed to medi-
ating interface (Kumar et al., 2018; Lobbers et al., 2017) to be more
descriptive of the use of technology in relation to the key activity of
the sharing platform (i.e. platform mediation). Platforms use
smartphone apps, web-based platforms and other third-party appli-
cations to mediate sharing between users (Aboulamer, 2018;
Gonzalez-Padron, 2017). The initial attribute of openness was
changed to intellectual property, as several authors discuss open
source characteristics of business models in the sharing economy
(Lobbers et al., 2017; Mu~noz and Cohen, 2018; Spulber, 2019;
Vaskelainen and Piscicelli, 2018). Other authors discussed intel-
lectual property rights (Fraga-Lamas and Fern�andez-Caram�es,
2019; Hamalainen and Karjalainen, 2017; Hou, 2018), which
seemed to be a better fit in describing both the type of resources
used by platforms and the openness of platforms to share these
resources. We suggested three choices, based on literature: open
source (Codagnone et al., 2016; Forgacs and Dimanche, 2016;
Gyim�othy and Meged, 2018; Lobbers et al., 2017; Spulber, 2019),
communal (Ciulli and Kolk, 2019; Gyim�othy and Meged, 2018; Lan
et al., 2017; Light and Miskelly, 2015; Netter et al., 2019), and

proprietary intellectual property rights (Anwar, 2018; Guyader and
Piscicelli, 2019; Müller and Welpe, 2018; Spulber, 2019; T€auscher
and Kietzmann, 2017).

We tested our tool through three rounds of feedback. The first
session focused on discussions with researchers about value co-
creation, value proposition, and value orientation. Ultimately,
there was consensus that both the resource owner and resource
user are important in creating value facilitated by the business
model, which justified the substitution of value creation for value
facilitation. Other authors have also begun to describe value facil-
itation in the sharing economy (Jiang et al., 2019). Also based on
feedback, we introduced the preconditions needed for improved
sustainability performance, which supports the operationalisation
of our tool for sustainability. Feedback also resulted in other
changes such as moving attributes mediating interface and review
system to the dimension value delivery. The rounds of feedback
resulted in more specific terminology presented in the schema, as
well as greater elaboration for each choice to improve coherence
and comprehension.

Finally, our analysis was informed by empirics throughout and
in different ways. We drew from our experience of studying the
sharing economy in several European and North American cities.
For instance, examples we studied from Berlin, Germany e BikeSurf
and Nebenan e informed our understanding of intellectual prop-
erty and geographical scale, respectively. BikeSurf shares its plat-
form infrastructure openly with anyone interested in
implementing a bikesharing scheme in their city. Nebenan operates
within an existing community, with a critical mass within a
neighbourhood needed before the company is willing to operate.
The choices for price discovery were expanded as a result of
studying the altruistic Velogistics in Berlin, where the prices were
set by the resource owner, set by the resource user, or negotiated,
often without input from the platform. Our understanding of price
discrimination in the sharing economy was aided by discussions
with Peerby in Amsterdam, the Netherlands and Toronto Tool Library
in Toronto, Canada. These sharing platforms use feature- and
quantity-based discrimination, respectively.

We also worked through examples to validate our tool. For
instance, we can consider the practice of shared mobility to exem-
plify governance models: a carsharing cooperativee such asModo in
Canada e operates a cooperative governance model, which sees the
users share risk and benefits captured on the platform by deter-
mining rules for membership, policing undesirable behaviour, and
sharing costs for repair, accidents or theft. In contrast, corporate
governance e exemplified by the global peer-to-peer carsharing
platform Turoe bears the burden of risk and potential benefits with
minimal liability on users. These users probably provide solicited
feedback that informs the platform’s activities and design of its
offerings, so are involved in co-creation, but to a lesser and different
extent than other governance models.

5. Discussion and conclusions

We are facing a climate crisis and other existential environmental
and social challenges, including biodiversity loss, habitat destruction
and social andeconomic inequality. According to Ivanova et al. (2016),
household consumption accounts for more than 60% of global
greenhouse gas emissions and 60e80% of the total global environ-
mental impact. The sharing economymayaddress the environmental
impact of household consumption, but only if we are deliberate and
strategic in howwe design SEBMs for sustainability. As such, our aim
was to elaborate an improved sharing economy business modelling
tool designed specifically to support the design and implementation
of SEBMs for improved sustainability performance.
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5.1. Key insights and contributions

There is sufficient evidence to demonstrate that the sharing
economy is not sustainable by default (Martin, 2016; Parguel et al.,
2017; Plepys and Singh, 2019; Schor, 2016), so we must be delib-
erate and strategic in how we design and implement SEBMs for
sustainability. The extant body of knowledge on the sharing econ-
omy lacks a consistent definition, business model attributes are
divergent and poorly described, and there is lack of understanding
as to which preconditions and attributes of business models deliver
on its purported sustainability potential. This article builds upon
existing SEBM conceptualisations by operationalising a coherent
definition, suggesting preconditions needed for improved sustain-
ability performance, and describing a sharing economy business
modelling tool in greater detail than earlier studies to support the
design and implementation of SEBMs by academics, practitioners,
and policymakers. To our knowledge, the sharing economy busi-
ness modelling tool developed here is the most comprehensive
description of business model attributes in the sharing economy in
academic literature to date. This research seeks to overcome the
design-implementation gap often afflicting research on sustainable
business models relevant for research and practice.

5.2. Implications for research and practice

The SEBM tool contributes to both research and practice by
advancing knowledge on sustainable business model innovation
and sustainable consumption. Specifically, our SEBM tool considers
the organisational perspective and incorporates sustainability in
the attribute value orientation. Other attributes most likely have
sustainability implications, particularly platform type, shared prac-
tice, governance model, mediating interface, venue for interaction,
geographical scale, review system, and revenue streams. However, to
assess the sustainability implications of these attributes, we
emphasise the need to consider the facilitated consumption prac-
tice. Consider Airbnb as an example: while the business model
remains the same, different practices take place on the platform.
Airbnb facilitates access to spare rooms in hosts’ homes or entire
apartments when hosts are away. However, the same business
model also facilitates access to entire apartments/homes owned by
commercial real estate and property management companies,
which possess pecuniary motivation for ownership and create an
artificial idling capacity. While the business model remains the
same, the first practice may support sustainable consumption in
the sharing economy and the second may not (Curtis and Lehner,
2019; Ranjbari et al., 2018).

Much of the sustainable business model literature focuses on
the practices of the business (Baldassarre et al., 2020; Weissbrod
and Bocken, 2017), and seemingly not on the practices of the
users. We suggest that, in order to overcome the design-
implementation gap (Baldassarre et al., 2020; Geissdoerfer et al.,
2018) and bring about improved sustainability performance,
there is a greater need to focus on the practices among users as part
of sustainable business model innovation.

We incorporate this focus in two ways: 1) by prescribing pre-
conditions that scope those business and consumption practices
that are most likely to contribute to enhanced sustainability per-
formance, and 2) by describing the attribute shared practice as part
of SEBMs. We suggest that this helps sharing platforms to imple-
ment their business models by emphasising the mediated practice
as an integral part of their activities. In addition, this focus on the
shared practice emphasises the source of improved sustainability
performance. In this way, we hope research on sustainable business
model innovation considers not only business practices but also
consumption practices when considering the sustainability impact

of business models.
We intend this research to support the implementation of

SEBMs. We have developed the tool into a ‘Sharing Platform
Workbook’, available in print and digital editions. The workbook
invites researchers, practitioners, advocacy organisations, and
policymakers to reflect, brainstorm, and incorporate business
model choices to improve the sustainability performance of sharing
platforms. The detailed description of business model attributes
and alternate conditions supports reflection, learning, and imple-
mentation of business model choices among sharing platforms to
enhance their offerings and their sustainability performance. We
hope our work supports critical reflection in research and practice
about choices made to actualise more sustainable consumption.

5.3. Limitations and future research

We wish to acknowledge the limitations of our work. First, we
acknowledge that no person, platform, or policy has the authority to
define the sharing economy, wholly. The phenomenon is widely
studied across academic disciplines and widely implemented in a
variety of contexts. Secondly, we acknowledge that our conceptual
propositions need to be supported by future sustainability assess-
ments. We recognise the challenges in doing so, caused by a lack of
reliable tools, limited platform transparency, and a lack of available
data. Nonetheless, the tool may guide research in studying the
impact of business model choices on sustainability performance. For
example, future researchmay isolate choicese such as platform type,
shared practice, governance model, mediating interface, venue for
interaction, geographical scale, review system, and revenue streams e
to analyse their impacts on sustainability performance, using a
scenario-based approach. In addition, future research may oper-
ationalise the tool by mapping sharing platforms and isolating
platform type and shared practice attributes, for example, to establish
business model patterns that support the viability of SEBMs. For
instance, global examples of viable peer-to-peer shared mobility
platforms could be examined to determine any patterns in business
model choices that support success. It is our hope that sustainability
and the need for more sustainable consumptionwill be a motivating
influence for future research on the sharing economy.
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Appendix A. Initial Morphological Box

This morphological box represents the output of the first step in
our analysis. We departed from the morphological analysis pre-
sented by T€auscher and Laudien (2018), with several of the attri-
butes retained from their analysis: platform type, key activity, price
discovery, review system, value proposition, transaction content,
transaction type, geographical scope, revenue streams, price mecha-
nisms, price discrimination, and revenue source. In the analysis
provided by T€auscher and Laudien (2018), there was no description
of several of their attributes (e.g. transaction content and trans-
action type). In addition, these attributes and their choices describe
marketplaces. Therefore, the content and context for each attribute
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had to be adapted to the sharing economy, where we needed to
interpret the intent of the initial morphological box and the rele-
vant work by others. Additional attributes were added or altered
based on other conceptualisations, for example, value facilitation
(Camilleri and Neuhofer, 2017), sector (Plewnia and Guenther,
2018), governance model (Mu~noz and Cohen, 2018), platform

types (Curtis and Lehner, 2019), and revenue streams (Ritter and
Schanz, 2019).

Appendix B. Revised Morphological Box
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This morphological box represents the output of the second step
in our analysis. In this step, we conducted a narrative literature
review of 68 academic articles to further refine and elaborate
business model attributes and choices. This requires interpretive
analysis of the reviewed author’s intent in relation to our mental
model of the sharing economy. As a result of this analysis, several
attributes were revised to make them more precise for the sharing
economy. For example, sector is now represented as practice,
mediating interface as technology, openness as intellectual property,
transaction type as interaction, profit orientation as value orientation,
etc. These changes were made as a result of inductive qualitative
coding using NVivo, using the initial attributes as an early coding
framework.
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a b s t r a c t 

Sharing platforms struggle to remain financially viable and preserve their prosocial and environmental

aspirations; therefore, effort to empirically study successful sharing economy business models (SEBMs) is

needed. The aim of this research is to identify business model patterns among existing SEBMs in order

to suggest business model attributes that support successful implementation. Patterns describe one or

several recurring business model attributes observed among existing business models. This study inves- 

tigates 63 SEBMs across 93 different configuration options. The k-medoids clustering approach was used

to identify configuration options recurring repeatedly across the data. The empirical results were triangu- 

lated with existing business model patterns from literature. The study presents a framework to describe

and analyse SEBMs; eight prototypical patterns, with a corresponding list of relevant business model at- 

tributes; and six solution patterns unique to the sharing economy. The patterns – as well as insights

across locations, shared practices, and platform types – advance knowledge on the sharing economy.

Furthermore, these patterns support sharing platforms to communicate, learn, and experiment, ideally

supporting successful implementation of SEBMs.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Institution of Chemical Engineers.
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1. Introduction

The sharing economy generally describes digitally-mediated 

access to under-utilised goods and services ( Frenken and 

Schor, 2017 ), but the concept lacks any consistent definition 

in research and practice ( Belk, 2014 ; Curtis and Lehner, 2019 ). 

For example, phenomenon such as the gig economy ( De Ste- 

fano, 2015 ), time banking ( Laamanen et al., 2015 ), makerspaces 

( Fitzmaurice et al., 2020 ), and others are “…uncomfortably cor- 

ralled under the term ‘sharing economy’” ( Davies et al., 2017 , p. 

110). Even Netflix, Wikipedia, subscription boxes, cinemas, and 

delivery services are included in the sharing economy by some 

scholars ( Muñoz and Cohen, 2018 ; Ritter and Schanz, 2019 ). As a 

result of this disparity, there exists multiple conceptualisations of 

sharing economy business models (SEBMs), for example, a sharing 

business model compass ( Muñoz and Cohen, 2018 ), a typology of 

sharing economy companies ( Trabucchi et al., 2019 ), a taxonomy 

of peer-to-peer sharing and collaborative consumption platforms 

( Chasin et al., 2018 ), a comprehensive sharing economy business 

model framework ( Ritter and Schanz, 2019 ), and a typology of 

digital sharing business models ( Pouri and Hilty, 2020 ). 

As such, these conceptualisations offer conflicting input to re- 

searchers and practitioners regarding the design of sharing econ- 

E-mail address: steven.curtis@iiiee.lu.se

omy business models, while many do not sufficiently elaborate on 

aspects of their conceptualisation to support implementation . For 

example, Muñoz and Cohen (2018) propose the business model 

attribute governance model, inclusive of corporate, collaborative, 

and cooperative governance, yet provide no description of these 

models. Furthermore, these conceptualisations provide no guid- 

ance to support practitioners with the choice of business model 

attributes in particular contexts. This exemplifies what is regarded 

in research as the design-implementation gap. Research tends to 

overemphasise the design of business models, with business model 

implementation remaining understudied ( Baldassarre et al., 2020 ; 

Breuer et al., 2018 ; Geissdoerfer et al., 2018 ). Yet, research on busi- 

ness model implementation is vital, as some estimate between 70- 

90% of business models fail ( Griffith, 2014 ; Patel, 2015 ). In the 

sharing economy, platforms struggle to remain economically vi- 

able, scale operations, and preserve the original prosocial and en- 

vironmental aspirations of their founding members ( Acquier et al., 

2017 ; Laukkanen and Tura, 2020 ). 

Business model patterns are an emerging tool to recognise 

trends among existing business models, which may prove useful 

in other contexts, bridging this design-implementation gap in re- 

search and practice ( Remane et al., 2017 ). Research suggests that 

“…most business models can be reduced to recurring patterns”

( Rudtsch et al., 2014 , p. 313), with Gassmann et al. (2014) as- 

serting that approximately 90% of business models are a result of 

rearranging existing business model patterns. Therefore, broadly 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.spc.2021.04.009
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speaking, business model patterns are defined as one or sev- 

eral recurring business model attributes observed among exist- 

ing business models, which are seen as potential solutions to a 

given problem ( Amshoff et al., 2015 ; Lüdeke-Freund et al., 2018 ; 

Remane et al., 2017 ). Research establishing patterns explores the 

design of business models, and provides justificatory knowledge 

to implement patterns in other contexts. Patterns are said to sup- 

port creativity ( Johnson and Lafley, 2010 ), foster group interactions 

( Gassmann et al., 2014 ), and facilitate understanding and commu- 

nication ( Lüdeke-Freund et al., 2018 ), all of which increases the 

likelihood of successful implementation ( Abdelkafi et al., 2013 ). 

Research has established business model patterns broadly 

( Gassmann et al., 2014 ; Lüdeke-Freund et al., 2018 ; Remane et al., 

2017 ), as well as industry-specific patterns, for example, 

telemedicine companies ( Peters et al., 2015 ). As of yet, there 

is no known research specific to the sharing economy. Therefore, 

the aim of this research is to establish business model patterns in 

the sharing economy in order to suggest business model attributes 

that support successful implementation. In the following sections, 

literature pertaining to business model patterns and the sharing 

economy is explored ( Section 2 ). Then, the methods to establish 

patterns are described in detail, for instance, using quantitative 

cluster analysis in R Studio ( Section 3 ). Next, the results are 

presented establishing business model patterns in the sharing 

economy ( Section 4 ). Suggestions to operationalise patterns as 

well as limitations and future research are proposed ( Section 5 ). 

Finally, the article concludes with a brief summary ( Section 6 ). 

2. Literature review 

A growing body of literature exists on business model patterns, 

although it remains overlapping and incomplete ( Remane et al., 

2017 ). Therefore, to position this research, literature on business 

model patterns and sharing economy business models is reviewed. 

Furthermore, an examination of this literature demonstrates no 

known sharing economy business model patterns, further justify- 

ing the research gap. 

2.1. Business model patterns 

Architectural theorist Christopher Alexander first proposed 

the pattern concept to describe proven solutions to recur- 

ring problems, particularly for urban planning and architecture 

( Alexander, 1999 , 1977 ). They say, “[e]ach pattern describes a prob- 

lem which occurs over and over again in our environment, and 

then describes the core of the solution to that problem, in such 

a way that you can use this solution a million times over, without 

ever doing it the same way twice” ( Alexander, 1977 , p. x). While 

borne out of the field of architecture, the pattern concept has 

gone on to be used in many other fields of research and practice 

( Lüdeke-Freund et al., 2018 ). Among business model scholars, pat- 

terns have been used to describe business model patterns gener- 

ally ( Gassmann et al., 2014 ), sustainable business models ( Lüdeke- 

Freund et al., 2018 ), as well as specifically internet-of-things 

( Fleisch et al., 2015 ; Sánchez et al., 2020 ; Weinberger et al., 2016 ), 

pharmaceutical firms ( Tangour et al., 2019 ), open data platforms 

( Ahmadi Zeleti et al., 2016 ), data-driven start-ups ( Schirmer et al., 

2021 ), and circular business models ( Lüdeke-Freund et al., 2019 ). 

By focusing on the business model – a description of how a 

company creates, delivers, and captures value for its customers 

( Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010 ) – research can support the de- 

sign and implementation of SEBMs. The “building blocks” of the 

business model are called attributes, which describe the ma- 

terial or immaterial functions, features, or actions of the firm 

( Osterwalder, 2004 , p. 30). The various known alternatives for each 

attribute are often called configuration options ( Amshoff et al., 

2015 ; Echterfeld et al., 2015 ). Definitions of business model pat- 

terns vary, but they are generally understood as attributes of ex- 

isting business models that recur successfully, which are seen 

as potential solutions to a given problem ( Lüdeke-Freund et al., 

2018 ; Remane et al., 2017 ; Weking et al., 2018 ). Establishing pat- 

terns supports managers and entrepreneurs by reducing complex- 

ity ( Ng, 2018 ; Weking et al., 2018 ), making business model pat- 

terns among the most popular tools for business model innovation 

( Remane et al., 2017 ). 

However, the challenge lies in identifying and describing these 

existing patterns and understanding the contexts in which they 

are successful. Scholars have used several methods to estab- 

lish business model patterns, some more rigorous and trans- 

parent than others. Two methodological approaches are com- 

mon: a review-based approach, examining existing collections 

of business model patterns to synthesise and summarise con- 

ceptual business model patterns generally ( Lüdeke-Freund et al., 

2018 ; Remane et al., 2017 ); and an empirical-based approach, 

examining interview and web data to identify novel business 

model patterns in specific contexts ( Abdelkafi et al., 2013 ; 

Floerecke and Lehner, 2019 ; Frankenberger et al., 2014 ). Among 

those that employ the latter approach, authors used both qual- 

itative ( Mosig et al., 2017 ; Peters et al., 2015 ; Weking et al., 

2019 ) and quantitative ( Amshoff et al., 2015 ; Hunke et al., 2017 ; 

Tangour et al., 2019 ) methods to cluster recurring business model 

attributes into patterns. 

Amshoff et al. (2015) propose three distinct categories of busi- 

ness model patterns – frameworks, prototypical patterns, and so- 

lution patterns – which vary based on their level of granular- 

ity ( Fig. 1 ). This distinction highlights that patterns may refer to 

entire business models or a combination of business model at- 

tributes ( Amshoff et al., 2015 ; Lüdeke-Freund et al., 2018 ). Frame- 

works (e.g. Business Model Canvas) are abstract reference models 

useful to describe, analyse, and document whole business mod- 

els ( Amshoff et al., 2015 ). Prototypical patterns are better suited 

to holistically describe industry-specific domains (e.g. manufac- 

turer, multi-sided platform), providing a quick orientation for new 

or existing business models within the domain ( Amshoff et al., 

2015 ; Lüdeke-Freund et al., 2018 ). Of the three categories, solu- 

tion patterns are the most actionable, at the lowest level of ab- 

straction, because they capture single or several business model 

attributes used in combination that can be replicated more eas- 

ily (e.g. peer-to-peer) ( Amshoff et al., 2015 ; Lüdeke-Freund et al., 

2018 ; Remane et al., 2017 ). Various scholars have used pat- 

terns to describe frameworks ( Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010 ), 

prototypical patterns ( Weill et al., 2005 ), and solution patterns 

( Johnson and Lafley, 2010 ), while others mix patterns among cate- 

gories ( Gassmann et al., 2014 ). 

2.2. Sharing economy business models 

Despite ongoing semantic confusion, there is continued interest 

in the sharing economy as a mode to foster more sustainable con- 

sumption ( Gupta and Chauhan, 2021 ). The sharing economy over- 

laps with other related phenomenon within the domain of sus- 

tainable production and consumption, for example, product-service 

systems (PSS) and the circular economy. SEBMs may be an exam- 

ple of use-oriented PSS, which facilitates sharing, renting, or pool- 

ing resources to provide access instead of product ownership itself 

( Mont, 2002 ; Tukker, 2004 ). Additionally, the sharing economy is 

an extension of the circular economy, if seen as slowing resource 

loops, as sharing may increase the intensity of use and extend 

product lifetimes ( Bocken et al., 2016 ). Proponents suggest that 

the sharing economy improves resource efficiency by leveraging 

under-utilised assets ( McLaren and Agyeman, 2015 ; Voytenko Pal- 

gan et al., 2016 ). Furthermore, depending on the business model, 
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Fig. 1. Categories for classifying business model patterns. 

Adapted from Amshoff et al. (2015) . 

the sharing economy may also support meaningful peer-to-peer in- 

teractions, leading to empowering individuals, increasing trust in 

communities, and stronger social cohesion, ( Schor et al., 2016 ). Yet, 

Airbnb and Uber remain the focus of the majority of academic re- 

search ( Ritter and Schanz, 2019 ). However, there exist many more 

permutations of SEBMs not yet sufficiently addressed in literature. 

With the potential to contribute to sustainable consumption, 

there is a need to be deliberate and strategic in how SEBMs are 

designed and implemented ( Curtis and Mont, 2020 ). And, with 

a number of possible business models, a prescriptive definition 

is needed to demarcate those business models and consump- 

tion practices belonging to the sharing economy for sustainability 

( Verschuren and Doorewaard, 2010 ). In this research, the sharing 

economy is defined as “... a socio-economic system that leverages 

technology to mediate two-sided markets, which facilitate tempo- 

rary access to goods that are under-utilised, tangible, and rivalrous”

( Curtis and Mont, 2020 , p. 4). Such a definition guides subsequent 

analysis, supporting the development of business model patterns 

that support the design and implementation of SEBMs. 

From this definition, previous research developed a sharing 

economy business modelling tool ( Curtis and Mont, 2020 ). This 

research was prescriptive and design-oriented in nature to im- 

prove upon existing SEBM conceptualisations by departing from a 

coherent definition, describing business model attributes to sup- 

port implementation, and integrating sustainability as design con- 

ditions ( Curtis and Mont, 2020 ). Building on existing conceptuali- 

sations, expert feedback, and empirics, the sharing economy busi- 

ness modelling tool depicted three value dimensions, sixteen busi- 

ness model attributes, and sixty-six corresponding configuration 

options ( Fig. 2 ) ( Curtis and Mont, 2020 ). Of significance, the at- 

tributes platform type and shared practice structured the subse- 

quent analysis of business model patterns. Platform type describes 

“… the constellation of actors in the two-sided market of the 

sharing platform”, including peer-to-peer, business-to-peer, business- 

to-business , and crowd cooperatives ( Curtis and Mont, 2020 , p. 7). 

While most are obvious, business-to-peer describes mediation be- 

tween a business with idling resources (e.g. construction or medi- 

cal equipment) and an individual. Additionally, the attribute shared 

practice sought to overcome a sectorial view to describe the facil- 

itated practice or provided service. This includes shared space (e.g. 

spare rooms, apartments, storage, parking spaces), shared mobility 

(e.g. cars, bikes, scooters), shared goods (e.g. tools, clothes, electron- 

ics), shared consumables (e.g. food, motor oil, paint, perfume), and 

shared resources (e.g. energy, excess heat). 

2.3. Sharing economy business model patterns 

Previous research on business model patterns have described 

patterns relevant – but not explicitly – for the sharing economy. 

However, patterns research recognises the potential of sharing; in 

their study among the 10 0 0 largest US companies, Weill et al. 

(2005 , p. 1) conclude “... selling the right to use assets is more 

profitable and more highly valued by the market than selling 

ownership of assets”. Some patterns are more studied in re- 

lation to the sharing economy, e.g. the product-to-service pat- 

tern exemplified by carsharing business models ( Abdelkafi et al., 

2013 ; Laurischkat et al., 2016 ). Mikusz et al. (2017) present 

the pattern personalised sharing , and invoke the sharing econ- 

omy when describing carsharing as a business model that facil- 

itates access with a recurring revenue source (e.g. pay per use ). 

Pieroni et al. (2021) highlight sharing as a pattern to improve cir- 

cularity in the furniture sector in response to changing functional 

needs and aesthetic preferences. 

Additionally, Lüdeke-Freund et al. (2018) present sustainable 

business model patterns, of which they propose the pattern shar- 

ing business . The scholars suggest sharing businesses enable both 

positive environmental and social value creation, but do not elab- 

orate further on relevant attributes to support implementation 

( Lüdeke-Freund et al., 2018 ). In a complementary work, Lüdeke- 

Freund et al. (2019) present a typology of circular economy busi- 

ness model patterns, which they link the sharing economy to 

the pattern reuse and redistribution . However, this thinking sees 

reuse and redistribution describing the purchase of second-hand 

goods, whereas the sharing economy is largely (although not en- 

tirely) seen as facilitating access over ownership ( Harmaala, 2015 ; 

Muñoz and Cohen, 2018 ; Ritter and Schanz, 2019 ). 

Additionally, other relevant patterns scattered across the litera- 

ture include multi-sided platforms ( Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010 ), 

peer-to-peer ( Gassmann et al., 2014 ), product-to-service ( Kwon et al., 

2019 ; Weking et al., 2019 ), fractional ownership ( Gassmann et al., 

2014 ; Kralewski, 2016 ) and unbundling ( Osterwalder and 

Pigneur, 2010 ; Remane et al., 2017 ). The most common exam- 

ple of a multi-sided platform is peer-to-peer ( Kralewski, 2016 ; 

Remane et al., 2017 ; Weking et al., 2018 ). This pattern describes 

platform mediation facilitating a transaction – including sharing 
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Fig. 2. Sharing economy business modelling tool adapted from Curtis & Mont (2020) . 

– between users ( Amshoff et al., 2015 ; Remane et al., 2017 ). 

Remane et al. (2017) suggests this pattern is relevant for designing 

peer-to-peer carsharing services. There are no further explanations 

of the peer-to-peer pattern across known literature to support 

implementation of SEBMs. 

The product-to-service pattern ( Abdelkafi et al., 2013 ) – also 

called servitisation ( Remane et al., 2017 ; Weking et al., 2019 ) – is 

mentioned across the sample, again, when describing carsharing. 

Servitisation sees companies “…integrating or increasing the share 

of service components in a firm’s portfolio” ( Weking et al., 2019 , p. 

4). While this type of business model is not new, Abdelkafi (2013 , 

p. 21) suggests it is “…very promising, as it can increase market 

penetration and support the wide diffusion of the electric car”, for 

example, via carsharing. In addition, PSS is described as a type of 

servitisation. In their work, Weking et al. (2019) describe servitisa- 

tion as a super-pattern and product as a service as the correspond- 

ing sub-pattern. Product as a service describes business models that 

offer renting options – as opposed to selling products – generat- 

ing value based on availability and access, with use-based revenue 

streams ( Weking et al., 2019 ). 

Fractional ownership describes the sharing of an asset amongst 

a group of co-owners ( Kralewski, 2016 ; Remane et al., 2017 ). This 

type of pattern is common for expensive or luxury goods used 

infrequently (e.g. car, condo, private jet, renewable energy in- 

frastructure) ( Abdelkafi et al., 2013 ; Facchinetti and Sulzer, 2016 ; 

Kralewski, 2016 ). The pattern unbundling suggests businesses fo- 

cus on one business area (e.g. product innovation, customer re- 

lationship management, infrastructure management), instead of 

the entire value chain ( Abdelkafi et al., 2013 ; Osterwalder and 

Pigneur, 2010 ; Remane et al., 2017 ). Again, this is discussed in 

the context of carsharing services, which suggests unbundling the 

business areas of car manufacturers, suppliers, and customer re- 

lationship management, the latter facilitating carsharing services 

( Abdelkafi et al., 2013 ). 

Beyond these examples, there are no other patterns across 

known literature related to sharing or the sharing economy. Car- 

sharing is most discussed, suggesting a greater degree of institu- 

tionalisation compared with other shared practices, for example, 

shared space and shared goods. However, the elaboration in ex- 

isting literature is insufficient and confirms the need to establish 

empirically-derived business models patterns in the sharing econ- 

omy. 

3. Methods 

Business model scholars are increasingly calling for improved 

methodological rigour and transparency ( Schneider and Spi- 

eth, 2013 ; Spieth et al., 2014 ; Zott et al., 2011 ), including in busi- 

ness model patterns research ( Hunke et al., 2017 ). Therefore, this 

research replicates the methods used by Amshoff et al. (2015) and 

Hunke et al. (2017) to establish business model patterns in the 

sharing economy. The research draws on both literature and em- 

pirical data to perform abductive data collection and analysis of 

existing sharing economy business models. The research methods 

are described in detail, consisting of six stages: 1) literature re- 

view; 2) refining an SEBM framework and configuration options; 

3) data collection and preparation; 4) quantitative cluster analysis; 

5) data validation; and 6) business model pattern interpretation. 
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3.1. Literature review 

A literature review was first conducted to review methodolog- 

ical approaches to establish business model patterns and to cata- 

logue existing patterns. A Scopus database search was executed on 

14 April 2020 using the query “business model patterns” contained 

in the title, abstract, or keywords. The search comprised all docu- 

ment types, including articles, conference papers, and book chap- 

ters. The results returned 56 documents in English, with full access 

to 52 documents obtained. The excluded documents included a re- 

tracted article and three book chapters from the same volume that 

was unable to be obtained. 

All collected documents were imported into NVivo and anal- 

ysed. NVivo is a software by QSR International to support with 

the management and analysis of qualitative data. The purpose of 

this analysis was threefold: 1) to review existing literature on busi- 

ness model patterns, including state-of-the-art and research gaps; 

2) to establish a methodological approach informed by literature 

that was rigorous, transparent, and reproducible; and 3) to collect 

existing business model patterns broadly, as well as relevant to 

the sharing economy, to triangulate and interpret emerging shar- 

ing economy business model patterns. Conducting the literature 

review in NVivo allows for structured coding of the literature, for 

example, of methods to establish business model patterns and ex- 

isting solution patterns. Based on this review, quantitative cluster 

analysis was selected to establish patterns among existing SEBMs. 

3.2. Framework and configuration options 

Any such investigation of business model patterns in a specific 

industry or sector shall take into account their context and defin- 

ing features ( Ruseva, 2015 ). As such, the second stage saw the for- 

mulation of a business model framework and configuration options 

specific to the sharing economy to support pattern identification 

( Hunke et al., 2017 ). Configuration options characterise the known 

alternatives available for each variable, in this instance, configura- 

tion options describe the different choices available for each busi- 

ness model attribute ( Amshoff et al., 2015 ; Echterfeld et al., 2015 ). 

Using these configuration options, mapping of each identified busi- 

ness model may proceed. 

This research departs from the sharing economy business mod- 

elling tool described in Section 2.2 . This previous research used 

morphological analysis, a customary qualitative modelling method 

to comprehensively structure and analyse multidimensional objects 

such as business models ( Müller and Welpe, 2018 ; Plewnia and 

Guenther, 2018 ; Täusc her and La udien, 2018 ). Similarly, several 

scholars have used morphological analysis to establish a business 

model framework to identify configuration options and to sup- 

port pattern identification ( Kwon et al., 2019 ; Lüdeke-Freund et al., 

2019 ; Peters et al., 2015 ). 

The framework served as a starting point to analyse SEBMs. 

However, additional configuration options were added abductively 

as they emerged from data collection (see Section 3.3 ). Addition- 

ally, modest changes were made to the framework for the purpose 

of this study. Firstly, the business-to-consumer configuration option 

was added to the attribute platform type . This configuration option 

was previously excluded because these business models create an 

artificial idling capacity and do not operate as a two-sided plat- 

form (e.g. ZipCar, ShareNow, DropBike). However, in research and 

practice, these companies are commonly ascribed to the sharing 

economy. By including the business-to-consumer configuration op- 

tion, analysis may be able to demarcate differences between these 

business models and others in the sharing economy to support fu- 

ture implementation. Then, each configuration option was defined 

in detail to support data collection (see Appendix). The definitions 

of each configuration option were based on literature and trian- 

Table 1 

Configuration options for the dimension value facilitation. 

Business model 

attribute Known configuration options 

Platform Type 1A 

1B 

1C 

1D 

1E 

1F 

Peer-to-Peer 

Business-to- 

Business 

Business-to-Peer 

Crowd/Cooperative 

Business-to- 

Consumer 

Public-to-Citizen 

Practice 2A 

2B 

2C 

2D 

2E 

Shared Space 

Shared Mobility 

Shared Goods 

Shared 

Consumables 

Shared Resources 

Intellectual 

Property 

3A 

3B 

3C 

Open Source 

Communal 

Proprietary 

Governance Model 4A 

4B 

4C 

Cooperative 

Collaborative 

Corporate 

Price Discovery 5A 

5B 

5C 

5D 

5E 

5F 

5G 

5H 

Free 

Pay What You Can 

Negotiation / 

Bargaining 

Auction 

Bartering 

Set by Resource 

User 

Set by Resource 

Owner 

Set by Platform 

gulated with examples from existing business models, using the 

query function and related keywords in NVivo. The final framework 

had 17 business model attributes and 93 configuration options. The 

complete list of configuration options is presented in the Appendix, 

with a subset presented in Table 1 . 

3.3. Data collection and preparation 

This stage consisted of data collection and data preparation for 

quantitative cluster analysis. First, data was collected across 63 

sharing platforms – 14 platforms in Toronto, 14 platforms in Ams- 

terdam, and 35 international platforms (see Appendix). These case 

cities were selected as part of the Urban Sharing research pro- 

gramme as they represent similar political, economic, and social 

contexts in North America and Europe. The sample also includes 

a variety of global and local initiatives to explore potential differ- 

ences in patterns based on context, including business model at- 

tributes platform type, shared practice , and geographic scale . 

Of the identified sharing platforms, data was collected from 

their websites, social media, and relevant news articles. When data 

was absent or inconsistent, a cursory internet search was con- 

ducted, which reviewed the top ten search results and news items. 

All relevant data was imported as webpages into NVivo using 

the NCapture plug-in. This qualitative data was coded abductively, 

which sees the researcher recursively moving between theory and 

observations ( Tavory and Timmermans, 2014 ). As such, the anal- 

ysis started with the framework and initial configuration options 

presented in Section 2.2 . However, additional configuration options 

were added to the framework, based on examples observed during 

data analysis ( Creswell, 2014 ). Finally, abductive analysis requires 

review and revision of all coding in relation to existing and new 

configuration options ( Miles et al., 2013 ). The resulting analysis ar- 

rived at a final business model framework, with each SEBM coded 
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Table 2 

Subset of binary coding of platforms and attributes Adapted from Amshoff et al. (2015) . 

Attribute Configuration Option No. ZipCar Toronto Tool Library Peerby 

Platform 

Type 

Peer-to-Peer 1A 0 0 1 

Business-to-Business 1B 0 0 0 

Business-to-Peer 1C 0 0 0 

Crowd / Cooperative 1D 0 1 0 

Business-to-Consumer 1E 1 0 0 

Public-to-Citizen 1F 0 0 0 

Practice Shared Space 2A 0 0 0 

Shared Mobility 2B 1 0 0 

Shared Goods 2C 0 1 1 

Shared Consumables 2D 0 0 0 

Shared Resources 2E 0 0 0 

Intellectual 

Property 

Open Source 3A 0 1 0 

Communal 3B 0 0 0 

Proprietary 3C 1 0 1 

Governance 

Model 

Cooperative 4A 0 0 0 

Collaborative 4B 0 1 0 

Commercial 4C 1 0 1 

Price 

Discovery 

Free 5A 0 0 1 

Pay What You Can 5B 0 0 0 

Negotiation / Bargaining 5C 0 0 0 

Auction 5D 0 0 0 

Bartering 5E 0 0 0 

Set by Resource User 5F 0 0 0 

Set by Resource Owner 5G 0 0 1 

Set by Platform 5H 1 1 0 

qualitatively based on available data in relation to the configura- 

tion options. 

The coded data from NVivo was translated from qualitative data 

to quantitative data to be useful for cluster analysis. Binary cod- 

ing in Excel was used to correspond with the framework – 1 for 

the presence of the configuration option and 0 for its absence 

( Tangour et al., 2019 ). The absence of a configuration option did 

not necessarily mean it was not employed by the business model; 

however, in the absence of evidence, only those configuration op- 

tions that exhibited a distinct incident were coded ( Hunke et al., 

2017 ). Following the approach by Schief et al. (2012) , two prin- 

ciples guided the binary coding: 1) to provide evidence for the 

binary classification; and 2) to choose the dominant configura- 

tion option (with few exceptions, e.g. revenue streams ). The at- 

tributes corresponding to key activity and value proposition were 

coded qualitatively, as these were context specific, and are not cap- 

tured by the binary coding. A subset of the resulting binary coding 

is presented in Table 2 , while the complete dataset is available as 

supplementary materials. 

Once data collection was completed, the dataset was prepared 

to be suitable for cluster analysis. There were more or less data 

available for some sharing platforms and some configuration op- 

tions. Those characteristics absent in every business model, as well 

as only observed in one business model, were excluded from fur- 

ther analysis, as these configuration options would have no bearing 

on the formation of clusters ( Hunke et al., 2017 ). In total, eleven 

target datasets were prepared for cluster analysis. Target datasets 

included the full collection of business models (63) as well as 

filtering the data based on business model attributes of location 

(e.g., Toronto, Amsterdam, and multiple locations), shared practice 

(shared space, shared mobility, and shared goods), and platform 

type (e.g. peer-to-peer, business-to-peer, crowd cooperatives, and 

business-to-consumer). 

3.4. Quantitative cluster analysis 

Quantitative cluster analysis was performed on all eleven tar- 

get datasets, providing patterns across all the data as well as 

more nuanced analysis controlling for business model attributes, 

in other words, patterns for shared mobility or peer-to-peer plat- 

forms. Cluster analysis is the only known quantitative method to 

identify business model patterns from empirical data ( Camisón and 

Villar-López, 2010 ; Morris et al., 2013 ; Tangour et al., 2019 ). Dif- 

ferent quantitative clustering approaches have been used previ- 

ously to establish patterns, for example, multidimensional scaling 

( Amshoff et al., 2015 ) using SPSS as well as hierarchical agglom- 

erative clustering ( Schief et al., 2012 ; Weking et al., 2018 ), and k- 

medoids ( Hunke et al., 2017 ) using R Studio. The k-medoids algo- 

rithm was selected to establish clusters. Compared to hierarchi- 

cal agglomerative clustering, this is a partitioning method, which 

seeks to create mutually exclusive clusters. In contrast to the k- 

means algorithm, the k-medoids algorithm sets the centre of the 

cluster as an existing observation and not an average, which can 

be used to describe the cluster and support pattern identification. 

In computing clusters, the manhattan distance was used, which is 

the sum of absolute distances between the observations, as it was 

less influenced by outliers ( Kassambara, 2017 ). 

One must determine the number of clusters k when using the 

k-medoids algorithm. There are several methods to determine the 

ideal number of clusters, including the silhouette method and the 

gap statistic method. The silhouette method is seen as less so- 

phisticated compared to the gap statistic, which uses a more ad- 

vanced statistical procedure to formalise the number of clusters 

( Kassambara, 2017 ). For each data set, the ideal number of clus- 

ters was calculated using each method and selected the number of 

clusters k based on agreement ( Table 3 ). When there was no agree- 

ment, the gap statistic method was favoured. Once the number of 

clusters was determined, the analysis was performed resulting in 

a cluster of configuration options used in combination relevant for 

each target dataset. There were 29 clusters across the 11 datasets. 

The full dataset and corresponding R code are available as supple- 

mentary materials. 

3.5. Cluster validation 

Relative and internal cluster validation methods were used to 

evaluate the optimal number of clusters and the appropriateness 

of the cluster structures, respectively. First, the number of clus- 

ters k were varied for the same cluster analysis to compare re- 

sults and confirm the optimal number of clusters for each target 
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Table 3 

Number of clusters for each target dataset. 

Target dataset Number of clusters 

All Data 4 

Toronto 2 

Amsterdam 2 

Multiple Locations 3 

Shared Space 2 

Shared Mobility 4 

Shared Goods 3 

Peer-to-Peer 2 

Business-to-Peer 2 

Business-to-Consumer 2 

Crowd Cooperatives 3 

Total 29 

dataset. Then, the silhouette coefficient was used to evaluate the 

“goodness” of a clustering structure ( Kassambara, 2017 ). The sil- 

houette coefficient measures the similarity between objects in the 

same cluster, with value range from -1 to 1, and may describe each 

cluster as well as an average for the clustering structure. Similar to 

Hunke et al. (2017) , the clustering results with a silhouette coeffi- 

cient less than 0.25 were neglected, which suggests that no sub- 

stantial structure in the data exists. 

3.6. Business model pattern interpretation 

Finally, the quantitative results of each of the eleven cluster 

analyses were interpreted to establish business model patterns in 

the sharing economy. Each cluster contained a grouping of configu- 

ration options that are compatible with each other ( Facchinetti and 

Sulzer, 2016 ), where dissimilarity between the observations in the 

group is minimised ( Kassambara, 2017 ). For each cluster, a list of 

corresponding configuration options was determined. Using this 

list, each cluster was characterised, for example, based on the 

prevalent shared practice, platform type, or value orientation. As a 

result, there were overlaps between clusters, for instance, business- 

to-consumer mobility sharing platforms were represented by clus- 

ters across all data and shared mobility datasets. Therefore, the 

combination of configuration options among similar clusters were 

merged and projected onto empirically-derived sharing platform 

archetypes. 

Projecting onto archetypes sought to ground the merging of 

clusters within the data, as opposed to relying only on personal 

experience. The archetypes were established by performing addi- 

tional quantitative cluster analysis, this time using the hierarchi- 

cal agglomerative clustering algorithm. In contrast to a partition- 

ing method (e.g. k-medoids), the hierarchical agglomerative clus- 

tering algorithm is a bottom-up approach, which does not de- 

velop mutually-exclusive clusters ( Kassambara, 2017 ). Instead, this 

method generates a tree-like dendrogram where each SEBM is 

considered as a single cluster, which are merged to form a new 

cluster again and again until left with an overarching root clus- 

ter ( Kassambara, 2017 ). As such, it is up to the researcher to 

choose at which hierarchy generates suitable groups of data ob- 

jects ( Kassambara, 2017 ). While the clusters are determined quan- 

titatively based on similarity in the data, personal knowledge was 

needed to interpret these clusters based on the SEBMs contained 

within each cluster, for example, that Airbnb is a commercial peer- 

to-peer space sharing platform. This clustering analysis resulted in 

eight empirically-derived archetypes, each with a list of configura- 

tion options used in combination, representing prototypical busi- 

ness model patterns. 

Finally, drawing on the framework and prototypical patterns, 

solution patterns were proposed in the sharing economy. In com- 

parison, solution patterns represent one or a few business model 

attributes and are seen as the most actionable for business model 

innovation. The solution patterns observed were then triangulated 

with the literature analysed in stage one ( Section 4.1 ) to reduce 

overlap and identify new patterns compared with existing litera- 

ture. All solution patterns are then defined in detail, with exam- 

ples, to support the design and implementation of SEBMs. 

4. Results 

This study produced several relevant business model patterns in 

the sharing economy, corresponding to the categories of patterns 

presented in Section 2.1 , including a framework, prototypical pat- 

terns, and solution patterns. The patterns are described in detail 

below, and suggestions to use these patterns in practice are pro- 

vided in Section 5 . 

4.1. Sharing economy business model framework 

Acting as a two- or multi-sided market, with multiple user seg- 

ments and value propositions, SEBMs are complex in nature. A 

clear framework is necessary to analyse complex business mod- 

els ( Peters et al., 2015 ). As such, the analysis produced the Shar- 

ing Economy Business Model Framework, which built on previ- 

ous research ( Curtis and Mont, 2020 ), but incorporated additional 

configuration options identified throughout this study ( Fig. 3 ). 

These additional configuration options were primarily relevant for 

value capture – describing revenue streams and price discrimina- 

tion . In addition, there was a further configuration option describ- 

ing geographical scale . This framework offers an abstract reference 

model that helps to document, analyse, and describe sharing econ- 

omy business models. This represents the most elaborate known 

framework of sharing economy business models – cf. Muñoz and 

Cohen (2018) ; Plewnia and Guenther (2018) ; Täusc her and Lau- 

dien (2018) – with twenty-five unique revenue streams and sus- 

tainability performance as boundary conditions. Additional config- 

uration options emerged during analysis of each sharing platform. 

A full description of each configuration option in the framework is 

provided in the Appendix. 

The ability of the sharing platform to create and deliver value 

relies on adequate revenue streams to compensate the costs of the 

platform ( Abdelkafi et al., 2013 ). Revenue streams may be bound or 

unbound to the utility of the service ( Ritter and Schanz, 2019 ), for 

example, a commission paid during each transaction or a member- 

ship fee paid at the end of every month, respectively. Alternative 

revenue streams may also include donations, sponsorships , or public 

or provide project funding . Additional revenue streams emerged rel- 

evant for analysis: fines and other fees; lead generation; usage rates; 

convenience fee; promotions; buy-out; credits, tokens, or digital cur- 

rency; additional services; service retainer; verification; franchise; rev- 

enue sharing; ownership shares ; and registration fee . 

Price discrimination generally describes difference in price based 

on attributes of the product or characteristics of the market in 

which the business operates ( Curtis and Mont, 2020 ). Additional 

configuration options relevant for price discrimination included 

access-based, market-share-based , and user-based. Access-based dis- 

crimination describes changes in the price of the product or ser- 

vice based on the duration of use, for example, a carsharing plat- 

form offering a variable price per hour, not exceeding a flat price 

per day. Only observed in one case – Sjipit – market-share-based 

discrimination describes variable pricing based on the number of 

customers the platform services. For instance, Sjipit offered dis- 

counted services to their first 10 0 0 users or any user joining in 

the first year of operations as an incentive to join the service. User- 

based discrimination depicts attributes of the user using the prod- 

uct that influences its cost. This form of price discrimination was 

most common among carsharing platforms, where those under a 
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Fig. 3. Sharing economy business model framework. 

certain age were required to pay more for access to shared vehi- 

cles (e.g. ZipCar, ShareNow, Kangaride). 

Finally, geographical scale describes the proximity between the 

resource owner and resource user ( Curtis and Mont, 2020 ). This 

was difficult to ascertain in every case, as this varied between each 

interaction on the platform. Therefore, the scale at which the shar- 

ing platform operated was also considered, which induced an ad- 

ditional configuration option: nodes . This configuration option re- 

sponded to examples in which sharing platforms provided fran- 

chising opportunities (e.g. SailTime), or allowed interested actors to 

develop the platform in their own contexts (e.g. BikeSurf). In com- 

parison to international scale, these sharing platforms may have in- 

ternational presence, but operate more autonomously than, for ex- 

ample, Airbnb. This is made possible because of collaborative gov- 

ernance and communal or open source intellectual property struc- 

tures. 

4.2. Prototypical patterns 

Prototypical patterns describe industry-specific business mod- 

els, often with a list of relevant configuration options to support 

implementation. As such, each of the 29 clusters across the 11 

datasets represents an initial prototypical pattern, however, with- 

out context. With each of the clusters characterised based on 

platform type, shared practice, or value orientation, the clusters 

were merged and projected onto the archetypes of sharing plat- 

forms. The results of the hierarchical clustering analysis described 

in Section 3.6 generated eight archetypes inclusive of the 63 shar- 

ing platforms analysed in this study ( Fig. 4 ): 

• Collaborative Community Platforms 

• Niche P2P Platforms 
• Niche Corporate Platforms 
• Commercial P2P Platforms 
• Coworking Space Platforms 
• Commercial Space Sharing Platforms 
• P2P Mobility Sharing Platforms 
• B2C Mobility Sharing Platforms 

Each of the archetypes are described below, presenting the 

dominant configuration options for each ( Table 4 ). These prototyp- 

ical patterns are based on existing SEBMs, providing an indication 

of the contexts where configuration options are used in combina- 

tion, addressing the design-implementation gap. 

4.2.1. Collaborative community platforms (e.g. Toronto tool library, 

not far from the tree) 

These platforms prioritise environmental or societal value cre- 

ation and capture, and rely on the power of the community to 

drive their effort s. As such, their scale remains local , leveraging 

collaborative governance, interactions that take place in-person ( of- 

fline ), and support from volunteers . This ethos is observed in the 

dominant revenue streams, including membership, donations , as 

well as public and private funding . 

4.2.2. Niche peer-to-peer platforms (e.g. SmartCommute, BKSY, 

WarmShowers) 

This pattern describes peer-to-peer platforms that are less for- 

malised than some of their competitors, for example, these plat- 

forms likely do not employ a review system, a pricing mechanism, 

or price discrimination. Furthermore, they only utilise a website to 

reach their users, and rely on volunteers to support their effort s. 
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Fig. 4. Sharing platform archetypes. 

Table 4 

Prototypical patterns in the sharing economy. 

Collaborative Community Platforms Niche Peer-to-Peer Platforms Niche Corporate Platforms Commercial Peer-to-Peer Platforms 

(e.g. Toronto Tool Library) (e.g. BKSY, WarmShowers) (e.g. FreshRents, Seats2Meet) (e.g. Poparide, Swimply) 

4B Collaborative 1A Peer-to-Peer 3C Proprietary 1A Peer-to-Peer 

5H Set by Platform 3C Proprietary 4C Corporate 3C Proprietary 

7B Website 4A Cooperative 5H Set by Platform 4C Corporate 

8A Offline 4C Corporate 7B Website 5G Set by Resource Owner 

9D None 5A Free 9D None 7A Smartphone App 

10B Local 5C Negotiation / Bargaining 11D Commercial 7B Website 

11A Societal / Public 7B Website 12B Transaction Fee 8B Hybrid 

11C Environmental 8B Hybrid 12L Fines or Other Fees 9A Resource Owner Reviews 

12E Membership 9D None 12N Usage Rates 9B Resource User Reviews 

12I Donations 10F Nodes 13D Differential Pricing 10D National 

12J Public Project Funding 11A Societal / Public 15E Resource User 11D Commercial 

12K Private Project Funding 12I Donations 12C Commission 

15B Volunteer 13A None 12L Fines or Other Fees 

15E Resource Use 14A None 13A None 

15B Volunteer 14A None 

15D Resource Owner 

15E Resource User 

Peer-to-Peer Space Sharing Platforms Peer-to-Peer Mobility Sharing Platforms Business-to-Consumer Sharing Platforms Coworking Space Platforms 

(e.g. Airbnb, RoverPark) (e.g. Turo, BlaBlaCar) (e.g. ZipCar, DonkeyRepublic) (e.g. WeWork, ImpactHub) 

1A Peer-to-Peer 3C Proprietary 3C Proprietary 3C Proprietary 

1C Business-to-Peer 4C Corporate 4C Corporate 4C Corporate 

3C Proprietary 5G Set by Resource Owner 5H Set by Platform 5H Set by Platform 

4C Corporate 5H Set by Platform 7A Smartphone App 7A Smartphone App 

5G Set by Resource Owner 7A Smartphone App 7B Website 7B Website 

5H Set by Platform 7B Website 8D None 8D None 

7A Smartphone App 8B Hybrid 9D None 9D None 

7B Website 9A Resource Owner Reviews 10E International 10E International 

8C Online 9B Resource User Reviews 11C Environmental 11A Environmental 

9A Resource Owner Reviews 10E International 11D Commercial 11D Commercial 

9B Resource User Reviews 11D Commercial 12B Transaction Fee 12E Transaction Fee 

10E International 12B Transaction Fee 12D Subscription Fee 12M Subscription Fee 

11D Commercial 12C Commission 12L Fines or Other Fees 12S Fines or Other Fees 

12C Commission 12L Fines or Other Fees 12N Usage Rates 12V Usage Rates 

14A None 12N Usage Rates 13D Differential Pricing 13D Differential Pricing 

15D Resource Owner 13C Dynamic Pricing 14C Location-Based 14B Feature-Based 

15E Resource User 13D Differential Pricing 14F Access-Based 14C Location-Based 
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While they may maintain proprietary intellectual property and op- 

erate collaborative or corporate governance models, they rely on 

less common mechanisms for price discovery – free or negotiation 

– and revenue streams – donations . These platforms may possess 

societal value orientation. 

4.2.3. Niche corporate platforms (e.g. FreshRents, Privateshare, 

Seats2Meet) 

While these platforms operate with commercial value orien- 

tation, proprietary intellectual property, and corporate governance 

model, they are less formalised than some of their larger competi- 

tors. For example, they do not tend to have a smartphone app, 

instead relying only on a website to reach their users. Potential 

revenue streams include a transaction fee, usage rates , and fines or 

other fees . These platforms may utilise a differential pricing mecha- 

nism, although no clear means for discrimination is observed. The 

source of the revenue is the resource user . 

4.2.4. Commercial peer-to-peer platforms (e.g. Poparide, reheart, 

Swimply) 

This pattern exemplifies more formalised peer-to-peer plat- 

forms, which possess a commercial value orientation. They oper- 

ate proprietary intellectual property and corporate governance, and 

employ both a smartphone app and website to reach their users. 

These platforms leverage a review system – for both resource own- 

ers and resource users – to ensure trust and quality of service on 

the platform. In contrast to commercial space sharing platforms as 

well as B2C and P2P mobility sharing platforms, this pattern op- 

erates at a national level and does not employ a pricing mecha- 

nism or price discrimination. The price is set by the resource owner , 

with the dominant revenue streams commission and fines or other 

fees leveraged on both the resource owner and resource user as the 

source of revenue. 

4.2.5. Peer-to-peer space sharing platforms (e.g. Airbnb, FlipKey, 

RoverPark) 

The primary difference between this pattern and commercial 

peer-to-peer platforms lies in the shared practice and geographical 

scale. This pattern specifically considers space sharing platforms 

(e.g. idling rooms, homes, storage, and parking spots), which oper- 

ate internationally , suggesting this pattern is more formalised than 

the prior. These platforms operate as a two-sided market, including 

peer-to-peer and business-to-peer platform types. They have a com- 

mercial value orientation, with proprietary intellectual property and 

corporate governance. They implement a review system and use a 

smartphone app and website to reach their users. The price is set by 

the resource owner , with the dominant revenue stream being com- 

mission, leveraged on both the resource owner and resource user as 

the source of revenue. 

4.2.6. Peer-to-peer mobility sharing platforms (e.g. Turo, Uber, 

BlaBlaCar) 

This pattern is very similar to the business-to-consumer mo- 

bility sharing pattern, with some differences as this pattern sees 

platforms operate peer-to-peer platform type. This distinction sees 

the introduction of a review system for both resource owners and 

resource users, and the price is either set by the resource owner 

or set by the platform . They use a smartphone app and website to 

reach their users. These platforms tend to operate internationally . 

The dominant revenue streams are similar to the previous pattern, 

although a subscription fee is not common among these platforms. 

Price discrimination may also include feature-based discrimination, 

where the platform provides input to the resource owner to set the 

price based on the features of their vehicle. The source of revenue 

may be both the resource owner and resource user . 

4.2.7. Business-to-consumer mobility sharing platform (e.g. ZipCar, 

ShareNow, DropBike) 

This pattern is the only business-to-consumer pattern to 

emerge from the analysis, suggesting this platform type is more 

common for mobility sharing platforms. These platforms are 

commercially-oriented and leverage proprietary intellectual property 

and corporate governance models, although they may also commu- 

nicate an environmental orientation associated with more sustain- 

able transportation. The nature of a business-to-consumer platform 

dictates that the price is set by the platform , and there are is no 

review system or venue of interaction. These platforms tend to op- 

erate internationally . The dominant revenue streams are transaction 

fee, subscription fee, usage rates , and fines or other fees . The platform 

does leverage differential pricing mechanisms, including location- 

based and access-based price discrimination. 

4.2.8. Coworking space platforms (e.g. WeWork, Spaces, Impact 

Hub) 

This pattern represents large commercial coworking spaces, 

which operate proprietary intellectual property and corporate or 

collaborative governance. This pattern is different from the others, 

where these platforms provide the opportunity to franchise their 

service, with very different value propositions for the property 

manager and the user. They tend to operate internationally , and use 

a smartphone app and website to reach their users. The dominant 

revenue streams include membership, lead generation , and addi- 

tional services . These platforms leverage differential pricing mecha- 

nisms, including feature-based, location-based , and access-based dis- 

crimination. 

4.3. Solution patterns 

From literature, only four solution patterns are linked to the 

sharing economy ( peer-to-peer; product-to-service; fractional own- 

ership; and unbundling – see Section 2.3 ). Building on the shar- 

ing economy business model framework ( Section 4.1 ), the results 

of the literature review also identified several more solution pat- 

terns already described in literature for other contexts ( Table 5 ). 

The existing solution patterns can be said to describe various as- 

pects of sharing economy business models: key activity and value 

proposition (e.g. servitisation, rent instead of buy, unbundling ); value 

networks (e.g. peer-to-peer, fractional ownership ); price discovery 

(e.g. free, barter, pay what you can ); revenue streams (e.g. subscrip- 

tion, membership, pay per use, crowdfunding ), and price discrimina- 

tion (e.g. differential pricing ). However, there are additional solu- 

tion patterns identified in this analysis that have not yet been de- 

scribed in the wider body of literature on business model patterns. 

Context-specific solution patterns that seek to address a business 

model challenges in the sharing economy include community gov- 

ernance, price set by users, review system, existing community, nodes , 

and mixed revenue source . 

The community governance pattern describes a greater degree of 

user involvement in the daily operations and strategic decisions of 

the platform, inclusive of collaborative or cooperative governance 

configuration options. Because sharing platforms generally operate 

as multi-sided platforms (e.g. peer-to-peer), there is greater oppor- 

tunity and need to involve users in the sharing practice. For ex- 

ample, each user must carry out their own key activities in or- 

der to generate value on the platform (e.g. the resource owner 

must provide an asset, the resource user must access an asset) 

( Curtis and Mont, 2020 ). This pattern influences other aspects of 

the business model, namely, intellectual property, price discovery, 

value orientation, and revenue streams. For example, this pattern 

is observed with open source or communal intellectual property 

(e.g. ImpactHub, BikeSurf) and less formal mechanisms for setting 

the price, for example, free and bargaining (e.g. Bunz, Toronto Seed 
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Table 5 

Solution patterns in the sharing economy. 

Solution Pattern Description Examples BMP Literature 

Add-on 

(Additional services) 

Platform offers extra or additional services 

beyond their primary offering, typically at a 

higher profit margin 

BlaBlaCar, SnappCar, 

WeWork 

Gassman et al. (2014); 

Mikusz & Csiszar (2015); 

Remane et al. (2017) ; 

Weinberger et al. (2016) 

Barter Allow users to exchange non-monetary 

compensation for a product or service 

Bunz, SwapSity Facchinetti & 

Sulzer (2016) ; 

Gassman et al. (2014) ; 

Remane et al. (2017) 

Community governance ∗ Sees users involved to a greater degree in the 

daily operations and strategic decisions of the 

platform 

Karma, ImpactHub, 

Toronto Seed Library 

–

Crowdfunding Financing the platform by soliciting 

contributions from the larger community, 

often offering a non-monetary reward 

Toronto Tool Library Gassman et al. (2014) ; 

Hankammer & Kleer 

(2018); 

Remane et al. (2017) 

Differential pricing Offering the same product to users at 

different prices, based on the market and user 

characteristics or behaviour 

Djeepo, Spaces, ZipCar Curtis & Mont (2020) ; 

Lüdeke- 

Freund et al. (2018) 

Existing community ∗ Introduce platform among a group of people 

possessing something in common (e.g. 

neighbourhood, school) 

Poparide, Zimride –

Fractional ownership 

(Cooperative Ownership) 

Shared ownership of an asset among a group 

of consumers (e.g. crowd cooperative) 

Connectcar, de 

Windcentrale 

Abdelkafi et al. (2013) ; 

Facchinetti & 

Sulzer (2016) ; 

Kralewski (2016) ; 

Remane et al. (2017) 

Franchising Allow franchisees to licence the business 

concept – including training, branding, 

technical infrastructure – for a recurring fee 

and/or revenue sharing 

Spaces, SailTime Gassman et al. (2014) ; 

Remane et al. (2017) 

Free Allow users free access to the platform and its 

primary offering, using additional sources to 

generate revenue (e.g. donation, 

crowdsourcing, advertising) 

BKSY Oserwalder & 

Pigneur (2010) ; 

Remane et al. (2017) 

Membership Recurring cost to users for access to the 

platform 

LoveHomeSwap, Peerby, 

WeWork 

Remane et al. (2017) ; 

Weking et al. (2018) 

Mixed revenue source ∗ Revenue in a multi-sided market may come 

from a multitude of sources 

Airbnb, Peerby, SnappCar –

Nodes ∗ The fragmented diffusion of sharing platforms 

geographically, driven by interested actors 

wanting to start operations in their own 

contexts 

BikeSurf, ImpactHub –

Open source Offer to make available platform’s intellectual 

property (e.g. matching algorithm, booking 

management, review system) 

BikeSurf Bonvoisin (2016); Curtis 

& Mont (2020) ; Zeleti 

et al. (2014) 

Pay per use (Transaction 

fee) 

One-time charge to users each time the good 

or service is accessed 

Bike Share Toronto, 

FaceDrive, VRBO 

Gassman et al. (2014) ; 

Remane et al. (2017) 

Pay what you want Invite users to set the fee to access the 

platform (e.g. transaction fee, commission, 

donation) 

BikeSurf, SwapSity, 

WarmShowers 

Gassman et al. (2014) ; 

Remane et al. (2017) 

Peer-to-peer Platform mediation between users having 

equal standing based on rank, class, age, etc. 

Swimply, SnappCar, 

JustPark, Peerby 

Curtis & Mont (2020) ; 

Gassman et al. (2014) ; 

Remane et al. (2017) 

Price set by users ∗ In a multi-sided market, users set the price of 

the exchange 

FlipKey, Spacefy, Turo –

Rent instead of buy Temporarily lend a product for a fee, instead 

of transfer of ownership (e.g. goods sharing 

platforms) 

LENA Library, Toronto 

Tool Library 

Gassman et al. (2014) ; 

Remane et al. (2017) ; 

Weking et al. (2018) 

Review system 

∗ Provide feedback about the service quality or 

social interaction 

Airbnb, BlaBlaCar, GoBoat –

Servitisation 

(Product-to-service) 

Offer renting options to access products 

instead of purchasing new products (e.g. B2C 

platforms) 

ZipCar, ShareNow, 

Mobike 

Abdelkafi et al. (2013) ; 

Remane et al. (2017) ; 

Weking et al. (2019) 

Subscription Recurring cost to users for access to goods or 

services 

Communauto, 

GreenWheels, ShareNow 

Lüdeke- 

Freund et al. (2018) ; 

Remane et al. (2017) ; 

Weking et al. (2018) 

Unbundling Focus on customer relationship management, 

facilitating access to shared assets (e.g. 

carsharing) 

MyWheels, Dropbike, 

WeWork 

Abdelkafi et al. (2013) ; 

Oserwalder & 

Pigneur (2010) 

∗ New sharing economy solution patterns 

Library, Couchsurfing, WarmShowers, BikeSurf). Platforms that im- 

plement this pattern may also possess environmental or social 

value orientations (e.g. ImactHub, Karma, Lena Library); as such, 

revenue may also rely on community support through membership 

and donations (e.g. Toronto Tool Library, Couchsurfing). 

Describing the predominant mechanisms for price discovery, 

the price set by users pattern describes either the resource owner 

or resource user setting the price in the marketplace. This is sim- 

ilar to pay what you want ; however, the pay what you want pat- 

tern describes the users setting the fee to access the platform, 

instead of the fee to access the asset involved in the exchange. 
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Many multi-sided platforms analysed in this study saw the re- 

source owner setting the price for access to their shared asset, 

with the platform charging a commission to the resource owner 

on this set price. For example, the peer-to-peer carsharing plat- 

form Turo allows the vehicle owner to set the price to access their 

vehicle, including add-ons provided by the owner such as a chil- 

dren’s car seat or pre-paid fuel card. The platform provides sup- 

port for the owner to set the price, depending on the age of the 

vehicle, features, and ease of access ( Turo, 2020 a). On the price set 

by the resource owner, they charge a variable commission based 

on the protection plan chosen, including desired deductible, insur- 

ance, cancellation policy, etc. ( Turo, 2020 b, 2020 c). 

The review system pattern is quite common among multi- 

sided platforms in the sharing economy, as a review or rating 

system is seen as a mechanism to increase trust among users 

( Andreassen et al., 2018 ; Curtis et al., 2020 ; Wu and Shen, 2018 ). 

A review system seeks to provide information to users about each 

other by providing feedback about the quality of the goods or in- 

teraction on the platform ( Curtis and Mont, 2020 ). However, em- 

pirical evidence suggests that reviews are largely positive and pro- 

vide little meaningful information ( Bridges and Vásquez, 2018 ). Re- 

view systems were not found among business-to-consumer com- 

panies and more niche peer-to-peer platforms. 

One promising pattern is operating within an existing commu- 

nity . Sharing platforms struggle to achieve scalability and remain 

financially viable, especially initially when investment of time and 

money are needed to access the market widely. Instead, sharing 

platforms may target existing communities – e.g. an apartment 

complex, neighbourhood, sports club, school – as a means to re- 

duce the transaction costs and achieve the critical mass needed to 

deliver value within the community. For example, this pattern is 

observed among carsharing platforms like Zipcar, Poparide, Kan- 

garide, and Zimride. All of these platforms have a version of their 

offering available to corporate and university partners. 

The pattern identified as nodes describes the fragmented diffu- 

sion of sharing platforms geographically. While this pattern may 

be inclusive of franchising , it also describes less formal licencing of 

business operations to dedicated individuals wanting to implement 

a similar service in their context. Of those platforms that franchise 

their operations, SailTime markets their operations as part of the 

sharing economy, providing franchisees with a full suite of corpo- 

rate materials including technical infrastructure, pricing structure, 

and aggressive marketing programs ( SailTime, n.d. ). In contrast, 

BikeSurf encourages and provides resources to other individuals to 

set up their own BikeSurf project in their city, including techni- 

cal infrastructure, logos, and training documents ( Pope, 2018 ). This 

differs from franchising, where there is no strategic or coordinated 

effort to increase the geographical scale, instead relying on cham- 

pions to leverage existing models in their own contexts with lim- 

ited support and often limited revenue sharing. 

The mixed revenue source pattern recognises that the revenue in 

a multi-sided market may come from a multitude of sources, e.g. 

resource owner, resource user, volunteer. There are numerous ex- 

amples of unique configurations of revenue streams targeting each 

side of the market. For example, Airbnb has what they call a “split- 

fee structure”, where the host typically pays a service fee of 3%, 

depending on the location of the listing and selection of cancel- 

lation policy ( Airbnb, 2021 ). Guests also pay a service fee, typi- 

cally less than 14.2% of the booking subtotal, dependent on a “va- 

riety of booking factors” ( Airbnb, 2021 ). In addition, peer-to-peer 

goods sharing platform Peerby requires both the resource owner 

and resource user to pay a membership fee, which covers plat- 

form administration and product warranty ( Peerby, 2021 ). While 

Peerby allows lending for free, they also charge a 15% commission 

of the rental price to the resource owner, if the owner chooses to 

set a price to access their asset ( Peerby, 2021 ). Finally, peer-to- 

peer carsharing platform SnappCar splits the service fee and in- 

surance costs between the vehicle owner and vehicle user, because 

“… both benefit from the services of SnappCar… so both should 

pay a part of the cost” ( SnappCar, 2021 ). 

5. Discussion 

Despite claims about the sustainability potential of the sharing 

economy, empirical evidence suggests untoward social and envi- 

ronmental rebound effects ( Curtis et al., 2020 ; Kathan et al., 2016 ; 

Plepys and Singh, 2019 ; Schor, 2016 ). Those sharing platforms 

with environmental, social, or societal value orientation struggle 

to remain financially viable ( Acquier et al., 2017 ; Laukkanen and 

Tura, 2020 ). Therefore, systematic knowledge is needed to provide 

useful prescriptive business model configurations to support busi- 

ness model innovation ( Mikusz et al., 2017 ). However, the process 

of integrating business model patterns remains underexplored in 

literature. As such, this section suggests how researchers and prac- 

titioners may use business model patterns in the sharing economy. 

Finally, this section reflects on reliability and validity of the find- 

ings, and discusses potential limitations and future research. 

5.1. Using business model patterns 

While literature suggests patterns supports successful imple- 

mentation ( Abdelkafi et al., 2013 ), the process of using business 

model patterns remains underexplored ( Romero et al., 2016 ). To 

begin, successful business models are said to meet three criteria: 

align with the company values; consistent across design choices 

and decision-making; and robust against competition ( Casadesus- 

Masanell and Ricart, 2011 ). However, a business model may meet 

all three criteria and still fail. Therefore, researchers and practi- 

tioners may wish to look towards business model innovation to 

explore the various processes to use business model patterns. Ac- 

cording to Foss and Saebi (2017 , p. 201), business model innova- 

tions are “designed, novel, nontrivial changes to the key elements 

of a firm’s business model and/or the architecture linking these el- 

ements”. Business model innovation is seen as both an outcome 

and a process ( Foss and Saebi, 2017 ). When seen as a process, it in- 

volves identifying examples or templates, experimenting with ex- 

isting patterns or new attributes, and transforming organisational 

governance in line with new innovations ( Amit and Zott, 2015 ; 

Chesbrough, 2010 ; Foss and Saebi, 2017 ). 

Business model innovation is inextricably linked with business 

model design and implementation ( Leih et al., 2015 ). For exam- 

ple, Gronum et al. (2016 , p. 601) state “…innovation without clar- 

ity in the business model leads to modest or negligible perfor- 

mance outcomes”. Yet, business model innovations often fail due 

to a lack of requisite knowledge or understanding to enable suc- 

cessful experimentation ( Johnson et al., 2008; Weking et al., 2019 ). 

Therefore, business model patterns provide a structure and lan- 

guage to improve the likelihood of successful business model in- 

novation ( Abdelkafi et al., 2013 ; Rudtsch et al., 2014 ). In relation 

to the three criteria of successful business models, business model 

patterns provide a template to support creativity and experimenta- 

tion ( Amit and Zott, 2015 ; Johnson and Lafley, 2010 ), ensure inter- 

nal consistency by suggesting configuration options that occur to- 

gether ( Facchinetti and Sulzer, 2016 ), and facilitate understanding 

and communication among a team and its stakeholders ( Lüdeke- 

Freund et al., 2018 ). 

However, business model innovations are more difficult to repli- 

cate than, for example, product innovation ( Amit and Zott, 2012 ). 

To overcome this, Schief et al. (2012) suggest practitioners may 

compare their existing business models with established patterns 

to support learning and experimentation. Furthermore, business 
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model patterns are said to be at the center of business model in- 

novation and experimentation ( Mikusz et al., 2017 ), by providing 

the knowledge to adopt, copy, or imitate aspects of other busi- 

ness models that have proven successful previously ( Amit and Zott, 

2015; Doganova and Eyquem-Renault, 2009; Teece, 2010 ). As such, 

contextual and justificatory knowledge is necessary to successfully 

use business model patterns. Analysis of the 29 clusters provided 

the following insights to support business model innovation in the 

sharing economy: 

• Commercial-oriented platforms generally possess a corporate 

governance model with proprietary intellectual property and 

leverage both a website and a smartphone app to facilitate ex- 

changes. 

• Commission on the price set by the resource owner is the dom- 

inant revenue stream among peer-to-peer platforms, generally 

on the financial flow back to the resource owner, whereas the 

resource user does not necessarily pay to access the platform. 

• Goods sharing platforms generally see more diversity in busi- 

ness models. While there is some formality to their opera- 

tions, these platforms remain niche, motivated beyond eco- 

nomic value, compared to commercial shared space and shared 

mobility platforms. 

• Crowd cooperatives generally possess a communal intellectual 

property and cooperative governance model. They are motivated 

by other forms of value orientation, seeking to create and cap- 

ture environmental and societal value through their operations. 

They may be less formalised, relying only on a website and in- 

person interactions to reach their users. However, their commu- 

nity is important, relying on paid membership and donations as 

well as volunteers . 

• Those platforms studied in Toronto were often peer-to-peer and 
local platforms operating with open source intellectual property 

and collaborative governance. However, Toronto offered more 

diversity across business models, which were often grassroots 

and volunteer-driven. This meant platforms relied on public and 

private funding as well as actions of volunteers to remain viable. 

• Those platforms studied in Amsterdam had a very pronounced 

business-to-consumer shared mobility cluster, with a clear signal 

suggesting commercial value orientation, with corporate gover- 

nance and proprietary intellectual property. 

• The business-to-consumer platform type dictates that there are 

no reviews of users and no venue for interaction , as it does 

not operate as a two-sided market. Similarly, the business sets 

the price and commonly uses a transaction fee for each use. 

This platform type almost exclusively described mobility shar- 

ing platforms. 

5.2. Reliability and validation 

Effort to identify business model patterns is criticised for in- 

completeness, overlap, and inconsistent structure of proposed pat- 

terns ( Remane et al., 2017 ). To be useful for researchers and prac- 

titioners, these challenges were addressed by reviewing reliability 

and validity of the results. This was ensured by using NVivo to 

systematically code qualitative data and cluster analysis to quanti- 

tatively determine the minimal distance among configuration op- 

tions constituting each pattern. Relative and internal validation 

methods were used to assess the robustness of the cluster analysis. 

The clusters produced were robust and meaningful: internal vali- 

dation showed that all cluster plots had an average silhouette co- 

efficient above 0.25, representing substantial structure (Appendix). 

Additionally, the results were triangulated with existing literature. 

For example, the sample literature was coded in NVivo and was 

compared to the business model attributes, configuration options, 

prototypical patterns, and solution patterns presented in this re- 

search. Finally, the dataset, R code, and cluster plots are provided 

as supplementary materials. 

5.3. Limitations and future research 

At present, a limitation of business model research is the static 

perspective in defining, describing, and analysing business models, 

which is unable to capture their dynamic nature ( Remane et al., 

2017 ; Romero et al., 2017 ). Likewise, this analysis represents a 

snapshot of each sharing economy business model, not account- 

ing for previous or future iterations. Furthermore, data collection 

was limited to the sharing platform website and a cursory in- 

ternet search. While similar to other studies, the analysis is lim- 

ited to only publicly available information, leaving room for inter- 

pretation or extrapolation by the observer, for example, regarding 

governance model and value orientation. Finally, questions remain 

about what constitute the business model in instances of diversi- 

fication. For example, Airbnb provides access to stays and experi- 

ences; BlaBlaCar provides access to long-distance carpooling, in ad- 

dition to recent expansion of their bus fleet and partnerships with 

Voi to provide access to scooters. In the context of this study, only 

their primary/initial business model is considered. 

The number of platforms studied was substantial – 63 plat- 

forms – compared with other studies utilising quantitative clus- 

ter analysis to produce business model patterns, for example, 

18 ( Floerecke and Lehner, 2019 ), 20 ( Amshoff et al., 2015 ), 32 

( Weking et al., 2019 ), 48 ( Holzmann et al., 2019 ), or 58 case com- 

panies ( Hunke et al., 2017 ). However, the analysis demonstrated 

significant diversity of business models within the sharing econ- 

omy considering location, shared practice, and platform type. A 

greater number of cases may allow for greater granularity of busi- 

ness model patterns, considering governance models, value orien- 

tation, or revenue streams, for example. 

While this research only focuses on the structural design of 

business models, to overcome some of these limitations, future re- 

search may explore the processes by which sharing platforms – or 

any business – experiment with their business models and interact 

with stakeholders during the process ( Romero et al., 2016 ). For ex- 

ample, in partnership with sharing platforms, action research may 

seek to study the processes of experimentation and use of pat- 

terns to support successful implementation. Additionally, more re- 

search is needed to understand the risks associated with business 

model innovation in the sharing economy, for example, internal, 

external, and cooperation risks ( Rudtsch et al., 2014 ). Changes to 

the business model may illicit negative response among users, for 

instance, when Couchsurfing changed their non-profit status and 

later implemented a paid membership fee. The effort to remain vi- 

able while still creating value is not without risks. 

Finally, while this research suggests attributes of existing busi- 

ness models that recur successfully, it cannot elaborate on why 

this is the case. Future research may involve practitioners or en- 

trepreneurs to identify the problem that each pattern solves, pro- 

viding insights to support successful business model innovation. 

Moreover, such effort would allow to develop the “Alexandrian 

form” describing each sharing economy business model pattern, 

including the name, context, problem, solution, and examples. This 

would support comparing business model patterns across contexts 

to develop a more unified pattern language for business model in- 

novation. 

6. Conclusion 

The aim of this research was to identify business model pat- 

terns among existing SEBMs in order to suggest business model at- 

tributes that support successful implementation. This study estab- 

lished business model patterns in the sharing economy, including 
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a framework, eight prototypical patterns, and six unique solution 

patterns relevant to the sharing economy. Broadly, this compre- 

hensive research contributes to the body of knowledge describing 

business model patterns and helps to further structure knowledge 

about the sharing economy. Specifically, this research makes sev- 

eral academic and empirical contributions: 1) expands existing un- 

derstanding of sharing economy business model patterns in litera- 

ture beyond carsharing; 2) provides an updated sharing economy 

business model framework; and 3) elaborates prototypical and so- 

lution patterns to support business model innovation. 

Furthermore, the analysis demonstrated that context plays an 

important part in the successful implementation of SEBMs, de- 

pending on location, shared practice, and platform type. Plat- 

forms in Toronto represented more collaborative and community- 

oriented platforms. In contrast, commercially-oriented and mobil- 

ity sharing platforms dominated in Amsterdam. This suggests con- 

textual factors may influence the success of any business model 

pattern, for example, the politics of the municipal or national gov- 

ernment, the role of business, the needs of citizens, and domi- 

nant socio-cultural characteristics. Additionally, the analysis pro- 

duced interesting insights differentiating business models based 

on shared practice and platform type. For example, peer-to-peer 

platforms (excluding space sharing) tend to operate locally or na- 

tionally, and are motivated by additional value orientations. Space 

sharing platforms tend to operate as peer-to-peer platforms, which 

are commercially-oriented and operate internationally. Business- 

to-consumer platforms largely describe mobility sharing platforms, 

with some exceptions (e.g. Lena Library). Ultimately, these patterns 

may support creativity, communication, and group interaction dur- 

ing experimentation, improving the successful implementation of 

SEBMs. And, instead of adopting trial-and-error experimentation, 

platforms with environmental and social value orientation may use 

these patterns to remain viable, institutionalising more sustainable 

modes of production and consumption. 
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Table A1 

Complete list of configuration options. 

Business Model Attribute Configuration Options 

Key Activity [Qualitative Statement] 0 

Platform Type Peer-to-Peer 1A 

Business-to-Business 1B 

Business-to-Peer 1C 

Crowd / Cooperative 1D 

Business-to-Consumer 1E 

Public-to-Citizen 1F 

Practice Shared Space 2A 

Shared Mobility 2B 

Shared Goods 2C 

Shared Consumables 2D 

Shared Resources 2E 

Intellectual Property Open Source 3A 

Communal 3B 

Proprietary 3C 

Governance Model Cooperative 4A 

Collaborative 4B 

Corporate 4C 
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Appendix 

In this manuscript, the Appendix is important to provide fur- 

ther context to improve clarity and transparency of the research 

process. First, a complete list of configuration options and the as- 

sociated code is provided. This code is helpful to interpret Table 4 . 

Prototypical Patterns in the Sharing Economy as well as Fig. A.1 Clus- 

ter Plots . Second, a list of the investigated sharing platforms is pro- 

vided. Then, one finds a table summarising the silhouette coeffi- 

cients for each cluster and the cluster plots produced in R Studio, 

which guided the development of the prototypical patterns. Finally, 

a detailed list of configuration options and their definitions is pro- 

vided. These definitions guided the coding of data, and help to in- 

terpret and implement the sharing economy business model pat- 

terns proposed in this manuscript. 

Table A1 

Table A2 

Table A3 

Table A4 
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Table A1 ( continued ) 

Business Model Attribute Configuration Options 

Price Discovery Free 5A 

Pay What You Can 5B 

Negotiation / Bargaining 5C 

Auction 5D 

Bartering 5E 

Set by Resource User 5F 

Set by Resource Owner 5G 

Set by Platform 5H 

Key Value Proposition [Qualitative Statement] 6 

Mediating Interface Smartphone App 7A 

Website 7B 

Third-Party App or Integration 7C 

Other 7D 

Venue for Interaction Offline 8A 

Hybrid 8B 

Online 8C 

None 8D 

Review System Resource Owner Reviews 9A 

Resource User Reviews 9B 

Platform Reviews 9C 

None 9D 

Geographical Scale Existing Community 10A 

Local 10B 

Regional 10C 

National 10D 

International 10E 

Nodes 10F 

Value Orientation Societal / Public 11A 

Social 11B 

Environmental 11C 

Commercial 11D 

Revenue Streams None 12A 

Transaction Fee 12B 

Commission 12C 

Subscription Fee 12D 

Membership 12E 

Advertisements 12F 

Data Mining 12G 

Sponsorship 12H 

Donations 12I 

Public Project Funding 12J 

Private Project Funding 12K 

Fines or Fees 12L 

Lead Generation 12M 

Usage Rates 12N 

Convenience Fee 12O 

Promotions 12P 

Buy-Out 12Q 

Credits, Tokens, or Digital Currency 12R 

Additional Services 12S 

Service Retainer 12T 

Verification 12U 

Franchise 12V 

Revenue Sharing 12W 

Ownership Share 12X 

Registration Fee 12Y 

Pricing Mechanisms None 13A 

Static Pricing 13B 

Dynamic Pricing 13C 

Differential Pricing 13D 

Price Discrimination None 14A 

Feature-Based 14B 

Location-Based 14C 

Quantity-Based 14D 

User-Based 14E 

Access-Based 14F 

Market Share-Based 14G 

Revenue Source None 15A 

Volunteer 15B 

Other 15C 

Resource Owner 15D 

Resource User 15E 

3rd-Party 15F 

Sustainability Performance Operates as a platform 16A 

Leverages idling capacity of an existing stock of goods 16B 

Possesses non-pecuniary motivation for ownership 16C 

Facilitates temporary access over ownership 16D 
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Table A2 

List of sharing platforms investigated. 

Sharing Platforms Location Platform Type Shared Practice 

Airbnb (Stays) Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Space 

Bike Share Toronto Toronto, Canada Public-to-Citizen Shared Mobility 

BikeSurf Multiple Locations Crowd Cooperative ∗ Shared Mobility 

BKSY Amsterdam, the Netherlands Peer-to-Peer Shared Goods 

BlaBlaCar Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Mobility 

Bunz Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Goods 

Communauto Multiple Locations Business-to-Consumer Shared Mobility 

Connectcar Amsterdam, the Netherlands Crowd Cooperative Shared Mobility 

Couchsurfing Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Space 

de Windcentrale Amsterdam, the Netherlands Crowd Cooperative Shared Resources 

Djeepo Amsterdam, the Netherlands Peer-to-Peer Shared Space 

DropBike Multiple Locations Business-to-Consumer Shared Mobility 

FaceDrive Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Mobility 

FlipKey Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Space 

Freedom Boat Club Multiple Locations Business-to-Consumer Shared Mobility 

FreshRents Toronto, Canada Crowd Cooperative Shared Goods 

GoBoat Amsterdam, the Netherlands Peer-to-Peer Shared Mobility 

GreenWheels Multiple Locations Business-to-Consumer Shared Mobility 

HeelNederlandDeelt Amsterdam, the Netherlands Peer-to-Peer ∗ Shared Goods ∗

HiRide Toronto, Canada Peer-to-Peer Shared Mobility 

Home Exchange Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Space 

ImpactHub Multiple Locations Busienss-to-Peer Shared Space 

International Home Exchange Network Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Space 

JustPark Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Space 

Kangaride Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Mobility 

Karma Multiple Locations Business-to-Peer Shared Consumables 

Lena Library Amsterdam, the Netherlands Business-to-Consumer Shared Goods 

LoveHomeSwap Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Space 

Lyft Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Mobility 

Mobike Multiple Locations Business-to-Consumer Shared Mobility 

MyWheels Amsterdam, the Netherlands Business-to-Consumer Shared Mobility 

Not Far from the Tree Toronto, Canada Peer-to-Peer Shared Consumables 

Peerby Amsterdam, the Netherlands Peer-to-Peer Shared Goods 

Planned Multiple Locations Business-to-Business Shared Space 

Poparide Toronto, Canada Peer-to-Peer Shared Mobility 

Privateshare Amsterdam, the Netherlands Peer-to-Peer Shared Mobility 

reheart Toronto, Canada Peer-to-Peer Shared Goods 

Rent Frock Repeat Toronto, Canada Business-to-Consumer Shared Goods 

Rover Parking Toronto, Canada Peer-to-Peer Shared Space 

SailTime Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Mobility 

Seats2Meet Multiple Locations Business-to-Peer ∗ Shared Space 

ShareNow Multiple Locations Business-to-Consumer Shared Mobility 

Sjipit Amsterdam, the Netherlands Business-to-Business ∗ Shared Space 

SmartCommute Toronto, Canada Peer-to-Peer Shared Mobility 

SnappCar Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Mobility 

Spacefy Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Space 

Spaceishare Toronto, Canada Peer-to-Peer Shared Space 

Spaces Multiple Locations Business-to-Consumer Shared Space 

Stashii Toronto, Canada Peer-to-Peer Shared Space 

SwapSity Toronto, Canada Peer-to-Peer Shared Goods 

Swimply Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Space 

Toronto Seed Library Toronto, Canada Peer-to-Peer Shared Consumables 

Toronto Tool Library Toronto, Canada Crowd Cooperative Shared Goods 

Turo Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Mobility 

Uber (Ride Hailing) Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Mobility 

Urbee Amsterdam, the Netherlands Business-to-Consumer Shared Mobility 

Vandebron Amsterdam, the Netherlands Peer-to-Peer Shared Resources 

VRBO Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Space 

WarmShowers Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Space 

Wework Multiple Locations Business-to-Peer ∗ Shared Space 

Woningruil Amsterdam, the Netherlands Peer-to-Peer Shared Space 

Zimride Multiple Locations Peer-to-Peer Shared Mobility 

Zipcar Multiple Locations Business-to-Consumer Shared Mobility 

∗ Predominant configuration option 
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Table A3 

Number of observed configuration options & silhouette coefficient. 

Target Datasets # of Configuration Options Silhouette Coefficient 

All Data 

Cluster 1 7 0.34 

Cluster 2 52 0.43 

Cluster 3 9 0.07 

Cluster 4 7 0.26 

total / average 75 0.36 

Toronto 

Cluster 1 14 0.16 

Cluster 2 31 0.36 

total / average 45 0.30 

Amsterdam 

Cluster 1 27 0.30 

Cluster 2 17 0.22 

total / average 44 0.27 

Multi-Location 

Cluster 1 9 0.27 

Cluster 2 41 0.41 

Cluster 3 10 0.41 

total / average 60 0.39 

Shared Space 

Cluster 1 17 0.34 

Cluster 2 32 0.51 

total / average 49 0.45 

Shared Mobility 

Cluster 1 8 0.41 

Cluster 2 26 0.26 

Cluster 3 7 0.30 

Cluster 4 9 0.48 

total / average 50 0.33 

Shared Goods 

Cluster 1 14 0.25 

Cluster 2 23 0.27 

Cluster 3 6 0.28 

total / average 43 0.27 

Peer-to-Peer 

Cluster 1 13 0.4 

Cluster 2 47 0.5 

total / average 60 0.48 

Business-to-Peer 

Cluster 1 15 0.52 

Cluster 2 22 0.31 

total / average 37 0.39 

Business-to-Consumer 

Cluster 1 18 0.45 

Cluster 2 15 0.42 

total / average 33 0.44 

Crowd / Cooperatives 

Cluster 1 9 0.43 

Cluster 2 9 0.32 

Cluster 3 14 0.26 

total / average 32 0.33 
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Table A4 

Description of configuration options. 

Business Model 

Attribute Configuration Options Description 

Key Activity [Qualitative Statement] Platform mediation allowing for access to under-utilised goods. 

Platform Type Peer-to-Peer Platform mediation between users having equal standing based on rank, class, age, etc. 

Business-to-Business Platform mediation taking place between business or organisational entities beyond individuals, often 

sharing idling resources particular to their business sector (e.g. construction or medical equipment) 

Business-to-Peer Platform mediation between a business with idling resources that may be used by individuals 

Crowd / Cooperative Platform mediation from one to many, from many to one, or from many to many. This model is 

inclusive of cooperatives or crowdsourcing models (e.g. car cooperatives, renewable energy cooperatives, 

or crowdsourcing of classroom art supplies or borrowed costumes for a theatre production) 

Business-to-Consumer Company offering access to goods, which they own. Does not operate as a two-sided market. 

Public-to-Citizen Government- maintained or supported sharing platforms facilitating access 

Practice Shared Space Providing access to idling space, for example, rooms, apartments, attic storage space, and parking spots. 

Shared Mobility Providing access to assets facilitating mobility, for example, carsharing, bikesharing, ridesharing, 

boatsharing and e-scooters. 

Shared Goods Providng access to both durable goods and non- durable goods, for example, clothes, furniture, sporting 

goods, home improvement products, luggage, consumer electronics and other homeware 

Shared Consumables Providing access to goods characterised through one-time use, for example, food or personal care 

products (e.g. perfume, haircare products, fingernail polish) that cannot be shared again after use 

Shared Resources Providing access to cooperative energy, excess heat, and other municipal or industrial effluent 

Intellectual Property Open Source Open intellectual property, available without limitations 

Communal Open intellectual property, but limited to those using the platform 

Proprietary Protected intellectual property, as stated in terms and conditions 

Governance Model Cooperative User involvement drives all governance, as they are involved in, or even leading, the decision-making 

pro- cess. This governance model describes what are often called platform cooperatives. 

Collaborative Increased involvement of users in the decision-making process. While commercial orientation is likely, 

other value orien- tations may prevail. This governance model may also impact other business model 

choices, for example, transparency of intellectual property and pricing mechanisms. 

Corporate Mirrors existing management practices primarily driven by profit-seeking behaviour. Decision-making 

rests with the platform, responding to market pressures, with limited input from users. This governance 

model is more likely to be associated with more formal technology, proprietary in nature, and more 

commercial value orientation . 

Price Discovery Free Allow users free access to the platform and its primary offering, using additional sources to generate 

revenue (e.g. donation, crowdsourcing, advertising) 

Pay What You Can The resource user offers to pay to access an asset provided by the resource owner. 

Negotiation / Bargaining The price may be negotiated and agreed upon between the resource owner and resource user, which 

may or may not involve the platform. 

Auction Resource users bid to access a shared asset, with the highest bid winning. 

Bartering Allow users to exchange non-monetary compensation for a product or service 

Set by Resource User In a multi-sided market, the resource user set the price of the exchange 

Set by Resource Owner In a multi-sided market, the resource owner set the price of the exchange 

Set by Platform The price is set by the platform. 

Key Value Proposition [Qualitative Statement] Reduction of transaction costs in sharing 

Mediating Interface Smartphone App Users access the platform via a smartphone app. 

Website Users access the platform via a website. 

Third-Party App or 

Integration 

Users access the marketplace via a third-party application (e.g. Facebook) or integration into the 

platform website. 

Other Open to alternative pathways to access the marketplace / platform. 

Venue for Interaction Offline The users interact offline, having learned about the market via social media, website, etc. 

Hybrid The users interact both online and offline, typically making connection via a digital platform and 

meeting in person during the exchange. 

Online The users interact online, making connection via a digital platform and discussing the exchange online, 

without needing to meet in person (e.g. keypad, keyless entry, shipping) 

None There is no venue for interaction in the case of B2C models, which does not operate as a two-sided 

market. 

Review System Resource Owner 

Reviews 

The platform allows for reviews of the resource owner, which are displayed to the resource user. 

Resource User Reviews The platform allows for reviews of the resource user, which are displayed to the resource owner. 

Platform Reviews The platform provides a mechanism to provide feedback, which is made publicly available. 

None The platform offers to review system. 

Geographical Scale Existing Community Platform operates among a group of people possessing something in common (e.g. neighbourhood, 

school) 

Local Platform operates within a city or district. 

Regional Platform operates within a provincial or regional area within a nation. 

National Platform operates within a country. 

International Platform operates internationally, in multiple locations. 

Nodes Platform operates with fragmented diffusion geographically, driven by interested actors wanting to start 

operations in their own contexts 

Value Orientation Societal / Public Sees platforms motivated by more normative beliefs of how things should be, potentially returning to 

simpler and more meaningful exchanges. 

Social Sees social enterprises largely motivated by the social cohesion and social bonding that may take place 

between those that share. (more granular – on an individual level – compared to societal value] 

Environmental Sees platforms prioritise environmental sustainability and sustainable consumption practices. 

Commercial Sees platforms prioritise economic value as the primary motivation for existence. 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table A4 ( continued ) 

Business Model 

Attribute 

Configuration Options Description 

Revenue Streams None Sharing platform is volunteer-run with no sources of revenue 

Transaction Fee One-time charge to users each time the good or service is accessed 

Commission A percentage fee charged to either side of the market, similar to a service fee (e.g. 15% of the price) 

Subscription Fee Recurring cost to users for access to goods or services 

Membership Recurring cost to users for access to the platform 

Advertisements hosting advertisements on your website or targeting users with paid advertisements (e.g. google ads) 

Data Mining using or selling user data to target additional advertisements/sales 

Sponsorship external individuals or businesses providing financial resources in exchange for advertisements or 

naming rights 

Donations external individuals or businesses providing financial resources for nothing in exchange (maybe with the 

exception of a pen, t-shirt, mention in newsletter, etc.) 

Public Project Funding grant money received as a result of a successful funding proposal 

Private Project Funding Venture capital, private investment, equity, etc. 

Fines or Fees for example, fines for damage or late fees 

Lead Generation users are steered towards other services, which provide additional revenue. This may include services 

offered by the platform (e.g. buying a product, with mark-up), or additional services offered by another 

entity, which pays the sharing platform a small fee for leads generated 

Usage Rates variable fee per transaction, based on duration and frequency of access to the shared resource (e.g. €5 / 
day or €7 / 2 days, access to shared resource 4 times in a month) 

Convenience Fee a percentage fee, to cover operating costs associated with managing the platform (e.g. 1.5% of the price) 

Promotions a service or shared resource beyond the traditional offering, which is available for a limited time, 

designed to grow the number of users on the platform 

Buy-Out revenue generated from the sale of shared resources (e.g. a dress that a user purchases after renting the 

dress and liking it) 

Credits, Tokens, or 

Digital Currency 

revenue generated from users purchasing credits, tokens, or some other digital currency, which can only 

be used on their platform to access shared resources 

Additional Services Platform offers extra or additional services beyond their primary offering, typically for a higher margin, 

for example, user alerts when resource becomes available, consulting with business or government, 

among others 

Service Retainer Users or organisational partners pay a fee to provide a service, often to an existing community (e.g. 

university or corporate partners pay to make available a carsharing service to their community). 

Verification Charge a fee to verify a user’s identity, thus increasing trust on the platform. 

Franchise Allow franchisees to licence the business concept – including training, branding, technical infrastructure 

– for a recurring fee and/or revenue sharing. 

Revenue Sharing When operating as nodes or franchisees, revenue is shared with the central organisation and/or each 

other to support operating costs. 

Ownership Share Users pay a fee, in return gaining access to a share of a collective good (e.g. renewable energy 

infrastructure). 

Registration Fee A fee charged to users only once, to register on the platform and gain access to its offerings. 

Pricing Mechanisms None No revenue streams influenced by the market. 

Static Pricing Describes the process of a platform setting a fixed price based on market conditions, which change 

infrequently and in a stepwise manner. 

Dynamic Pricing Describes real-time data on supply and demand to adjust the price (e.g. surge pricing). 

Differential Pricing Describes offering the same product to users at different prices, based on the market and user 

characteristics or behaviour 

Price Discrimination None The platform does not influence the price based on characteristics of the product or market. 

Feature-Based Describes price differences due to features of the platform or features of the product. Some users may 

pay to access certain aspects of the platform (e.g. user forum or training), and some users may pay to 

access products with better features (e.g. professional version). 

Location-Based Describes price differences due to the location of the product or market. The product may be 

geographically distant, which may increase the price. Moreover, features of the market location (e.g. San 

Francisco) may demand higher prices. 

Quantity-Based Describe pricing differences based on the number of goods a resource owner has available on a platform 

or the number of items a resource user is accessing at any given time. 

User-Based Describes price differences based on characteristics of the user using the product that influences its cost 

(e.g. age) 

Access-Based Describes changes in the price of the product or service based on the duration of use, for example, a 

carsharing platform offering a variable price per hour, not exceeding a flat price per day. 

Market Share-Based Describes variable pricing based on the number of customers the platform services. 

Revenue Source None The platform does not collect any revenues. 

Volunteer The platform relies on the time of volunteers to support their operations. 

Other The platform receives donations from the broader community, for example, via crowdfunding. 

Resource Owner The platform charges a fee to the resource owner, on the supply-side of the market 

Resource User The platform charges a fee to the resource user, on the demand-side of the market 

3rd-Party The platform receives revenue from actors outside of the exchange, for example, advertisers, buyers of 

data, sponsors, or funding bodies. 

Sustainability 

Performance 

Operates as a platform leverages technology to facilitate a two- or multi-sided market between a resource owner and resource 

user 

Leverages idling 

capacity of an existing 

stock of goods 

Delimit sharing of under-utilised assets to an existing stock of goods. This increases the intensity of use 

and extends lifetimes of products that have already been produced. 

Possesses 

non-pecuniary 

motivation for 

ownership 

Platforms must not purchase new goods for the purpose of facilitating sharing. 

Facilitates temporary 

access over ownership 

Access is widely stated as a key condition of SEBMs, thereby excluding business models that facilitate 

transfer of ownership by bartering, swapping, gifting, buying second-hand or through redistribution 

markets. 
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Fig. A1. Cluster plots. 
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Abstract

(1) Background
Research and user experience suggests both positive and negative social impacts resulting

from practices in the sharing economy: social cohesion vs. gentrification; inclusiveness vs.

discrimination; flexible employment vs. exploitation. However, as yet, there is no framework

for understanding or assessing these social impacts holistically.

(2) Objective
We aim to improve understanding of the social impacts of sharing platforms and develop a

systematic framework to assess these impacts.

(3) Methods
We conduct a narrative literature review and stakeholder workshop, integrating insights to

produce a systematic social impact assessment framework and a practice-oriented tool.

(4) Results
We identify four social aspects—trust, empowerment, social justice, and inclusivity—and

eighteen indicators that make up the framework. We describe each indicator and its rele-

vance to the sharing economy as well as suggest measurable variables in the form of a prac-

tice-oriented tool.

(5) Conclusions
The framework and tool are the first holistic method for assessing social impact in the shar-

ing economy, which may inform researchers, sharing platforms, regulators, investors, and
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citizens to mitigate adverse social impacts while enhancing the overall net social value of

the sharing economy.

Introduction
The sharing economy is said to embody values of openness, trust, empowerment, and a sense

of collectivism. Proponents claim that the sharing economy empowers people, creates trust

among strangers, builds social capital, and promotes social cohesion [1]. However, there is a

spectrum of consumption practices ascribed to the sharing economy that generate conflicting

social impacts, e.g. “true sharing” vs. pseudo-sharing [2, 3]. “True sharing” refers to

“. . .distributing what is ours to others for their use and/or the act and process of receiving or

taking something from others for our use” [4]. Consumption practices most resembling “true

sharing” are better suited to facilitating communal links and socialisation [3], but most prac-

tices attributed to the sharing economy are not considered sharing at all [5]. Instead, other

consumption practices are often conflated under the term “sharing economy”, such as renting,

leasing, borrowing, lending, bartering, swapping, trading, exchanging, gifting, buying second-

hand, and even buying new goods [6]. In addition, practices such as time banking [7], collabo-

rative production (e.g. makerspaces) [8], and the gig economy [9] are also often included

under the banner of the sharing economy.

Research and popular media promote practices attributed to the sharing economy, claiming

these consumption practices have the potential to facilitate more open, inclusive, and demo-

cratic modes of production and consumption [10]. However, the promise of the sharing econ-

omy contrasts with the practices of sharing platforms, which lead to varying experiences

among users and society: inclusiveness vs. discrimination, democratisation vs. social exclusion,

flexible employment vs. exploitation, social cohesion vs. gentrification. Growing empirical evi-

dence and user experiences suggest negative social impacts as a result of the activities of shar-

ing platforms, e.g. Airbnb [11–13], Uber [14–16], and other shared mobility platforms [17].

There is concern that sharing platforms are simply exploiting time and resources of their users

to their detriment [18].

While these paradoxes have been explored by others [8], there is recognition of the growing

need to assess the social impacts of sharing platforms [10]. However, knowledge about social

impacts in the sharing economy remains scarce and fragmented [19]. Most studies tend to

advocate specific perspectives, for example, trust [20, 21] and discrimination [22, 23], while

other studies focus on discussing a range of social impacts emanating from a single sharing

platform such as Airbnb [11] and Uber [14]. This narrow focus results in relatively limited

conceptual transferability across the diversity of sharing economy business models and related

consumption practices. A more holistic framework to assess social impacts of sharing plat-

forms would advance research on the sharing economy, support sharing platforms to under-

stand/prioritise their social impacts, and inform policymakers interested in safeguarding

consumer safety, while promoting the potential societal benefits of the sharing economy.

Assessing social impacts from sharing platforms is difficult. Methods, conceptual frame-

works, or practical tools are lacking [24]; assessing perceived social impacts is often qualitative

and requires value judgements or prioritisation that may be uncomfortable [25]; and, sharing

platforms may be unwilling to collect or share data or may even lack the data (e.g. limited

resources or access to users).
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The aim of this research is three-fold: 1) to improve understanding of the social impacts of

sharing platforms; 2) to develop a systematic framework to assess the social impact of sharing

platforms; and 3) to operationalise the framework by proposing a practice-oriented tool that

will allow sharing platforms to self-assess their social impact, as well as inform other interested

stakeholders. We do so by building our framework around four broad social aspects: trust,

empowerment, inclusivity, and social justice.

The article proceeds by offering background literature introducing the sharing economy,

discussing social impacts of sharing platforms, and providing an overview of existing tools to

assess social impacts. Then, we describe methods employed in this study, including literature

review, stakeholder workshop, and development of our framework. We review the findings

from a stakeholder workshop in Sweden, and consolidate these findings with literature to

develop a systematic framework. A preliminary tool is proposed before we discuss key find-

ings, contributions, and conclusions as well as outline possibilities for future research.

Background literature
The potential of the sharing economy to contribute towards social sustainability has been the

focus of much debate [8, 26, 27]. However, it is difficult to assess social impacts, which advance

or hinder social sustainability. Furthermore, understanding of these concepts in academia

remains contested. Stakeholders—including sharing platforms, managers, regulators, inves-

tors, and citizens—are interested in understanding the social impacts of sharing platforms,

and need clear methods and tools, which overcomes the fuzziness of concepts presented in

academic literature. Therefore, we strive to strike this balance and elaborate on our under-

standing of the sharing economy, the social impacts resulting from its diverse consumption

practices, and its contribution to social sustainability.

The sharing economy

Broadly, the sharing economy is said to facilitate access over ownership by making use of the

idling capacity of goods and services, often leveraging technology to improve the economic

efficiency of sharing [28]. It’s growth in the last decade is described as a response to the 2008

financial crisis and a malfunctioning global financial system [29], where the sharing economy

enables citizens to maintain a decent standard of living [30] through greater access to goods

and services [31]. At the same time, advancements in information and communication tech-

nology (ICT) have reduced transaction costs associated with sharing among strangers, leading

to increased levels of supply and demand and platforms benefiting from economies of scale.

Transaction costs are understood by economists as the total costs (monetary and non-mone-

tary) associated with making any economic transaction, including time and resources needed

to access the market, to facilitate suitable offers, and to organise contracts or transactions [32].

Platforms in the sharing economy rely on technology and algorithms to match users, facilitate

ratings and reviews, process payments, among other activities, thereby increasing the extent

and ease of information exchange between the involved parties [33].

On the basis of a systematic literature review [28], we define the sharing economy as “. . .a

socio-economic system that leverages technology to mediate two-sided markets, which facili-

tate temporary access to goods that are under-utilised, tangible, and rivalrous” [6]. We con-

sider the system of actors involved in the sharing economy to include sharing platforms, their

users, and society. We use the term user to include the actors involved in the two-sided market.

The actor on the supply-side of the market, we call the resource owner; the actor on the

demand-side of the market, we call the resource user [6]. We define society to include citizens
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broadly as well as municipal representatives, media, academia, civil society, business associa-

tions, and other interested actors.

We focus our attention on sharing platforms as the mediator of the consumption practice,

which facilitates social value creation. Sharing platforms connect a resource owner (the plat-

form user providing access to a good they own) to a resource user (the platform user accessing

a good that someone else owns) in order to facilitate access to under-utilised goods [6]. This

emphasises sharing as a practice, with various impacts (both positive and negative) for the plat-

form, its users, and society.

Yet, Belk [2, 4, 34] suggests that sharing is different from other consumption practices that

extend product lifetime (gifting, second-hand, commodity exchange) because there is not nec-

essarily the need for reciprocity or compensation. As such, depending on the user’s motiva-

tion, interactions may range from transactional (e.g. renting) to prosocial (e.g. sharing),

indicating that the motivation among users affects the outcome (i.e. social impact) of sharing

via a platform. Bucher, Fieseler & Lutz [35] demonstrate that non-commercial users are more

likely to hold moral and social-hedonic motives, unlike commercial users. Sharing platforms

that operate as cooperatives, i.e. platforms owned and operated by its users, are more likely to

realise positive social impact [36, 37]. Therefore, the design of the sharing platforms, user

motivations, and subsequent consumption practices are important when considering the

social impacts resulting from sharing [38]. It is from this point of departure that we develop a

framework and practice-oriented tool to assess the social impact of sharing platforms.

Social impacts of sharing platforms

The social impacts of sharing platforms are diverse and complex, subject to differing under-

standings and priorities based on the actors involved in sharing [38]. For example, platforms

may advantage some users while disadvantaging others. Meanwhile, the actions of users also

impact each other as well as the platform and its ability to continue to provide services for oth-

ers and broader societal impact. Finally, society at large is impacted when some groups are

included or excluded, exploited for their labour or resources, or gentrified. We seek to capture

this complexity in developing our work around four social aspects—trust, empowerment,

inclusivity, and social justice (Table 1)—which capture many of the positive and negative social

impacts discussed in literature already attributed to the sharing economy.

In relation to these aspects, sharing platforms are said to facilitate positive impacts such as

enhancing social cohesion, increasing trust in communities, empowering individuals, and

increasing social ties among strangers [8]. Trust has been identified as one of the most critical

issues that serves as a “lubricant” in the sharing economy [39, 40]. Participation in sharing

platforms may increase trust in peers [41, 42], in platforms [43], and in technology [44, 45].

Table 1. Definitions of the social aspects considered in this study.

Social Aspect Definition Relevant Literature

Trust Trust is the assured reliance on the character, ability, strength, or honesty of someone or
something.

Hawlitschek et al. (2016, 2018); Huurne et al. (2017);
Mazzella et al. 2016); Parigi & Cook (2015)

Empowerment Empowerment is the action of enabling someone or something, by granting power, privilege,
or authority as well as providing the necessary support, communication, or resources to
motivate and inspire.

Füller et al. (2009); Mäkinen (2016); Pires, Stanton &
Rita (2006)

Inclusivity Inclusivity is the quality of trying to involve many different groups of people in decision-
making and governance, emphasising the need for broader consultation and engagement of
diverse communities, particularly those vulnerable or marginalised.

Ferrari (2016); George, McGahan & Prabhu (2012);
Oxoby (2009)

Social Justice Social justice is the quality of being equitable, impartial, or fair, including the distribution of
benefits, the representation of diverse groups, and the participation of those groups.

Cribb & Gewirt (2003); Eubanks (2012); Gardner,
Holmes & Leitch (2009)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240373.t001
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Studies have examined the role of platforms and their practices to foster trust online [46], and

others have focused on the dichotomy between social inclusion and exclusion [47–49].

Research suggests that sharing platforms provide access to goods and services for people who

could otherwise not afford them, as well as the possibility to generate extra income from one’s

own goods or skills, which has been framed as increasing inclusion, empowerment, and justice

[49–51]. By connecting with strangers, sharing platforms are argued to increase social interac-

tion between people, fostering social cohesion within local and global communities [52]. This

may also lead to empowerment of marginalised social groups, e.g. women [49]. Some studies

identify improvement of urban space through sharing, such as revitalisation of space, reduced

pollution, better connectivity [53–55], as well as cultivating conscious tourists and communi-

ties due to alternative forms of consumption [56, 57].

Recent attention is also turning to the negative impacts of sharing platforms, for example,

discrimination [22, 23], gentrification [58], casualisation of labour [59], and commodification

of relationships [60]. The latest studies on accommodation sharing draw attention to over-

tourism, touristification, and tourism-phobia in cities where conflicts are growing between

tourists and the local population [61–65]. More specifically, the following negative impacts

have been identified for Airbnb: non-civic behaviour, such as noise, vandalism, and violence

[66, 67]; crowding-out of the long-term rental market, resulting in conflicts between resident

Airbnb hosts and non-hosts [11]; increasing housing prices driven by short-term rentals [19,

68]; and overcrowding of cities with mass tourists [62]. As such, gentrification has been identi-

fied as a negative impact of accommodation sharing [58].

Other negative impacts include the exclusion of social groups, e.g. the poor or elderly, who

may not possess the requisite technology or skills to participate [49]. Studies demonstrate that

increased social interaction between strangers may also result in various forms of discrimina-

tion [22, 69–71]. Concern is also growing over data protection and personal privacy among

users of sharing platforms [72]. This is to say nothing about the gig economy, occasionally

included under the banner of the sharing economy, where work is often unstable, informal in

nature, and lacking access to organised labour unions. This often leads to precarious work situ-

ations, without typical work-related securities, benefits, or similar [73, 74].

Whether positive or negative impacts, the distribution of these impacts is not experienced

equally. Early adopters of sharing platforms tend to be younger, educated, more affluent, and

more socially-connected [57, 75, 76]. Sharing platforms can theoretically support lower layers

of society, e.g. democratising consumption and providing greater access to resources otherwise

unattainable. However, there is not yet sufficient evidence that this happens widely, due to

inequities of time, resources, and access to the internet. Additionally, research demonstrates

that sharing platforms adversely affect incumbents [77] and municipalities [78], specifically

around issues including competition, consumer safety, casualisation of labour, and tax avoid-

ance [79, 80].

Social sustainability and social impact assessments

Much like the sharing economy, social sustainability is a concept taken for granted by numer-

ous disciplines [81]. Social sustainability is described as a multi-dimensional concept focusing

on the shared social goals of sustainable development [81, 82]. These goals often relate to per-

sonal well-being as well as meaningful interactions with others [83]. While there is no consen-

sus on specific outcomes, literature does provide overlapping concepts relevant to social

sustainability, for example, social capital, social cohesion, social inclusion, and social justice

[81]. Due to the fluidity of concepts and the challenges associated with prioritising outcomes
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contributing to social sustainability, we take inspiration from social impact assessments

(SIAs), as elaborated by Assefa & Frostell et al. [83].

SIA is “. . .the processes of analysing, monitoring, and managing intended and unintended

social consequences”, which includes both positive and negative impacts resulting from a focal

intervention [81]. Within the field of SIA, these social impacts describe changes to a person or

people’s way of life, culture, community, political system, environment, health and wellbeing,

personal and private property rights, as well as fear and aspirations [83, 84]. In this study, we

depart from this understanding to assess the social impacts of sharing platforms as a proxy for

contributing to social sustainability.

A number of tools have been developed to assess social impact broadly. For example, the

International Guidelines and Principles for Social Impact Assessment describe processes for

evaluation of the intended and unintended social consequences of policies, programmes,

plans, and projects [84]. The International Standards Organization (ISO) has developed the

standard ISO 26000 that provides guidance on social responsibility [85]. The standard classi-

fies social aspects into seven themes—human rights, labour practices, the environment, fair

operating practices, consumer issues, community involvement, and development [85]. In

recent decades, increased effort has focused on processes to develop social indicators [86] and

procedures to measure social impact [87]. Social impact is becoming an integral part of sus-

tainability assessments among global organisations such as the ISO [85], United Nations

Global Compact [88], Global Reporting Initiative [89], and the Organisation for Economic

Co-operation and Development [90].

Across these approaches, there are numerous ways to classify social impacts among a range

of categories, comprising qualitative indicators, classifications, and assessment criteria as well

as some quantitative indicators. They have usually been developed for organisations or activi-

ties with relatively formal structures, while sharing platforms also comprise informal initia-

tives, activities, and networks. In contrast, research on assessing the social impacts of sharing

platforms tends to focus on specific social impacts, e.g. trust [20, 21] and discrimination [22,

23], or may address social impact from one particular practice, e.g. food sharing [24]. How-

ever, this often results in a limited number of considered social impacts and relevant indica-

tors, leaving many social impacts unaccounted. for, so are less beyond food sharing.

To date, there is no systematic framework to assess the social impact suitable for the wide

diversity of sharing platforms and practices, with the exception of a recent study by Laukkanen

& Tura [91]. They developed a general framework that classifies social aspects of sharing econ-

omy business models into five categories: safeguarding health and safety; respecting laws, regu-

lations, and rights; respecting employee, stakeholder and individual rights; ethical principles;

and no harmful social impacts and increasing social well-being [91]. The framework is rather

general, which could be improved by: 1) increasing the level of granularity and decomposition

of social impacts; and 2) taking into account the perspective of the main actors involved in the

practice of sharing—platforms, resource owners, resource users, and society. While some stud-

ies have explored stakeholders’ views on social sustainability of sharing [11], assessment of

social impact from their perspective has rarely been addressed.

While there is a large body of extant knowledge on assessing social impacts, this has not

been tailored to sharing platforms, resulting in varied understandings of their impact as well as

fractured approaches to assessing their social impact. It is clear that their social impacts vary

across shared practices (e.g. space, mobility, goods, consumables, resources) as well as platform

types (e.g. peer-to-peer, business-to-business, business-to-peer, and crowd/cooperative) [6].

There is a need to develop a systematic framework as well as tools for assessing social impacts

of sharing platforms. There is also a need to elaborate specific measurable variables for each

stakeholder group participating in and/or impacted by sharing platforms. Such a framework
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must be context-specific to the sharing economy, while adaptable to shared practices, platform

types, and the broad range of stakeholders involved in and affected by the sharing economy.

Methodology
We draw on both literature and empirical data to develop the systematic framework and sub-

sequent tool, applying a multi-step methodology (Fig 1). We conducted a preliminary litera-

ture review in order to understand the current discourse on social impacts of sharing

platforms and business models more broadly (Step 1). A stakeholder workshop was then held,

to gain an impression of the broad perspectives on social impact in the sharing economy (Step

2). The data from the stakeholder workshop was analysed and refined in a series of workshops

by the authors, complemented by a subsequent narrative literature review of social sustainabil-

ity impacts of sharing platforms (Step 3). Based on the analysed data, a social sustainability

assessment framework was developed (Step 4) and operationalised in the form of a practice-

oriented tool (Step 5).

Step one: Preliminary literature review

The purpose of the preliminary literature review was to get a broad overview of the social

impacts of sharing platforms, which informed a discussion on social sustainability aspects and

indicators during a stakeholder workshop. We describe aspects as social values that can be

influenced by the sharing platforms and indicators as measurable criteria to approximate social

Fig 1. Multi-step methodology to develop and operationalise framework.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240373.g001
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impact. Our preliminary review began in the autumn of 2018 with 36 relevant articles from the

database of sharing economy literature, collated by Laurenti et al. [92]. The abstracts and key-

words of these articles were analysed to identify common terms used to indicate, describe, or

measure social impacts. Twenty-five keywords were identified and used in a subsequent online

database search using Scopus, in combination with "sharing economy" OR "collaborative econ-

omy" search strings. This search resulted in 42 additional articles, and the same process of key-

word identification was repeated. An additional 25 keywords were identified, resulting in a

total of 50 keywords used to indicate, describe, or measure social impacts of the sharing econ-

omy (S1 Appendix).

These 50 keywords were structured thematically based on patterns in the data, resulting in

several broad social sustainability aspects (S2 Appendix). However, some of these aspects were

found to be interrelated and overlapping, i.e. the same social impact could be related to multi-

ple social aspects. We merged overlapping concepts to arrive at four social aspects—empower-

ment, trust, inclusivity, and social justice. Based on the literature, we defined these aspects in

order to (1) clarify their relevance for assessing social impacts of sharing platforms, and (2)

identify the distinct and least overlapping social impacts. The results from our preliminary lit-

erature review informed our preparation for the stakeholder workshop.

Step two: Stakeholder workshop

The stakeholder workshop took place at the Swedish National Laboratory on Sustainable Life-

styles in November 2018 in Kalmar, Sweden. The purpose of the workshop was to obtain feed-

back on the social aspects identified in the literature review and to co-create measurable

indicators to assess social impacts in relation to each aspect. Thirty-five participants attended

the workshop voluntarily during parallel sessions, based on interest. Previously, we had deter-

mined that our study did not meet the standard set by the Swedish Ethical Review Act (SFS

2008:192)–namely, Section 3 and Section 4, pertaining to applicability—requiring prior ethical

approval of research involving humans. We did not collect or store any sensitive personal data,

nor did we subject research participants to any physical intervention or risk of physical or

mental injury. Data has been anonymised and aggregated, to avoid the identification of

research participants.

Workshop participants were divided into 9 groups, based on their respective stakeholder

categories. Five stakeholder categories were represented—companies, special interests, cities,

public authorities, and academia. We broadly defined these stakeholder categories: ‘compa-

nies’ include sharing platforms, incumbents, and other formal or informal organisations; ‘spe-

cial interests’ were industry associations, consumer organisations, and non-governmental

organisations; ‘cities’ were individuals associated with any municipal government; ‘public

authorities’ were national or regional agencies; and ‘academia’ was researchers or students.

Participants were asked to consider both their role corresponding to their stakeholder category

as well as a private citizen and/or user of sharing platforms.

The definitions of the four social aspects identified during the preliminary literature review

were introduced to the participants and contextualised in relation to the sharing economy (S3

Appendix). An introductory explanation was given about what is an indicator and how it may

be operationalised to measure social impact of sharing platforms. This brief introduction

sought to clarify the aim of the workshop and stimulate discussions among the groups. Partici-

pants were then asked to collaborate within their groups on the following tasks:

1. Define these social aspects from the perspectives of their stakeholder group;

2. Suggest measurable indicators for each of the respective aspects.
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Three workshop facilitators answered questions from participants regarding the tasks, but

did not actively engage in the discussions. At the end of the workshop, participants were asked

to rank the aspects by importance, balancing their stakeholder perspective and their perceived

ease in measuring them. Then, participants were asked to record their final group responses in

a worksheet that they submitted at the end of the workshop. Finally, the data was structured to

summarise stakeholder insights relevant to the framework.

Step three: Narrative literature review

Triangulated with the structured data from the stakeholder workshop, a subsequent narrative

literature review [93, 94] supported our efforts to identify, describe, and operationalise social

indicators. This approach is exploratory and less rigorous than a systematic literature review,

but appropriate in this case when researchers had pre-existing knowledge in the subject area

and literature on the subject was insufficient [94]. Our review also builds upon the preliminary

literature review and the work by co-authors Kessler and Singh et al. [92].

The review was conducted in March 2020. Using the Scopus database, an initial search

[“sharing economy” AND “social impacts”] was limited to title, abstract, and keywords, which

resulted in 22 documents, comprising articles, conference papers, and book chapters. The

abstracts were analysed, but none of the articles were found to be particularly relevant to devel-

oping a framework to assess social sustainability of sharing platforms. A second search [“shar-

ing economy” AND “social impacts”] was expanded to consider the entire content of each

document, resulting in 133 documents. The title, abstract, and keywords were reviewed and 41

documents were found relevant.

A complementary search identified literature that described or performed social sustain-

ability assessment in the sharing economy using the query: TITLE-ABS-KEY ("sharing econ-

omy") AND ALL ("social sustainability") AND ALL (assessment OR evaluation OR tool OR

framework OR indicators). This resulted in 35 documents that were reviewed, which added a

further six documents to our final sample.

A final search used the query: ALL ("sharing economy") AND ALL ("social impact assess-

ment") OR ALL ("social impacts") OR ALL ("social sustainability"). This produced 240 docu-

ments that were reviewed, resulting in 15 documents added to our final sample. Of those

additional documents, only two suggested indicators or tools for measuring social impacts of

the sharing economy: Laukkanen and Tura [91] and Mackenzie and Davies [24]. In total, 62

articles (41, 6, and 15 documents, from each search respectively) comprised the final sample

from the database search.

Step four: Data analysis and framework development

To develop our framework, we created a series of prototypes, which abductively incorporated

literature and stakeholder feedback. The first prototype was informed by the preliminary liter-

ature review, which focused on four aspects of social sustainability. These four aspects were

presented at the stakeholder workshop, from which the input was collected as data. This data

was analysed using a constructivist grounded theory approach, which considers how and why

participants construct meaning [95, 96]. This approach was chosen to consider the various

stakeholder perspectives, which we mirror in our preliminary tool considering the sharing

platform, resource owners, resource users, and society. Following the approach described by

Kenny & Fourie [96], one researcher prepared the initial coding, seeking to develop relevant

indicators and measurable variables. Two researchers then engaged in refocused coding in a

series of three workshops, where the coding was refined and operationalised.
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During these workshops, insights from literature also informed our coding. NVivo was

used to support the subsequent coding of literature into categories, combined with data from

stakeholders. Literature also informed our description of each indicator in relation to the shar-

ing economy. The resulting analysis arrived at a final prototype of the framework to assess

social sustainability of sharing platforms, considering a stakeholder perspective.

Step five: Operationalising the framework

To operationalise our framework, we sought to validate and test the framework, resulting in a

practice-oriented tool. First, we presented early prototypes of the framework to researchers

and practitioners at the 6th International Workshop on the Sharing Economy (27–29 June,

2019) and the Nordic Sharing Cities Summit (10–11 October, 2019). Solicited feedback at

these events informed the final prototype of the framework. We also collaborated with a shar-

ing platform called FLOOW2, based in the Netherlands, to test and adapt our framework to

their context. FLOOW2 works with clients to design and implement a sharing platform within

a business or industry, for example, within hospitals, schools, and construction companies.

We interviewed representatives from the platform and co-developed a user and citizen survey.

Based on our collaboration and the exercise of adapting our framework to their context, we

found that a more specific tool with measurable variables would be needed to support the

assessment of social impacts.

Based on stakeholder perspectives, literature, feedback, and experience, we developed a

practice-oriented tool to assess the social impact of sharing platforms. The tool provides poten-

tial measurable variables and sources of data for each indicator and all actors involved in or

impacted by the sharing practice, e.g. sharing platform, resource owner, resource user, and

society.

Stakeholder insights
Data collected at the stakeholder workshop provides insights into the divergent perspectives

among stakeholders regarding importance or priority of the various social aspects of sustain-

ability. Five stakeholder categories—companies, special interests, cities, public authorities, and

academia—were divided into nine groups during the workshop (Table 2). Their tasks were to

define and/or expand the social aspects presented for discussion, propose measurable indica-

tors, and rank the aspects based on their perceived level of importance.

First, the groups elaborated the descriptions for each social sustainability aspect—trust,

empowerment, inclusivity, and social justice—based on their own experiences and perspec-

tives. The mode of data collection allowed us to analyse the descriptions according to

Table 2. Workshop groups and corresponding stakeholder categories.

Group Stakeholder Category

Group 1 Companies

Group 2 Special Interests

Group 3 Special Interests

Group 4 Cities

Group 5 Cities

Group 6 Cities

Group 7 Public Authorities

Group 8 Public Authorities

Group 9 Academia

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240373.t002
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stakeholder category. Stakeholders suggest trust is something that must be earned and main-

tained, and that can be lost quickly in the face of scandal or lack of transparency (Cities).
Transparency is an important factor in building trust (Cities), through compliance with stan-

dards and certifications (Public Authorities) and available data regarding positive and negative
impacts (Special Interests). Trust is based on mutual integrity between users and the platform

(Company; Public Authorities). Mutual trust is best achieved without direct interventions by

the platform (Special Interests) and may lead to more robust levels of economic stability (Public
Authorities) and improved trust in society, technology, and digital platforms (Cities).

Stakeholders described empowerment as a feeling of being a part of something bigger than

oneself (Company), users feel they have a voice and sense of ownership (Special Interest) as
well as the ability to influence the governance of the platform (Special Interest; Cities; Acade-
mia). Participation in processes of governance is an important aspect of empowerment (Cities;
Academia), and platforms must be willing to share knowledge and skills (Special Interest). On
a broader level, inclusive participation in a sharing platform can empower people to feel that

they can shape the city and shift power from public and commercial interests to civil society

(Cities). In this way, users, platforms, and society have changing roles and responsibilities for

investment, maintenance, and disposal of shared resources (Special Interests).
Stakeholders described social justice as acknowledging the unfairness and inequitable struc-

tures in society by creating a safe space for different groups to participate in the platform based

on their needs (Cities). Processes that prevent judgement, bias, and discrimination and respect

privacy and personal data must be made fairer (Companies; Special Interests; Public Authori-
ties). With greater availability, sharing should and can be part of creating a more equal society

(Public Authorities).
Stakeholders related inclusivity to social justice. The groups described inclusivity as equal

participation in decision-making (Companies), where everyone can join and share in the bene-

fits of the platform (Special Interests; Public Authority). This requires platforms to actively

reach out to all groups, regardless of whether they are using the service (Cities) including mar-

ginalised groups who do not normally feel included or involved (Special Interests). Accessibil-
ity is important, to foster inclusivity as well as friendliness and welcoming communication

(Cities). Ideally, all people regardless of race, ethnicity, gender identity, sexual orientation, dis-
ability, religion, or age (Cities) should be welcome (Public Authorities), visible, and included in

the activities of the platform (Companies).
Next, the workshop groups suggested measurable indicators based on their experience and

priorities. The nine groups proposed 37 indicators across the four aspects presented and dis-

cussed at the workshop (Table 3). Stakeholders reported difficulty in proposing indicators due

to the perceived challenges of measuring data or accessing data from platforms, their users,

and society. While the indicators were suggested for specific social aspects, we see potential

overlap that must be considered in the development of our assessment framework and tool.

Trust had by far the highest number of proposed indicators (18), and social justice the lowest

(4).

The number of indicators proposed by the workshop groups reflects the overall rank of

social sustainability aspects. As a final task, workshop groups were asked to rank the aspects

based on their experience and priorities as stakeholders (Table 4). Groups provided the same

ranking for aspects when there was no clear priority among the members of the group. Due to

time constraints, the final ranking was only received from 6 of the 9 groups. Trust was ranked

highest (and had the highest number of proposed indicators) followed closely by empower-

ment. Social justice was ranked third with inclusivity being the lowest ranked social sustain-

ability aspect. The task of ranking exemplifies how different stakeholders prioritise different
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aspects, and does not inform the significance or weight of any aspects or indicators presented

in our framework.

Social sustainability framework
Integrating literature and stakeholder perspectives collected in the workshop, we developed a

framework to assess the social impact of sharing platforms (Fig 2). The framework presents

eighteen indicators across four social aspects: trust, empowerment, social justice, and

Table 3. Proposed indicators by stakeholders.

Social Aspect Proposed Indicators / Measurable Variables

Trust • Presence of a review system

• Evaluation of the review systems by third party

• Number of reviews in relation to number of transactions

• Availability of users’ information

• Transparency of platform communication (contact us, problem solving)

• Transparency in access to information (governance)

• Transparency about environmental, social, and economic impacts

• Measure extent to which rules are followed by users; codes of conduct

• Number of users/times resource is shared (as a proxy)

• Extent to which experiences/resources match the provided information

• Number of resources that are lost, disappeared, or broken

• Perceived safety over the platform

• Returning customers, platform reviews/reputation/complaints

• Presence of auditing system (national/international)

• Sharing data with local, regional, national governments

• Concrete measures that address problems seriously

• Degree of profit motive

• Customer satisfaction

Empowerment • Amount of additional earnings

• Number of people using the service (as a proxy)

• Extent of participation/engagement in the platform (as a proxy)

• Acquired knowledge/skills

• Access to new forums and resources

• Perceived access/control/influence of platform, sense of ownership

• Number of platform initiatives fostering empowerment

• Demonstrable examples of how users contribute/are heard

• Type and extent of participation in governance

• Level of active participation in governance

Social Justice • Reduced reliance on social support

• Representation of different socio-economic groups and under-represented groups in decision-
making

• Mechanisms for sharing profit/benefits among the users

• Accessibility (e.g. language, contact us, flexible opening hours)

Inclusivity • Inclusion of different socio-economic and under-represented groups of people in decision-
making

• Possibility of citizens (i.e. non-users) to make suggestions or participate in dialogue

• Number of loans by e.g. age, race, gender, proportional to society

• Propensity to lend things to friends, neighbours, acquaintances

• Criteria/targets by platforms in how to include groups (e.g. targeted communication)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240373.t003
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inclusivity. Each indicator seeks to assess the perceived experience from all stakeholders

impacted by sharing as a practice including sharing platform, resource owner, resource user,

and society.

In developing the framework, the indicators needed to remain abstract enough to be

adapted to the context of the sharing platform and its particular sharing practice, but specific

enough to be operationalised. We present the framework and describe each indicator, and

Table 4. Rank of social sustainability aspects by workshop groups.

Group # Trust Empowerment Social Justice Inclusivity

G1 1 3 2 2

G2 2 1 3 3

G3 2 1 4 3

G5 3 2 1 4

G8 1 4 2 3

G9 2 1 3 3

Average 1.8 2 2.5 3

Final Rank� 1 2 3 4

� Final rank was based on the average, not the frequency, of ranks.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240373.t004

Fig 2. Systematic framework to assess social sustainability of sharing platforms.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240373.g002
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then provide a practice-oriented tool in which we propose measurable variables and corre-

sponding sources of data to assess each indicator.

Trust

We define trust as the belief in something or someone based on its characteristics (e.g. person-

ability, ability, performance, integrity, transparency, achievements, or history). Trust, a scarce

resource, is identified as a key driver of the sharing economy [97, 98] and a key enabler of

transactions in ICT-mediated business models [39, 40]. Trust is particularly important in two-

sided markets [20, 99] in the sharing economy, where the platform facilitates an exchange

between a resource owner and resource user. The sharing economy has been shown to increase

trust between peers [46, 49]. Research distinguishes three types of trust: peer, platform, and

product [20].

In their work on trust in the sharing economy, Hawlitschek et al. [20] explore trust in peers

among a supplying-peer and a consuming-peer in peer-to-peer markets. We expand the defi-

nition of the sharing economy to include any two-sided market, e.g. peer-to-peer, business-to-

business, business-to-peer, and crowd/cooperative [6, 28]. Here, we describe trust among plat-

form users—a resource owner and a resource user. This trust among users is maintained as

long as each has the ability to execute their key activity in co-creating value on the platform

with high integrity and benevolence [20, 100]. These three dimensions—ability, integrity, and

benevolence—are well established for gauging trust online [41, 101]. Ability describes the skills

and competencies of users; integrity is perceived among users by honouring and upholding

their responsibilities and commitments; benevolence considers the actions of users with each

other’s needs in mind. These dimensions are particularly important in facilitating trust among

users, as together they share risks traditionally held by the business in business-to-consumer

transactions [39], including economic loss, damage, theft, legal restrictions, and personal

safety.

Trust in a platform is also established by these three dimensions, which can increase the

likelihood of users continuing patronage on the platform [20, 102]. And, platforms can mani-

fest ability, integrity, and benevolence, depending on their business model choices, e.g. pricing

mechanism, review system, revenue streams, see Curtis & Mont [6]. For example, trust in

Airbnb as a platform is fostered only when the platform has transparent booking and payment

processes, functioning identity verification systems, and adequate data and privacy standards.

Thus, the platform itself takes the pivotal role in establishing and maintaining trust among

users [45]. Finally, trust in a product describes the belief that the product or service will satisfy

the need of the user [20, 103]. As the product is an inanimate object, trust is only fostered

through its ability to fulfil its function in terms of quality, durability, and ease of operation.

Based on the three types of trust and the corresponding dimensions of ability, integrity, and

transparency, we identify several indicators to measure trust of sharing platforms and their

practices: satisfaction, transparency, meaningfulness of a review system and an identity verifi-

cation system, management of personal data, and dispute resolution.

Satisfaction. Satisfaction describes how users perceive matching or fulfilling of offers and

demands [104], reflecting the ability of users and products to do so. In the sharing economy,

this describes the needs of both the resource owner and resource user being fulfilled with mini-

mum effort. In considering peer-to-peer accommodation sharing, Tussyadiah [105] has identi-

fied four significant determinants of satisfaction—enjoyment, economic benefits, amenities,

and sustainability—but acknowledges that determinants of satisfaction are likely to differ

between service offerings and users. Interestingly, Tussyadiah [105] found that improved sus-

tainability outcomes actually detracted from the user’s perception of satisfaction, suggesting
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that the majority of users are not motivated by sustainability when engaged in peer-to-peer

accommodation sharing. Möhlmann [106] has also shown that cost savings, trust, familiarity,

service quality, and utility most significantly influence user satisfaction in the sharing econ-

omy. Users also report satisfaction in new social networks developed via platforms like

TaskRabbit and Couchsurfing [107–109]. Satisfaction is therefore perceived by the user, relat-

ing to their needs and experiences associated with convenience, cost savings, utility, environ-

mental impact, and/or social interactions, among others.

Transparency. Navigating the sharing economy, users and municipal actors are ham-

pered by a lack of transparency among sharing platforms like Airbnb [110, 111]. This challenge

is exacerbated by the use of digital platforms to facilitate sharing, which may lead to deperso-

nalisation, anonymity, and less transparency among users [23]. Transparency measures are

closely tied to trust-generating mechanisms like review systems and identity verification sys-

tems [112]. Transparency describes the level of openness in how sharing platforms govern,

interact with users, and communicate about how they store or process personal sensitive data.

Without platform and user transparency, user safety is jeopardised [112] and the social or

environmental claims made by sharing platforms are meaningless [110]. Therefore, transpar-

ency is something that sharing platforms must practice (e.g. open reporting, data sharing,

communication campaigns) and facilitate among users (e.g. review and identity verification

systems).

Review system. A review or rating system supports transparency and facilitates trust in

users, platforms, and products [36, 112]. Review systems are said to reduce the perceived risk

of receiving inferior service quality or social interaction [113]. These systems seek to incenti-

vise both resource owners and resource users to “create a respectful and accommodating

demeanour during exchanges” [106, 114] and “decrease the interpersonal trust necessary

between [users]” [115]. Review systems also reduce transaction costs normally associated with

seeking recommendations and assessing service quality [116].

While they may facilitate trust, user reviews are largely positive and do little to distinguish

between service quality or social interaction [117, 118]. Positive reviews may reflect perceived

social or cultural capital by some excluding others, for example, based on race, religion, or eco-

nomic status, which may undermine feelings of empowerment and social justice among users

excluded from such interactions [113, 119]. Review systems may also aid discrimination and

racial tension [22]. It is necessary to assess the perceived effectiveness of the review system

among users as well as known or perceived issues regarding its abuse.

Identity verification system. Platforms rely on identity verification to facilitate trust and

ensure safety in the social interactions and exchanges taking place on their platforms [120].

Verification varies across platforms, for example, using pictures, uploading official identifica-

tion documents (e.g. driver’s license, passport), verifying email or telephone numbers, or rely-

ing on existing users to verify the identity of new users. While intended to foster trust and

safety, information about individuals revealed through the verification process—gender, sex-

ual, ethnic, or racial identity—may also lead to issues with safety and discrimination [23]. Fur-

thermore, transparency and management of personal data are essential to ensure this practice

is meaningful for facilitating trust [121].

Management of personal data. One of the latest additions to the literature on social

impacts of the sharing economy is the impacts associated with protection of privacy [72]. A

paradox emerges when personal data is necessary for identity verification to facilitate trust

[120] while, at the same time, commercial sharing platforms extract, store, and monetise per-

sonal data as a source of revenue [10, 30]. Therefore, platforms serve as data controllers and

data processors, and it is solely the responsibility of platforms to manage personal data and

avoid “data spills” from users sharing personal data in reviews or among each other [122].
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Effectively managing the protection of personal data is also a matter of legal responsibility

[122]. Assessing management of personal data requires examining the policies and practices of

platforms as well as understanding the perception among users regarding its efficacy and

transparency.

Dispute resolution. The presence, effectiveness, and fairness of dispute resolution mecha-

nisms may facilitate trust among users. These mechanisms consider problems with compli-

ance, complaints, and user satisfaction [23, 116]. However, sharing platforms commonly rely

on “within-platform” resolution mechanisms, which are often not transparent and lead to

uneven treatment [23]. We expect to see robust and transparent dispute resolution mecha-

nisms to prevent such behaviour.

Empowerment

Empowerment generally describes the users’ perceived power to influence the service offering

and/or decision-making and governance of the platform [123]. In this way, governance refers

to the approach by the platform to involve users in decision-making as well as the exchange of

benefits among them [6, 124], which influences feelings of empowerment. It is also described

as the “. . .enhanced ability to access, understand and share information” [125]. Sharing plat-

forms are said to have an ideological orientation towards empowering their users [8]. Plat-

forms facilitate empowerment by decentralising modes of consumption [10], generating

additional income [114], and providing greater access to goods and services otherwise unat-

tainable via ownership. Technology enhances this ability by providing better networking,

communication, and opportunities for collaboration [126]. This is an example of digital

empowerment [126], which may also increase self-efficacy and the opportunity to learn new

skills [123]. Therefore, empowerment is an important aspect when evaluating sharing plat-

forms [127].

In the sharing economy, resource owners may earn additional or primary income, while

resource users are empowered by accessing goods and services they otherwise could not afford

via ownership. Empowerment has an enabling aspect, offering control to users traditionally

ceded to businesses and suppliers [125].

Empowerment is closely associated with other social aspects such as trust, where users that

feel a sense of empowerment are likely to have more trust in the platform [123, 128]. Empow-

erment is also seen as both a process and an outcome; the former may be influenced by the

practices of the sharing platform and the latter based on the subjective experience of the users

[125]. We propose several indicators to assess empowerment: power to influence, personal

growth, job creation or financial independence, stakeholder collaboration, and user

engagement.

Power to influence. Power to influence describes the users’ perceived ability to affect the

operations of the platform as well as the exchanges and interactions taking place. A more coop-

erative or collaborative governance model may empower users to exert influence in the day-

to-day decision-making of sharing platforms [6]. Reviews or ratings are another mechanism

by which users may influence exchanges and interactions on the platform [12]. While specific

business model choices may empower users to influence operations and exchanges, any assess-

ment requires measuring the users’ perceived power.

Similarly, we extend the power to influence more broadly to society, where stakeholders

outside the platform ecosystem (e.g. neighbourhoods, community groups, city councils) may

also exert power to influence operations and exchanges. Increasing the social sustainability of

sharing platforms must also provide space for societal groups to respond to challenges arising

from their activities (e.g. gentrification, housing affordability, discrimination, casualisation of
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labour, taxes). The openness of sharing platforms to listen and respond to the concerns or

wishes of societal actors is also an important indication of empowerment.

Personal growth. Personal growth reflects opportunity to learn new skills through train-

ing, experience, and social interactions [129]. Interaction among users via sharing platforms

can develop new social and cultural skills [113]. However, sharing platforms can be more

intentional, providing training in the use of the technology, e.g. smartphones, needed before

users can take advantage of the platform and its offerings [130], which increases social justice

and inclusivity. Workshops and experience sharing among users may also provide the oppor-

tunity to learn how to use specific products [131], for example, tools or professional photogra-

phy equipment.

Job creation / financial independence. The sharing economy is said to foster economic

empowerment [55, 132] through job creation, greater income, and increased financial inde-

pendence [49, 133]. Resource owners can earn money by providing access to goods and ser-

vices [114, 134]. Studies are emerging that demonstrate how sharing platforms provide real-

time flexibility to earnings and potentially lead to higher hourly wages [135]. The sharing econ-

omy probably creates more opportunities for employment than it eliminates [116], with users

valuing the flexibility in hours and effort they may choose to engage in the platform [14].

Users can earn money by providing access to shared resources or save money by accessing

shared resources more cheaply than buying new, leading to financial independence and a

sense of empowerment.

However, the perceived job creation and financial independence does not come without

challenges. Because of rebound effects and our complex systems of production and consump-

tion, it is difficult to determine net jobs created or the impact of secondary consumption as a

result of savings in the sharing economy [25, 36, 51, 110]. In times of economic crisis, users

that rely on revenues generated from the sharing economy lack legal protections and employ-

ment contracts compared to traditional employment [14]. Many authors warn that the lack of

regulation and labour unions can also lead to precarious employment and poor working con-

ditions [73, 74]. Any assessment of perceived economic empowerment in the good times must

also be balanced with the potentially devastating personal and societal economic consequences

in the bad times.

Stakeholder collaboration. Stakeholder collaboration is closely tied to other modes of

empowerment such as power to influence, and other social aspects like trust and inclusivity.

We describe stakeholder collaboration as the willingness or openness of sharing platforms to

involve others in the design and implementation of their offering, which can be an important

motivating factor for resource owners, resource users, and societal actors to feel a sense of

empowerment. Collaboration is also an important mechanism to build and maintain reputa-

tion [136]. This is a platform-level indicator, but assessing this indicator can be triangulated

with stakeholders’ perception of their ability to collaborate with sharing platforms.

User engagement. We propose that high levels of user activity and engagement demon-

strate a sense of empowerment in those using the platform. User activity and engagement may

be measured by, for example, the number of transactions, the length of use or membership,

and involvement in governance. This indicator may be related to satisfaction, since users

whose needs are fulfilled are likely to continue to engage with the platform.

Social justice

Some authors argue that the sharing economy contributes to social justice [55, 98, 137], but

more research is needed to operationalise the concept in the context of the sharing economy

and to describe the specific mechanisms that may enhance social justice. The term relates to
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issues of equity, defined by Young [138] as “. . .the morally proper distribution of social bene-

fits and burdens among society’s members”. However, this “distributive paradigm” over-

emphasises access, ignoring the existing institutional and social structures that lead to inequi-

table distribution in the first place [138, 139]. Building on the work by Fraser [140] and Young

[138], Cribb and Gerwen [141] propose the dimensions of social justice—distributive, cultural,

and associational justice—which we complement with the additional indicator of fairness.

Distributive justice. Distributive social justice includes material goods—wealth, income,

resources—and nonmaterial goods—rights, opportunity, power, and dignity [138, 139]. This

indicator is closely associated with other indicators, including personal growth and social

inclusion. To strive for distributive justice, efforts to minimise or completely eliminate exploi-

tation, marginalisation, or deprivation are necessary [140, 141]. Sharing platforms may be

assessed based on their practices to remedy existing inequitable distribution as well as to miti-

gate reinforcing inequitable structures. For example, access to technology ensures users have

the opportunity to access resources on the platform. Business model choices involving gover-

nance (e.g. cooperative) and value orientation (e.g. economic, environmental, social, societal)

also open up for more equitable sharing of economic and noneconomic benefits [6]. However,

evidence and experience show that this is an area in which the sharing economy can improve.

Findings presented by Piracha [23] show that “sharing platforms align with neoliberal

impulses, to roll-back laws and regulations that provide safeguards for sections of society from

economic exploitation and discrimination”.

Cultural justice. Cultural justice promotes the recognition, representation, and tolerance

of different cultures and communities, not limited to ethnic or racial cultures [142]. Fraser

[140] says cultural justice must preclude domination, non-recognition, or disrespect by any

other social or cultural group, often in the majority. Cultural justice is achieved in parallel with

other indicators promoting personal growth and social inclusion. While recognition supports

users from vulnerable or marginalised groups, their representation can also reward organisa-

tions that include these groups in governance, by learning new practices, accessing new mar-

kets, and enhancing the diversity of social interaction among users [141].

In the pursuit of cultural justice, it is important to include representation from groups

when decisions are made in relation to those groups [142]. Cultural awareness is important

when operating in new communities. For example, Boateng et al. [114] states that “. . .the shar-

ing economy, in general, can impact negatively on collective and hospitable societies such as

Ghana. That is, although Uber and the sharing economy, in general, have some social benefits,

they also have some negative social-cultural effects”. The criticism made by Boateng et al.

[114] and Haerewa et al. [143], among others, is that the practice of sharing platforms must

not undermine the cultural practices of the communities in which they operate.

Associational justice. Associational justice—also referred to as participatory justice—

seeks to include marginalised groups in the decision-making processes that impact their expe-

riences [142]. Associational justice is a prerequisite to achieving distributive and cultural jus-

tice, as this requires representation and participation [141]. However, assessing associational

justice is difficult; the presence of participation pathways is not sufficient to overcome the dis-

tributive and cultural injustices entrenched in society [141]. This indicator is closely associated

with power to influence, stakeholder collaboration, and social inclusion, but describes the

equity and fairness in participation on the platform.

Fairness. Common to these three indicators is the perceived fairness of material and non-

material distribution (distributive justice), representation (cultural justice), and participation

(associational justice) among users of the sharing platform. Fairness is a somewhat vague term

and is perceived by the group which is acting or being acted upon. However, it is described as

a social value of sharing platforms that must be achieved to ensure a socially sustainable
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sharing system [144]. The perception of fairness is also important, to influence public accept-

ability of sharing platforms and their activities [145].

Many of the platforms in the sharing economy promote some degree of access, democrati-

sation, openness, inclusivity, and/or equality. However, Schor et al. [8] find significant evi-

dence of “distinguishing practices” based on class and power, which subvert the values of

fairness prescribed by platforms. Therefore, assessing fairness must be balanced between the

stated values of the platform and the perceived fairness among users. One area where this is

most relevant is dispute resolution, when users may perceive the experience as more or less

fair if the mechanism is transparent or just.

Inclusivity

In literature, inclusivity is a vague concept that captures many different social activities such as

inclusion, connectedness, and the quality of interaction. To place this term in context, the

sharing economy is said to foster “inclusive growth” [36, 130, 146], a nebulous term to describe

both the outcome and process that seeks to enfranchise individuals and communities during

economic opportunities [147]. As a process, mechanisms that enable participation, e.g. gover-

nance, ownership, employment, consumption, risk/reward, are important when considering

inclusivity [147]. Inclusion is also interconnected with the other indicators and aspects: trans-

parency, stakeholder collaboration, and associational justice.

Oxoby [148] provides the most convincing description of inclusion and its related concepts,

defining inclusion as a process that provides “equal access to rights and resources” as well as

the elimination of barriers to participation [148]. We propose three broad indicators to assess

inclusivity: social inclusion, social cohesion, and social capital. Again, Oxoby [148] describes

their interconnectedness: social capital describes an individual’s resources (e.g. time, effort,

assets) invested during interaction; social cohesion is the accumulated social capital, a charac-

teristic of the group/economy/society; and social inclusion is the mechanism that increases the

opportunity and desire to invest social capital. In other words, social capital is the flow, social

cohesion is the stock, and social inclusion is the process as well as the outcome. If all these

three elements come together, we can speak of an inclusive sharing economy that can integrate

all its diverse members.

Social capital. According to Portes [149], the first systematic definition of social capital

was provided by Bourdieu [150], who describes social capital as “. . .the aggregate of the actual

or potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less

institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance or recognition”. More recently, social

capital was expanded by Berger-Schmitt [151] to include the interaction and engagement

within social group(s), the quality of social interaction, and the quality of the supported/sup-

porting societal institutions. Components such as willingness to participate, willingness to

cooperate, and sense of belonging are also characteristics of social capital [152–154]. However,

the definition of social capital is said to have been “independently invented at least six times”

during the 20th century [155]. Therefore, similar to Bourdieu [150] and later Oxoby [148], we

define social capital as the stock of an individual’s resources (e.g. time, effort, assets) invested

during interaction, where the accumulation informs the quality of interaction and related

institutions. Investment of social capital requires adequate trust; therefore, trust is also an

important factor in building social capital [148].

By meeting new people, engaging with others, and increasing social interactions, the shar-

ing economy is said to build social capital [51, 106, 156], so interactions between people are

needed [157]. However, beyond stating that the sharing economy may foster social capital, this

is under-examined in literature [120]. Nonetheless, the accumulation of social capital is said to
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provide benefits, including civic engagement, economic prosperity, and improved outcomes

for individuals—e.g. health, happiness, well-being—and society—e.g. institutions, safety, com-

munity [155, 157].

Social cohesion. Social cohesion is a characteristic of a group, economy, or society, gener-

ated by accumulated social capital [148, 158]. The concept describes the cumulative effect of

establishing social ties among people who take part in the practice of sharing. Several studies

identify a strong positive contribution to social capital and social cohesion [105, 108, 115, 120,

159–161]. However, in the case of Airbnb, these ties are only built if the host and guest interact,

e.g. if single rooms are rented out instead of the whole apartment [105]. In addition, the level

of technical involvement has an influence on social interaction, as the effect decreases as tech-

nology becomes more developed [115]. Studies find a relationship between the monetisation

of sharing practices and the development of social ties—the likelihood of building new ties is

greater when the consumption practice is non-profit and local [145, 159]. Similarly, social

belonging has been described in studies on ride-sharing, land-sharing, and peer-to-peer insur-

ance platforms [143, 162–164]. Closely associated with cultural justice, social cohesion can also

describe the accumulation of cultural learning and cosmopolitan capital [120, 161].

However, these positive impacts are not always observed. Several studies also highlight the

missing or negative impact of sharing on social cohesion. Users of Airbnb and Uber often have

little to no interest in social interaction [105, 114, 159, 165]. Accommodation sharing can also

reduce the sense of community within cities [53, 56].

Social inclusion. Social inclusion describes “. . .the extent that individuals, families, and

communities are able to fully participate in society and control their own destinies, taking into

account a variety of factors related to economic resources, employment, health, education,

housing, recreation, culture, and civic engagement” [166]. While literature suggests the sharing

economy may foster social inclusion as an outcome [7, 98, 167], the processes by which this

takes place are underexplored.

Research has highlighted the experiences of social exclusion among users in the form of dis-

crimination or bias based on race, ethnicity, gender identity, sexual orientation, religion, class,

or digital literacy, among others [15, 22, 23, 27, 120]. Studies reveal cases of racial discrimina-

tion [22, 71], digital discrimination [69], and ethnic discrimination [70]. For example, one

study explored the correlation between socio-demographic parameters of tenants and geo-

graphical location of Airbnb listings [111], while another connected the location of free-float-

ing carsharing vehicles to certain demographic groups [168]. Research indicates that

advantaged populations, i.e. white, young, well-educated, and employed, disproportionately

reap the benefits facilitated by sharing platforms [168]. Therefore, while social inclusion is pro-

moted as an outcome of the sharing economy, empirical evidence and individual experience

say otherwise.

Sharing platforms have responded by asserting that users may not decline service to any

other user on the basis of protected class; however, this has been criticised as outsourcing

responsibility to users—instead of the sharing platform—to ensure social inclusion [120]. In

any assessment, we suggest the need to identify the specific mechanisms or practices used by

sharing platforms to promote social inclusion. These likely vary according to business model

and cultural or geographical context. However, Ladegaard [120] suggests making it more diffi-

cult to determine the race, location, or socioeconomic status of users, suggesting that pictures

are not necessary if substituted with a meaningful review system. Platforms have implemented

anti-discrimination training programmes for users and dispute resolution mechanisms to

respond to complaints of discrimination [23]. Any effort to foster a sense of inclusivity must

be balanced with mechanisms to foster trust, empowerment, and user safety on the platform;

more intimate exchanges may require greater information available to users to ensure safety.
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Operationalising the framework
Through the process of testing and validating the framework, we identified the need to opera-

tionalise the framework in the form of a tool. The framework provides a structure to classify,

categorise, and assess the social impacts of sharing platforms. However, to increase relevance

for sharing platforms and other interested actors, we propose a practice-oriented tool that pro-

vides measurable variables for each of the four aspects across the eighteen indicators (Table 5).

We developed the tool based on the above framework, synthesising inputs from literature and

the stakeholder workshop as well as our own contributions. The measurable variables should

be seen as suggested data points to help inform the social sustainability assessment of sharing

platforms.

Prior to using the tool, we suggest defining the purpose for assessing the social sustainability

of a sharing platform. Aspect(s) or indicator(s) could be chosen for prioritisation on the basis

of the purpose or stated values of those using the tool. Then, the sources of data are varied,

often affording the opportunity for triangulation. When using the tool, the level of ambition in

data collection should be matched with the purpose for using the tool. Furthermore, we sug-

gest triangulating data in relation to other social aspects because of overlapping concepts and

cause-effect relationships (Table 6).

Finally, the tool is practice-oriented, intended for use by researchers and practitioners

assessing the social impact of sharing platforms. We suggest the tool may be useful to structure

data, to illuminate hotspots for sharing platforms to focus their activities, to inform regulation

in safeguarding users and society, and to advise investment decisions. However, depending on

the purpose, we suggest that the greater the amount of effort, data, variables, and triangulation,

the more representative the assessment of the social performance of a sharing platform.

We also recommend caution be applied regarding the process of collecting, storing, or com-

municating data on the social impact of a sharing platform: 1) collecting data may risk exclu-

sion; and 2) storing and communicating data may lead to data protection issues. Therefore,

those using the tool must ensure inclusion of all actors impacted by the activities of the plat-

form (a form of cultural justice in itself) and protect data from improper use.

Discussion and conclusions
Our society is facing numerous social challenges stemming from increased inequality [169], a

growing sense of social distance as a result of technology [170], and yet-unknown impacts

from COVID-19. We must respond as individuals, organisations, institutions, and society. In

view of the growing concern about adverse effects of sharing platforms, there is a need to miti-

gate negative social impacts caused by sharing platforms and the practices of their users.

Combining literature and stakeholder perspectives, we develop a systematic framework and

practice-oriented tool assessing social impacts of sharing platforms. The proposed framework

provides an overview of potential social impacts of sharing platforms and their users. It com-

prises four main aspects—trust, empowerment, social justice, and inclusivity—and eighteen

indicators described in detail in relation to the sharing economy. The framework is then

expanded into a practice-oriented tool for researchers and practitioners as a method to assess

social impact of sharing platforms.

Key insights and contributions

Literature and empirical insights suggest numerous adverse social impacts resulting from prac-

tices among sharing platforms and their users. We highlight both the potential positive and

negative social impacts, recognising that any judgement requires an evidence-based assess-

ment. The aim of our research was: 1) to improve understanding of the social impacts of
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Table 5. Practice-oriented social impact tool with measurable variables.

Aspect / Indicator Measuring Variables

Trust Platform Resource Owner Resource User Society

Satisfaction • Mechanism to measure user
satisfaction (IwSP)

• Number of users or frequency of use
(as a proxy) (SPD)

• Number of resources that are lost,
disappeared, or broken (SPD)

• Degree of satisfaction with the
service provided by the platform
(US)

• Degree of satisfaction of the
returned resource (US)

• Degree of satisfaction with the
service provided by the platform
(US)

• Degree of satisfaction of the
provided resource (US)

N/A

Transparency • Certification by an accredited body
(e.g. GRI, B Corp) (IwSP)

• Open data practices, several
examples (IwSP)

• Communication about open data
practices reaching at least 50% of
users (SPD)

• Transparency of platform
communication (contact us, dispute
resolution)

• Transparency in access to
information (governance)

• Transparency about environmental,
social, and economic impacts

• Sharing data with local, regional,
national governments

• Knowledge of open data practices by
platform (Yes/No) (US)

• Perceived level of transparency by
sharing platform (US)

• Perceived level of transparency by
resource user (US)

• Knowledge of open data practices by
platform (Yes/No) (US)

• Perceived level of transparency by
sharing platform (US)

• Perceived level of transparency by
resource owner (US)

• Knowledge of open data practices by
platform (Yes/No) (CS, Iw3)

• Access to data (and environmental,
social, and economic impacts) (Iw3)

Review System • Presence of a review system (IwSP)

• Evaluation of perceived effectiveness
of review system by third party
(IwSP)

• Number of reviews compared to
number of transactions (SPD)

• Perceived meaningfulness of review
system to illustrate:

1. platform service

2. interaction (IwRO, US)

• Perceived meaningfulness of review
system to illustrate:

1. platform service

2. interaction

3. resource quality (IwRU, US)

• Perceived meaningfulness of review
system for:

1. using

2. supporting

3. investing

4. regulating (CS, Iw3)

Identity
Verification

System

• Presence of an identity verification
system

1. pictures

2. ID documents

3. email

4. phone number

5. existing user verification (SPD,
IwSP)

• Perceived meaningfulness of identity
verification system (IwRO, US)

• Perceived meaningfulness of identity
verification system (IwRU, US)

• Perceived meaningfulness of identity
verification system to protect public
safety (Iw3, CS)

Management of
Personal Data

• Mechanisms to protect personal data
(IwSP)

• Communication about how personal
data is collected, processed, stored,
and used by the platform or other
parties (SPD, IwSP)

• Perceived trust in platform to
manage the following in RO’s best
interest: Personal Data; Personal
Identity; Financial Data; Physical
Safety (IwRO, US)

• Perceived trust in platform to
manage the following in RU’s best
interest: Personal Data; Personal
Identity; Financial Data; Physical
Safety (IwRU, US)

• Perceived trust in platform to manage
the following in society’s best interest:
Personal Data; Personal Identity;
Financial Data; Physical Safety (CS)

Dispute Resolution • Presence of codes of conduct, or
similar (SPD)

• Presence of mechanisms to facilitate
efficient dispute resolution SPD)

• Perceived extent rules are followed
by users (IwSP)

• Number of disputes filed (SPD)

• Perceived fairness of dispute
resolution, if applicable (US)

• Perceived fairness of dispute
resolution, if applicable (US)

N/A

Empowerment

Power to Influence • Governance model (SPD, IwSP)

• Willingness to respond to the
concerns of users and societal actors
(IwSP)

• Perceived access/control/power to
influence the operations of the
platform (IwRO, US)

• Perceived sense of contribution,
ownership (IwRO, US)

• Perceived access/control/power to
influence the operations of the
platform (IwRU, US)

• Perceived sense of contribution,
ownership (IwRU, US)

• Perceived openness of platform to
respond to the concerns or wishes of
societal actors (Iw3, CS)

(Continued)
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Table 5. (Continued)

Aspect / Indicator Measuring Variables

Trust Platform Resource Owner Resource User Society

Personal Growth • Presence of initiatives to foster
personal growth (e.g. trainings,
workshops, experience sharing)
(SPD, IwSP)

• Perceived opportunity to learn new
skills through training, experience,
and social interactions (IwRO, US)

• Acquired knowledge and skills (e.g.
managing finances, social media,
communication, marketing,
photography, using tools and
software) (US)

• Perceived opportunity to learn new
skills through training, experience,
and social interactions (IwRU, US)

• Acquired knowledge and skills (e.g.
managing finances, social media,
communication, marketing,
photography, using tools and
software) (US)

N/A

Job Creation /
Financial

Independence

• Financial flows, jobs created (SPD) • Amount of additional earnings (US)

• Perceived change in financial
independence, if any (US)

• Amount of money saved (US)

• Perceived change in financial
independence, if any (US)

• Perceived access to new resources
(IwRU, US)

• Impact on incumbent industries (Iw3,
PD)

• Net jobs created/lost in society (PD)

Stakeholder
Collaboration

• Willingness to involve others in the
design and implementation of the
platform (IwSP)

• Perceived openness of the platform
to collaborate (IwRO, US)

• Perceived openness of the platform
to collaborate (IwRU, US)

• Perceived openness of the platform to
collaborate (Iw3, CS)

User Engagement • Extent of participation or
engagement in governance of the
platform (SPD, IwSP)

• Number of people using the service
(as a proxy) (SPD)

• Length of use / membership (SPD)

• Presence of initiatives fostering
empowerment (e.g. forums,
trainings, events) (SPD)

• Perceived meaningfulness of
platform initiatives fostering
empowerment (e.g. forums,
trainings, events) (IwRO, US)

• Perceived meaningfulness of
platform initiatives fostering
empowerment (e.g. forums,
trainings, events) (IwRU, US)

N/A

Social Justice

Distributive Justice • Mechanisms for distribution of
economic and noneconomic benefits
among users, society (SPD, IwSP)

• Effort to reduce or eliminate
exploitation, marginalisation, or
deprivation (e.g. dispute resolution)
(IwSP)

• Actions to remedy or mitigate
inequitable distribution of material
and nonmaterial goods (e.g. equal
access to goods and services) (IwSP)

• Perceived effectiveness of
mechanisms by the platform to
enable a more equitable distribution
of economic and noneconomic
benefits (US)

• Perceived effectiveness of actions by
the platform to enable a more
equitable distribution of material
and nonmaterial goods (US)

• Perceived effectiveness of
mechanisms by the platform to
enable a more equitable distribution
of economic and noneconomic
benefits (US)

• Perceived effectiveness of actions by
the platform to enable a more
equitable distribution of material
and nonmaterial goods (US)

• Reduced reliance on social support
(PD)

• Perceived effectiveness of mechanisms
by the platform to enable a more
equitable distribution of economic and
noneconomic benefits (US)

• Perceived effort to reduce or eliminate
exploitation, marginalisation, or
deprivation (CS)

Cultural Justice • Representation of different socio-
economic groups and under-
represented groups in decision-
making (IwSP)

• Measure the tolerance of different
cultures & communities among
users (IwSP, SPD)

• Mechanisms to reduce bias and
discrimination among platform, its
users (IwSP)

• Ensure cultural practices of the
community where sharing occurs
are not undermined (IwSP)

• Perceived tolerance, bias, or
discrimination during the course of
sharing (IwRO, US)

• Perceived effectiveness of the
platform to protect cultural practices
of the community where sharing
occurs (US)

• Perceived tolerance, bias, or
discrimination during the course of
sharing (IwRU, US)

• Perceived effectiveness of the
platform to protect cultural practices
of the community where sharing
occurs (US)

• Perceived representation of different
socio-economic groups and under-
represented groups (CS)

Associational
Justice

• Participation pathways that ensure
representation and distribution of
resources (IwSP)

• Accessibility (e.g. language, contact
us, flexible opening hours)

• Perceived effectiveness of
participation pathways, especially
overcoming structural and cultural
injustices (IwRO, US)

• Perceived effectiveness of
participation pathways, especially
overcoming structural and cultural
injustices (IwRU, US)

• Perceived effectiveness of participation
pathways, especially overcoming
structural and cultural injustices (Iw3,
CS, M)

Fairness • Perceived fairness of platform
activities in distribution,
representation, and participation
based on social or cultural class
(IwSP)

• Perceived fairness of platform
activities in distribution,
representation, and participation
based on social or cultural class
(IwRO, US)

• Perceived fairness of platform
activities in distribution,
representation, and participation
based on social or cultural class
(IwRU, US)

• Perceived fairness of platform activities
in distribution, representation, and
participation based on social or cultural
class (Iw3, CS, M)

(Continued)
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sharing platforms; 2) to develop a systematic social sustainability framework to structure

assessment of sharing platforms; and 3) to operationalise the framework by proposing a tool to

support assessment of the social impacts of sharing platforms.

Our work highlights the interrelationship and interconnectedness of platform and user

practices, as well as their subsequent social impacts. The social aspects and indicators pre-

sented in the framework are closely interrelated through intricate cause-effect relationships.

For instance, private earning or savings contribute to empowerment and issues of inclusivity

and social justice. Transparency not only builds trust among stakeholders, but also frames con-

ditions for increased inclusivity and social justice. We explicate these interrelationships in the

framework and the practice-oriented tool. While increasing the complexity of assessing social

impact, the interconnectedness allows for triangulation of data during assessment as well as

the compounding of social benefits if sharing platforms introduce specific mechanisms to

overcome adverse impacts.

We contribute to research on understanding and assessing the social impact of sharing plat-

forms in several ways. Firstly, the framework and subsequent practice-oriented tool is holistic

and comprehensive in its design and operationalisation. Instead of taking a single perspective,

it integrates insights from other studies on trust [20], discrimination [22, 23], social inclusion

[146], for example. By providing detailed descriptions for each indicator, the framework is

more easily operationalised, facilitating assessment of the diverse social impacts systematically

to describe the overall social performance of a sharing platform.

Table 5. (Continued)

Aspect / Indicator Measuring Variables

Trust Platform Resource Owner Resource User Society

Inclusivity

Social Inclusion • Measures to promote the
opportunity to participate in the
activities of the platform (IwSP)

• Mechanisms to safeguard review and
identity verification system from
bias or discrimination among users
(IwSP)

• Anti-discrimination trainings (SPD)

• Dispute resolution mechanisms to
deal with issues of exclusion (IwSP)

• Number of transactions by e.g. age,
race, gender, proportional to society

• Perceived effectiveness of platform
measures to promote the
opportunity to participate in the
activities of the platform (IwRO, US)

• Perceived effectiveness of platform
measures to promote the
opportunity to participate in the
activities of the platform (IwRU, US)

• Perceived effectiveness of platform
measures to promote the opportunity
to participate in the activities of the
platform (Iw3, CS)

• Possibility of citizens (i.e. non-users) to
make suggestions or participate in
dialogue

Social Cohesion • Practices to promote forming of new
relationships (SPD, IwSP)

• Demonstrated awareness of platform
impact on social ties among its users
and community (IwSP)

• Perceived degree of interaction
during the practice of sharing (US)

• Evidence of forming new
relationships (IwRO, US)

• Perceived strength of social ties
within sharing community (IwRO)

• Perceived degree of interaction
during the practice of sharing (US)

• Evidence of forming new
relationships (IwRU, US)

• Perceived strength of social ties
within sharing community (IwRU)

• Perceived impact of platform activities
on the sense of community (Iw3, CS,
M)

Social Capital • Prioritises trust-building
mechanisms to promote interaction
(IwSP)

• Perceived time, effort, resources
invested in sharing on the platform
(IwRO)

• Perceived quality of interactions on
the platform (IwRO, US)

• Improved personal outcomes (e.g.
health, happiness, well-being)
(IwRO, US)

• Perceived time, effort, resources
invested in sharing on the platform
(IwRU)

• Perceived quality of interactions on
the platform (IwRU, US)

• Improved personal outcomes (e.g.
health, happiness, well-being)
(IwRU, US)

• Perceived impact of platform activities
on civic engagement, economic
prosperity, consumer safety, and
societal institutions (e.g. public
transport, media) (Iw3, PD, CS)

Proposed data sources: citizen survey (CS), interview with resource owner (IwRO), interview with resource user (IwRU), interview with sharing platform (IsSP),

interview with society actors (e.g. citizens, investors, regulators, and municipal actors) (Iw3), media (e.g. newspapers, blog posts, social media) (M), public data (PD),

sharing platform data (SPD), user survey (US).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240373.t005
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Additionally, stakeholders participated in defining aspects and indicators of the framework,

prioritising aspects based on their perspectives and experiences. The framework not only

incorporates these views, we also develop a tool for use by many of these same stakeholders.

Finally, the framework provides increased granularity and decomposition of social impacts

relevant to sharing platforms. This is addressed in two ways: the detailed resolution of the

framework and the incorporation of actors’ views in assessing social impact. Our framework

provides detailed descriptions for each of the aspects and indicators, and discusses their rele-

vance to the sharing economy. Our framework and practice-oriented tool also recognise that

the relevance of social indicators varies according to the perspective and experiences of the

actors involved or impacted by sharing platforms. This unique approach enables flexible use of

the framework and tool, depending on the purpose, viewpoints, and priorities of those using

the tool. This flexibility also allows for adaptation across sharing platforms, as there are consid-

erable differences based on, for example, the shared practice (e.g. shared mobility, shared

goods) or platform type (e.g. peer-to-peer).

Implications for research and practice

One of the struggles we faced in developing our framework was the vague concepts used in

research to describe the various social impacts. While some concepts have more or less estab-

lished definitions, e.g. gentrification and discrimination, others lack clear boundaries or are

used interchangeably. Our framework seeks to provide clearer demarcations of these fuzzy

concepts, for example, by describing social capital as the flow, social cohesion as the stock,

and social inclusion as the process. Not only does our framework advance research on

Table 6. Social indicator relationships for triangulation.

Aspect / Indicator Relation to Other Social Aspects

Trust Empowerment Inclusivity Social Justice

Trust

Satisfaction x

Transparency x x

Review System x x x

Identity Verification System x x

Management of Personal Data x x

Dispute Resolution x x

Empowerment

Power to Influence x

Personal Growth x

Job Creation / Financial Independence x

Stakeholder Collaboration x

User Engagement x

Inclusivity

Social Inclusion x x

Social Cohesion x

Social Capital x x

Social Justice

Distributive Justice x x

Cultural Justice x x

Associational Justice x x

Fairness x x

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240373.t006
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understanding and assessing the social impacts of sharing platforms, we hope it also has impli-

cations for how others use these concepts. Our framework may primarily be used by research-

ers to improve understanding of the potential social impacts of sharing platforms and to

structure future assessments. However, researchers will find they must collaborate with plat-

forms, which maintain access to their data, prioritise their own impacts, and adapt their busi-

ness model choices and offerings to enhance social value creation.

Our tool is also intended for use by practitioners—including sharing platforms, govern-

ments, investors, and other interested parties—to structure their assessment or understanding

of the social impact of sharing platforms. However, while many tools have been created by aca-

demia and industry, there is little evidence to suggest these tools are put to use [171]. Research

suggests that these tools are often not adapted to meet the specific needs and expectations of

companies [172, 173], and tools may remain unused because they are too complex, too

demanding of time and resources, or too context specific [172, 174]. Finally, tools that have

not involved key stakeholders in their development may miss key insights detracting from

their relevance [175].

We responded to these common shortcomings when developing the tool. First, we included

stakeholders in the design and description of the aspects and indicators, with their perspectives

represented in the tool. We suggest ways in which the tool can be adapted to the needs and

purposes of those using it, particularly prioritising aspects and indicators. Finally, we sought to

make the tool easier to use than the intricate framework by suggesting measurable variables

and sources of data.

Limitations and future research

Our framework attempts to provide a holistic assessment framework, capturing the breadth of

social impacts, experiences, and practices within the sharing economy. While we seek to bal-

ance granularity, flexibility, and level of detail, we wish to recognise some limitations of our

work in doing so. We recognise that our own perspectives and experiences influence our inter-

pretation of literature and data. By incorporating stakeholder perspectives, we sought to cap-

ture greater insights, but the stakeholder workshop involved primarily Swedish participants

and captured viewpoints of only those able to attend a single event in person. While the stake-

holders included companies, special interests, municipalities, public authorities, and academia,

there was no specific representation of platform users or citizens in general. To address this,

we encouraged participants at the workshop to consider their perspectives as users as well as

citizens. However, we encourage additional testing of our framework and tool in additional

national or cultural contexts with relevant stakeholders. Most likely, the range of social impacts

and assessment techniques will differ drastically according to socio-cultural, economic, tech-

nological, and regulatory contexts. This includes prioritisation of certain social aspects and

indicators over others, which is value-laden and requires explicit transparency when using the

framework. While the framework and tool are intended to be flexible, based on priorities, pur-

poses, and access to data, it is not yet known how this would impact the comparability of

assessment results.

We propose that future research use the framework to compare social impact across these

contexts or business models. For example, studies may compare the social impacts between

shared practices (e.g. shared space, shared mobility, shared goods), platform type (e.g. peer-to-

peer, business-to-consumer), geographical scope (e.g. existing community, local, regional,

national, international) and value orientation (e.g. commercial, environmental, social). The

extent to which, and how, these business model choices affect the type and scale of social
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impacts should be empirically tested. In doing so, particular business model choices may be

exemplified as creating, preserving, undermining, or destroying social value.

We suggest in-depth analyses of several sharing platforms to understand the potential inter-

linkages of impacts and their causalities. This is important, for example, to understand the sub-

sequent impact pathways. In addition, we find that some practices increase social impacts, but

diminish others. For example, review and identity verification systems can increase trust and

safety, but also lead to discrimination based on race, gender, or disability. While the frame-

work and tool are diagnostic, they are not necessarily prognostic; this could be improved by

identifying interlinkages, causalities, and impact pathways.

Our framework seeks to fulfil a stated need by research and practitioners to assess the social

impact of sharing platforms. If we do not systematically measure social impacts of sharing plat-

forms, the positive impacts may be overlooked, as a result of increasing focus on the negative

impacts, leading to reluctance or cynicism towards sharing in general [130, 132, 176]. In addi-

tion, sharing platforms have expressed both the interest and the need to be able to measure

their sustainability impacts [24, 177], to communicate with their users, defend their activities

among regulators, and secure funding from financiers. We hope this framework and practice-

oriented tool may support future research and inspire improved practices to promote a more

positive social impact of sharing platforms.
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a b s t r a c t 

The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted production and consumption patterns across the world and forced

many organisations to respond. However, there is a lack of understanding as to how sharing platforms

have been affected by the pandemic, how they responded to the crisis, and what kinds of long-term im- 

plications the pandemic may have on the sharing economy. This study combined systematic literature

review and qualitative web analysis of 30 mobility, space, and goods sharing platforms of different busi- 

ness models and geographies. An empirically-driven framework of organisational responses to COVID-19

was developed that comprises eight overarching response strategies targeting the organisation, users, and

society. It is a novel framework that structures organisational responses to a high-impact, low-probability

crisis. This study also discusses the long-term implications of the COVID-19 pandemic on the sharing

economy, and explores how this may impact future responses among sharing platforms in the society

that seeks sustainability. The learnings of this study have real-world significance. Sharing platforms can

learn from each other about how to continue to respond in the face of the ongoing pandemic, and con- 

sider actions for future preparedness to potential forthcoming crises. With this we hope to encourage

perseverance, long-term viability, sustainability, and resilience in organisations that may offer more sus- 

tainable ways of consumption and production.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Institution of Chemical Engineers.

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ )

1. Introduction

The world is facing an unprecedented public health crisis un- 

known in modern times, which is radically impacting our modes 

of production and consumption. The cause is the coronavirus 

(SARSCoV2), which began spreading globally, prompting the World 

Health Organization (WHO) to declare a worldwide global pan- 

demic on 11 March 2020 ( WHO, 2020 ). In a matter of months, 

nearly every country was affected, so governments have introduced 

national and regional lockdowns, restrictions on personal mobility, 

sanitary mask mandates, and physical distancing recommendations 

to help contain the spread of the virus ( Cheng et al., 2020 ). 

Undoubtedly, the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent dis- 

ruptions to our economic and social systems represent crises, 

which warrant empirical investigation. These crises have had a far 

greater impact on organisations than expected ( Teng-Calleja et al., 

2020 ). In response to this “low-chance, high-impact event” ( Lloyd- 

Smith, 2020 , p. 1) many businesses implemented work-from-home 

∗ Corresponding author.

E-mail address: oksana.mont@iiiee.lu.se (O. Mont).

programmes to abide by government-imposed lockdown orders. 

For some, this disrupted operations and prevented the payment of 

operational costs and employee salaries, leading to layoffs and per- 

manent or temporary closures ( ILO, 2020 ). Those that could con- 

tinue their operations sought – and continue to seek – solutions to 

reimagine their business models, daily operations, and communi- 

cation channels ( Accenture, 2020 ). 

Consequently, many organisations have responded to the pan- 

demic by shifting to digital means of communicating and de- 

livering their products and services ( Accenture, 2020 ). For ex- 

ample, organisations introduced new technology-based solutions 

or promoted responsible behaviour through “...cashless payments, 

click and collect practices, physical distancing between customer 

and employee, [and] improved sanitation practices...” ( Baum et al., 

2020 ). Others had been forced into “imposed service innovation”

– enforced actions to transform business models within resource

and operational constraints in response to sudden and disruptive

changes in the surrounding environment ( Heinonen and Strand- 

vik, 2020 ). 

Previous research on crisis management offers understanding 

of how organisations respond to traditional threats, both stem- 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.spc.2021.03.025
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ming from internal (e.g., technical-error and human-error acci- 

dents) and external crises (e.g., natural disasters) ( Coombs and 

Holladay, 2002 ). There is limited research on organisational re- 

sponses during epidemics, with some exceptions being responses 

to, e.g., SARS ( Chien and Law, 2003 ; Henderson and Ng, 2004 ; 

Johnson Tew et al., 2008, 2008 ) and Ebola ( Shin et al., 2018 ). How- 

ever, in our globalised and digital society, previous research does 

not always capture the magnitude of the global disruption to in- 

dustries and individuals and, even more seldom, organisational re- 

sponses to such prolonged disruptions as COVID-19. Mithani (2020 , 

p. 511) suggests, “…limited attention to life-threatening events has 

impeded comparable advancements in understanding and respond- 

ing to them.” It is therefore important for crisis management re- 

search to draw from the concept of “resilience” in order to under- 

stand how organisations adapt to external threats ( Mithani, 2020 ). 

Resilience describes the ability of a system to withstand and 

absorb any change or disturbance, while maintaining itself and 

its relationships ( Holling, 1973 ). Whether psychological, environ- 

mental, or organisational resilience, the focus shifts from the dis- 

turbance to the response in order to withstand any disruption 

( Cascio, 2009 ). As such, governments see their response to the 

pandemic as an opportunity to foster organisational and environ- 

mental resilience, for example, the “build back better” campaign 

( Bolton, 2020 ) and green recovery effort s ( Government Offices of 

Sweden, 2020 ; OECD, 2020 ). 

However, many previously-promoted practices to enhance sus- 

tainable production and consumption, including circular ( Calisto 

Friant et al., 2021 ) and sharing economy initiatives ( Miller, 2016 ), 

face hurdles. The focus of this article is on sharing platforms, 

operating within the sharing economy. These organisations seek 

to facilitate temporary access to under-utilised goods and ser- 

vices ( Belk, 2014a ) via sharing, renting, borrowing, lending, swap- 

ping, trading, bartering, and other similar consumption practices 

( Curtis and Mont, 2020 ). We focus on these platforms because of 

their potential to promote more sustainable modes of production 

and consumption ( Frenken and Schor, 2017 ). 

Like many organisations, sharing platforms have been greatly 

and adversely affected by the pandemic. For example, peer-to-peer 

sharing platforms had to respond suddenly to physical distanc- 

ing measures and restrictions on international and regional travel. 

They have seen a decrease in revenue as a result of fewer peo- 

ple using their services ( Oxford Economics, 2020 ). This is likely 

a result of limited economic activity generally, but the sharing 

economy also often necessitates proximity and connectedness be- 

tween users, as they share access to goods and services. These or- 

ganisations face many immediate and short-term challenges that 

threaten their long-term survival. If allowed to fail, the loss of 

momentum and burden on the champions behind these organisa- 

tions will set back substantive progress towards more sustainable 

modes of production and consumption, threatening continued en- 

vironmental and social resilience. 

Therefore, the objective of this research is to support resilience 

among sharing platforms, by structuring organisational response 

strategies to the COVID-19 pandemic and to advance learning and 

scholarship. In doing so, the article aims: 1) to understand the 

short-term impacts of the pandemic on sharing platforms; 2) to 

identify and categorise response strategies of sharing platforms; 

and 3) to discuss the potential long-term effects of the pandemic 

on the sharing economy. 

With this study, we seek to contribute to literature on the 

sharing economy and the broader field of study on the impacts 

of high-impact, low-probability crises on sustainable production 

and consumption. Identifying and classifying response strategies 

and developing an empirically-driven framework also contributes 

to emerging literature on crisis management in the face of COVID- 

19. Finally, this research supports learning among practitioners and 

sharing platforms to encourage perseverance, long-term viability, 

sustainability, and resilience towards future crises. 

In the following sections, we review background literature 

about the sharing economy, and short-term impacts of the COVID- 

19 pandemic on the sharing economy and organisational response 

strategies to crises ( Section 2 ). We then present our research de- 

sign, consisting of literature review and web analysis of responses 

to COVID-19 communicated by sharing platforms ( Section 3 ). Next, 

we develop the empirical framework classifying organisational re- 

sponse strategies in the sharing economy, and describe examples 

across the investigated sharing platforms ( Section 4 ). Finally, we 

summarise important learnings relevant for sharing platforms, dis- 

cuss long-term implications of the pandemic on the sharing econ- 

omy, and suggest additional responses likely in the coming months 

and years in the society that strives for sustainability ( Section 5 ). 

We draw conclusions, outline our contributions, and suggest future 

research directions in Section 6 . 

2. Literature review 

2.1. Sharing economy 

The sharing economy is increasingly studied as an approach to- 

wards more sustainable production and consumption ( Gupta and 

Chauhan, 2021 ). Specifically, the sharing economy is increasingly 

linked with the discourse surrounding the circular economy, and 

issues relating to sustainability, consumption, business models, and 

governance ( Henry et al., 2021 ). Proponents of the sharing econ- 

omy highlight the transition from an ownership-based economy to 

an access-based economy, leveraging idling assets of an existing 

stock of goods ( Botsman and Rogers, 2010 ; Curtis and Mont, 2020 ). 

The sharing economy thereby slows resource loops by extending 

product lifetimes and increasing the intensity of use ( Bocken et al., 

2016 ). In this way, the need for unnecessary production of new 

products is reduced and environmental and social impacts asso- 

ciated with it are avoided ( Novel, 2014 ). Activating and increas- 

ing the intensity of use of idling assets also results in waste min- 

imisation. Some also posit that the presence of the sharing econ- 

omy may even trigger producers to design more durable products 

( Razeghian and Weber, 2019 ). 

In previous research, we defined the sharing economy as “... a 

socio-economic system that leverages technology to mediate two- 

sided markets, which facilitate temporary access to goods that are 

under-utilised, tangible, and rivalrous” ( Curtis and Mont, 2020 , p. 

4). Our definition prioritises platforms that facilitate exchanges 

between two actors, e.g., peer-to-peer (P2P), business-to-peer 

(B2P), business-to-business (B2B), and cooperatives ( Curtis and 

Lehner, 2019 ; Curtis and Mont, 2020 ). Exchanges are facilitated 

between the supply side and demand side of a market, actors 

we call the ‘resource owner’ and ‘resource user’. However, other 

scholars include B2C companies that facilitate access to goods that 

they own, e.g. one-sided market ( Plewnia and Guenther, 2018 ; 

Ritter and Schanz, 2018 ; Täuscher and Laudien, 2018 ). For the pur- 

pose of this study, we include all platform types in our analysis, 

to support all actors associated with the sharing economy in over- 

coming the impacts of the pandemic. 

Various practices exist under the banner of the sharing econ- 

omy (despite not always sharing) ( Belk, 2014b ), including ac- 

commodation ( Prayag and Ozanne, 2018 ), co-working spaces 

( Bouncken and Reuschl, 2018 ), car-sharing ( Münzel et al., 2020 ), 

bike-sharing ( Ma et al., 2018 ), ride-hailing ( Guo et al., 2019 ), food 

delivery ( Ukolov et al., 2016 ), and sharing access to physical goods 

( Curtis and Lehner, 2019 ). To structure our analysis, we focus 

on various shared practices, including shared mobility (e.g., car- 

sharing, bike-sharing, ride-hailing), shared space (P2P accommo- 
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Fig. 1. The sharing economy as a socio-economic system, representing three target 

groups 

dation, co-working spaces), and shared goods (e.g., books, clothes, 

tools, food 1 ) ( Curtis and Mont, 2020 ). 

2.2. Short-term impacts of COVID-19 on sharing platforms 

Currently, there is a limited body of academic literature that de- 

scribes, analyses, and discusses impacts from the pandemic on var- 

ious aspects of our lives, including the sharing economy. Not sur- 

prisingly, the majority of literature regarding the sharing economy 

and the COVID-19 pandemic focuses on Uber and Airbnb, which 

correlates with existing trends in literature about the sharing econ- 

omy ( Muñoz and Cohen, 2018 ; Ritter and Schanz, 2018 ). 2 How- 

ever, there is a gap in the literature describing the impacts of –

and responses to – the COVID-19 pandemic among shared goods 

platforms, and what is more akin to “true sharing” ( Belk, 2014b ). 

Since the literature on the short-term effects of the pandemic on 

the sharing economy is preliminary and descriptive, we focus our 

review here on the short-term impacts, to avoid being too specu- 

lative. However, we present and discuss opinions and projections 

about long-term effects of the pandemic on the sharing economy 

in Section 5 . 

It is useful to classify short-term impacts of the pandemic into 

three levels: the macro- (e.g., societies, economies, governments), 

meso- (e.g., businesses, organisations, communities), and micro- 

levels (e.g., employees, individuals, consumers) ( Baum et al., 2020 ). 

In this study, we examine the meso-level – focusing on sharing 

platforms – to illuminate response strategies to support learn- 

ing among organisations ( Fig. 1 ). However, understanding impacts 

at the macro- and micro-levels also helps understand responses 

by organisations. For example, responses to the pandemic at the 

macro-level – e.g., physical distancing requirements, quarantine 

and lockdown measures, increased hygiene standards, and restric- 

tions on domestic and international travel – significantly affect the 

ability of sharing platforms to operate. Since their business mod- 

els often operate a two-sided market ( Curtis & Mont, 2020 ), where 

in-person exchange of goods or services is often necessary, restric- 

tions on distances greatly affect people involved in exchange. In- 

deed, with individuals taking precautions to avoid contracting and 

spreading the virus – especially among the elderly and vulnerable 

1 In previous research, we have included food as part of a separate shared prac- 

tice – called shared consumables – including products that are characterised by one- 

time use (e.g., food, paint, perfume, motor oil) ( Curtis & Lehner, 2019 ; Curtis & 

Mont, 2020 ). For simplicity, we have included food as part of shared goods in this 

study. 
2 Of the 35 articles in the final sample of the literature review on COVID-19, 

14 discussed or mentioned Uber 251 times and 21 articles mentioned Airbnb 669 

times. 

– there seems to be less willingness among users to engage in the 

same way with sharing platforms. 

At the same time, information and communication technol- 

ogy (ICT) already utilised by many sharing platforms to medi- 

ate exchanges may potentially reduce the burden experienced by 

other organisations throughout society. Utilising smartphone ap- 

plications, digital keys, and virtual communication tools reduces 

the need to meet in person, while still enabling the sharing of 

goods and services. The digital nature also increases the ability 

to adapt quickly to new realities and conditions, due to flexibility 

and diversity of opportunities for change at relatively low trans- 

action costs ( Kamal, 2020 ). It also has potential to strengthen the 

resilience of systems built using ICT, particularly in circumstances 

when social contacts need to be limited, as in the case of pan- 

demics ( Horgan et al., 2020 ). It is projected that sharing platforms 

may see an increase in demand, especially those that include op- 

tions for contactless delivery ( Hoffstaedter et al., 2020 ). However, 

as any other information-based and digital systems, sharing plat- 

forms must also practice caution concerning overreliance on tech- 

nology and digital discrimination ( Curtis et al., 2020 ). 

Looking at the shared practices and COVID-19 impacts, it be- 

comes clear that they have been impacted in different ways and 

to a different extent. Transportation practices have changed as a 

result of the pandemic, with mixed impacts on shared mobility. 

Literature indicates massive shifts from public transport to per- 

sonal vehicles ( Chandra, 2020 ). Car-sharing has also been affected, 

as companies reported up to 75% reductions of the total number of 

trips ( Magder, 2020 ) and especially drastic reductions in interna- 

tional and interstate trips ( Turo, 2020a ). On the other hand, some 

car-sharing organisations witnessed a simultaneous increase in lo- 

cal trips, from 48% to 68% of all completed trips on their platform 

compared to 2019 ( Turo, 2020a ). Ride-hailing services have also 

been affected, as “the prospect of hailing ‘an Uber’ is fraught with 

life threatening risk” ( Katta et al., 2020 ). Forbes Magazine reported 

that rides via Uber have decreased by 94% since early March 2020 

( Chandler, 2020 ). Globally, Uber reported a loss of USD 2.9 billion 

for the first quarter of 2020 and reduced its workforce by 3700 due 

to reduced bookings ( Ford Rojas, 2020 ). However, bike-sharing has 

not been impacted in the same way, as cities and retailers report a 

resurgence of cycling, thereby increasing demand for the services 

( Brignall, 2020 ). Such a resurgence has been seen across the world, 

but cities are dealing with these trends differently, including sup- 

porting bike-sharing platforms ( Draaisma, 2020 ). 

Shared space platforms have seen a dramatic reduction in book- 

ings since March 2020. For example, Airbnb and Couchsurfing 

reservations in many countries were down by a reported 90% 

( Chadwick, 2020 ; Connolly, 2020 ). As a result, Airbnb’s valuation 

has dropped from USD 31 billion in early 2017 to USD 18 billion as 

of April 2020 ( Evans, 2020 ). Its revenue for 2020 is projected to be 

just 50% of what the company earned in 2019 ( Evans, 2020 ). 

The pandemic has also impacted co-working spaces. A sur- 

vey conducted in March 2020 found a 71% reduction in the use 

of co-working spaces ( Konya, 2020 ). There has also been a dra- 

matic impact on membership cancellations and new membership 

( Konya, 2020 ). This has led to the projection that the co-working 

marketplace will contract by 12.9% in 2020 ( Business Wire, 2020a ). 

Meanwhile, the demand has increased for collaborative virtual 

platforms and larger physical venues among knowledge workers 

– those with the ability to transition working from the office to 

home ( Hu, 2020 ). While Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Slack and other 

communication and collaboration platforms have become ubiqui- 

tous, demand has also increased for the in-house collaborative vir- 

tual platforms at co-working spaces, like ImpactHub and Spaces, 

which has impacted their technological infrastructure and strategic 

work. 
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No academic literature has been found that explored how the 

pandemic has affected the sharing of physical goods, for example, 

tools, clothes, or toys. 

2.3. Organisational response strategies to crises 

Crisis management by organisations has been studied from 

many disciplinary perspectives, including psychological, social- 

political, and technological-structural perspectives ( Pearson and 

Clair, 1998 ). What constitutes a crisis covers the entire range 

of events from minor issues such as employee illness to natu- 

ral and human-induced incidents such as earthquakes, terror at- 

tacks and massive disruptions to everyday operations and lifestyles 

( Ritchie, 2004 ) that “require well-timed responses” from organisa- 

tions ( Reilly, 1993 ). Management research, considered to be part 

of the technological-structural perspective, defines organisational 

crisis as “a low-probability, high-impact event that threatens the 

viability of the organisation and is characterised by ambiguity of 

cause, effect, and means of resolution, as well as by a belief that 

decisions must be made swiftly” ( Pearson and Clair, 1998 , p. 60). 

Shrivastava (1993) proposed 4Cs – causes, caution, consequences 

and coping – as aspects of crises that can be studied by manage- 

ment scholars. While causes are triggers of a crisis, and caution is 

measures to avoid or minimise impacts of a potential crisis, conse- 

quences include both short-term and long-term impacts, and coping 

comprises responses to a crisis that has already occurred. 

The choice of coping mechanisms by organisations is affected 

by the extent of the organisational responsibility for causing a 

crisis, which ranges from the low level of responsibility in vic- 

tim crises (e.g. natural disasters, and rumours), to the moderate 

responsibility for accidental crises (e.g. technical-error accidents), 

and to the highest level of responsibility for preventable crises (e.g. 

human-error accidents) ( Coombs and Holladay, 2002 ). Coping re- 

sponses also differ depending on stages of a crisis, including pre- 

crisis, crisis, post-crisis (or long-term recovery) ( Frandsen and Jo- 

hansen, 2016 ). 

Due to the broad definition of what constitutes a crisis, research 

on specific organisational responses to crises – including strate- 

gic communication – spans studies on how organisations respond 

to crises such as terror attacks, war, and conflict ( Bullough et al., 

2014 ; Greenbaum et al., 2007 ; Hurley-Hanson, 2006 ), natural dis- 

asters ( Hall et al., 2016 ; Runyan, 2006 ), health crises ( Page et al., 

2006 ; Rao and Greve, 2018 ), and cyber-attacks ( Kim et al., 2017 ). 

Organisational responses can be divided into two litera- 

ture streams. The first one is crises communication responses 

( Sturges, 1994 ), especially important in the case of the preventable 

and accidental crises studied extensively by Coombs (1995) and 

Benoit (1995) . The second one is literature on crises management 

or coping strategies , including activating emergency response teams 

and crisis management plans ( Reilly, 1993 ). Coombs defined crisis 

response strategies as “what an organisation says and does after 

a crisis hits” ( Coombs, 2006 , p. 245) and identified four types of 

crisis response strategies – denial, diminishment, rebuilding and bol- 

stering ( Coombs, 2014 ) – more suitable for the preventable and ac- 

cidental crises, where organisations communicate in order to min- 

imise the threat to their own reputation. 

Literature on crisis management or coping discusses response 

strategies that go beyond communication strategies. Although the 

first book on crisis management was published more than 35 

years ago ( Fink, 1986 ), it is still a fragmented body of literature 

( Pearson et al., 2007 ). Search for classifications of response strate- 

gies reveal several relatively similar and recent works on the na- 

ture of responses. One classification was developed based on key 

articles published in the journals of the Strategic Management So- 

ciety ( Wenzel et al., 2021 ). It included four types of responses: 

retrenchment, persevering, innovating, and exit. Another classifi- 

cation draws the parallel with individual responses to threats of 

freeze, flight, fight, or fright from the human evolutionary theory, 

and suggests a framework of organisational responses to crises, 

comprising dormancy, hypervigilance, growth and exit. ( Mithani and 

Kocoglu, 2020 ): 

• Dormancy – A response by organisations to remain opera- 

tionally inactive for the duration of the crisis, providing the op- 

portunity to return to normal after the threat has passed. 

• Hypervigilance – At the onset of any crisis, organisations re- 

spond by observing the situation, acquiring information about 

the threat, and assessing resources and potential impacts. This 

freeze response is primarily an information-gathering response, 

with strategic changes avoided. 

• Growth – A crisis may present an opportunity for growth, in- 

cluding entry and efficiency routines. Entry routines seek to ex- 

ploit the market weakness to deploy new resources and lever- 

age new opportunities, including experimenting with new tech- 

nologies and building new partnerships. Efficiency routines im- 

prove existing offerings, including communication, automation, 

digitalisation, or outsourcing. 

• Exit – Depending on the context, this may require exiting from 

regions or markets, distributing resources differently, and en- 

tail partial or complete closing of their operations. At the same 

time, exit can also mean resource conservation and reallocation 

that can help organisations to reduce financial exposure and 

other risks. 

In addition to the nature and stage of the crisis, the specific re- 

sponse of an organisation is also shaped by the institutional con- 

text that influences allocation of resources, culture, and actions 

( Zhou, 2020 ). Preparedness and the appropriate early responses to 

any crisis will also likely impact long-term organisational resilience 

( Zhou, 2020 ). 

Due to the relative newness of the sharing economy, there is 

limited research on the responses of sharing platforms to crises. 

Even the framework by Mithani and Kocoglu (2020) classifies or- 

ganisational responses in terms of their nature, but does not spec- 

ify the response strategies per se . We therefore chose to apply an 

inductive research design in order to explore a question with two 

unknown Cs out of the 4Cs suggested by ( Shrivastava, 1993 ): the 

short- and long-terms impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic that is 

still unfolding, i.e., consequences , and responses of sharing economy 

organisations to the COVID-19 pandemic, i.e. coping . 

3. Methodology 

This study aims to explore organisational response strategies 

to the coronavirus pandemic in order to support learning among 

sharing platforms and advance our understanding of response 

strategies to the crisis in the sharing economy. However, because 

we are still reeling from the pandemic and responses will likely 

continue to evolve, our empirical study is a snapshot in time up 

until 30 October 2020. To explore response strategies, we con- 

ducted two related but separate research tasks: 1) a systematic 

literature review on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on 

the sharing economy and review of crisis management literature; 

2) a web analysis of 30 sharing platforms, including web pages, 

blog posts, news, and social media posts by platforms, resulting in 

an empirical framework structuring response strategies of sharing 

platforms to COVID-19. 

3.1. Literature review 

We conducted two separate literature reviews of academic ar- 

ticles relevant to the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on the 
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sharing economy and organisational response strategies to crisis. 

The first, on the sharing economy, sought to capture observed im- 

pacts and response strategies already investigated. The database 

search was conducted on 9 September 2020, using the Scopus 

database. The search included [ALL “sharing economy ” AND “pan- 

demic OR covid ”], and was limited to academic articles, reviews, 

notes, conference papers and books published in English, includ- 

ing publications in press. The search generated 68 documents. 

We reviewed the title, abstract, and keywords of these articles, 

excluding sources that merely mentioned the sharing economy 

in passing. The review resulted in 22 documents. We also re- 

viewed the reference list of each document and included 12 ad- 

ditional sources, which also included grey literature. The sam- 

ple included 34 documents. On 25 November we ran the same 

search [ALL “sharing economy ” AND “pandemic OR covid ”], to en- 

sure that our sample of articles for the literature review was up 

to date. One article was added, making the final sample 35 ar- 

ticles (see Appendix A ). We also ran an additional search, look- 

ing specifically for articles on how COVID-19 impacts car-sharing, 

with the search string ALL (“carsharing”) AND ALL (covid OR pan- 

demic). Although the search returned 24 articles, none of them 

meaningfully discussed the impacts of COVID-19 on car-sharing or 

car-pooling. 

The final sample of 35 articles was analysed qualitatively us- 

ing NVivo to categorise impacts and responses. The codes included 

the levels of impacts – micro-, meso- and macro-level – and cod- 

ing for impacts on specific shared practices – shared mobility, 

shared space, shared goods. We also analysed the articles looking 

for responses to COVID-19, which provided an initial framework to 

categorise response strategies. For example, coding for responses 

from space included the following codes: quarantine time between 

bookings, financial support to hosts, cleaning standards, lowering 

rates for renting, and refunds to hosts. We also coded the sample 

of articles for long-term implications of COVID-19 per shared prac- 

tice ( Section 5.2 ). 

The second literature review explored literature on organisa- 

tional responses to crisis. Again, we used the Scopus database us- 

ing the query (TITLE-ABS-KEY ("organisational responses" OR "re- 

sponse strategies") AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (crisis) AND (pandemic) 

AND (framework OR concept). Again, we focused on academic arti- 

cles, conference papers, and books published in English. The same 

limitations were applied to this sample as in the first literature re- 

view. The review resulted in 41 articles, 25 of which were deemed 

useful after reviewing their title, abstract, and keywords. The full 

texts of these articles were uploaded to NVivo and qualitatively 

analysed, coded for concepts, theories, and other conceptualisa- 

tions and frameworks to structure organisational response strate- 

gies, especially in relation to different types of crises (e.g., scan- 

dal, terrorist attack, pandemic) or application areas (e.g., geogra- 

phy, sector, organisation). In addition, the reference lists of these 

articles were analysed, adding a further 18 articles to the sample, 

bringing the total number of articles on crisis management to 43 

(see Appendix B ). 

Each literature review demonstrates a need to empirically study 

organisational response strategies of sharing platforms to the 

COVID-19 pandemic. While there is limited knowledge about the 

short-term effects of the pandemic on space and mobility shar- 

ing, even less is known about the sharing of goods. Furthermore, 

there is no known attempt to structure the responses by sharing 

platforms to promote resilience and ensure more sustainable pro- 

duction and consumption. In addition, we observed no crisis man- 

agement knowledge or theory suitable for deductively analysing 

response strategies to such a crisis; therefore, we chose an em- 

pirical and inductive approach to study organisational response 

strategies. 

3.2. Web analysis and framework development 

Since the first widespread use of the Internet in the early 1990s, 

the web and website data have served as materials for data col- 

lection in research ( Herring, 2009 ). Content analysis was among 

the first methodologies to be applied to qualitative web data 

( Herring, 2009 ). While traditional approaches to content analysis 

are still favoured ( Herring, 2009 ), utilisation of software to sup- 

port analysis and advancement in technology – such as machine 

learning and artificial intelligence – supports content analysis and 

other natural language processing ( Bazeley and Jackson, 2013 ). 

We followed the five steps to web content analysis outlined by 

McMillan (20 0 0) and Herring (20 09) : 

1) Formulate a research objective and a guiding question. 

2) Select a sample. 

3) Code data qualitatively and develop explanatory categories. 

4) Check the reliability of coded data between coders. 

5) Analyse and interpret the data collected during the coding pro- 

cess. 

In the first step, we formulated our research questions based 

on our research objective – to understand how sharing platforms 

responded to the COVID-19 pandemic to support learning among 

sharing platforms and to develop resilience to the pandemic and 

future crises. 

This formulation dictated our sample – response strategies as 

communicated by sharing platforms. As part of the second step, 

we selected 30 sharing platforms across three shared practices –

shared mobility, shared space, and shared goods ( Table 1 ). The 

sharing platforms represented different platform types (e.g., P2P, 

B2C) and different geographical scales, but with a focus on North 

America and Europe. We collected relevant web data for each plat- 

form, including web pages, blog posts, news, and social media 

posts. 

The third step sought to code the web data qualitatively. The 

data were coded inductively, using a constructivist grounded the- 

ory approach ( Charmaz, 2014 ; Kenny and Fourie, 2015 ). Char- 

acterised by the constructivist philosophy, compared to tradi- 

tional grounded theory, this approach acknowledges that previ- 

ous knowledge and experience of the observer informs analy- 

sis, and describes a more flexible and creative coding proce- 

dure: 1) open coding; and 2) refocused coding ( Charmaz, 2014 ; 

Kenny and Fourie, 2015 ). The output of such approach is an “inter- 

pretive understanding” of the phenomenon in question ( Kenny and 

Fourie, 2015 , p. 1279). Compared to thematic analysis, a grounded 

theory approach engages in simultaneous data collection and anal- 

ysis using the process of theoretical sampling, e.g., to the point of 

saturation ( Alhojailan, 2012 ). 

Open coding was applied to the data, focusing on the action- 

verb responses of the sharing platforms, coding as gerunds as sug- 

gested by Charmaz (2014) . This coding was not informed by pre- 

vious research or theory; instead, the empirical data of organi- 

sational responses was inductively coded. Each of the three re- 

searchers coded data and developed a preliminary list of cate- 

gories relevant to one of the three shared practices (shared mobil- 

ity, shared space, shared goods). We did this to help identify pat- 

terns between shared practices, before merging the categories and 

performing subsequent analysis. As the data was coded inductively, 

data was coded to existing categories or new categories were cre- 

ated ( Miles and Huberman, 1994 ). This was done iteratively, with 

new data being added from social media and blogs as interesting 

observations were made, until there was a fairly stable initial cod- 

ing framework. 

During the process of refocused coding, the authors reviewed 

the initial coding framework, checking the reliability and validity 
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Table 1 

Three shared practices and 30 organisations. 

Shared Practice Sharing Platform Platform Type Geographical Scale 

Shared Mobility Communauto B2C Canada 

Facedrive P2P Canada 

HiRide P2P Canada 

Kangaride P2P North America 

Lyft P2P International 

Poparide P2P Canada 

Snappcar P2P Europe 

Bike Share Toronto B2C Toronto, Canada 

Turo P2P International 

Uber P2P International 

Shared Space Airbnb P2P International 

Vrbo P2P International 

WarmShowers P2P International 

FlipKey P2P International 

Couchsurfing P2P International 

LoveHomeSwap P2P International 

Home Exchange P2P International 

WeWork B2C International 

ImpactHub Cooperative International 

Spaces B2C International 

Shared Goods Toronto Tool Library Cooperative Toronto, Canada 

Rent Frock Repeat B2C Toronto, Canada 

SwapSity P2P Canada 

reheart P2P Canada 

Peerby P2P The Netherlands, Belgium 

LENA Library B2C The Netherlands 

HeelNederlandDeelt P2P The Netherlands 

BKSY P2P The Netherlands 

Bunz P2P International 

Karma P2P Europe 

between researchers and shared practices. An initial workshop saw 

the authors discuss the coding frameworks, merging or creating 

new categories between the shared practices. The categories were 

designed to represent distinct responses by sharing platforms, and 

it was during this stage that we introduced the perspective of 

the target group of their responses to further distinguish between 

response strategies, as in Fig. 1 . This highlighted several differ- 

ences between the shared practices, but ultimately led to a uni- 

fying framework. One researcher then reviewed all of the coded 

material, scrutinised the categories, checked for reliability across 

the data, and further consolidated related categories. Finally, this 

coding framework was discussed among the three researchers to 

ensure completeness and clarity of categories. The output of the 

web analysis using this approach was a unifying empirical frame- 

work to categorise those observed response strategies communi- 

cated by sharing platforms, depicted in Fig. 2 . Finally, these cate- 

gories were used to structure various examples to illustrate each 

response strategy and compare between shared practices. 

4. Results and analysis 

We present the results of our literature review and web anal- 

ysis. First, we introduce our empirically-derived framework and 

then we describe each response strategy by providing elaborate ex- 

amples of various shared practices. 

The observed responses by sharing platforms were categorised 

according to the target of the response: organisation-oriented re- 

sponses, user-oriented responses, and society-oriented responses. 

This categorisation mirrors the micro-, meso-, and macro-level per- 

spectives presented in Section 2.2 and inspired by Baum et al., 

(2020) . While the sharing platform remained our unit of analy- 

sis, their actions were directed at or were in response to their 

users and society. For each category, we identified several gen- 

eral response strategies ( Fig. 2 ) and, in the following sections, 

we elaborate specific examples across shared mobility, shared 

space, and shared goods practices. The complete results, includ- 

Fig. 2. The framework of organisational responses 

ing the response strategies observed across platforms, are found in 

Appendix C . In Section 5.1 , we present learnings, including across 

the shared practices. 

4.1. Organisation-oriented response strategies 

The response strategies observed across our sample were 

predominantly oriented at the activities of the sharing plat- 

forms themselves. As such, we categorised these responses as 
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organisation-oriented, which include seven response strategies de- 

scribed below. 

4.1.1. Managing daily operations 

The pandemic forced many sharing platforms to reassess their 

day-to-day routines. Some of them explicitly communicated about 

changes they had to make in their everyday operations during the 

pandemic. The changes reported represent a full spectrum of activ- 

ities from: 

• permanently or temporarily closing operations 
• pausing operations 
• reducing part(s) of operations 
• implementing local response for local contexts 
• remaining open at full capacity 
• expanding or increasing operations 

For example, mobility sharing Communauto continued its op- 

erations, arguing that it offered relatively safe ways for essential 

workers to commute to work ( Magder, 2020 ). Similarly, Kangaride 

continued providing ride-sharing services for essential travel with 

its call centre operating on a reduced schedule ( Vachon, 2020 ). In 

contrast, Facedrive is aiming to expand its operations to the USA 

and Europe despite the pandemic ( Business Wire, 2020b ) and it 

purchased ride-sharing and car-pooling app HiRide in March 2020 

( Simpson, 2020 ). In June 2020, the municipal bike-sharing scheme 

Bike Share Toronto announced its expansion with 1850 new bicy- 

cles and adding 30 neighbourhoods to its map ( Draaisma, 2020 ). 

In May, Uber announced that it would be permanently clos- 

ing all 180 Greenlight Hubs and cutting 3700 jobs to offset the 

losses the company suffered due to pandemic (Gridwise, 2020). 

Lyft (2020a) paused, offering services where rides were shared be- 

tween strangers. 

From 18 March 2020, Airbnb paused in-person stays in most 

countries, while Couchsurfing (2020) reduced the size of its team 

and has “taken pay cuts, eliminated or renegotiated all contracts, 

eliminated … physical office space ( becoming a … 100% remote 

workforce)”. Airbnb has also asked investors for a USD 1 bil- 

lion investment to manage the drastic reductions in global travel 

(Wood, 2020). Similarly, Couchsurfing (2020) applied for COVID- 

19 relief funds provided by the United States Government through 

the CARES Act. Of the co-working spaces, Spaces (2020) remained 

accessible worldwide for tenants 24/7, except when deep cleaning 

forced closures. 

Goods-sharing BKSY and reheart were forced to temporarily 

close their physical libraries, while Toronto Tool Library could re- 

open their flagship location after temporary closure once they have 

implemented health and safety protocols ( Willison, 2020a ). Of the 

platforms studied, only Rent Frock Repeat was forced to perma- 

nently close in autumn 2020 ( Longwell, 2020 ). 

4.1.2. Adapting existing business models 

In contrast to managing daily operations, we suggest this re- 

sponse describes those undertaken by the organisation to adapt 

or modify their value proposition, in other words, the value pro- 

vided to the user of the platform. The pandemic necessitated sev- 

eral business model adaptations that were communicated by the 

investigated platforms on their websites, such as: 

• Enhancing existing services 
• Changing or updating primary offerings 
• Changing or updating additional offerings 
• Implementing flexible contracts, cancellation, or return policies 
• Transferring operations online 

For example, Poparide refunds all trips cancelled before the 

ride and waives any penalties if either the driver or the passen- 

ger is feeling unwell. Similarly, SnappCar (2020a) permitted can- 

cellations without extra cost for all bookings before 31 August 

2020. To emphasise the importance of car cleanliness, Turo car 

renters are allowed to cancel their booking and receive a full re- 

fund, if they are not satisfied with the level of cleanliness of the 

car. They will also be provided with support to find another car 

( Haddad, 2020 ). Uber offered new ways to deliver consumables 

via Uber Eats app, beyond food and groceries, to provide last-mile 

solutions for businesses and individuals who were following lock- 

down rules ( Scheepers and Bogie, 2020 ). The new service Uber Di- 

rect connected businesses that experienced high delivery demand 

with Uber drivers and other delivery partners who were looking 

for delivery jobs ( Lomas, 2020 ). 

Airbnb no longer collects any fees from cancelled reservations 

as a result of the pandemic. The company is also exploring the pos- 

sibility of long-term home rental as a way for hosts to secure in- 

come from their idling properties ( Toyama, 2020 ). HomeExchange 

and LoveHomeSwap introduced a policy for return of GuestPoints 

in the event of trips being cancelled in these ‘force majeure’ cir- 

cumstances. Vrbo extended its COVID-19 emergency policy until 

30 June 2020 ( Vrbo, 2020a ) and offered rewards to its property 

owners who offer guests at least a 50% refund on their bookings 

( Vrbo, 2020b ). Co-working platform Spaces offers “ultimate flexi- 

bility” in its service contracts, including any length of terms, no 

capital expenditures, work now - pay later, among other measures 

to make it easier for their users to manage during the pandemic. 

Toronto Tool Library had to make significant adaptations and 

now, instead of users browsing available tools, they have a service 

desk technician who collects requested tools for users. Returned 

tools are quarantined for at least 72 hours before returning to cir- 

culation ( Willison, 2020b ). The Library has also removed all late 

fees to accommodate users who were unable to travel safely to re- 

turn borrowed items. Karma changed its app to introduce food de- 

livery options from restaurants, allow restaurants to sell full-price 

meals, and encourage users to tip in the app; all in the effort to 

support local restaurants ( Karma, 2020 ). 

4.1.3. Performing strategic work 

During the downtime that some platforms experienced due to 

closures and reduced user traffic, platforms and volunteers seek to 

make upgrades to their infrastructure. In some instances, they ap- 

ply for government grants to fund their activities. However, only a 

few platforms communicated this strategic work, including: 

• Updating/renovating physical infrastructure 
• Updating/renovating digital infrastructure 

Many of the platforms had to update their websites as their 

first response to the COVID-19 pandemic; however, we did not 

classify these actions as strategic and described them in other re- 

sponse strategies instead. However, the Toronto Tool Library stands 

out in communicating about its ongoing strategic work during the 

pandemic. While its physical locations were closed, volunteers and 

organisers worked to overhaul the online infrastructure and phys- 

ical spaces, including “...moving to better hosting for [their] site, 

updating [their] mail server to address spam issues, introducing in- 

ventory for [their] consumables, vendor-management software…”

(Willison, 2020). They also applied to multiple funding sources, but 

with no success as of September 2020. 

4.2. User-oriented response strategies 

In addition to organisation-oriented response strategies, we also 

identified three strategies that aim to support platform users: 

helping users increase hygiene standards, supporting physical dis- 

tancing, and implementing communication and education cam- 

paigns. 
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4.2.1. Increasing hygiene standards 

Many sharing platforms implemented some form of increased 

hygiene standards, including: 

• Following international, national, and local restrictions and 
best practices 

• Implementing health and safety guidelines 
• Implementing enhanced cleaning protocols 
• Requiring sanitary masks to be worn (along with other con- 
trol measures) 

• Introducing quarantine of assets between users 
• Restricting access to the platform based on health status 

• Reporting positive COVID-19 cases among the community 

Many mobility sharing platforms developed a “cleaning and dis- 

infection” policy requiring car owners to disinfect their vehicles 

before each trip and a car cleaning guide to help drivers with that 

task, e.g., Turo ( Haddad, 2020 ), Lyft (2020b) , Communauto (2020) , 

Kangaride ( Vachon, 2020 ), SnappCar (2020a) , Poparide (2020) and 

Uber (2020a) . Providers of shared bikes and e-scooters also pay ex- 

tra attention to cleaning the shared vehicles and advise the users 

to clean them before use ( Bike Share Toronto, 2020a ; Lyft, 2020c ). 

Uber also implemented the slogan “No mask. No ride” target- 

ing both drivers and riders, and introduced a new safety check- 

up list in its app that asks the drivers to take a selfie verifying 

that they are wearing a mask ( Uber, 2020b ). All mobility sharing 

platforms discouraged any trips that are not essential, encouraged 

travelling alone for all essential trips, and advised choosing a car 

that has not been in operation for a long period ( Magder, 2020 ). 

Uber (2020b) worked with health care authorities 24/7, which al- 

lowed them to “temporarily suspend the accounts of riders or 

drivers confirmed to have contracted or been exposed to COVID–

19”. The same goes for restaurants on Uber Eats, which Uber may 

temporarily remove from the app if they “receive confirmation of 

contraction of or exposure to COVID–19.”

In May, to improve health safety, Airbnb (2020a) developed 

a cleaning protocol for hosts, including a detailed learning pro- 

gramme and certification. The protocol prescribed spacing out 

reservations with 24-72 hours intervals, stocking extra clean- 

ing equipment and reducing the number of touchpoints, such 

as remote controls ( Chadwick, 2020 ; Watson, 2020 ). Similarly, 

LoveHomeSwap (2020a) developed a comprehensive guide for its 

home exchanging members in three languages, which included a 

guide to cleaning homes, including a room-by-room checklist, and 

a letter that home swappers can leave for their guests about their 

cleaning practices. Vrbo (2020c) suggested that its property own- 

ers and managers review the safety features and manuals in their 

properties, and consider adding contacts to local hospitals and 

emergency numbers. 

Co-working spaces, e.g., WeWork, Spaces, and ImpactHub, 

have enhanced their cleaning protocols and made hygiene prod- 

ucts available for free to members ( ImpactHub Stockholm, 2020 ; 

Spaces, 2020 ). WeWork retrofitted existing air systems with new 

filters for cleaner air. It also introduced temperature screening in 

some of its locations upon arrival for people wanting to work from 

their spaces ( WeWork, 2020 ). WeWork and ImpactHub created 

mechanisms for reporting a positive COVID-19 case in the work- 

place, and for notifying members immediately. ImpactHub Stock- 

holm asked members to keep a record of all visitors or guests to 

the co-working space for one month, to support contact tracing. 

Goods sharing platforms – BKSY, HeelNederlandDeelt, Peerby, 

Karma, and SwapSity – also developed guidelines with suggestions 

to follow all local and national health advice, not to meet in person 

if sick, minimise the time of exchange, practice good hygiene, and 

consider other means of exchanging items, e.g., wrap item, leave 

on doorstep. 

4.2.2. Supporting physical distancing 

The studied platforms seek to support physical distancing in 

different ways, including: 

• Limiting the number of people 
• Implementing clear signage 
• Providing digital alternatives 
• Increasing opening hours 
• Avoiding physical contact through other means 

For example, SnappCar and Turo offer a keyless option to open 

the rented car with an app ( Haddad, 2020 ; SnappCar, 2020b ). Sim- 

ilarly, Bike Share Toronto encouraged its cyclists to use the Cy- 

cleFinder app, the Bike Share website, or a member key to find and 

release a bike ( Bike Share Toronto, 2020b ). Turo also offered hosts 

lockboxes for key retrieval ( Haddad, 2020 ). Uber Eats encourages 

its customers to use the “leave at the door” option to avoid physi- 

cal contact ( Uber, 2020a ). 

Many Airbnb hosts use a key lockbox, smart lock, or keypad for 

self-check-in ( Airbnb, 2020b ). Each investigated co-working space 

introduced signage throughout their spaces, closed workstations, 

reduced meeting room capacity, and increased safe kitchen eti- 

quette. ImpactHub Stockholm made their spaces accessible 24/7 to 

enable their community to avoid peak traffic on public transport. 

They also enhanced their bicycle parking and shower facilities to 

promote safe modes of transportation to and from their location 

( ImpactHub Stockholm, 2020 ). 

4.2.3. Implementing communication and education campaigns 

In a time of crisis, communication between organisations and 

their users is essential. Apart from community guidelines and 

health and safety practices, we observed other communication 

practices by sharing platforms, including campaigns related to: 

• Curating special resources for users (e.g., tutorials, webpages, 
checklists) 

• Marketing activities based on the pandemic 
• Providing accessible communication (e.g., audio, subtitles, mul- 
tiple languages) 

• Expressing solidarity with users 

For example, the immediate response of Uber to the pan- 

demic was to add a feature to its app with the latest informa- 

tion about the pandemics from official sources ( Scheepers and Bo- 

gie, 2020 ). Support teams at Uber made approximately 20 0 0 calls 

to their drivers asking about their concerns, in order to identify 

measures to assist them ( Scheepers and Bogie, 2020 ). Lyft devel- 

oped video tutorials on COVID-19 safety for drivers and riders 

( Lyft, 2020d ), while Turo launched a training course for its drivers 

that builds on information from federal health authorities and the 

WHO ( Turo, 2020b ). Hosts who took the course have had badges 

on their Turo profiles since 31 July 2020 ( Turo, 2020c ). 

Airbnb revamped the homepage to address the questions 

and concerns of its users ( Airbnb, 2020c ), which they up- 

dated daily. LoveHomeSwap prepared a downloadable audio guide 

of 11 phrases in 4 languages to help travellers communicate 

about the pandemics in different localities in what the com- 

pany thought would be a post-COVID world in summer 2020 

( LoveHomeSwap, 2020b ). Spaces, through its parent company In- 

ternational Workplace Group, has created a comprehensive com- 

munication document titled Preparing for a New World of Work , 

which provided specific actions being implemented now to reduce 

the spread of the virus in their workspaces, and plans to support 

working remotely for the foreseeable future ( IWG, 2020 ). 

SwapSity organised online swap meets appealing to their users’ 

nostalgia for in-person swap meets. In different ways, platforms 

such as Karma, LENA Library, SwapSity, and HeelNederlandDeelt 
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expressed empathy with their communities through their social 

media and website activity. 

4.3. Society-oriented response strategies 

Platform responses also targeted society more generally, includ- 

ing frontline workers, people in need, schools, and other actors. We 

identified two overarching strategies to capture these responses: 

offering support and managing new and existing partnerships. 

4.3.1. Offering support 

During the pandemic, many platforms have found ways to pro- 

vide tangible or intangible support to a variety of stakeholders by: 

• Offering financial or non-financial resources 
• Producing or purchasing personal protective equipment 
• Providing advertising services via the platform 

• Providing tangible and intangible support to the frontline and 
essential workers 

• Working towards solutions 

For example, Uber offered “10 million free rides and deliver- 

ies of food for frontline healthcare workers, seniors, and people 

in need around the world” ( Uber, 2020a ). In the US and Canada, 

Uber Eats waived their delivery fee for 10 0,0 0 0 restaurants, and 

Uber Freight delivers essential items to healthcare facilities and 

food banks for free ( Scheepers and Bogie, 2020 ). Uber also part- 

nered with domestic violence organisations across the globe and 

provided 50,0 0 0 free trips to those who needed to escape from 

home and reach shelters ( Scheepers and Bogie, 2020 ). It was also 

instrumental in helping many restaurants that lost their dine-in 

customers to go online and deliver food home instead. The com- 

pany reduced sign-up and wait times for restaurants to register on 

Uber Eats. Uber also offered a possibility to receive daily rather 

than weekly pay-outs to the restaurants to help with cashflow dur- 

ing the pandemics ( Scheepers and Bogie, 2020 ). 

Together, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and Uber de- 

livered medicine to individuals suffering from chronic diseases 

who were unable to pick it up themselves. In March-April 2020, 

40,0 0 0 parcels were delivered to Western Cape, South Africa 

( Scheepers and Bogie, 2020 ). In Kenya, Uber collaborated with 

the Gertrude’s Children’s Hospital and Nairobi Hospital to pro- 

vide discounted trips to medical professionals. In support of the 

Kenyan Emergency Response Fund, Uber offered 50 0 0 free rides 

and 20 0 0 free deliveries via Uber Eats ( Soko Directory Team, 2020 ). 

Facedrive collaborated with Middlesex-London Health Unit, On- 

tario, Canada to transport people to COVID-19 testing facilities at 

discounted prices. Drivers for such trips are “trained in COVID-19 

travel related safety protocols” and equipped with essential safety 

equipment ( Facedrive, 2020a ). Facedrive and HiRide announced a 

global virtual hackathon for innovative ideas “... to mitigate the so- 

cial and economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic”. The top 

five ideas will be offered fully paid internships at the companies 

( Facedrive, 2020b ). 

On 26 March 2020, Airbnb announced that it was developing 

strategies with hosts to accommodate 10 0,0 0 0 medical workers 

around the globe ( Airbnb, 2020d ). The company also created a 

dedicated support fund of USD 10 million to assist Airbnb users 

in mainland China. Airbnb also created a USD 10 million Super- 

host Relief Fund, providing grants of up to USD 50 0 0 to top- 

rated Superhosts and some Experience hosts who rent their own 

homes and are in need of assistance to pay rent or mortgage 

( Smith, 2020 ). ImpactHub joined the “COVID Response Alliance for 

Social Entrepreneurs”, which has supplied at least USD 75 million 

to mitigate the impacts of the pandemic ( Impact Hub, 2020 ). 

Volunteers associated with the Toronto Tool Library used their 

tools and makerspaces to produce personal protective equipment, 

including sneeze-guards, face shields, mask-comfort bands, and 

signage. This equipment is distributed to local hospitals and long- 

term care facilities. 

4.3.2. Managing partnerships 

The pandemic seems to have strained existing partnerships and 

provided opportunities for new relationships. Beyond the partner- 

ships already mentioned relevant to previous response strategies, 

we provide examples of how goods sharing platforms are manag- 

ing partnerships by: 

• Nurturing new partnerships 

• Ending existing partnerships 

The volunteer community at the Toronto Tool Library has cre- 

ated new initiatives for the benefit of existing (e.g., Centre for So- 

cial Innovation) and new (e.g., local hospitals and long-term care 

facilities) partners ( Willison, 2020a ). Karma is working with food 

distributors and wholesalers to put together subscription boxes to 

sell excess supply to their users seeking to avoid shopping in stores 

( Karma, 2020 ). This is a new offering to users, based on new part- 

nerships. Similarly, Bunz is partnering with small businesses to of- 

fer them free use of their platform to advertise their products and 

services more widely ( Bunz, 2020 ). 

In times of crises, organisations tend to consolidate their re- 

sources, so many non-core activities and partnerships are paused 

or ended. In the time of COVID-19, physical distancing causes 

partnerships to crumble. For example, the Toronto Tool Library 

had to cease its weekly workshops with the Alzheimer’s Soci- 

ety of Toronto and the Junior Workbuilders youth workshops 

( Willison, 2020a ). 

5. Discussion 

Our research seeks to produce and structure knowledge about 

organisational responses to high-impact low-probability crises. We 

do this by studying impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on shar- 

ing platforms, and their responses to the pandemics and to poten- 

tial future crises to encourage perseverance, viability, sustainabil- 

ity, and resilience. We elaborate on response strategies – coping 

– among investigated platforms, which only represent a snapshot 

in time. Following the 4Cs model suggested by ( Shrivastava, 1993 ), 

we also discuss the long-term implications – consequences – of 

the COVID-19 pandemic on the sharing economy, and explore how 

this may impact future responses among sharing platforms in the 

society that seeks sustainability. 

5.1. Learning from observed response strategies 

There is an extreme diversity of responses among the investi- 

gated platforms, based on shared practice (e.g., shared mobility, 

shared space, shared goods), platform type (e.g., P2P, B2C), ge- 

ographical scale (e.g., international, national, regional, local) and 

value orientation (e.g., commercial, environmental, social, societal). 

Firstly, responding to the nature of the pandemic and following 

international and national policies and prescriptions ( WHO, 2020 ), 

most platforms implemented some form of community guidelines 

or policies to increase hygiene standards and manage user be- 

haviour, similar to responses of many other types of organisations. 

However, unlike the traditional organisations, platforms have to 

manage both sides of the market, for example, by developing dif- 

ferent sets of guidance for resource users and resource owners, e.g. 

( Airbnb, 2020c ). They also sought to leverage technology to reduce 

the need for in-person interaction, or encouraged their users to 

find alternative ways to access and share goods and services. 
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However, the shared practice and context dictated response 

strategies across the platforms. For example, shared mobility plat- 

forms mostly continued their core operations, focusing on in- 

creased standards for hygiene and physical distancing and actively 

educating their users to follow related guidelines and protocols. 

Uber alone actively supported local communities by providing free 

rides and deliveries of consumables for those in need, particularly 

in Africa. Platforms for shared accommodation had to pause most 

of their operations. Some of them applied for funding support 

to survive the reduction in bookings, up to 90%. The co-working 

spaces did not stop operating, and instead opted for strategies 

that improved health and safety measures to allow for continu- 

ing operations, adapting to the local contexts in which they oper- 

ate. With their business model threatened, co-working spaces ex- 

panded their digital platforms and collaboration tools to support 

working at a distance, while still providing value to their members. 

The goods sharing platforms tended to be more niched than in- 

ternational mobility and space sharing platforms, which impacted 

their response strategies. For example, they operated closely with 

community organisations, which have also been significantly im- 

pacted by the pandemic. Their responses appeared to be more im- 

provised and less formalised, often communicated through blog 

posts, social media, or newsletters, if at all, compared to dedi- 

cated space on the website and professional communication mate- 

rials (e.g., guidebooks, videos, training), which we observed among 

more institutionalised space sharing and mobility sharing plat- 

forms. Lastly, goods sharing platforms had a more varied organ- 

isational response strategies; many platforms remained open at 

full capacity, while one platform had to close. The diversity of re- 

sponses speaks to the local and embedded context of goods shar- 

ing platforms. 

The platform type , because of the actors involved in the ex- 

change, also dictated responses. Whether operating as a single 

(B2C) or two-sided (P2P) market, platforms had to tailor their com- 

munication to their users’ needs and abilities. B2C platforms – like 

many car-sharing and bike-sharing companies – need to manage 

only one customer segment, together with the resources they own. 

However, B2C car-sharing companies own or lease their car fleet, 

and suffer losses when their cars sit idle, not generating revenue, 

but still have to pay loans to the bank. On the other hand, P2P 

platforms do not own any physical assets, but have to manage both 

the supply and demand side of the market, with each user seg- 

ment having different needs and with resource owners having to 

shoulder the burden of idling resources during the pandemic. 

The value orientation and geographical scale of the platform also 

influenced the types of responses from the platforms. Commer- 

cial platforms, often operating internationally, had more resources 

available to update their websites and business models, commu- 

nicate with users, and provide financial and non-financial sup- 

port. These platforms are also more exposed to risk, so there is 

a greater incentive to respond appropriately to manage their rep- 

utation and risk. This meant companies like Uber, Lyft, and Airbnb 

were working with international partners to provide services for 

frontline workers and those in need, and allocating funds to sup- 

port those affected by the pandemic. Meanwhile, platforms that 

operated more locally, with interest in additional value creation 

beyond monetary value, were able to rely on their communities’ 

civic capacity and social capital to help manage the response to 

the pandemic, even if they faced difficulties with cash flow and 

access to financial capital. 

Finally, we found differences in the nature of response strate- 

gies the platforms employ depending on the response target, fol- 

lowing the classification of organisational responses suggested 

by Mithani and Kocoglu (2020) : hypervigilance, exiting, growth, 

or dormancy, as discussed in Section 2.3 and presented below 

( Table 2 ). 

Across the eight responses identified, the majority demon- 

strated hypervigilance (5): platforms were cautious, communica- 

tive, and conscientious while implementing measures to ensure 

health and safety on their platform. We also observed strategies 

that demonstrated growth (4), with platforms adapting their busi- 

ness models to mitigate the impacts of the pandemic. Platforms 

undertook strategic work, such as revamping physical or digital in- 

frastructure or applying for funding or other financial relief. One 

platform went out of business, and others had to end partnerships 

and reallocate resources elsewhere, responding by exiting (2) the 

market in some way. Finally, two sharing platforms paused their 

operations as a result of the pandemic, demonstrating how plat- 

forms managed daily operations by entering dormancy (1). The 

classification by nature of organisational responses helps demon- 

strate the prescriptive ability of our framework, and reflects the 

nature and efficacy of observed response strategies in relation to 

the crisis we currently face. 

5.2. Long-term implications of the pandemic on the sharing economy 

Long-term implications of the pandemic are widely discussed 

in society and literature, although in a more speculative manner. 

Some organisations are hopeful that the pandemic signals a need 

to restructure the global economic order by implementing green 

recovery mechanisms ( Bakker and Elkington, 2020 ; Sneader and 

Singhal, 2020 ) and gearing production and consumption towards 

sustainability ( Boons et al., 2020 ). Others warn that history teaches 

us that “business as usual” is typically very quickly restored after 

a crisis, e.g., as was in the case of the financial crisis of 20 08-20 09 

and the SARS epidemic ( Gössling et al., 2020 ). 

However, the long-term implications are not yet known, as we 

are in the midst of the pandemic and vaccination effort s. Many 

commentators expect a slow and cautious opening of our soci- 

eties and economies, with travel and physical distancing recom- 

mendations to remain in force for some time. Some speculate 

that consumers may focus more on local consumption, seeking to 

support small businesses, including restaurants, cafes, and book- 

shops ( Hall et al., 2020 ) and local travel. This localisation will 

likely extend to leisure travel, where people may choose to va- 

cation closer to home, leading to lower environmental impacts 

and in this way advancing more sustainable forms of consump- 

tion. At the same time, reduced international travel and changing 

consumer behaviour will likely shrink the demand for P2P accom- 

modation across countries ( Hall et al., 2020 ), but it may increase 

P2P accommodation and ride-hailing services locally and nation- 

ally. However, it remains to be seen whether this shift will meet 

the pre-pandemic demand for less-formal employment and income 

generation opportunities. 

Nonetheless, we can learn from previous crises. During the 

financial crisis a decade ago, consumers altered their spending 

habits and re-evaluated their consumption in light of shifting val- 

ues ( Gerzema and D’Antonio, 2010 ). Seemingly, this will occur 

again, with consumers being more mindful of their expenses, so 

businesses that offer convenience and less expensive alternatives 

are likely to thrive. In addition, the example of the sharing econ- 

omy demonstrates that businesses that are reliant on or that use 

ICT in their operations are more flexible and quicker to adapt 

to the new order where physical distancing is desired. This in 

turn helps to strengthen the resilience of our systems of produc- 

tion, consumption, and distribution. Below, we briefly focus on the 

long-term implications of the pandemic on shared mobility, shared 

space, and shared goods platforms. 

5.2.1. Long-term implications for mobility sharing platforms 

Mobility sharing platforms will continue to be impacted, as mo- 

bility is likely to be restricted or discouraged for some time, es- 
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Table 2 

Response strategies and nature of organisational responses. 

Response Target Response Strategy Nature of Organisational Responses 

Organisation-oriented responses Managing day-to-day operations Hypervigilance, Exiting, Dormancy 

Adapting existing business models Growth 

Performing strategic work Growth 

User-oriented responses Increasing hygiene standards Hypervigilance 

Supporting physical distancing Hypervigilance 

Implementing communication and education campaigns Hypervigilance 

Society-oriented responses Offering support to societal actors Hypervigilance, Growth 

Managing partnerships Growth, Exiting 

pecially among the elderly and vulnerable populations ( Hall et al., 

2020 ). More broadly, both car-sharing and ride-hailing will con- 

tinue to be promoted as solutions to improved sustainable trans- 

port systems. Car-sharing and bike-sharing may be preferred over 

ride-hailing services, as there is not the same need for interaction 

with drivers. However, during the pandemic, platforms have been 

implementing training, certifications, or review systems to promote 

improved hygiene and ventilation standards and vehicle cleanli- 

ness. While the increased use of bike-sharing has a positive impli- 

cation for sustainable consumption on transport, the diversion of 

people from public transport towards car use through car-sharing 

or ride-hailing is a less beneficial trend from the sustainability per- 

spective. In addition, there is a risk that more people will consider 

purchasing their own car after they have tried car-sharing or ride- 

hailing services. 

Platforms like Uber and Lyft started supporting their gig work- 

ers to some extent, including improved systems for hygiene, health 

and safety, and paid sick leave. When the pandemic subsides, it 

may be difficult for these companies to withdraw some of these 

protections. Therefore, some suggest that the support and benefits 

experienced during the pandemic, which are long seen as neces- 

sary for drivers and other gig workers, need to be institutionalised 

( Katta et al., 2020 ). 

Similarly, food and other delivery services are likely to remain 

popular as a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic ( Raj et al., 

2020 ). Restaurants may also join or expand their food delivery ser- 

vices, as there are still risks to employees and increased costs for 

enhanced cleaning and physical distancing requirements. 

Technology that supports physical distancing – and convenience 

– will continue to be leveraged and integrated into service offer- 

ings, such as QR codes, RFID scanners, digital locks, and location- 

based services. While the industry was already heading in this di- 

rection, we may see increased automation as a result of the pan- 

demic in the form of self-driving cars and drone deliveries. These 

services do not require in-person interaction, although such a tran- 

sition will destabilise an already precarious relationship between 

platforms and users. 

5.2.2. Long-term implications for space sharing platforms 

Due to the general state of the economy, P2P accommodation 

sharing will likely see greater demand for local, safer, and cheaper 

options ( Chadwick, 2020 ), and an increased interest in more far-off

destinations ( Zenker and Kock, 2020 ). Some go even further and 

suggest that slow tourism will become the new more sustainable 

normal, with people choosing locations off the beaten track and 

valuing longer and more meaningful stays – quality over quantity 

of travel ( Wen et al., 2020 ). 

In response to the increased interest in local tourism, some 

hosts of short-term accommodation rental will rebrand their 

homes towards domestic travellers; others will shift towards long- 

term accommodation, which is less sensitive to the pandemic than 

short-term rentals, albeit not as profitable ( Rubino et al., 2020 ). 

Hosts that hold multiple listings and most likely have a mortgage 

for them 

3 will be likely to reduce the number of listings to stay 

afloat. Some commentators therefore suggest that there will be 

fewer commercial hosts with multiple listings and more hosts that 

rent out their own property as an additional source of income or 

for the sake of social interaction ( Dolnicar and Zare, 2020 ). They go 

one step further and propose that there might even be no need to 

regulate these platforms anymore due to the reached upper limit 

in supply, and there might instead be a need to incentivise these 

platforms to spur local economic development ( von Briel and Dol- 

nicar, 2020 ). 

Accommodation sharing will most likely have a competitive 

advantage over the hotel industry when travel restrictions wane. 

While the hotels and the mainstream tourism industry will have 

to go through a lengthy process of rehiring and potentially re- 

training its workforce, the accommodation sharing hosts will be 

offering their properties on the market immediately ( Dolnicar and 

Zare, 2020 ). Nevertheless, some authors predict a reduction in the 

demand for P2P accommodation sharing due to the difficulty in 

securing proper safety and cleaning procedures ( Naumov et al., 

2020 ). On the other hand, digitalisation and self-service, e.g. check- 

in options via an app, entrance to properties via a key box and 

communication with a host via digital channels, will likely in- 

crease further ( Chadwick, 2020 ). Furthermore, interesting fusions 

– work-cation – are already emerging where renting accommoda- 

tion or sharing space for work and pleasure come in one package 

( ESR, 2020 ). 

5.2.3. Long-term implications for goods sharing platforms 

We are unaware of any literature on the potential long-term 

implications on goods sharing platforms. However, these plat- 

forms are facing challenges, which can be overcome. The tempo- 

rary challenge of physical distancing prevents users from inter- 

acting with each other, forcing goods sharing platforms to reduce 

their operations or adapt their business model. While many plat- 

forms have sought to manage the health and safety of their users, 

many face financial challenges and the ability to continue oper- 

ating and offering their service to users. However, goods sharing 

platforms that operate locally may leverage the goodwill of their 

communities by offering spaces of interaction and networking, 

which are important in developing mutual support among peo- 

ple, and in this way strengthen social resilience in the communi- 

ties and neighbourhoods in which they are embedded ( Sharifi and 

Khavarian-Garmsir, 2020 ). We observed high willingness among 

online communities to support local sharing initiatives. If goods 

sharing platforms can weather the pandemic, they will likely be 

well-positioned as economies adapt their modes of production and 

consumption and users adjust their consumption habits. 

3 81% of Airbnb’s revenue in the USA comes from hosts with multiple listings 

according to CBRE (2017) . 
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5.3. Future response strategies 

As the prolonged effects of the pandemic on sharing platforms 

are still evolving, we briefly reflect on future response strate- 

gies among sharing platforms. As our results and analysis demon- 

strated, the majority of the observed responses represented hyper- 

vigilance . Such a response over a prolonged period reduces the ca- 

pacity of an organisation to utilise available resources and execute 

additional responses ( Mithani and Kocoglu, 2020 ). We expect fur- 

ther responses to emerge as the pandemic subsides. 

Platforms may enter dormancy , having limited energy and re- 

sources. This does not mean they go out of business; rather, plat- 

forms may operate on an as-needed basis with the resources avail- 

able, by maintaining their website and responding to direct re- 

quests. However, this is likely to be done with limited staff, limited 

investment in the platform or service, and no effort to grow their 

position in the market. Similarly, we may see increased exiting re- 

sponses, with platforms leaving markets or geographies to focus 

on their core activities, or going out of business altogether. Again, 

this will likely be influenced by available resources, including the 

energy and motivation of the team behind the platform. 

We expect to see additional growth responses, such as con- 

solidation, acquisition, and reputation management. As platforms 

struggle with resources, acquisition represents an entry routine by 

expanding into new markets or acquiring new technology. Addi- 

tionally, platforms may increasingly face backlash regarding their 

response – whether it was sufficient or adequate. Platforms will 

need to decide whether to allocate resources to respond or engage 

in deliberate actions to manage their reputation. 

Finally, trends we see throughout society will likely affect shar- 

ing platforms in how they operate, including increased video- 

conferencing and teleworking. Changing mobility habits, whether 

biking or using autonomous electric vehicles, may upend car- 

sharing business models. We must also consider how platforms 

and specific response strategies contribute to improved environ- 

mental or social outcomes. As the pandemic subsides, all coun- 

tries and communities will face economic hardship and political 

instability as we collectively wrestle with the best way to over- 

come these challenges and to build more sustainable societies. In 

doing so, the growth paradigm may need to be revisited and re- 

vised, considering whether responses “fit to the scale” for the local 

context and needs of the people and planet ( Ibn-Mohammed et al., 

2021 ). 

6. Conclusions 

Unfortunately, as one crisis subsides, another may be in the 

making. The long-term economic impacts of the COVID-19 pan- 

demic are still unfolding, triggering unemployment and hardship 

across the globe. At the same time, spurred by misinformation on 

social media, partisanship threatens the stability of the global po- 

litical system. Moreover, climate change and biodiversity loss chal- 

lenge our societies and ecosystems. The sharing economy offers so- 

lutions to many of these challenges, with its potential to advance 

sustainable consumption and production by improving resource ef- 

ficiency, reducing waste generation from the production of new as- 

sets, democratising consumption, and creating strong and resilient 

communities. However, as we look to rebuild our economies, this 

is only possible if sharing platforms can effectively and adequately 

respond to the COVID-19 pandemic. This research aimed to ex- 

plore organisational response strategies, in order to support learn- 

ing among sharing platforms and advance our understanding of re- 

sponse strategies of sharing platforms to the crisis. 

This article makes important theoretical, empirical, and practi- 

cal contributions. In terms of theory , it contributes to filling the 

gap identified in crises management literature about organisa- 

tional responses to high-impact low-probability crises ( Mithani and 

Kocoglu, 2020 ). Furthermore, since research on the sharing econ- 

omy and responses to the pandemic, not impacts, is limited, this 

article makes important contribution to the sharing economy lit- 

erature by identifying and classifying organisational responses of 

sharing platforms and developing a framework of organisational 

responses specific for the three response target groups: users, or- 

ganisation, and society. We identified eight overarching response 

strategies and corresponding actions among the 30 sharing plat- 

forms. The strategies employed predominantly represent hypervig- 

ilance responses, especially those targeting users, and involve ac- 

quiring information about the threat, assessing resources, under- 

standing potential impacts, and managing risks. 

This study also provides empirical contribution to the sharing 

economy field by systematising extensive empirical data of organ- 

isational responses from 30 sharing platforms representing three 

sharing practices, shared mobility, space and goods, and diverse 

business models, e.g., P2P and B2C. The long-term implications 

of the pandemic are discussed per sector, offering insights about 

the complexity of potentially building resilient post-pandemic con- 

sumption and productions systems. 

The results of this study and learnings have real-world signif- 

icance . The results of this article seek to advance organisational 

learning, including that of sharing economy platforms. Indeed, 

sharing platforms can learn from each other about how to continue 

to respond in the face of the ongoing pandemic, and consider ac- 

tions for future preparedness to potential forthcoming crises. With 

this we hope to encourage perseverance, long-term viability, sus- 

tainability, and resilience in organisations, which may offer more 

sustainable ways of consumption and production. 

This study represents an initial investigation of organisational 

response strategies to the COVID-19 pandemic in the sharing econ- 

omy, and several limitations and directions for future research can 

be outlined. First, conducted in the midst of the pandemic, our 

study represents a snapshot in time – with empirical data collected 

up until 30 October 2020. However, responses are dynamic and 

changing. Additionally, our web analysis evaluated responses com- 

municated publicly by platforms via web pages, blog posts, news, 

and social media posts, and communication among employees was 

not considered. For these reasons, our empirically-derived frame- 

work only represents an initial structuring of knowledge for future 

research. 

Research should continue to explore responses among sharing 

platforms representing different sharing practices. Additionally, re- 

search could explore the responses to the pandemic in the sharing 

economy at macro- and micro-levels. For example, future studies 

may explore how municipalities or users responded to the COVID- 

19 pandemic in relation to the sharing economy. The framework 

can be tested and applied in comparative studies that focus on un- 

derstanding the differences in organisational responses depending 

on shared practice, platform type, geographical scale, value orien- 

tation, and response target. Finally, a more philosophical but criti- 

cal question that needs to be addressed in future research is – can 

the COVID-19 pandemic trigger structural changes to our systems 

of production and consumption, and value creation more gener- 

ally? And what can we learn from this crisis to make our societies 

more resilient in the face of other crises to come and more sus- 

tainable in the long run? 
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